spec_name

Advanced Practice

Advanced Practice

Advanced Practice

Advanced Practice

min_outcom diag_proc
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
Approval
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
Approval
70480 Computed
tomography, orbit, sella,
or posterior fossa or
outer, middle, or inner
ear; without contrast
material
Approval
70480 Computed
tomography, orbit, sella,
or posterior fossa or
outer, middle, or inner
ear; without contrast
material
Approval
70480 Computed
tomography, orbit, sella,
or posterior fossa or
outer, middle, or inner
ear; without contrast
material
Approval
70480 Computed
tomography, orbit, sella,
or posterior fossa or
outer, middle, or inner
ear; without contrast
material
Approval

reason_for_denial

indication_offered
auth_count
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as sudden and severe.;
The headache is described as a “thunderclap” or
"This request is for orbit,sella, int. auditory
canal,temporal bone, mastoid, CT.239.8"; "There
is not suspicion of bone infection, cholesteatoma,
or inflammatory disease.ostct"; "There is not a
history of serious head or skull, trauma or
injury.ostct"; "There is not suspicion of
"This request is for orbit,sella, int. auditory
canal,temporal bone, mastoid, CT.239.8"; "There
is not suspicion of bone infection, cholesteatoma,
or inflammatory disease.ostct"; "There is not a
history of serious head or skull, trauma or
injury.ostct"; "There is not suspicion of

Advanced Practice Approval

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
material

"This request is for orbit,sella, int. auditory
canal,temporal bone, mastoid, CT.239.8"; "There
is suspicion of bone infection, cholesteatoma, or
inflammatory disease.ostct"
This is a request for an Internal Auditory Canal
CT.; There is a suspected cholesteatoma of the
ear.; The patient had a recent abnormal auditory
brainstem response.; The patient has not had a
recent abnormal brain CT or MRI.; There are
neurological symptoms of one‐sided hearing loss
; This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT
immune‐compromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as Chronic
Rhinosinusitis (episode is greater than 12 weeks);

Advanced Practice Approval

70496 Computed
tomographic angiography,
head, with contrast
material(s), including
noncontrast images, if
performed, and image
postprocessing

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
brain.

Advanced Practice

Advanced Practice

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

3

Advanced Practice Approval

70498 Computed
tomographic angiography,
neck, with contrast
material(s), including
noncontrast images, if
performed, and image
postprocessing
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material

Advanced Practice Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Advanced Practice Approval

Advanced Practice Approval

Advanced Practice Approval

Advanced Practice Approval

Advanced Practice Approval

Advanced Practice Approval

Advanced Practice Approval

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
Neck.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The patient has a sudden and
severe headache.; The patient has NOT had a
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has vision
changes.; The patient had a recent onset (within
; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient does not have dizziness, one sided
arm or leg weakness, the inability to speak, or
vision changes.; The patient does not have HIV or
feel primary pituitary adenoma; This request is
for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT being requested
for evaluation of a headache.; The patient has
fatigue or malaise; It is unknown why this study is
being ordered.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient has one sided arm or leg weakness.; The
patient has a sudden and severe headache.; The
patient had a recent onset (within the last 3
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has the inability to speak.; The
patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
weeks) of neurologic symptoms.; This study is

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for a tumor.
"There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest
mass noted within the last 30 days."; They did not
have a previous Chest x‐ray.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Advanced Practice Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Advanced Practice Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non of
; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study
is being ordered for none of the above.; This
study is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

Advanced Practice Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

; One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

Advanced Practice Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for known tumor.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

3

Advanced Practice Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for suspected pulmonary
Embolus.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

Advanced Practice Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Advanced Practice Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Advanced Practice Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Advanced Practice Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Abnormal imaging test describes the reason for
this request.; This is a request for a Chest CT.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
There is radiologic evidence of mediastinal
widening.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for vascular disease
other than cardiac.; Yes this is a request for a
There is radiologic evidence of non‐resolving
pneumonia for 6 weeks after antibiotic treatment
was prescribed.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for known
unknown; "There IS evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; They had a previous Chest x‐ray.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
unknown; "There is NO evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for work‐up for
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is not to be part of
a Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical
Spine CT; There is no reason why the patient

Advanced Practice Approval

Advanced Practice Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material
72125 Computed
tomography, cervical
spine; without contrast
material

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Advanced Practice Approval

72125 Computed
tomography, cervical
spine; without contrast
material
72125 Computed
tomography, cervical
spine; without contrast
material

Advanced Practice Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Advanced Practice Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Advanced Practice Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Advanced Practice Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Advanced Practice Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

Advanced Practice Approval

It is not known if the patient has any neurological
deficits.; This study is not to be part of a
Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical Spine
CT; This study is being ordered due to follow‐up
surgery or fracture within the last 6 months.;
There has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; "The patient
has not been seen by, or the ordering physician
This study is not to be part of a Myelogram.; This
is a request for a Cervical Spine CT; This study is
being ordered due to follow‐up surgery or
fracture within the last 6 months.; "The patient
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Numbness, weakness, &amp; pain on
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Trauma or recent injury; The patient
does not have new or changing neurologic signs
or symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has not seen the
Pt is experiencing severe neck pain and
radiculopathy into her upper limbs. She has
completed physical therapy with worsening
symptoms; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; The patient does not have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
The patient has seen the doctor more then once
for these symptoms.; The physician has directed
It is not known if there are documented findings
of immune system suppression.; This is a request
for a thoracic spine MRI.; It is not known if the
patient is experiencing back pain associated with
abdominal pain.; The caller indicated the the
study was not ordered for: Chronic Back pain,

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Advanced Practice Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Advanced Practice Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Advanced Practice Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Advanced Practice Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Advanced Practice Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Advanced Practice Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Advanced Practice Approval

Advanced Practice Approval

72192 Computed
tomography, pelvis;
without contrast material
72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
contrast material(s)

abnormal ekg nerve study; The study requested
is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; muscular weakness; The patient does
not have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
patient does not have a new foot drop.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment for
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment for
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient does have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for some other reason than the choices given.;
This is a request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a
; This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The patient
has NOT had previous abnormal imaging
including a CT, MRI or Ultrasound.; The study is
being ordered for suspicion of tumor, mass,

1

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

Advanced Practice Approval

Advanced Practice Approval

Advanced Practice Approval

Advanced Practice Approval

Advanced Practice Approval

73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

; This is a request for a foot MRI.; Surgery or
other intervention is not planned for in the next 4
weeks.; The study is being oordered for
infection.; There are physical exam findings,
laboratory results, other imaging including bone
scan or plain film confirming infection,
inflammation and or aseptic necrosis.
patient presented to clinic on 12/11/18 with
complaints of knee pain, has had injection by pain
management in right knee, has used nsaids, pain
medicine from pain management, heating pad,
IM steroid injection with no relief. Patient
presents back to clin; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; It is not known if patient had recent plain
films of the knee.; The ordering physician is not
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; No, the patient
did not have a recent ultrasound of the knee.;
The patient has not had recent plain films of the
knee.; There are physical findings (palpable mass)
of a suspicious mass or known primary site of
cancer.; The patient has not had a recent bone
scan.; This study is being ordered for Suspicious
Mass or Suspected Tumor/ Metastasis

1

1

1

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; This study is
being ordered for Non‐acute Chronic Pain;
Limited range of motion; It is unknown if surgery
is planned.

1

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; This study is
being ordered for Suspected meniscus, tendon,
or ligament injury; No, there is no known trauma
involving the knee.; Limited range of motion; Yes,
the member experience a painful popping,
snapping, or giving away of the knee.

1

Advanced Practice Approval

73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

Advanced Practice Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

Advanced Practice Approval

Advanced Practice Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Advanced Practice Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Advanced Practice Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Advanced Practice Approval

Advanced Practice Approval

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; This study is
being ordered for Suspected meniscus, tendon,
or ligament injury; Yes, there is a known trauma
involving the knee.; Instability
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient had
recent plain films of the knee.; The plain films
were normal.; The ordering physician is not an
orthopedist.; This study is being ordered for
Suspected meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury;
Yes, there is a known trauma involving the knee.;
Pain greater than 3 days
evaluation of RUQ pain and tenderness with
bloating. KUB normal. cbc within normal limits.;
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study is
being ordered for an infection such as
pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease.; There are NO
abnormal lab results or physical findings on exam
such as rebound or guarding that are consistent
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for another reason besides
Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D;Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases, Suspicious
Mass or Tumor, Organ Enlargement,
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Advanced Practice Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Advanced Practice Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Advanced Practice Approval

Advanced Practice Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Advanced Practice Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Advanced Practice Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Advanced Practice Approval

Advanced Practice Approval

Advanced Practice Approval

Advanced Practice Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

; One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has not been
completed.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
Has had a x‐ray and a kidney stone has been
identified. Will need a ct of her kdneys. She has
hyperpara and mild hypercalcemia. Negative mibi
and 4Dct. If CT reveals Ca stone, will repeat 4d ct.
Sensipar will not help with calcium stones.; This is
a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
kidney stones; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has been
completed.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The results of the
urinalysis were normal.; The study is being
pain that radiatesblood in urine; This is a request
for an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This
study is being requested for abdominal and/or
pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered for acute
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
The reason for the hematuria is not known.; This
study is not being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is requested for
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The results of the urinalysis
were abnormal.; The urinalysis was positive for
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The results of the urinalysis
were normal.; The study is being ordered for
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The hematuria is due to Renal
Calculi/kidney/ ureteral stone.; This study is not
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is pre‐op
or post op evaluation.; The study is requested for
preoperative evaluation.; Surgery is planned for

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Advanced Practice Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)

Advanced Practice Approval

75635 Computed
tomographic angiography,
abdominal aorta and
bilateral iliofemoral lower
extremity runoff, with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing

Advanced Practice Approval

Advanced Practice Approval

Advanced Practice Approval

Advanced Practice Approval

77046 Magnetic
resonance imaging,
breast, without contrast
material; unilateral
77046 Magnetic
resonance imaging,
breast, without contrast
material; unilateral
77078 Computed
tomography, bone
mineral density study, 1
or more sites, axial
skeleton (eg, hips, pelvis,
spine)

This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is
suspicious mass or suspected tumor or
metastasis.; The patient is presenting new
symptoms.; This study is not being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not
persistant stomach pain despite of prescription
and OTC med; pain to RUQ, LLQ; abnormal CT;
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study is
being ordered for known or suspected infection.;
There are NO physical findings or abnormal blood

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
abdominal arteries.
PT HAS CALCULATE LIFE TIME RISK 20.4% HAS
HAD A BILATERAL VASECTOMY; This is a request
for Breast MRI.; This study is being ordered as a
screening examination for known family history
of breast cancer.; There are NOT benign lesions in
This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered as a screening examination
following genetic testing for breast cancer.; The
patient has a lifetime risk score of greater than
This is a request for a Bone Density Study.; This
patient has not had a bone mineral density study
within the past 23 months.; This is a bone density
study in a patient with clinical risk of osteoporosis
or osteopenia.

1

1

1

1

1
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Advanced Practice Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Pertinent history includes: HLD and precordial
pain. Pt had ECHO Thursday morning (1/31/19).
One episode of heart fluttering that lasted about
1 minute, no SOB with it. Pt states she has a
squeezing chest pain all the time " like it is
bruised." Pt walks ; The patient is not diabetic.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare
member.; This study is being ordered for Cardiac
symptoms including chest pain (angina) and/or
shortness of breath; The symptoms can be
described as "Typical angina" or substernal chest
pain that is worse or comes on as a result of
physical exertion or emotional stress; The chest

1

Advanced Practice Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has 3 or more cardiac risk factors; The study is
requested for congestive heart failure.; The study
is requested for suspected coronary artery
disease.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 40 or greater

1

Advanced Practice Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; This is a
Medicare member.; This is for a preoperative
evaluation of a non cardiac surgery involving
general anesthesia; This study is being ordered
for Preoperative evaluation of a non cardiac
surgery involving general anesthesia

1

Advanced Practice Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

unknown; The patient is not diabetic.; This is a
request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare
member.; This study is being ordered for Cardiac
symptoms including chest pain (angina) and/or
shortness of breath; The symptoms can be
described as "Typical angina" or substernal chest
pain that is worse or comes on as a result of
physical exertion or emotional stress; The chest
pain was NOT relieved by rest (ceasing physical
exertion activity) and/or nitroglycerin

1

Advanced Practice Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This a request for an
echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for another reason; The reason for
ordering this study is unknown.

1

Advanced Practice Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

hypertenison; This a request for an
echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for another reason; The reason for
ordering this study is unknown.

1

Advanced Practice Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Murmur.; This request is for initial evaluation of a
murmur.; The murmur is grade III (3) or greater.

1

Advanced Practice Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Valves.; This is an initial evaluation of suspected
valve disease.

1

Advanced Practice Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Heart
Failure; This is for the initial evaluation of heart
failure.

3

Advanced Practice Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; The patient has a history of
hypertensive heart disease.; There is a change in
the patient’s cardiac symptoms.

2

Advanced Practice Approval

93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;

Advanced Practice Approval

G0297 LOW DOSE CT
SCAN FOR LUNG CANCER
SCREENING

G0297 LOW DOSE CT
SCAN FOR LUNG CANCER
SCREENING
Advanced Practice Approval
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Advanced Practice Disapproval material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Advanced Practice Disapproval material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Advanced Practice Disapproval material

This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.;
The patient has NOT had cardiac testing including
Stress Echocardiogram, Nuclear Cardiology
(SPECT/MPI), Coronary CT angiography (CCTA) or
Cardiac Catheterization in the last 2 years.; The
member has known or suspected coronary artery
disease.
This request is for a Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer
Screening.; This patient has NOT had a Low Dose
CT for Lung Cancer Screening in the past 11
months.; The patient is between 55 and 80 years
old.; This patient is a smoker or has a history of
smoking.; The patient has a 30 pack per year
This request is for a Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer
Screening.; This patient has NOT had a Low Dose
CT for Lung Cancer Screening in the past 11
months.; The patient is between 55 and 80 years
old.; This patient is a smoker or has a history of
smoking.; The patient has a 30 pack per year
Patient had a fall on February 1st, 2019.; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
headache is described as chronic or recurring.
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient does NOT have a recent
onset (within the last 4 weeks) of neurologic
Unknown; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
The study is NOT being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The patient has dizziness.; This
study is being ordered for something other than

1

1

3

1

1

1

70496 Computed
tomographic angiography,
head, with contrast
material(s), including
noncontrast images, if
performed, and image
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Advanced Practice Disapproval postprocessing
70540 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, orbit, face,
and/or neck; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Advanced Practice Disapproval contrast material(s)
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Advanced Practice Disapproval contrast material

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Advanced Practice Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
brain.
will fax clinical info; "This is a request for
orbit,face, or neck soft tissue MRI.239.8"; The
reason for the study is not for trauma,
infection,cancer, mass, tumor, pre or post‐
operative evaluation
Loss of coordination, strange sensations in hands
and feet; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has a sudden change in
mental status.; It is unknown why this study is
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non of
Patient has axillary adenopathy, with chronic
fatigue that is worsening.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; The study is being ordered for
none of the above.; This study is being ordered
Pt c/o lower left lung pain for 4 months and it's
worsening, shortness of breath, history of
tobacco use; "There is NO evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
Pt. had a mass was found in 2017 by ultrasound
of the head and neck soft tissue; "There is NO
evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
noted within the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax

71275 Computed
tomographic angiography,
chest (noncoronary), with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Advanced Practice Disapproval image postprocessing
72125 Computed
tomography, cervical
spine; without contrast
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Advanced Practice Disapproval material

Thoracic aortic aneurysm, without rupture; This
study is not requested to evaluate suspected
pulmonary embolus.; This study will not be
performed in conjunction with a Chest CT.; This
study is being ordered for another reason besides
Known or Suspected Congenital Abnormality,
Known or suspected Vascular Disease.; Yes, this is
a request for a Chest CT Angiography.
Patient does have a steal in his neck that might
be a factor of him not getting a MRI. Patient has
been in a car wreck, is having redness and
swelling, stiffness, and numbness in right side

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Advanced Practice Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Advanced Practice Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Advanced Practice Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

72125 Computed
tomography, cervical
spine; without contrast
Advanced Practice Disapproval material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Advanced Practice Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Advanced Practice Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Advanced Practice Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Advanced Practice Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Advanced Practice Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Advanced Practice Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Pt is having cervicalgia with radiculopathy of
cervicothoracic region, tenderness of neck,
abnormal xray of cervical spine.; This study is not
to be part of a Myelogram.; This is a request for a
Cervical Spine CT; This study is being ordered due
to neurological deficits.; "The caller indicated that
the patient is not experiencing or presenting
symptoms of Abnormal Gait, Lower Extremity
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is no
weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2016;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; back pain, neck pain; &lt; Describe
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
unknown; There has been treatment or
; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is no weakness or reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; ; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of bladder
or bowel dysfunction.; There is not x‐ray evidence
; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has not seen the
doctor more then once for these symptoms.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Advanced Practice Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Advanced Practice Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
Advanced Practice Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
Advanced Practice Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Advanced Practice Disapproval contrast material

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Advanced Practice Disapproval contrast material
72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Advanced Practice Disapproval contrast material

; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; It is not known if there has been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; ; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is NOT
radiation of neck pain down right arm, carotid
duplex performed. Surgery in past; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; Neurological
deficits; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; radiation of right arm pain; The
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
thoracic spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Document exam findings; The patient
The patient does have neurological deficits.; This
is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The study is
being ordered due to chronic back pain or
suspected degenerative disease.; unknown; The
patient is experiencing or presenting symptoms
of lower extremity weakness documented on
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is no
weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Trauma or recent injury; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.; left sided
weakness; The patient does not have new signs

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Advanced Practice Disapproval contrast material

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Advanced Practice Disapproval contrast material
72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Advanced Practice Disapproval contrast material
72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Advanced Practice Disapproval contrast material

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Advanced Practice Disapproval contrast material
72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Advanced Practice Disapproval contrast material

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2016;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; back pain, neck pain; &lt; Describe
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
unknown; There has been treatment or
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; It is not known if there has been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; ; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is NOT

He requests MRI of lumbar spine to evaluate for
surgery.; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Pre‐Operative Evaluation; Surgery is not
scheduled within the next 4 weeks.
Patient did stretches while pregnant to alleviate
pain in the neck and lower back. Patient stated
that the pain was not alleviated and that she now
has headaches.; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The
patient's pain is too great to complete PT, x‐ray
was performed 07/18 that showed degenerative
changes; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does not have new or changing neurologic signs
or symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for

1

1

1

1

1

1

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Advanced Practice Disapproval contrast material
72192 Computed
tomography, pelvis;
Advanced Practice Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

72192 Computed
tomography, pelvis;
Advanced Practice Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Advanced Practice Disapproval contrast material(s)
73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Advanced Practice Disapproval contrast material(s)

73700 Computed
tomography, lower
extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Advanced Practice Disapproval contrast material
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Advanced Practice Disapproval sequences
73721 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
lower extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Advanced Practice Disapproval contrast material

WILL FAX IN; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic back
pain.; The patient has none of the above
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for some other reason than the choices given.;
This is a request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a
Unknown; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; Doctor's visit ‐ 1/18/2019 ;
Trauma ‐ 2012; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Pt is having muscle
weakness and tingling ; severe pain in hip;
redness and swelling; waste and away of rt leg;
cold to touch;; PT ( had to learn to walk);
MRI is needed for further evaluation Right
Adrenal Adenoma and Renal Cyst.; One of the
studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The study is not requested for any
of the standard indications for Knee MRI; It is not
known if the study is requested for shoulder pain.
Unknown; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; Doctor's visit ‐ 1/18/2019 ;
Trauma ‐ 2012; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Pt is having muscle
weakness and tingling ; severe pain in hip;
redness and swelling; waste and away of rt leg;
cold to touch;; PT ( had to learn to walk);
Unknown; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The
patient has not had recent plain films of the
knee.; The ordering physician is not an
orthopedist.; This study is being ordered for
Suspected meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury;
Yes, there is a known trauma involving the knee.;
Pain greater than 3 days; No, patient has not
completed and failed a course of conservative
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a requests for a hip
MRI.; The member has not failed a 4 week course
of conservative management in the past 3
months.; The hip pain is due to an old injury.; The
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1

1

1

1

1

1

1

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Advanced Practice Disapproval contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Advanced Practice Disapproval contrast material

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Advanced Practice Disapproval contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Advanced Practice Disapproval contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Advanced Practice Disapproval contrast material

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Advanced Practice Disapproval contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Advanced Practice Disapproval contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Advanced Practice Disapproval contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Advanced Practice Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has
not been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
1. Elevated liver enzymes level&#x0D;R74.8:
Abnormal levels of other serum
enzymes&#x0D;HEPATITIS PANEL ACUTE ‐
Specimen source: Blood venous&#x0D;GAMMA
GLUTAMYL TRANSFERASE&#x0D;&#x0D;&#x0D;2.
Inguinal pain&#x0D;R10.2: Pelvic and perineal
pain; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
PAIN; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit
for this complaint.; There has been a physical
patient have right lower quadrant abdominal
pain and bloating; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
test are not back; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has
been completed.; This study is being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The results of
the urinalysis were abnormal.; It is not known if
the urinalysis was positive for billirubin, ketones,
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; It is not known if the
urinalysis results were normal or abnormal.; The
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for acute pain.; There has been a
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit
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1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
Advanced Practice Disapproval material(s)

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

77046 Magnetic
resonance imaging,
breast, without contrast
Advanced Practice Disapproval material; unilateral

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

G0297 LOW DOSE CT
SCAN FOR LUNG CANCER
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Advanced Practice Disapproval SCREENING
71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Allergy & ImmunoloDisapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
Anesthesiology
Approval

Anesthesiology

Approval

Anesthesiology

Approval

Anesthesiology

Approval

72125 Computed
tomography, cervical
spine; without contrast
material
72131 Computed
tomography, lumbar
spine; without contrast
material
72131 Computed
tomography, lumbar
spine; without contrast
material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Anesthesiology

MRI is needed for further evaluation Right
Adrenal Adenoma and Renal Cyst.; One of the
studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.
patient has dense breast tissue on
mammogram.; This is a request for Breast MRI.;
This study is being ordered as a screening
examination for known family history of breast
cancer.; There are NOT benign lesions in the
; This request is for a Low Dose CT for Lung
Cancer Screening.; No, I do not want to request a
Chest CT instead of a Low Dose CT for Lung
Cancer Screening.; The patient is presenting with
'None of the above' describes the reason for this
request.; This study is being requested for an
unresolved cough; This is a request for a Chest
CT.; This study is being requested for none of the
Unntractable migraine with aura with status
migrainosusknown If No Info Given.; This request
is for a Brain MRI; The study is being requested
for evaluation of a headache.; The patient has a
chronic or recurring headache.
The patient does have neurological deficits.; This
study is not to be part of a Myelogram.; This is a
request for a Cervical Spine CT; This study is being
ordered due to chronic neck pain or suspected
degenerative disease.; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management for
at least 6 weeks.; The patient is experiencing
sensory abnormalities such as numbness or
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative evaluation.;
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient has a history of severe low back trauma
or lumbar injury.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
Patient has had back pain for the past 4 years.
Patient has cervical radiculopathy. Pain described
as burning tightness, tingling, weakness, and
shooting. Pain is rated at 5 out of 10 on numeric
pain scale. Patient previously undergone physical
therapy, ; This is a request for cervical spine MRI;

1

1

1

1

1

1

3

1

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Patient is experiencing restrictions on activities.
She is frustrated due to severity of pain. Has
difficulty staying asleep due to pain and wakes up
due to pain at night. The patient describes her
pain as constant with&#x0D;intermittent flare
ups. The pain i; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The
r/o nerve impingement of stenosis; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic
neck and/or back pain; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is no weakness or reflex abnormality.; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
She has neck pain that radiates down both arms.
She has low back pain that radiates down both
legs.; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Unknown; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; She has neck
pain that radiates down both arms. She has low
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; It is not known if
the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does not have new signs
or symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
There is x‐ray evidence of a recent cervical spine
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The

1

1

1

1

1

11

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
Will order Cervical and Lumbar MRI without
Contrast to rule out Herniated nucleus pulposis,
Spinal Stenosis and Spondylosis for radiculopathy
and neck pain.; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 11/28/2018; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.; The
patient complains of ache/pain in Posterior
Will order Cervical and Lumbar MRI without
Contrast to rule out Herniated nucleus pulposis,
Spinal Stenosis and Spondylosis for radiculopathy
and neck pain; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 10/12/2015; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.; The
pain is aching, pins and needle, sharp, stabbing
and throbbing . The pain radiates to the bilateral
upper extremity and bilateral lower extremity;
Prior to Arkansas Spine and Paine Care:
; This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; Acute
or Chronic back pain; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is reflex abnormality.; The patient does not have
new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new

Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

; This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; Pre‐
Operative Evaluation; Surgery is not scheduled
within the next 4 weeks.

1

Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; Acute
or Chronic back pain; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient does have a new foot drop.

1

1

1

1

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; Acute
or Chronic back pain; The patient does not have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
The patient has seen the doctor more then once
for these symptoms.; The physician has directed
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; Follow‐
up to Surgery or Fracture within the last 6
months; The patient has been seen by or is the
ordering physician an oncologist, neurologist,
neurosurgeon, or orthopedist.
WILL SEND; This is a request for a thoracic spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is reflex abnormality.; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does

5

1

1

1
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; extremity pain; The patient does not
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Neurological deficits; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.;
Document exam findings; The patient does not

1

1

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

For the Radicular pain :&#x0D;Recommend an
MRI of the lumbar spine The patient has failed
&#x0D; conservative treatment (including activity
modifications, physical/home exercise therapy,
NSAIDs and opioid medication therapy) and
wishes to proceed with a lumbar ep; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does have new or
He has continued pain from neuropathy of his
left leg, though both may go numb. He had been
seen by IR in the past for steroid injections, which
he says have helped. He has also done phyiscal
therapy which has not helped. He says the
gabapentin is helping; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
He has has history of a left total hip in 2011, then
had an accident and has right hip pain and
tailbone pain.&#x0D;&#x0D;He has seen mercy
orthopedics and they wanted for him to do a
right hip injection but he missed the
appt.&#x0D;&#x0D;He has been taking the
tramadol ; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; It is not known
if the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The
patient has not completed 6 weeks of physical
Low back pain and/or radiculopathy, patient can
have surgery/intervention; Presurgical
evaluation, spine; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Pre‐Operative Evaluation;
Surgery is not scheduled within the next 4 weeks.
LOW BACK PAIN; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
not seen the doctor more then once for these

1

1

1

1

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

MRI to assist with evaluation and treatment for
patient's persistent pain as well as to rule out disc
herniation. Patient has failed conservative
treatment and may benefit from epidural
injections.; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
Patient has failed previous conservative
treatment and wishes to proceed with epidural
steroid injections.; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Patient complains of weakness due to
radiating pain. Patient also reports gait
Patient is experiencing muscle wasting, loss of
strength and immense pain. Patient has also
failed conservative treatment.; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; The patient was unable to do heel
walk. Right LE strength ‐ Flexors: 3/5. Right LE
REASON FOR WORSENING PAIN.; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; TENDER OVER GLUTEAL BURSA.
WEAKNESS OF BILATERAL LOWER EXTREMITIES. 1‐
2 STRENGTH IN BILATERAL LOWER EXTREMITIES
TO DORSIFLEXION, DORSI‐EXTENSION. 2‐3
She has neck pain that radiates down both arms.
She has low back pain that radiates down both
legs.; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Unknown; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; She has neck
pain that radiates down both arms. She has low
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; It is not known if the
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; The patient has had back
pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the
doctor more then once for these symptoms.; The

1

1

1

1

1

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; It is
not known if the patient has a new foot drop.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
patient does not have a new foot drop.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Follow‐up to Surgery or Fracture within the last 6
months; The patient has been seen by or is the
ordering physician an oncologist, neurologist,
neurosurgeon, or orthopedist.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Trauma or recent injury; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient does have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.

1

1

3

1

22

1

1

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

73200 Computed
tomography, upper
extremity; without
contrast material

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

This patient is currently undergoing physical
therapy but is not improving.; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does not have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The
patient has seen the doctor more then once for
these symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The
Will order Cervical and Lumbar MRI without
Contrast to rule out Herniated nucleus pulposis,
Spinal Stenosis and Spondylosis for radiculopathy
and neck pain.; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 11/28/2018; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.; The
patient complains of ache/pain in Posterior
Will order Cervical and Lumbar MRI without
Contrast to rule out Herniated nucleus pulposis,
Spinal Stenosis and Spondylosis for radiculopathy
and neck pain; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 10/12/2015; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.; The
pain is aching, pins and needle, sharp, stabbing
and throbbing . The pain radiates to the bilateral
upper extremity and bilateral lower extremity;
Prior to Arkansas Spine and Paine Care:
This is a request for an upper extremity,
shoulder, scapula, elbow, hand, or wrist joint
CT.; There is not a history of upper extremity joint
or long bone trauma or injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative evaluation.;
There is not suspicion of upper extremity
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain
is described as chronic; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; It is
not known if the patient has completed 6 weeks
of physical therapy?; The patient has been

1

1

1

1

1

Anesthesiology

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)
Approval
73721 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
lower extremity; without
contrast material
Approval
71550 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, chest (eg, for
evaluation of hilar and
mediastinal
lymphadenopathy);
without contrast
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval material(s)
72125 Computed
tomography, cervical
spine; without contrast
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval material

Anesthesiology

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Anesthesiology

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Anesthesiology

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

Anesthesiology

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain
is described as chronic; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The
patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?

2

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; The member has
failed a 4 week course of conservative
management in the past 3 months.; The hip pain
is chronic.; The request is for hip pain.

2

This is a request for a chest MRI.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is not to be part of
a Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical
Spine CT; There is no reason why the patient
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; None of the above; It is not known if
the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is not known if
the patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
11/18/2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; chronic pain, dull pain,
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2017;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here ‐

1

1

1

1

1

Anesthesiology

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Anesthesiology

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Anesthesiology

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Anesthesiology

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment for
the past 6 weeks.; It is not known if the patient
has completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment for
the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not completed
6 weeks of physical therapy?; The patient has
been treated with medication.; The patient was
treated with oral analgesics.; It is not known if
Needing MRI to proceed with injections for
patient's persistent pain. Patient has failed
conservative treatment.; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or
back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
Patient has extreme unexplained cervical pain
that radiated to her upper extremities. Patient
has tried and failed conservative treatment.
Patient may benefit from injections to area. NEED
MRI TO EVALUATE AND FORMULATE TREATMENT
PLAN FOR PATIENT.; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is

1

1

1

1

Anesthesiology

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Anesthesiology

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Anesthesiology

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Anesthesiology

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Anesthesiology

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Patient has tried and failed conservative
treatment as well as medication management
and has had minimal to no relief. PATIENT MAY
BENEFIT FROM EPIDURAL INJECTIONS PENDING
MRI.; This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The
patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; It is
not known if the patient has completed 6 weeks
pt recently diagnosed with cancer, radiating pain
to upper and lower extremities; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are
3 exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
Reports trouble with memory, trouble
concentrating, headache and weakness. Pain is
aching, cramping, dull, numbing and pressure
like. The pain radiates to the Bilateral Upper
extremities, left shoulder and right shoulder.
&#x0D;The cervical spine is tender to; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic
neck and/or back pain; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient complains of ache/pain in Posterior
neck / Low back . He reports onset of pain
gradually over time . The patient describes his
pain as constant. The pain is aching, pins and
needle, sharp&#x0D;and throbbing. The pain
radiates to the bilateral uppe; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known trauma
or injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
1/28/2015; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Chronic LBP and neck pain
since 2015, gradually progressive
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does not have new signs
or symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
There is x‐ray evidence of a recent cervical spine

1

1

1

1

1

Anesthesiology

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The

2

Anesthesiology

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; yes, there is a
documented evidence of extremity weakness on
physical examination.

1

Anesthesiology

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Anesthesiology

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Anesthesiology

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

unknown; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; None of the above; It is not known if the
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; It is not known if the patient
has had back pain for over 4 weeks.
Will order Cervical and Lumbar MRI without
Contrast to rule out Herniated nucleus pulposis,
Spinal Stenosis and Spondylosis for radiculopathy
and neck pain.; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; Approximately 3
years ago; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; neck,lower back and
multiple joint pain for years. The pain is constant
dull aching in her neck / low back , radiating
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
11/18/2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; chronic pain, dull pain,

1

1

1

Anesthesiology

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Anesthesiology

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Anesthesiology

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Anesthesiology

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Anesthesiology

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Anesthesiology

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Enter answer here ‐ or Type InPlan: MRI thoracic
spine is being requested to further evaluate the
patient?s persistent pain and
symptoms.&#x0D;Findings from this study will be
incorporated, in conjunction with objective
findings, into the decision process in&#x0D;; This
is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does not have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The
patient has seen the doctor more then once for
these symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The
patient has not completed 6 weeks of physical
PATIENT IS A CANDIDATE FOR EPIDURAL
STEROID INJECTIONS. Need MRI of the
(thoracic/lumbar) to further evaluate the
patient's persistent pain and symptoms and to
rule out disc herniation. Findings from this study
will be incorporated, in conjunction with ob; One
Patient reports pain in thoracic spine as well as
trouble with memory and concentrating.
&#x0D;&#x0D;Tenderness noted in facet joint
lines.&#x0D;&#x0D;Patient has failed
conservative treatment as well as medication
management.; This is a request for a thoracic
spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
pt recently diagnosed with cancer, radiating pain
to upper and lower extremities; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are
3 exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted

1

1

1

1

1
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; straight leg raising. Pain going down

1

Anesthesiology

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Anesthesiology

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Anesthesiology

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Anesthesiology

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Anesthesiology

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Anesthesiology

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
11/18/2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; chronic pain, dull pain,
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2017;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; &lt; Describe primary symptoms here ‐
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is reflex abnormality.; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
MRI to assist with evaluation and treatment for
patient's persistent pain as well as to rule out disc
herniation. Patient has tried and failed
conservative treatment and may benefit from
epidural injections. MRI of the L spine and then
proceed with BLMBB; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
Needing MRI to try injections for patient's pain.
They have tried and failed all other treatment
with no improvement.; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is

1

1

1

1

1

1

Anesthesiology

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Anesthesiology

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Anesthesiology

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Anesthesiology

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Anesthesiology

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

PATIENT IS A CANDIDATE FOR EPIDURAL
STEROID INJECTIONS. Need MRI of the
(thoracic/lumbar) to further evaluate the
patient's persistent pain and symptoms and to
rule out disc herniation. Findings from this study
will be incorporated, in conjunction with ob; One
pt has tried PT and medication and nothing is not
helping for the pain. Sharp thumbing pain and it
has been more than 3 months since this been
going on.; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; has discrease in
Pt is being referred to UAMS and they require
that an mri be performed before pt can be
scheduled.; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; None of the above; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has NOT had back pain
pt recently diagnosed with cancer, radiating pain
to upper and lower extremities; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are
3 exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
The patient complains of ache/pain in Posterior
neck / Low back . He reports onset of pain
gradually over time . The patient describes his
pain as constant. The pain is aching, pins and
needle, sharp&#x0D;and throbbing. The pain
radiates to the bilateral uppe; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known trauma
or injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
1/28/2015; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Chronic LBP and neck pain
since 2015, gradually progressive

Anesthesiology

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does have a new foot
drop.

1

1

1

1

1

2

Anesthesiology

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Anesthesiology

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material(s)

Anesthesiology

73700 Computed
tomography, lower
extremity; without
Disapproval contrast material

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Approval

70498 Computed
tomographic angiography,
neck, with contrast
material(s), including
noncontrast images, if
performed, and image
postprocessing

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Will order Cervical and Lumbar MRI without
Contrast to rule out Herniated nucleus pulposis,
Spinal Stenosis and Spondylosis for radiculopathy
and neck pain.; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; Approximately 3
years ago; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; neck,lower back and
multiple joint pain for years. The pain is constant
dull aching in her neck / low back , radiating

; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is not from a recent injury, old injury,
chronic pain or a mass.; The request is for
shoulder pain.
Pain continues to have increase Hip pain; This is
a request for a Lower Extremity CT.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative evaluation.;
There is no suspicion of a lower extremity
neoplasm, tumor or metastasis.; There is no

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
Neck.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for known tumor.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
aneurysm; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
The study is being ordered for none of the
above.; This study is being ordered for non of the
above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Six month follow up.; "There is NO evidence of a
lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within the
last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for work‐up

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Surgery is scheduled within the next 30 days.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The patient is
having an operation on the chest or lungs.; The
study is being ordered for none of the above.;
Unknown; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
The study is being ordered for none of the
above.; This study is being ordered for non of the
above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

Approval

71275 Computed
tomographic angiography,
chest (noncoronary), with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; It is not known whether this
study is requested to evaluate suspected
pulmonary embolus.; This study is being ordered
for another reason besides Known or Suspected
Congenital Abnormality, Known or suspected
Vascular Disease.; Yes, this is a request for a
Chest CT Angiography.

Approval

71275 Computed
tomographic angiography,
chest (noncoronary), with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing

1

1

1

Approval

71275 Computed
tomographic angiography,
chest (noncoronary), with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing

; This study is not requested to evaluate
suspected pulmonary embolus.; It is not known if
this study will be performed in conjunction with a
Chest CT.; This study is being ordered for another
reason besides Known or Suspected Congenital
Abnormality, Known or suspected Vascular
Disease.; Yes, this is a request for a Chest CT
Angiography.
aortic valve replacement, diagnosed w. aortic
stenosis, hyperlipidemia, hypertension; This study
is being ordered for Vascular Disease.;
12/18/2018; There has not been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; aortic valve
replacement, shortness of breath, hypertension,
sleep apnea.; One of the studies being ordered is
NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS,
PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs

1

Approval

71275 Computed
tomographic angiography,
chest (noncoronary), with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing

Unknown; It is not known whether this study is
requested to evaluate suspected pulmonary
embolus.; This study is being ordered for another
reason besides Known or Suspected Congenital
Abnormality, Known or suspected Vascular
Disease.; Yes, this is a request for a Chest CT
Angiography.

1

1

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Approval

71275 Computed
tomographic angiography,
chest (noncoronary), with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing
71550 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, chest (eg, for
evaluation of hilar and
mediastinal
lymphadenopathy);
without contrast
material(s)

Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

Approval

74174 Computed
tomographic angiography,
abdomen and pelvis, with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing

Approval

74174 Computed
tomographic angiography,
abdomen and pelvis, with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Approval

will fax in clinicals; It is not known whether this
study is requested to evaluate suspected
pulmonary embolus.; This study is being ordered
for another reason besides Known or Suspected
Congenital Abnormality, Known or suspected
Vascular Disease.; Yes, this is a request for a
Chest CT Angiography.

This study is being ordered for vascular disease.;
"The ordering physician is a surgeon,
pulmonologist, or cardiologist."; This is a request
for a chest MRI.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
aortic valve replacement, diagnosed w. aortic
stenosis, hyperlipidemia, hypertension; This study
is being ordered for Vascular Disease.;
12/18/2018; There has not been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; aortic valve
replacement, shortness of breath, hypertension,
sleep apnea.; One of the studies being ordered is
NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS,

This is a request for CT Angiography of the
Abdomen and Pelvis.
history f adominal aortic aneurism, indovascular
aneurism repair with stent , requesting annual CT
for stent evaluation...annual follow up; This is a
request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.;
The reason for the study is vascular disease.;

1

1

1

1

3

1

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Approval

75635 Computed
tomographic angiography,
abdominal aorta and
bilateral iliofemoral lower
extremity runoff, with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
abdominal arteries.

1

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has 3 or more cardiac risk factors; The study is
not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; The
study is requested for suspected coronary artery
disease.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39

1

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; This is a
Medicare member.; This is for a preoperative
evaluation of a non cardiac surgery involving
general anesthesia; This study is being ordered
for Preoperative evaluation of a non cardiac
surgery involving general anesthesia
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This a request for an
echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for Evaluation of Congenital Heart
Defect.; This is fora routine follow up of
congenital heart disease.; It is unknown if there
been a change in clinical status since the last
echocardiogram.; It has NOT been at least 24
months since the last echocardiogram was
performed.

no info given; This a request for an
echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for another reason; The reason for
ordering this study is unknown.
This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie
of heart disease.; The patient has shortness of
breath; Shortness of breath is not related to any

1

1

1

1

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This request is NOT for initial evaluation
of a murmur.; This is NOT a request for follow up
of a known murmur.; This is for the initial
evaluation of abnormal symptoms, physical exam
findings, or diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG)

1

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Mass.; This is for the initial evaluation of a cardiac
mass.

1

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Valves.; This is an evaluation of new or changing
symptoms of valve disease.

3

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; The patient does not have
a history of a recent heart attack or hypertensive
heart disease.

1

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; The patient has a history of
hypertensive heart disease.; There is a change in
the patient’s cardiac symptoms.

3

Cardiac Surgery

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Pulmonary Hypertension.

2

Cardiac Surgery

70498 Computed
tomographic angiography,
neck, with contrast
material(s), including
noncontrast images, if
performed, and image
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval postprocessing

Cardiac Surgery

Cardiac Surgery

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
Neck.
'None of the above' describes the reason for this
request.; This reason this study is being
requested is unknown.; This is a request for a
Chest CT.; This study is being requested for none

1

Cardiac Surgery

75635 Computed
tomographic angiography,
abdominal aorta and
bilateral iliofemoral lower
extremity runoff, with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval image postprocessing

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
abdominal arteries.

1

1

Cardiac Surgery

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

Cardiac Surgery

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material

Approval

70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material

Cardiology

Approval

Cardiology

Approval

70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study is
requested for known or suspected valve
disorders.
I have discussed the pathophysiology of aortic
valve stenosis with this patient and all present
family. &#x0D;&#x0D;I reviewed the general
symptoms of aortic valve stenosis; specifically I
mentioned shortness of breath (congestive heart
failure symptoms), angina ; This a request for an
echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for Evaluation of Left Ventricular
Function.; The patient does not have a history of
a recent heart attack or hypertensive heart
filling of a rod stuck in her eye, legally blind in
right eye, went to the er for chest pain; This study
is being ordered for Vascular Disease.; two weeks
ago; There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; right cloud in left eye; went to the eye
doctor; One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Metastatic disease: The patient is reporting
worsening memory dysfunction. We will get a CT
of the head to ensure there is no metastasis to
the brain.&#x0D;2.Esophageal involvement of
tumor: We will get an echocardiogram to ensure
there is no pericardial ; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is NOT being requested
patient has fatigue, dizziness, shortness of breath
with activity and fainting.; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is NOT being requested
for evaluation of a headache.; The patient has
dizziness.; This study is being ordered for
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has the inability to speak.;
The patient had a recent onset (within the last 4

1

1

1

1

1

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

70498 Computed
tomographic angiography,
neck, with contrast
material(s), including
noncontrast images, if
performed, and image
postprocessing

Approval

70498 Computed
tomographic angiography,
neck, with contrast
material(s), including
noncontrast images, if
performed, and image
postprocessing

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

US carotid screen showing severe stenosis on left
carotid. CHEST PAIN AND SOB WITH EXERTION.
NO HX OF CAD OR DIABETES, HE IS A FORMER
SMOKER, HAS HTN AND HYPERLIPIDEMIA; One of
the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
Neck.
; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study
is being ordered for none of the above.; This
study is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

15

1

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for known tumor.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
new focal nodular density of the medial right
lung base; "There IS evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; They had a previous Chest x‐ray.; A
Patient has bilateral pleural effusion, CAD,
history of CABG, HTN, AAA, and cerebral vascular
accident. His CABG times 3 was performed on
12/05/2018. He needs a follow up CT.; A
SOB and fatigue history of CAD and CHF.; There
is no radiologic evidence of mediastinal
widening.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for vascular disease

1

Approval

71275 Computed
tomographic angiography,
chest (noncoronary), with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing

; This study is not requested to evaluate
suspected pulmonary embolus.; This study will be
performed in conjunction with a Chest CT.; Yes,
this is a request for a Chest CT Angiography.

1

2

1

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

71275 Computed
tomographic angiography,
chest (noncoronary), with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing

Approval

71275 Computed
tomographic angiography,
chest (noncoronary), with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing

Approval

71275 Computed
tomographic angiography,
chest (noncoronary), with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing

Approval

71275 Computed
tomographic angiography,
chest (noncoronary), with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing

Approval

71275 Computed
tomographic angiography,
chest (noncoronary), with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing

; This study is not requested to evaluate
suspected pulmonary embolus.; This study will
not be performed in conjunction with a Chest CT.;
This study is being ordered for Known Vascular
Disease.; It is not known if this is a pre‐operative
evaluation, post operative evaluation or follow
up to a previous angiogram or MR angiogram.;
Yes, this is a request for a Chest CT Angiography.
Complains of severe dry mouth. Patient
Scheduled for an a‐fib ablation on 02/27/2019.;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Unknown; It is not known if
there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; Dizziness with turning his head quickly.
Mr. Conway is a 62 y/o male with PMH of. He
was referred by Dr. Shotts for syncope. He
reports the episode occured while driving. His
wife was with him during the episode. He only
lost consciousness for a few seconds, felt dizzy
several times, and ended u; This study is not
requested to evaluate suspected pulmonary
embolus.; This study will be performed in
conjunction with a Chest CT.; Yes, this is a request
Pt also has hypertension; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known trauma
or injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
5/1/2018; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Pt having intermittent
sharp chest pain edema and shortness of breath;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast
Test is to make sure the aneurysm is not
growing.; This study is not requested to evaluate
suspected pulmonary embolus.; It is not known if
this study will be performed in conjunction with a
Chest CT.; This study is being ordered for another
reason besides Known or Suspected Congenital
Abnormality, Known or suspected Vascular
Disease.; Yes, this is a request for a Chest CT
Angiography.

1

1

1

1

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

71275 Computed
tomographic angiography,
chest (noncoronary), with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing

There is a dilation of the ascending aorta to
approximately 4.3cm. Patient having CTA
abdomen and pelvis with and without contrast
and CT is requiring a broader view of the aorta by
placing order for CTA chest with and without
contract also.; This study is not requested to
evaluate suspected pulmonary embolus.; This
study will not be performed in conjunction with a
Chest CT.; This study is being ordered for Known

1

Approval

71275 Computed
tomographic angiography,
chest (noncoronary), with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing

This study is not requested to evaluate suspected
pulmonary embolus.; This study will not be
performed in conjunction with a Chest CT.; This
study is being ordered for Known or Suspected
Congenital Abnormality.; Yes, this is a request for
a Chest CT Angiography.

1

Approval

71275 Computed
tomographic angiography,
chest (noncoronary), with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing

This study is not requested to evaluate suspected
pulmonary embolus.; This study will not be
performed in conjunction with a Chest CT.; This
study is being ordered for Suspected Vascular
Disease.; Yes, this is a request for a Chest CT
Angiography.

2

71275 Computed
tomographic angiography,
chest (noncoronary), with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing
71555 Magnetic
resonance angiography,
chest (excluding
myocardium), with or
without contrast
material(s)

This study is requested to evaluate suspected
pulmonary embolus.; Yes, this is a request for a
Chest CT Angiography.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Congenital Anomaly.; at birth; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; murmur;
palpatations; dizziness; SOB; headache;
electrophysiology study; valve eblation; cath lab;;

Cardiology

Approval

Cardiology

Approval

7

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

73706 Computed
tomographic angiography,
lower extremity, with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing

Approval

74174 Computed
tomographic angiography,
abdomen and pelvis, with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing

Approval

74174 Computed
tomographic angiography,
abdomen and pelvis, with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing

Approval

74174 Computed
tomographic angiography,
abdomen and pelvis, with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing

This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; Pre‐
Operative Evaluation; Surgery is scheduled within
the next 4 weeks.; No, the last Thoracic Spine
MRI was not performed within the past two
weeks.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
lower extremity.
; This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Unknown; There has not been
any treatment or conservative therapy.; SOB;
fatigue; dizziness; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,

This is a request for CT Angiography of the
Abdomen and Pelvis.
Will upload clinicals.; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
12/01/2012; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; pain and swelling;
Medications; One of the studies being ordered is

1

1

1

1

4

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Pt is here to establish care. She was referred due
to uncontrolled HTN. HTN diagnosed in 1992. BP
has been more difficult to control over the past
few months. Patient wheezes, has joint pain and
swelling, muscle cramping and back trouble.; This
study is being ordered for something other than:
known trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or infectious
disease, congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Patient came in today to establish care. She was
referred due to uncontrolled HTN. HTN was

Approval

74175 Computed
tomographic angiography,
abdomen, with contrast
material(s), including
noncontrast images, if
performed, and image
postprocessing

Approval

74175 Computed
tomographic angiography,
abdomen, with contrast
material(s), including
noncontrast images, if
performed, and image
postprocessing

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Approval

75557 Cardiac magnetic
resonance imaging for
morphology and function
without contrast material;

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
abdomen.
Holter Monitor 01/18/219 showed frequent PAC
and Occassional PVC. Carotid doppler 01/28/2019
showed less than 50% stenosis bilaterally. SCA
radial shows stenosis of LCX.; This is a request for
an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; The reason
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Congenital Anomaly.; at birth; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; murmur;
palpatations; dizziness; SOB; headache;
electrophysiology study; valve eblation; cath lab;;

75557 Cardiac magnetic
resonance imaging for
morphology and function
without contrast material;
75571 Computed
tomography, heart,
without contrast material,
with quantitative
evaluation of coronary
calcium

This is a request for a heart or cardiac MRI
Asthma: &#x0D;HPI: &#x0D;
Mrs Almgren
comes in for follow‐up last seen December 2018.
She has a history of edema and has had leg wraps
and edema has improved. She wears
compression stockings. She did have
lymphedema wraps in the past. She was doing

Cardiology

Approval

Cardiology

Approval

1

2

1

1

1

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

75574 Computed
tomographic angiography,
heart, coronary arteries
and bypass grafts (when
present), with contrast
material, including 3D
image postprocessing
(including evaluation of
cardiac structure and
morphology, assessment
of cardiac function, and
evaluation of venous
structures, if performed)

Approval

75574 Computed
tomographic angiography,
heart, coronary arteries
and bypass grafts (when
present), with contrast
material, including 3D
image postprocessing
(including evaluation of
cardiac structure and
morphology, assessment
of cardiac function, and
evaluation of venous
structures, if performed)

Approval

75574 Computed
tomographic angiography,
heart, coronary arteries
and bypass grafts (when
present), with contrast
material, including 3D
image postprocessing
(including evaluation of
cardiac structure and
morphology, assessment
of cardiac function, and
evaluation of venous
structures, if performed)

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for CTA
Coronary Arteries.; The patient had a recent
stress echocardiogram to evaluate new or
changing symptoms.; The study is not requested
for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; There are new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
There is known coronary artery disease, history
of heart attack (MI), coronary bypass surgery,
coronary angioplasty or stent.; The member has
known or suspected coronary artery disease.

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for CTA
Coronary Arteries.; The patient has had
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging including SPECT
(single photon Emission Computerized
Tomography) or Thallium Scan.; The patient has 3
or more cardiac risk factors; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; The study
is requested for suspected coronary artery
disease.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.
; This is a request for CTA Coronary Arteries.; The
patient had cardiac testing including Stress
Echocardiogram, Nuclear Cardiology
(SPECT/MPI), Coronary CT angiography (CCTA) or
Cardiac Catheterization in the last 2 years.; The
study is not requested for pre op evaluation,
cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve
disorders.; There are not new or changing cardiac
symptoms including atypical chest pain (angina)
and/or shortness of breath.; There is known
coronary artery disease, history of heart attack
(MI), coronary bypass surgery, coronary
angioplasty or stent.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.

1

1

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

75574 Computed
tomographic angiography,
heart, coronary arteries
and bypass grafts (when
present), with contrast
material, including 3D
image postprocessing
(including evaluation of
cardiac structure and
morphology, assessment
of cardiac function, and
evaluation of venous
structures, if performed)

Approval

75574 Computed
tomographic angiography,
heart, coronary arteries
and bypass grafts (when
present), with contrast
material, including 3D
image postprocessing
(including evaluation of
cardiac structure and
morphology, assessment
of cardiac function, and
evaluation of venous
structures, if performed)

Approval

75574 Computed
tomographic angiography,
heart, coronary arteries
and bypass grafts (when
present), with contrast
material, including 3D
image postprocessing
(including evaluation of
cardiac structure and
morphology, assessment
of cardiac function, and
evaluation of venous
structures, if performed)

; This is a request for CTA Coronary Arteries.; The
patient has not had other testing done to
evaluate new or changing symptoms.; The study
is not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.;
There are new or changing cardiac symptoms
including atypical chest pain (angina) and/or
shortness of breath.; There is known coronary
artery disease, history of heart attack (MI),
coronary bypass surgery, coronary angioplasty or
stent.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.
; This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Unknown; There has not been
any treatment or conservative therapy.; SOB;
fatigue; dizziness; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering MDs specialty is NOT
Hematologist/Oncologist, Thoracic Surgery,
Oncology, Surgical Oncology or Radiation
Oncology
A 30‐year‐old female with: &#x0D;1.Recurrent
atypical chest pain episodes.
&#x0D;2.Dyspnea.&#x0D;3.Shortness of breath
appears to be euvolemic. No evidence of any
heart failure.&#x0D;4.Intermittent palpitations
are secondary to inappropriate sinus tachycardia,
currently ; This is a request for CTA Coronary
Arteries.; Another test besides a Nuclear
Cardiology Study, CCTA or Stress Echocardiogram
has been completed to evaluate new or changing
symptoms.; The patient has 1 or less cardiac risk
factors; The study is not requested for pre op
evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or
valve disorders.; There are new or changing

1

1

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

75574 Computed
tomographic angiography,
heart, coronary arteries
and bypass grafts (when
present), with contrast
material, including 3D
image postprocessing
(including evaluation of
cardiac structure and
morphology, assessment
of cardiac function, and
evaluation of venous
structures, if performed)

get a coronary cta per Dr. Al‐Hindi. This is d/t mpi
being equivocal with suboptimal images r/t body
habitus. Unable to perform GXT/exercise and had
regadenosen induced PVC's during mpi, so there's
too much artifact for the test to adequately r/o
the poss; This is a request for CTA Coronary
Arteries.; The patient has had Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging including SPECT (single photon
Emission Computerized Tomography) or Thallium
Scan.; The patient has 1 or less cardiac risk
factors; The study is requested for congestive
heart failure.; There are new or changing cardiac
symptoms including atypical chest pain (angina)
and/or shortness of breath.; The study is

1

Approval

75574 Computed
tomographic angiography,
heart, coronary arteries
and bypass grafts (when
present), with contrast
material, including 3D
image postprocessing
(including evaluation of
cardiac structure and
morphology, assessment
of cardiac function, and
evaluation of venous
structures, if performed)

Patient has chest pain, DOT physical to go back
to work; This is a request for CTA Coronary
Arteries.; The patient had a recent stress
echocardiogram to evaluate new or changing
symptoms.; The study is requested for congestive
heart failure.; There are new or changing cardiac
symptoms including atypical chest pain (angina)
and/or shortness of breath.; There is known
coronary artery disease, history of heart attack
(MI), coronary bypass surgery, coronary
angioplasty or stent.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.

1

Approval

75574 Computed
tomographic angiography,
heart, coronary arteries
and bypass grafts (when
present), with contrast
material, including 3D
image postprocessing
(including evaluation of
cardiac structure and
morphology, assessment
of cardiac function, and
evaluation of venous
structures, if performed)

This is a request for CTA Coronary Arteries.; The
patient has not had other testing done to
evaluate new or changing symptoms.; The patient
has 2 cardiac risk factors; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; There are
new or changing cardiac symptoms including
atypical chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of
breath.; The study is requested for suspected
coronary artery disease.; The member has known
or suspected coronary artery disease.

2

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

75574 Computed
tomographic angiography,
heart, coronary arteries
and bypass grafts (when
present), with contrast
material, including 3D
image postprocessing
(including evaluation of
cardiac structure and
morphology, assessment
of cardiac function, and
evaluation of venous
structures, if performed)

This is a request for CTA Coronary Arteries.; The
study is requested for known or suspected
cardiac septal defect.

1

Approval

75574 Computed
tomographic angiography,
heart, coronary arteries
and bypass grafts (when
present), with contrast
material, including 3D
image postprocessing
(including evaluation of
cardiac structure and
morphology, assessment
of cardiac function, and
evaluation of venous
structures, if performed)

This is a request for CTA Coronary Arteries.; The
study is requested for known or suspected valve
disorders.

1

Approval

75635 Computed
tomographic angiography,
abdominal aorta and
bilateral iliofemoral lower
extremity runoff, with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing

; One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

75635 Computed
tomographic angiography,
abdominal aorta and
bilateral iliofemoral lower
extremity runoff, with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
abdominal arteries.

20

2

#1 abnormal EKG: He was recent seen in the
office. His EKG had some flattening of the T
waves in the anterior leads. He's been a diabetic
for about 7 years. He used to smoke but quit
about 7 years ago. He's not really having any
chest pain or angina. He d; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare member.;
This study is being ordered for None of the above

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

#1 coronary artery disease&#x0D;#2
angina&#x0D;#3 dyspnea on
exertion&#x0D;Impression and plan: Patient
presents for follow‐up with some anginal
symptoms. She states she has had intermittent
chest pain the last several nights but the last
episode lasting about 45 min; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare member.;
This study is being ordered for A cardiac history
with known myocardial infarction and/or cardiac
intervention such as cardiac surgery/angioplasty
(PCI); It has NOT been greater than 2 years since
the surgery/procedure or last cardiac imaging.

1

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

2

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The patient is not diabetic.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare
member.; This study is being ordered for Cardiac
symptoms including chest pain (angina) and/or
shortness of breath; It is unknown if the
symptoms can be described as "Typical angina" or
substernal chest pain that is worse or comes on
as a result of physical exertion or emotional
stress; It is unknown if there is a physical
restriction to the member’s ability to exercise

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The patient is not diabetic.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare
member.; This study is being ordered for Cardiac
symptoms including chest pain (angina) and/or
shortness of breath; The symptoms can be
described as "Typical angina" or substernal chest
pain that is worse or comes on as a result of
physical exertion or emotional stress; The chest
pain was NOT relieved by rest (ceasing physical
exertion activity) and/or nitroglycerin
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; Another test besides a
Nuclear Cardiology Study, CCTA or Stress
Echocardiogram has been completed to evaluate
new or changing symptoms.; The patient has 2
cardiac risk factors; The study is not requested for
pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; There are new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
The study is requested for suspected coronary
artery disease.; The member has known or

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or more
cardiac risk factors; The study is not requested for
pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; The study is
requested for suspected coronary artery disease.;
The member has known or suspected coronary
artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39

2

1

2

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has had
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging including SPECT
(single photon Emission Computerized
Tomography) or Thallium Scan.; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; There are
new or changing cardiac symptoms including
atypical chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of
breath.; There is known coronary artery disease,
history of heart attack (MI), coronary bypass
surgery, coronary angioplasty or stent.; The
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has not had other
testing done to evaluate new or changing
symptoms.; The study is not requested for pre op
evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or
valve disorders.; There are new or changing
cardiac symptoms including atypical chest pain
(angina) and/or shortness of breath.; There is
known coronary artery disease, history of heart
attack (MI), coronary bypass surgery, coronary
angioplasty or stent.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 30

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare member.;
This study is being ordered for None of the above

1

2

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here ‐ or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.; &lt;
Describe primary symptoms here ‐ or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is NOT
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here ‐ or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
chest pain, shortness of breath; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is NOT
Hematologist/Oncologist, Thoracic Surgery,
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
1/17/19; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; chest pain. shortness of
breath. abnormal ekg; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering MDs specialty is NOT
Hematologist/Oncologist, Thoracic Surgery,
Oncology, Surgical Oncology or Radiation

1

1

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
1/2/2019; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; chest pain shortness of
breath diaphoretic sick to stomach; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is NOT
Hematologist/Oncologist, Thoracic Surgery,
Oncology, Surgical Oncology or Radiation
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Vascular Disease.; &lt; Enter date of initial
onset here ‐ or Type In Unknown If No Info Given
Dec 10, 2018; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe primary
symptoms here ‐ or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given &gt;; &lt; Describe treatment /
conservative therapy here ‐ or Type In Unknown
If No Info Given &gt;different medications; One
of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
NOT Hematologist/Oncologist, Thoracic Surgery,

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Vascular Disease.; 01/25/2018; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
chest pain, murmur; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering MDs specialty is NOT
Hematologist/Oncologist, Thoracic Surgery,
Oncology, Surgical Oncology or Radiation
Oncology

1

1

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

. History of coronary artery disease status post
PTCA and stents in 02/2017. Complaining
presently of dyspnea of exercise and extreme
tiredness and fatigue.&#x0D;2.Hypertension, not
at the goal without CHF.&#x0D;3.Sleep apnea,
noncompliant with CPAP mask.&#x0D;4.; This is a
request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient has not
had other testing done to evaluate new or
changing symptoms.; The study is not requested
for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; There are new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;

1

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

; One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

; The patient is not diabetic.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare member.;
This study is being ordered for Cardiac symptoms
including chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of
breath; It is unknown if the symptoms can be
described as "Typical angina" or substernal chest
pain that is worse or comes on as a result of
physical exertion or emotional stress; It is
unknown if there is a physical restriction to the
member’s ability to exercise

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

; The patient is not diabetic.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare member.;
This study is being ordered for Cardiac symptoms
including chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of
breath; It is unknown if the symptoms can be
described as "Typical angina" or substernal chest
pain that is worse or comes on as a result of
physical exertion or emotional stress; There is no
physical restriction to the member’s ability to
exercise

1

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

; The patient is not diabetic.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare member.;
This study is being ordered for Cardiac symptoms
including chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of
breath; The symptoms can be described as
"Typical angina" or substernal chest pain that is
worse or comes on as a result of physical exertion
or emotional stress; It is unknown if the chest
pain was relieved by rest (ceasing physical
exertion activity) and/or nitroglycerin

3

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

; The patient is not diabetic.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare member.;
This study is being ordered for Cardiac symptoms
including chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of
breath; The symptoms can be described as
"Typical angina" or substernal chest pain that is
worse or comes on as a result of physical exertion
or emotional stress; The chest pain was NOT
relieved by rest (ceasing physical exertion
activity) and/or nitroglycerin

7

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

; The patient is not diabetic.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare member.;
This study is being ordered for Cardiac symptoms
including chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of
breath; The symptoms can be described as
"Typical angina" or substernal chest pain that is
worse or comes on as a result of physical exertion
or emotional stress; The chest pain was relieved
by rest (ceasing physical exertion activity) and/or
nitroglycerin; There is no physical restriction to
the member’s ability to exercise

; The patient is not diabetic.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare member.;
This study is being ordered for Cardiac symptoms
including chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of
breath; The symptoms cannot be described as
"Typical angina" or substernal chest pain that is
worse or comes on as a result of physical exertion
or emotional stress; There is no physical
restriction to the member’s ability to exercise
; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; Another test
besides a Nuclear Cardiology Study, CCTA or
Stress Echocardiogram has been completed to
evaluate new or changing symptoms.; The study
is not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.;
There are new or changing cardiac symptoms
including atypical chest pain (angina) and/or
shortness of breath.; There is known coronary
artery disease, history of heart attack (MI),
coronary bypass surgery, coronary angioplasty or
stent.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.

1

1

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
had a recent CCTA to evaluate new or changing
symptoms.; The study is not requested for pre op
evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or
valve disorders.; There are new or changing
cardiac symptoms including atypical chest pain
(angina) and/or shortness of breath.; There is
known coronary artery disease, history of heart
attack (MI), coronary bypass surgery, coronary
angioplasty or stent.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.

1

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
had a recent stress echocardiogram to evaluate
new or changing symptoms.; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; There are
new or changing cardiac symptoms including
atypical chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of
breath.; There is known coronary artery disease,
history of heart attack (MI), coronary bypass
surgery, coronary angioplasty or stent.; The
member has known or suspected coronary artery
disease.

1

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has not had other testing done to evaluate new
or changing symptoms.; The patient has 2 cardiac
risk factors; The study is not requested for pre op
evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or
valve disorders.; There are new or changing
cardiac symptoms including atypical chest pain
(angina) and/or shortness of breath.; The study is
requested for suspected coronary artery disease.;
The member has known or suspected coronary
artery disease.; The BMI is 20 to 29

2
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Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has not had other testing done to evaluate new
or changing symptoms.; The patient has 2 cardiac
risk factors; The study is not requested for pre op
evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or
valve disorders.; There are new or changing
cardiac symptoms including atypical chest pain
(angina) and/or shortness of breath.; The study is
requested for suspected coronary artery disease.;
The member has known or suspected coronary
artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39

2

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has not had other testing done to evaluate new
or changing symptoms.; The patient has 2 cardiac
risk factors; The study is not requested for pre op
evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or
valve disorders.; There are new or changing
cardiac symptoms including atypical chest pain
(angina) and/or shortness of breath.; The study is
requested for suspected coronary artery disease.;
The member has known or suspected coronary
artery disease.; The BMI is less than 20

1

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has not had other testing done to evaluate new
or changing symptoms.; The patient has 2 cardiac
risk factors; The study is requested for congestive
heart failure.; There are new or changing cardiac
symptoms including atypical chest pain (angina)
and/or shortness of breath.; The study is
requested for suspected coronary artery disease.;
The member has known or suspected coronary
artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has not had other testing done to evaluate new
or changing symptoms.; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; There are
new or changing cardiac symptoms including
atypical chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of
breath.; There is known coronary artery disease,
history of heart attack (MI), coronary bypass
surgery, coronary angioplasty or stent.; The
member has known or suspected coronary artery
disease.; The BMI is 20 to 29

4

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has not had other testing done to evaluate new
or changing symptoms.; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; There are
new or changing cardiac symptoms including
atypical chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of
breath.; There is known coronary artery disease,
history of heart attack (MI), coronary bypass
surgery, coronary angioplasty or stent.; The
member has known or suspected coronary artery
disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39

3

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; This is a
Medicare member.; This study is being ordered
for A cardiac history with known myocardial
infarction and/or cardiac intervention such as
cardiac surgery/angioplasty (PCI); It has NOT
been greater than 2 years since the
surgery/procedure or last cardiac imaging.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; This is a
Medicare member.; This study is being ordered
for A cardiac history with known myocardial
infarction and/or cardiac intervention such as
cardiac surgery/angioplasty (PCI); It is unknown if
it has been greater than 2 years since the
surgery/procedure or last cardiac imaging.

1

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; This is a
Medicare member.; This study is being ordered
for None of the above

3

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; This is a
Medicare member.; This study is being ordered
for Post‐operative (Cardiac Surgery, Angioplasty
or stent ) Evaluation; It has NOT been greater
than 2 years since the surgery/procedure or last
cardiac imaging.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

; This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.; CP;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
NOT Hematologist/Oncologist, Thoracic Surgery,
Oncology, Surgical Oncology or Radiation
Oncology

1

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

; This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ; ; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering MDs specialty is NOT
Hematologist/Oncologist, Thoracic Surgery,
Oncology, Surgical Oncology or Radiation
Oncology

1

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

; This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; ; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is NOT
Hematologist/Oncologist, Thoracic Surgery,
Oncology, Surgical Oncology or Radiation
Oncology

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

01. CAD in native artery (I25.10)&#x0D;02.
Benign essential hypertension (I10)&#x0D;03.
Mixed hyperlipidemia (E78.2)&#x0D;04. SOB
(shortness of breath) (R06.02)&#x0D;05.
Dizziness (R42)&#x0D;06. DOE (dyspnea on
exertion) (R06.09)&#x0D;07. Bradycardia,
unspecified (R00.1)&#x0D;1. Bra; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or infectious
disease, congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
01. CAD in native artery (I25.10)&#x0D;02.
Benign essential hypertension (I10)&#x0D;03.
Mixed hyperlipidemia (E78.2)&#x0D;04. SOB
01. Chronic deep vein thrombosis of distal vein
of left lower extremity&#x0D;02. Hypertension,
unspecified type&#x0D;38‐year‐old morbidly
obese female with history of DVT in the left lower
limb while on oral contraceptives, and
hypertension, comes for follow‐up.&#x0D;; This is
a request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; Another test besides
a Nuclear Cardiology Study, CCTA or Stress
Echocardiogram has been completed to evaluate
new or changing symptoms.; The patient has 2
cardiac risk factors; The study is requested for
congestive heart failure.; There are new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
01. Essential hypertension (I10)&#x0D;02. SOB
(shortness of breath) (R06.02)&#x0D;03.
Dizziness (R42)&#x0D;04. Swelling
(R60.9)&#x0D;05. Palpitations
(R00.2)&#x0D;IMPRESSION AND PLAN:&#x0D;1.
Palpitations; reports a 1 week history of
intermittent palpitations. SR per EKG. PPM in;
The patient is not diabetic.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare member.;
This study is being ordered for Cardiac symptoms
including chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of
breath; The symptoms can be described as
"Typical angina" or substernal chest pain that is

1

1

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

01. Preop cardiovascular exam&#x0D;02.
Essential hypertension&#x0D;1. Pre‐op clearance;
patient will require ischemic evaluation prior to
proving cardiac clearance. &#x0D;2. SOB/DOE;
proceed with pharm MPI and echo to further
evaluate. &#x0D;3. Hypertension; accelerated.;
The patient is not diabetic.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare member.;
This study is being ordered for Cardiac symptoms
including chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of
breath; The symptoms can be described as
"Typical angina" or substernal chest pain that is
worse or comes on as a result of physical exertion
1/16/19 treadmill stress test. Patient was
physical unable to finish the test.; This is a
request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; Another test besides
a Nuclear Cardiology Study, CCTA or Stress
Echocardiogram has been completed to evaluate
new or changing symptoms.; The patient has 2
cardiac risk factors; The study is not requested for
pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; There are new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
The study is requested for suspected coronary
artery disease.; The member has known or
51 year‐old obese white female with a history of
hyperlipidemia, sleep apnea on CPAP, chronic
bradycardia, anxiety, family history of coronary
artery disease, low risk dobutamine stress
echocardiogram in 2015 with a short run of SVT
during recovery of the; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or more
cardiac risk factors; The study is not requested for
pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; The study is
requested for suspected coronary artery disease.;
The member has known or suspected coronary
artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39

1

1

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

abnormal ekg, ischemic cardiomyalpathy ,
myocardial infarction; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
1/8/2019; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; patient has palpitations,
diabetes 2; congestive heart failure, and
hypertension.; One of the studies being ordered
is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS,
PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs
specialty is NOT Hematologist/Oncologist,
Thoracic Surgery, Oncology, Surgical Oncology or

1

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

abnormal ekg; This study is being ordered for
Vascular Disease.; 1/4/2019; There has not been
any treatment or conservative therapy.; chest
pain; One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs
specialty is NOT Hematologist/Oncologist,
Thoracic Surgery, Oncology, Surgical Oncology or
Radiation Oncology

1

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Angina, Palpitation, No Stress Echos done within
60 mile radius.; The patient is not diabetic.; This is
a request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare
member.; This study is being ordered for Cardiac
symptoms including chest pain (angina) and/or
shortness of breath; The symptoms can be
described as "Typical angina" or substernal chest
pain that is worse or comes on as a result of
physical exertion or emotional stress; It is
unknown if the chest pain was relieved by rest
(ceasing physical exertion activity) and/or
nitroglycerin

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

CAD s/p remote pci. Cardiac cath in 2016
revealed patent LAD stent and moderate Cx
stenosis. Reports chest pain with typical and
atypical features. Maintained on ASA. &#x0D;2.
Paroxysmal atrial fib. Anticoagulated on
Coumadin. Followed in INR clinic. Pt has s; The
patient is not diabetic.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare member.;
This study is being ordered for Cardiac symptoms
including chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of
breath; The symptoms can be described as
"Typical angina" or substernal chest pain that is
worse or comes on as a result of physical exertion
Cardiology consultation for this 59‐year‐old lady.
She is referred by Dr. Beard. She comes today
with chief complaint of chest pain palpitations
and leg cramps. Related past history reveals
recent diagnosis of diabetes mellitus, morbid
obesity, she states; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or more
cardiac risk factors; The study is not requested for
pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; The study is
requested for suspected coronary artery disease.;
The member has known or suspected coronary
artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

CHEST PAIN AND SOB; The patient is not
diabetic.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
This is a Medicare member.; This study is being
ordered for Cardiac symptoms including chest
pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath; The
symptoms can be described as "Typical angina" or
substernal chest pain that is worse or comes on
as a result of physical exertion or emotional
stress; The chest pain was NOT relieved by rest
(ceasing physical exertion activity) and/or
nitroglycerin

1

1

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Chest Pain, SOB, Leg edema; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has not had other
testing done to evaluate new or changing
symptoms.; The study is not requested for pre op
evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or
valve disorders.; There are new or changing
cardiac symptoms including atypical chest pain
(angina) and/or shortness of breath.; There is
known coronary artery disease, history of heart
attack (MI), coronary bypass surgery, coronary
angioplasty or stent.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 20
to 29

complains of having leg pain and weakness after
he walks a short distance. he complains of having
cp, that he describes as a discomfort. he has type
2 diabetes, obesity bmi 30‐39.9 he also has pad.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or
more cardiac risk factors; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; The study
is requested for suspected coronary artery
disease.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39
congestive heart failure..obese, smoker, ekg
abnormal.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient had cardiac testing including Stress
Echocardiogram, Nuclear Cardiology
(SPECT/MPI), Coronary CT angiography (CCTA) or
Cardiac Catheterization in the last 2 years.; The
study is not requested for pre op evaluation,
cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve
disorders.; There are not new or changing cardiac
symptoms including atypical chest pain (angina)
and/or shortness of breath.; There is known
coronary artery disease, history of heart attack
(MI), coronary bypass surgery, coronary

1

1

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Congestive Heart Failure; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has NOT had
cardiac testing including Stress Echocardiogram,
Nuclear Cardiology (SPECT/MPI), Coronary CT
angiography (CCTA) or Cardiac Catheterization in
the last 2 years.; The study is requested for
congestive heart failure.; There are not new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
There is known coronary artery disease, history
of heart attack (MI), coronary bypass surgery,
coronary angioplasty or stent.; The member has
known or suspected coronary artery disease.; The

1

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Coronary artery disease s/p PCI
2/2017&#x0D;S/P PCI to CXA and RCA
2/2017&#x0D;Non‐ST‐segment elevation
myocardial infarction&#x0D;&#x0D; Recent
admission due to syncope&#x0D;: Wt: 209 lb
Ht/Ln: 74 in BMI: 26.8; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare member.;
This study is being ordered for A cardiac history
with known myocardial infarction and/or cardiac
intervention such as cardiac surgery/angioplasty
(PCI); It has NOT been greater than 2 years since
the surgery/procedure or last cardiac imaging.

1

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

cp, mechanical heart valve, cva, hypertension,;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or
more cardiac risk factors; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; The study
is requested for suspected coronary artery
disease.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 20 to 29

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

EF estimated 15‐20.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient had a recent
stress echocardiogram to evaluate new or
changing symptoms.; The patient has 1 or less
cardiac risk factors; The study is requested for
congestive heart failure.; There are new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
The study is requested for suspected coronary
artery disease.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.

1

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Enter answer here ‐ or Type IMr. Manzy is
referred for preop CV eval for bariatric surgery.
He has dyspnea on exertion with activity,
improves with rest, particularly with activity such
as stairs, he thinks related to weight. He denies
CP. His ASCVD risk ; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare member.;
This study is being ordered for A cardiac history
with known myocardial infarction and/or cardiac
intervention such as cardiac surgery/angioplasty
(PCI); It has NOT been greater than 2 years since
the surgery/procedure or last cardiac imaging.

1

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If N
Ms. Dempsey is a 64 year old female here to
follow up She has a history of HLD, MI, and
hypertrophic cardiomyopathy. She had an echo
6/2018 which showed hyperdynamic LV, severe
LVH, HOCM. NST 6/2018 showed nor; This is a
request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or
more cardiac risk factors; The study is requested
for congestive heart failure.; The study is
requested for suspected coronary artery disease.;
The member has known or suspected coronary
artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If No
In&#x0D;fo Given.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or more
cardiac risk factors; The study is not requested for
pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; The study is
requested for suspected coronary artery disease.;
The member has known or suspected coronary
artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39
Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If No
Info Gi Ms. Sholey is a new patient referred by
Pam Winston, APN for evaluation of abnormal
EKG and lower extremity swelling. States that she
was diagnosed with an enlarged heart when she
was 13 years old. Re; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or more
cardiac risk factors; The study is requested for
congestive heart failure.; The study is requested
for suspected coronary artery disease.; The
member has known or suspected coronary artery
disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39
Essential hypertension&#x0D; Chest pain&#x0D;
Bicuspid aortic valve&#x0D; Aortic valve stenosis;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Started w murmur and heart
issues back in 2015.. then Echo showed
09/02/2016 moderate aortic stenosis.; It is not
known if there has been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Chest pain, unspecified.
chest pain on exertion.&#x0D;Essential
hypertension&#x0D;Aortic valve
stenosis&#x0D;Bicuspid aortic valve; One of the
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1

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

exercise limitation due to chest pain and
shortness of breath, hypertension, legs
swelling,dizziness, heart palpitations; This is a
request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or
more cardiac risk factors; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; The study
is requested for suspected coronary artery
disease.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39
family history of CAD; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Unknown; It is not known if there has been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; Shortness of
breath, fatigue, hypertension; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is NOT
Hematologist/Oncologist, Thoracic Surgery,
Oncology, Surgical Oncology or Radiation
Oncology
history of myocardial infarction, s/p stent
placement, diabetes, edema; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has not had other
testing done to evaluate new or changing
symptoms.; The study is not requested for pre op
evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or
valve disorders.; There are new or changing
cardiac symptoms including atypical chest pain
(angina) and/or shortness of breath.; There is
known coronary artery disease, history of heart
attack (MI), coronary bypass surgery, coronary
angioplasty or stent.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 30

1

1

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

HPI: &#x0D;
Mr Roberson is a 61 year old
male here to follow up. Echo from 2/2018
showed normal LVEF, impaired relaxation, mild
LVH, AV sclerosis. Carotid doppler from 2/2018
showed less than 50% stenosis bilaterally. He was
originally referred for hyp; The patient is not
diabetic.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
This is a Medicare member.; This study is being
ordered for Cardiac symptoms including chest
pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath; The
symptoms can be described as "Typical angina" or
substernal chest pain that is worse or comes on
as a result of physical exertion or emotional
ICM; EF improved to 58% per echo 1/11/19 from
35‐40% 4/18.&#x0D;2. Combined systolic and
diastolic HF; currently being managed on BB,
ARB, and diuretic. Continues to report dyspnea
with minimal exertion and BLE edema. Will add
Aldactone 25mg daily and follow ; The patient is
not diabetic.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
This is a Medicare member.; This study is being
ordered for Cardiac symptoms including chest
pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath; The
symptoms can be described as "Typical angina" or
substernal chest pain that is worse or comes on
as a result of physical exertion or emotional
Map coronary veins, pre‐pacer&#x0D;Systolic
CHF; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; Another test
besides a Nuclear Cardiology Study, CCTA or
Stress Echocardiogram has been completed to
evaluate new or changing symptoms.; The study
is requested for congestive heart failure.; There
are new or changing cardiac symptoms including
atypical chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of
breath.; There is known coronary artery disease,
history of heart attack (MI), coronary bypass
surgery, coronary angioplasty or stent.; The
member has known or suspected coronary artery
disease.
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1

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

mpression:&#x0D;#1 hypertension: He's had a
long history of hypertension. More recent started
having some headaches and visual disturbances.
When he checked his blood pressure was
markedly elevated. This was new for him. He was
recent seen in clinic. His lisi; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare member.;
This study is being ordered for None of the above
Mr Heath Herron 44 yr old male here for follow
up from 10‐19‐2018 Hospitalization for a NSTEMI.
He underwent a cath that showed 99% stenosis
of the distal RCA, S/P DES with Dr. Pruitt. he has a
history of multiple PCI's. His stents to the LAd and
diagonal; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
Another test besides a Nuclear Cardiology Study,
CCTA or Stress Echocardiogram has been
completed to evaluate new or changing
symptoms.; The study is not requested for pre op
evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or
valve disorders.; There are new or changing
cardiac symptoms including atypical chest pain
Mr. Frost is a 71 year old gentleman with
significant history for afib, HTN, cardiomyopathy,
COPD, GERD, ED, and tobacco abuse, followed by
the VA, here today for follow up. At last visit, he
saw Dr. Henry and no medication changes were
made.&#x0D;
Toda; The patient is not
diabetic.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
This is a Medicare member.; This study is being
ordered for Cardiac symptoms including chest
pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath; The
symptoms can be described as "Typical angina" or
substernal chest pain that is worse or comes on
as a result of physical exertion or emotional
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1

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Mrs Sanders is a 50 year old female referred for
chest pain. This started about a month ago. It
feels like she is smothering. It is the worst when
she is laying down but it happens other times too.
She sleeps on 4 pillows. No edema. She also
report dyspne; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has 3 or more cardiac risk factors;
The study is requested for congestive heart
failure.; The study is requested for suspected
coronary artery disease.; The member has known
or suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
20 to 29

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Ms. McLaughlin is here today for cardiac eval.
She had 2 episodes of taking a bite of food and
having severe chest discomfort and SOB. She has
been having dizzy spells and has fallen approx. 5
times in the last 2 weeks. She has unexplained
sweating as wel; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has 3 or more cardiac risk factors;
The study is requested for congestive heart
failure.; The study is requested for suspected
coronary artery disease.; The member has known
or suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
30 to 39
No stress Echos Done within 60 mile radius.
Patient has HTN, SOB and CP increasing.; The
patient is not diabetic.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare member.;
This study is being ordered for Cardiac symptoms
including chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of
breath; The symptoms can be described as
"Typical angina" or substernal chest pain that is
worse or comes on as a result of physical exertion
or emotional stress; The chest pain was relieved
by rest (ceasing physical exertion activity) and/or
nitroglycerin; It is unknown if there is a physical
restriction to the member’s ability to exercise
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1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

No Stress Echos done within 60 mile radius.
Patient having CP up to 5x a day. FM HX, DOE,
COPD; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has 3 or more cardiac risk factors; The study is
not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; The
study is requested for suspected coronary artery
disease.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 20 to 29
No Stress Echos done within 60 mile radius.
Patient having CP. She had a chest and abdominal
CT. She was noted to have coronary calcification
as well as abdominal aortic aneurysm at
4.5centimeters. Plan to do a pharmacological
stress test due to orthopedi; The patient is not
diabetic.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
This is a Medicare member.; This study is being
ordered for Cardiac symptoms including chest
pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath; The
symptoms can be described as "Typical angina" or
substernal chest pain that is worse or comes on
as a result of physical exertion or emotional
No Stress Echos done within 60 mile radius.
Patient having SOB and some episodes of Chest
discomfort. EKG is abnormal. It has flattened T
waves throughout the anterolateral Leads.; This is
a request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient has not
had other testing done to evaluate new or
changing symptoms.; The patient has 1 or less
cardiac risk factors; The study is not requested for
pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; There are new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
The study is requested for suspected coronary
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1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

No Stress Echos Done within 60 mile radius. pre‐
op evaluation. CP/Angina, HTN, Hyperlipidemia,
Murmur.; The patient is not diabetic.; This is a
request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare
member.; This study is being ordered for Cardiac
symptoms including chest pain (angina) and/or
shortness of breath; The symptoms can be
described as "Typical angina" or substernal chest
pain that is worse or comes on as a result of
physical exertion or emotional stress; It is
unknown if the chest pain was relieved by rest
(ceasing physical exertion activity) and/or
nitroglycerin
No Stress Echos within 60 mile radius. Patient
having CP with typical and atypical. Plan for a
Cardiolite Stress Test using pharmacological.
Patient has difficulty walking due to low back,
knee and neck surgery; It is not known if the
patient is diabetic.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare member.;
This study is being ordered for Cardiac symptoms
including chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of
breath; The symptoms can be described as
"Typical angina" or substernal chest pain that is
worse or comes on as a result of physical exertion
or emotional stress; It is unknown if the chest
Non‐st Elevation (nstemi) Myocardial
Infarction&#x0D;He has had some chest
discomfort, but none of those seemed to be
worsened with any exertion and the chest pain
really does not sound to be ischemic in nature.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient has not
had other testing done to evaluate new or
changing symptoms.; The study is not requested
for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; There are new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
There is known coronary artery disease, history
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Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

palpitations, chest pain on exertion, and
shortness of breath when walking. Having
dizziness and fatigue. &#x0D; chest
&#x0D;Quality: rapid and
sustained&#x0D;Severity: severe/intense
&#x0D;Duration: has noted for months
&#x0D;Onset/Timing: occurs daily
&#x0D;Context: at rest; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has not had other
testing done to evaluate new or changing
symptoms.; The patient has 1 or less cardiac risk
factors; The study is not requested for pre op
evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or
Patient admitted for chest pain, hx of CAD with
stent to cx and lad in 2010, troponins negative,
ekg nsr with no ischemic changes, pt wanted to
go home and do out patient stress test rather
than inpatient. will get him scheduled.; The
patient is not diabetic.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare member.;
This study is being ordered for Cardiac symptoms
including chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of
breath; The symptoms can be described as
"Typical angina" or substernal chest pain that is
worse or comes on as a result of physical exertion
or emotional stress; The chest pain was NOT

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

patient cannot walk on treadmill secondary to
hip pain and asthma. patient has chest pain,
shortness of breath, hypertension and
hyperlipidemia.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has 3 or more cardiac risk factors;
The study is requested for congestive heart
failure.; The study is requested for suspected
coronary artery disease.; The member has known
or suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
30 to 39
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Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Patient experiences episodes of precordial chest
associated with dyspnea on exertion and
shortness of breath. Abnormal EKG resulting in
normal sinus rhythm, low voltage, poor R wave
progression from V1 through V3, nonspecific ST‐T
wave changes in inferior; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or more
cardiac risk factors; The study is requested for
congestive heart failure.; The study is requested
for suspected coronary artery disease.; The
member has known or suspected coronary artery
disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39
Patient fainted, has irregular heart beat. He had
a previous history of a stroke in May 2017.Patietn
is in a‐fib, mild mitral regurgitation and moderate
LVH. He remains in NSR today.&#x0D;EKG with
significant nasty abnormality. Unclear if this is
ischemia or; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
Another test besides a Nuclear Cardiology Study,
CCTA or Stress Echocardiogram has been
completed to evaluate new or changing
symptoms.; The patient has 2 cardiac risk factors;
The study is requested for congestive heart
failure.; There are new or changing cardiac
symptoms including atypical chest pain (angina)
PATIENT HAS HISTORY OF CORONARY ARTERY
DISEASE, HAS HAD CORONARY ARTERY BYPASS
SURGERY AND AORTIC VALVE REPLACEMENT ON
9/18/2018, PATIENT WAS SEEN IN OFFICE ON
1/21/2019 WITH INCREASING CHEST PAIN; This
study is being ordered for something other than:
known trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or infectious
disease, congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
09/18/2018; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ; PATIENT HAS HAD
CORONARY ARTERY BYPASS SURGERY AND
AORTIC VALVE REPLACEMENT; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
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Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Patient has hx of severe CAD with by‐pass grafts
that are now 19 years old. Patient has dyspnea
on exertion. Patient can not walk a treadmill; The
patient is not diabetic.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare member.;
This study is being ordered for Cardiac symptoms
including chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of
breath; The symptoms can be described as
"Typical angina" or substernal chest pain that is
worse or comes on as a result of physical exertion
or emotional stress; It is unknown if the chest
pain was relieved by rest (ceasing physical
exertion activity) and/or nitroglycerin

1

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

patient unable to walk on treadmill due to OA
and has diabetes mellitus, morbid obesity, and
htn. she also has pain in right leg.; This is a
request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or
more cardiac risk factors; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; The study
is requested for suspected coronary artery
disease.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is not know

1

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

patient with complaints of chest discomfort, sob,
fatigue; abn ekg; family hx of cad, smoker; unable
to walk a treadmill due to back pain requiring
injections; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has 3 or more cardiac risk factors;
The study is not requested for pre op evaluation,
cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve
disorders.; The study is requested for suspected
coronary artery disease.; The member has known
or suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
30 to 39

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

patient wore an event monitor which showed a
four beat run of VT.; The patient is not diabetic.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare
member.; This study is being ordered for Cardiac
symptoms including chest pain (angina) and/or
shortness of breath; The symptoms can be
described as "Typical angina" or substernal chest
pain that is worse or comes on as a result of
physical exertion or emotional stress; The chest
pain was NOT relieved by rest (ceasing physical
exertion activity) and/or nitroglycerin
PRE OP EVAL; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; PRE OP
EVALUTION&#x0D;MUMUR,
CARDIAC&#x0D;AORTIC VALVE
REGURGITATION&#x0D;LEFT CAROTID
STENOSIS&#x0D;WENCKEBACH
ATRIOVENTRICULAR
BLOCK&#x0D;NONRHEUMATIC AORTIC VALVE
INSUFFICIENCEY&#x0D;EXXENTIAL
HYPERTENSION; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; PRE OP EVALUATION;

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

pt has chest pain with diabetes, htn, uses
tobacco and cant walk on treadmill due to knee
issues; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has 3 or more cardiac risk factors; The study is
not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; The
study is requested for suspected coronary artery
disease.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 20 to 29

1

1

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

pt has fibromyalgia and arthritis&#x0D;Pt says
she can not run on the treadmill
&#x0D;Arrhythmia‐palpitations; The patient is
not diabetic.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
This is a Medicare member.; This study is being
ordered for Cardiac symptoms including chest
pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath; The
symptoms can be described as "Typical angina" or
substernal chest pain that is worse or comes on
as a result of physical exertion or emotional
stress; The chest pain was NOT relieved by rest
(ceasing physical exertion activity) and/or
nitroglycerin
Pt has known CAD with prior stents new onset of
chest pain and has ischemic cardiomyopathy.Pt
was not able to complete treadmill stress test
due to chest pain.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient had a recent
stress echocardiogram to evaluate new or
changing symptoms.; The study is requested for
congestive heart failure.; There are new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
There is known coronary artery disease, history
of heart attack (MI), coronary bypass surgery,
coronary angioplasty or stent.; The member has

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

pt is unable to walk on treadmill.; This is a
request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient has not
had other testing done to evaluate new or
changing symptoms.; The patient has 2 cardiac
risk factors; The study is not requested for pre op
evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or
valve disorders.; There are new or changing
cardiac symptoms including atypical chest pain
(angina) and/or shortness of breath.; The study is
requested for suspected coronary artery disease.;
The member has known or suspected coronary
artery disease.; The BMI is 20 to 29

1

1

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Reason for Appointment &#x0D;1. Follow Up
&#x0D; &#x0D; &#x0D;History of Present Illness
&#x0D;HPI: &#x0D;
Follow up for this 81‐year‐
old lady. She has some mild dyspnea on exertion.
She is New York Heart Association functional
class II. She has known valvular heart disea; The
patient is not diabetic.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare member.;
This study is being ordered for Cardiac symptoms
including chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of
breath; The symptoms can be described as
"Typical angina" or substernal chest pain that is
worse or comes on as a result of physical exertion
Shortness of Breath upon Exertion,
CAD&#x0D;Quality: dyspnea&#x0D;Severity: mild
&#x0D;Duration: for few months
&#x0D;Onset/Timing: daily &#x0D;Context: with
activity&#x0D;Alleviating Factors: rest
&#x0D;Aggravating Factors:
activity&#x0D;Coronary
arteriosclerosis&#x0D;I25.118: Atherosclero; This
is a request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient has not
had other testing done to evaluate new or
changing symptoms.; The study is not requested
for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; There are new or

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Submaximal treadmill stress test, discontinued
due to dyspnea. A Lexiscan MPI is suggested. The
patient's continued presenting chest pain, central
location, pressure in character, no evident
triggering or relieving factor, radiated to the neck
and the ba; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has 3 or more cardiac risk factors;
The study is requested for congestive heart
failure.; The study is requested for suspected
coronary artery disease.; The member has known
or suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
30 to 39

1

1

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

The patient is diabetic.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare member.;
This study is being ordered for Cardiac symptoms
including chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of
breath; The symptoms can be described as
"Typical angina" or substernal chest pain that is
worse or comes on as a result of physical exertion
or emotional stress; It is unknown if the chest
pain was relieved by rest (ceasing physical
exertion activity) and/or nitroglycerin

2

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

The patient is diabetic.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare member.;
This study is being ordered for Cardiac symptoms
including chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of
breath; The symptoms can be described as
"Typical angina" or substernal chest pain that is
worse or comes on as a result of physical exertion
or emotional stress; The chest pain was NOT
relieved by rest (ceasing physical exertion
activity) and/or nitroglycerin

13

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

The patient is diabetic.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare member.;
This study is being ordered for Cardiac symptoms
including chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of
breath; The symptoms can be described as
"Typical angina" or substernal chest pain that is
worse or comes on as a result of physical exertion
or emotional stress; The chest pain was relieved
by rest (ceasing physical exertion activity) and/or
nitroglycerin; It is unknown if there is a physical
restriction to the member’s ability to exercise

2

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

The patient is diabetic.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare member.;
This study is being ordered for Cardiac symptoms
including chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of
breath; The symptoms can be described as
"Typical angina" or substernal chest pain that is
worse or comes on as a result of physical exertion
or emotional stress; The chest pain was relieved
by rest (ceasing physical exertion activity) and/or
nitroglycerin; There is no physical restriction to
the member’s ability to exercise

2

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has 3 or more cardiac risk factors; The study is
not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; The
study is requested for suspected coronary artery
disease.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 40 or greater

16

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has 3 or more cardiac risk factors; The study is
requested for congestive heart failure.; The study
is requested for suspected coronary artery
disease.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 40 or greater

5

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has not had other testing done to evaluate new
or changing symptoms.; The patient has 1 or less
cardiac risk factors; The study is not requested for
pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; There are new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
The study is requested for suspected coronary
artery disease.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 40
or greater

1

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has not had other testing done to evaluate new
or changing symptoms.; The patient has 2 cardiac
risk factors; The study is not requested for pre op
evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or
valve disorders.; There are new or changing
cardiac symptoms including atypical chest pain
(angina) and/or shortness of breath.; The study is
requested for suspected coronary artery disease.;
The member has known or suspected coronary
artery disease.; The BMI is 40 or greater

1

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has not had other testing done to evaluate new
or changing symptoms.; The patient has 2 cardiac
risk factors; The study is requested for congestive
heart failure.; There are new or changing cardiac
symptoms including atypical chest pain (angina)
and/or shortness of breath.; The study is
requested for suspected coronary artery disease.;
The member has known or suspected coronary
artery disease.; The BMI is 40 or greater

2

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has not had other testing done to evaluate new
or changing symptoms.; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; There are
new or changing cardiac symptoms including
atypical chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of
breath.; There is known coronary artery disease,
history of heart attack (MI), coronary bypass
surgery, coronary angioplasty or stent.; The
member has known or suspected coronary artery
disease.; The BMI is 40 or greater

6

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has not had other testing done to evaluate new
or changing symptoms.; The study is requested
for congestive heart failure.; There are new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
There is known coronary artery disease, history
of heart attack (MI), coronary bypass surgery,
coronary angioplasty or stent.; The member has
known or suspected coronary artery disease.; The
BMI is 40 or greater

3

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study is
not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; The
member does not have known or suspected
coronary artery disease

2

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study is
requested for congestive heart failure.; The
member does not have known or suspected
coronary artery disease

2

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study is
requested for evaluation of the heart prior to non
cardiac surgery.

7

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study is
requested for known or suspected cardiac septal
defect.

5

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study is
requested for known or suspected valve
disorders.

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; This is a
Medicare member.; This is for a preoperative
evaluation of a non cardiac surgery involving
general anesthesia; This study is being ordered
for Preoperative evaluation of a non cardiac
surgery involving general anesthesia

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; This is a
Medicare member.; This study is being ordered
for A cardiac history with known myocardial
infarction and/or cardiac intervention such as
cardiac surgery/angioplasty (PCI); It has been
greater than 2 years since the surgery/procedure
or last cardiac imaging.

12

6

32

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; This is a
Medicare member.; This study is being ordered
for Cardiac symptoms including chest pain
(angina) and/or shortness of breath; It is
unknown if the symptoms can be described as
"Typical angina" or substernal chest pain that is
worse or comes on as a result of physical exertion
or emotional stress; There is a physical restriction
to the member’s ability to exercise

7

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; This is a
Medicare member.; This study is being ordered
for Cardiac symptoms including chest pain
(angina) and/or shortness of breath; The
symptoms can be described as "Typical angina" or
substernal chest pain that is worse or comes on
as a result of physical exertion or emotional
stress; The chest pain was relieved by rest
(ceasing physical exertion activity) and/or
nitroglycerin; There is a physical restriction to the
member’s ability to exercise

30

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; This is a
Medicare member.; This study is being ordered
for Cardiac symptoms including chest pain
(angina) and/or shortness of breath; The
symptoms cannot be described as "Typical
angina" or substernal chest pain that is worse or
comes on as a result of physical exertion or
emotional stress; There is a physical restriction to
the member’s ability to exercise

14

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; This is a
Medicare member.; This study is being ordered
for Post‐operative (Cardiac Surgery, Angioplasty
or stent ) Evaluation; It has been greater than 2
years since the surgery/procedure or last cardiac
imaging.
This woman has history of CAD status post CABG
history of congestive heart failure and history of
hypertension patient is complaining of chest pain
described as sharp in nature not related to
exertion with shortness of breath no ischemic
changes on the EK; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has not had other
testing done to evaluate new or changing
symptoms.; The study is requested for congestive
heart failure.; There are new or changing cardiac
symptoms including atypical chest pain (angina)
and/or shortness of breath.; There is known
coronary artery disease, history of heart attack
unknown; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
Another test besides a Nuclear Cardiology Study,
CCTA or Stress Echocardiogram has been
completed to evaluate new or changing
symptoms.; The study is not requested for pre op
evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or
valve disorders.; There are new or changing
cardiac symptoms including atypical chest pain
(angina) and/or shortness of breath.; There is
known coronary artery disease, history of heart
attack (MI), coronary bypass surgery, coronary
angioplasty or stent.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.

2

1

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
Vascular Disease.; 01/30/2019; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Chest pain, palpitations, fatigue, and dizziness;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
NOT Hematologist/Oncologist, Thoracic Surgery,
Oncology, Surgical Oncology or Radiation
Oncology

1

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

US carotid screen showing severe stenosis on left
carotid. CHEST PAIN AND SOB WITH EXERTION.
NO HX OF CAD OR DIABETES, HE IS A FORMER
SMOKER, HAS HTN AND HYPERLIPIDEMIA; One of
the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.

1

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

v‐tach on monitor; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has not had other
testing done.; The patient has 2 cardiac risk
factors; The study is not requested for pre op
evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or
valve disorders.; There are not new or changing
cardiac symptoms including atypical chest pain
(angina) and/or shortness of breath.; The study is
requested for suspected coronary artery disease.;
The member has known or suspected coronary
artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

will proceed with NST ‐ lexiscan, she is
unstressable due to lymphedema and worsening
dyspnea on exertion. She states that she uses
lymphedema pump everyday.; This is a request
for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has not had other
testing done to evaluate new or changing
symptoms.; The patient has 2 cardiac risk factors;
The study is requested for congestive heart
failure.; There are new or changing cardiac
symptoms including atypical chest pain (angina)
and/or shortness of breath.; The study is
requested for suspected coronary artery disease.;
The member has known or suspected coronary
Wt: 278 lb Ht/Ln: 72 in BMI: 37.7
&#x0D;ABNORMAL STRESS EKG&#x0D; The
patient is a white male who was seen in the ER at
Baptist for chest pain. He ruled out. He has long
standing hypertension. He is in rehab for meth
abuse. He has had edema for year. Tac; This is a
request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or
more cardiac risk factors; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; The study
is requested for suspected coronary artery
disease.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39

1

1

6

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This a request for an
echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for another reason; The reason for
ordering this study is unknown.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This a request for an
echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for another reason; This study is
being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This a request for an
echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for Evaluation of Left Ventricular
Function.; The patient does not have a history of
a recent heart attack or hypertensive heart
disease.

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

1

1

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here ‐ or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.; &lt;
Describe primary symptoms here ‐ or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; One of the
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here ‐ or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
chest pain; One of the studies being ordered is
NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS,
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
02/18/2019; There has not been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; chest pain, shortness of
breath, chest tightness.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
03/25/2019; There has not been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; CHEST PAIN/SOB; One
of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is

1

1

1

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; OVER 1
YEAR; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; SHORTNESS OF BREATH,
STRONG CARDIAC FAMILY HISTORY.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Vascular Disease.; &lt; Enter date of initial
onset here ‐ or Type In Unknown If No Info Given
Dec 10, 2018; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe primary
symptoms here ‐ or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given &gt;; &lt; Describe treatment /
conservative therapy here ‐ or Type In Unknown
If No Info Given &gt;different medications; One
of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

; One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

; This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; The
reason for ordering this study is unknown.

2
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1
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Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

; This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; There has NOT been a change in clinical
status since the last echocardiogram.; This is not
for the initial evaluation of abnormal symptoms,
physical exam findings, or diagnostic studies
(chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie of heart disease.
; This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This is an annual review of known valve
disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie
of heart disease.; The patient has shortness of
; This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie
of heart disease.; The patient has shortness of
breath; Shortness of breath is not related to any
; This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie
of heart disease.; This study is NOT being
requested for the initial evaluation of frequent or

1

1
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Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

; This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of cardiac
arrhythmias; This study is NOT being requested
for the initial evaluation of frequent or sustained
atrial or ventricular cardiac arrhythmias.

2

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

; This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Murmur.; It is unknown if there been a change in
clinical status since the last echocardiogram.; This
request is NOT for initial evaluation of a murmur.;
This is a request for follow up of a known
murmur.

1

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

; This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Murmur.; This request is NOT for initial
evaluation of a murmur.; This is NOT a request
for follow up of a known murmur.

1

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

; This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Valves.; This is NOT for prolapsed mitral valve,
suspected valve disease, new or changing
symptoms of valve disease, annual review of
known valve disease, initial evaluation of artificial
heart valves or annual re‐eval of artifical heart
valves.

1
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Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

; This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Heart
Failure; There has NOT been a change in clinical
status since the last echocardiogram.; This is NOT
for the initial evaluation of heart failure.

1

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

; This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; It is unknown if the patient
has a history of a recent heart attack or
hypertensive heart disease.

1

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

; This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; The patient does not have
a history of a recent heart attack or hypertensive
heart disease.
; This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ; ; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering MDs specialty is NOT
Hematologist/Oncologist, Thoracic Surgery,
Oncology, Surgical Oncology or Radiation
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1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

; This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; ; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is NOT
Hematologist/Oncologist, Thoracic Surgery,
Oncology, Surgical Oncology or Radiation
; This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; JANUARY‐FEBRUARY 2019; It is
not known if there has been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Back
pain.&#x0D;Premature ventricular
contractions.&#x0D;Abnormal EKG with right
bundle branch block.&#x0D;Labile blood
pressures.&#x0D;Tobacco abuse.; One of the
01. CAD in native artery (I25.10)&#x0D;02.
Benign essential hypertension (I10)&#x0D;03.
Mixed hyperlipidemia (E78.2)&#x0D;04. SOB
(shortness of breath) (R06.02)&#x0D;05.
Dizziness (R42)&#x0D;06. DOE (dyspnea on
exertion) (R06.09)&#x0D;07. Bradycardia,
unspecified (R00.1)&#x0D;1. Bra; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or infectious
disease, congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
01. CAD in native artery (I25.10)&#x0D;02.
Benign essential hypertension (I10)&#x0D;03.
1.Recurrent nonspecific symptoms of shortness
of breath, fatigue, low energy, with multiple risk
factors for coronary artery disease: The patient is
not physically active and when asked about
performing an exercise stress echo he preferred a
pharmacolog; This a request for an
echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for Evaluation of Left Ventricular
Function.; The patient does not have a history of
a recent heart attack or hypertensive heart

2

1

1

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

61‐year‐old white male, chronic smoker with no
angiographic CAD by catheterization in 04/2018,
LVEF of 40‐45% by LV gram and subsequent echo
showing 50% on 03/15/2018, normal ABIs/TBIs at
rest in 04/2018, hypertension, hyperlipidemia, ex‐
alcohol abuser, s; This a request for an
echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for Evaluation of Left Ventricular
Function.; The patient does not have a history of
a recent heart attack or hypertensive heart
65‐year‐old obese white female, chronic smoker,
quit recently, with history of CAD, status post PCI
to the LAD in 04/2016 with subsequent low risk
stress echocardiogram and repeat left heart
catheterization in 11/2016 for recurrent chest
pain episodes sho; This a request for an
echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for another reason; This study is
being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
abnormal ekg, ischemic cardiomyalpathy ,
myocardial infarction; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
1/8/2019; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; patient has palpitations,
diabetes 2; congestive heart failure, and
hypertension.; One of the studies being ordered
is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS,

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

abnormal ekg; This study is being ordered for
Vascular Disease.; 1/4/2019; There has not been
any treatment or conservative therapy.; chest
pain; One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs
specialty is NOT Hematologist/Oncologist,
Thoracic Surgery, Oncology, Surgical Oncology or
Radiation Oncology

1

1

1

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

ASSESSMENT&#x0D;Ischemic cardiomyopathy,
status post automatic implantable cardioverter
defibrillator, nonsustained V‐
Tach.&#x0D;&#x0D;RECOMMENDATIONS AND
PLANS&#x0D;BMP, magnesium and
thyroid.&#x0D;We will repeat an echocardiogram
to reassess his left ventricular function.; This a
request for an echocardiogram.; This is a request
for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for Evaluation of Left Ventricular
Function.; The patient does not have a history of

1

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

CHEST PAIN; One of the studies being ordered is
a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Episode of sudden right arm and chest pain 2
weeks ago.; This a request for an
echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for Evaluation of Left Ventricular
Function.; The patient does not have a history of
a recent heart attack or hypertensive heart
disease.
Essential hypertension&#x0D; Chest pain&#x0D;
Bicuspid aortic valve&#x0D; Aortic valve stenosis;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Started w murmur and heart
issues back in 2015.. then Echo showed
09/02/2016 moderate aortic stenosis.; It is not
known if there has been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Chest pain, unspecified.

1

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

eval for cholecystectomy, has htn,
hyperlipidemia, tia, breast cancer with
mastectomy, pad with angioplasty, atherectomy,
and stenting of right common femoral/profunda
junction; This a request for an echocardiogram.;
This is a request for a Transthoracic
Echocardiogram.; This study is being ordered for
another reason; This study is being ordered for
evaluation of abnormal symptoms, physical exam
findings, or diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG)
indicative of heart disease.; This is for the initial

FAMILY HISTORY OF CAD; This a request for an
echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for another reason; The reason for
ordering this study is unknown.
family history of CAD; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Unknown; It is not known if there has been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; Shortness of
breath, fatigue, hypertension; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is NOT
filling of a rod stuck in her eye, legally blind in
right eye, went to the er for chest pain; This study
is being ordered for Vascular Disease.; two weeks
ago; There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; right cloud in left eye; went to the eye
doctor; One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs
specialty is NOT Hematologist/Oncologist,
Thoracic Surgery, Oncology, Surgical Oncology or
Radiation Oncology

1

1

1

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

HVR, PMT DETECTIONS, NEED TO ACCESS LVF,
HAS BRADY, AV BLOCK; This a request for an
echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for Evaluation of Left Ventricular
Function.; The patient has a history of
hypertensive heart disease.; It is unknown if
there is a change in the patient’s cardiac
symptoms.
Hypertension with history of hypertensive
cardiomyopathy. The gentleman has extremely
difficult to control hypertension, but on his
multidrug regimen his blood pressure today is
well controlled at 120/84. I will make no change
in that regimen. His last; This a request for an
echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for Evaluation of Left Ventricular
Function.; The patient does not have a history of
a recent heart attack or hypertensive heart

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Mitral valve prolapse.&#x0D;Moderate mitral
regurgitation.&#x0D;Premature ventricular
contractions in the past.; This a request for an
echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac Valves.;
This is an annual review of known valve disease.;
It has been 24 months or more since the last
echocardiogram.

history of coronary artery diseaseabnormal EKGa
lot of PVC; This a request for an echocardiogram.;
This is a request for a Transthoracic
Echocardiogram.; This study is being ordered for
Evaluation of Left Ventricular Function.; The
patient does not have a history of a recent heart
attack or hypertensive heart disease.

1

1

1

1
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Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

none; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; unknown; There has not been
any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Palpitation, shortness of breadth, pain along left
lateral chest to Left upper quad.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is NOT
PATIENT HAS HISTORY OF CORONARY ARTERY
DISEASE, HAS HAD CORONARY ARTERY BYPASS
SURGERY AND AORTIC VALVE REPLACEMENT ON
9/18/2018, PATIENT WAS SEEN IN OFFICE ON
1/21/2019 WITH INCREASING CHEST PAIN; This
study is being ordered for something other than:
known trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or infectious
disease, congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
09/18/2018; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ; PATIENT HAS HAD
patient with cad and htn; This a request for an
echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for another reason; This study is
being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie
of heart disease.; The abnormal symptom,
patient with htn and sob; This a request for an
echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for another reason; This study is
being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie
of heart disease.; The patient has shortness of

1

1

1

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Patient with known CAD and CHF s/p
biventricular pacemaker for evaluation of
ejection fraction; This a request for an
echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for Evaluation of Left Ventricular
Function.; The patient does not have a history of
a recent heart attack or hypertensive heart
disease.
patient with shortness of breath and htn; This a
request for an echocardiogram.; This is a request
for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for another reason; This study is
being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie
of heart disease.; The patient has shortness of
PRE OP EVAL; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; PRE OP
EVALUTION&#x0D;MUMUR,
CARDIAC&#x0D;AORTIC VALVE
REGURGITATION&#x0D;LEFT CAROTID
STENOSIS&#x0D;WENCKEBACH
ATRIOVENTRICULAR
BLOCK&#x0D;NONRHEUMATIC AORTIC VALVE
Pt also has hypertension; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known trauma
or injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
5/1/2018; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Pt having intermittent
sharp chest pain edema and shortness of breath;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is

1

1

1

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Pt developed a fever after AtriClip was placed.
Also developed pericardial effusion and
pericardiocentesis. Echo needed to reevaluate.;
This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or

1

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

PT HAS PAFIB, MR, AAA, AND NEEDS PREOP
CLEARANCE; This a request for an
echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for Evaluation of Left Ventricular
Function.; The patient has a history of
hypertensive heart disease.; It is unknown if
there is a change in the patient’s cardiac
symptoms.
Pt is here to establish care. She was referred due
to uncontrolled HTN. HTN diagnosed in 1992. BP
has been more difficult to control over the past
few months. Patient wheezes, has joint pain and
swelling, muscle cramping and back trouble.; This
study is being ordered for something other than:
known trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or infectious
disease, congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Patient came in today to establish care. She was
referred due to uncontrolled HTN. HTN was

1

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Reason for StudiesPalpitations, Cardiovascular
disease; chest painDetails of Previous Treatment
or TherapyHalter monitor; This a request for an
echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for another reason; The reason for
ordering this study is unknown.

1

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

she has sob with exertion, and it is worse when
her back hurts more. she has mild ble edema. she
does not exercise. this is a recurrent problem. the
problem occurs intermittently. the current
episode started more than 1 week ago. the
problem is gradually ; This a request for an
echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for another reason; This study is
being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic

1

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

shortness of breath, Cardio myopathy, status
post AICD.; This a request for an
echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for Evaluation of Left Ventricular
Function.; The patient does not have a history of
a recent heart attack or hypertensive heart
disease.

1

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; The
reason for ordering this study is unknown.
This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; It is unknown if there been a change in
clinical status since the last echocardiogram.; This
is not for the initial evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie of heart
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1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; It is unknown if this request is for initial
evaluation of a murmur.; It is unknown if this is a
request for follow up of a known murmur.; This is
for the initial evaluation of abnormal symptoms,
physical exam findings, or diagnostic studies
This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; The patient does not have a history of a
recent heart attack or hypertensive heart
disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie
This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; The patient has a history of a recent
myocardial infarction (heart attack).; This is for
the initial evaluation of abnormal symptoms,
physical exam findings, or diagnostic studies
(chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie of heart disease.;
This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; The patient has a history of a recent
myocardial infarction (heart attack).; This is for
the initial evaluation of abnormal symptoms,
physical exam findings, or diagnostic studies
(chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie of heart disease.;

1

4

1

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; The patient has a history of
hypertensive heart disease.; There is a change in
the patient’s cardiac symptoms.; This is for the
initial evaluation of abnormal symptoms, physical
exam findings, or diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray
This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; The patient has a history of
hypertensive heart disease.; There is a change in
the patient’s cardiac symptoms.; This is for the
initial evaluation of abnormal symptoms, physical
exam findings, or diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray
This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; The patient has a history of
hypertensive heart disease.; There is NOT a
change in the patient’s cardiac symptoms.; This is
for the initial evaluation of abnormal symptoms,
physical exam findings, or diagnostic studies
This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; The patient has suspected prolapsed
mitral valve.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie
of heart disease.; The patient has shortness of

4

1

1

5

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; There has been a change in clinical
status since the last echocardiogram.; It is
unknown if this is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie
This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; There has been a change in clinical
status since the last echocardiogram.; This is not
for the initial evaluation of abnormal symptoms,
physical exam findings, or diagnostic studies
(chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie of heart disease.
This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This is an evaluation of new or changing
symptoms of valve disease.; This is for the initial
evaluation of abnormal symptoms, physical exam
findings, or diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG)
indicatvie of heart disease.; The patient has
This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This is an initial evaluation of suspected
valve disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie
of heart disease.; The patient has shortness of

1

6

1

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie
of heart disease.; It is unknown if this study is
being requested for the initial evaluation of
This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie
of heart disease.; The abnormal symptom,
condition or evaluation is not known or unlisted
This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie
of heart disease.; The patient has shortness of
breath; Known or suspected pulmonary
This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie
of heart disease.; The patient has shortness of
breath; Shortness of breath is not related to any

1

8

5

11

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie
of heart disease.; This study is being requested
for the initial evaluation of frequent or sustained
This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie
of heart disease.; This study is NOT being
requested for the initial evaluation of frequent or
This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of heart
failure.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie
of heart disease.; The patient has shortness of
This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This request is for initial evaluation of a
murmur.; It is unknown if the murmur is grade III
(3) or greater.; There are clinical symptoms
supporting a suspicion of structural heart
disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of

18

1

2

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This request is NOT for initial evaluation
of a murmur.; This is NOT a request for follow up
of a known murmur.; This is for the initial
evaluation of abnormal symptoms, physical exam
findings, or diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG)

1

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of cardiac
arrhythmias; This study is being requested for the
initial evaluation of frequent or sustained atrial or
ventricular cardiac arrhythmias.

25

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of cardiac
arrhythmias; This study is NOT being requested
for the initial evaluation of frequent or sustained
atrial or ventricular cardiac arrhythmias.

3

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of
Pericardial Disease.; There has been a change in
clinical status since the last echocardiogram.; This
is NOT for the initial evaluation of a pericardial
disease.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of
Pericardial Disease.; This is for the initial
evaluation of a pericardial disease.

1

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Embolism.

4

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Mass.; This is for the initial evaluation of a cardiac
mass.

2

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Murmur.; It is unknown if there been a change in
clinical status since the last echocardiogram.; It is
unknown if this request is for initial evaluation of
a murmur.; This is a request for follow up of a
known murmur.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Murmur.; There has been a change in clinical
status since the last echocardiogram.; This
request is NOT for initial evaluation of a murmur.;
This is a request for follow up of a known
murmur.

2

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Murmur.; There has NOT been a change in clinical
status since the last echocardiogram.; This
request is NOT for initial evaluation of a murmur.;
This is a request for follow up of a known
murmur.

1

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Murmur.; This request is for initial evaluation of a
murmur.; It is unknown if the murmur is grade III
(3) or greater.; It is unknown if there is clinical
symptoms supporting a suspicion of structural
heart disease.; This is NOT a request for follow up
of a known murmur.

1

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Murmur.; This request is for initial evaluation of a
murmur.; It is unknown if the murmur is grade III
(3) or greater.; There are clinical symptoms
supporting a suspicion of structural heart disease.

9

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Murmur.; This request is for initial evaluation of a
murmur.; The murmur is grade III (3) or greater.

23

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Murmur.; This request is for initial evaluation of a
murmur.; The murmur is NOT grade III (3) or
greater.; There are clinical symptoms supporting
a suspicion of structural heart disease.

14

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Murmur.; This request is for initial evaluation of a
murmur.; The murmur is NOT grade III (3) or
greater.; There are NOT clinical symptoms
supporting a suspicion of structural heart
disease.; This is NOT a request for follow up of a
known murmur.

1

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Valves.; The patient has suspected prolapsed
mitral valve.

3

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Valves.; This is an annual re‐evaluation of
artificial heart valves.; It has been at least 12
months since the last echocardiogram was
performed.

5

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Valves.; This is an annual review of known valve
disease.; It has been 10 ‐ 11 months since the last
echocardiogram.

2

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Valves.; This is an annual review of known valve
disease.; It has been 12 ‐ 23 months or more
since the last echocardiogram.

14

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Valves.; This is an annual review of known valve
disease.; It has been 24 months or more since the
last echocardiogram.

2

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Valves.; This is an evaluation of new or changing
symptoms of valve disease.

22

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Valves.; This is an initial evaluation of artificial
heart valves.

2

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Valves.; This is an initial evaluation of suspected
valve disease.

48

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Valves.; This is NOT for prolapsed mitral valve,
suspected valve disease, new or changing
symptoms of valve disease, annual review of
known valve disease, initial evaluation of artificial
heart valves or annual re‐eval of artifical heart
valves.

3

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Congenital Heart Defect.; This is for evaluation of
change of clinical status.

2

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Congenital Heart Defect.; This is fora routine
follow up of congenital heart disease.; It has been
at least 24 months since the last echocardiogram
was performed.

1

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Congenital Heart Defect.; This is fora routine
follow up of congenital heart disease.; It is
unknown if there been a change in clinical status
since the last echocardiogram.; It has NOT been
at least 24 months since the last echocardiogram
was performed.

1

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Congenital Heart Defect.; This is fora routine
follow up of congenital heart disease.; There has
been a change in clinical status since the last
echocardiogram.; It has NOT been at least 24
months since the last echocardiogram was
performed.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Heart
Failure; It is unknown if there been a change in
clinical status since the last echocardiogram.; This
is NOT for the initial evaluation of heart failure.

1

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Heart
Failure; There has been a change in clinical status
since the last echocardiogram.; It is unknown if
this is for the initial evaluation of heart failure.

1

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Heart
Failure; There has been a change in clinical status
since the last echocardiogram.; This is NOT for
the initial evaluation of heart failure.

25

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Heart
Failure; There has NOT been a change in clinical
status since the last echocardiogram.; This is NOT
for the initial evaluation of heart failure.

2

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Heart
Failure; This is for the initial evaluation of heart
failure.

56

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; It is unknown if the patient
has a history of a recent heart attack or
hypertensive heart disease.

1

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; The patient does not have
a history of a recent heart attack or hypertensive
heart disease.

32

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; The patient has a history of
a recent myocardial infarction (heart attack).

19

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; The patient has a history of
hypertensive heart disease.; There is a change in
the patient’s cardiac symptoms.

119

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; The patient has a history of
hypertensive heart disease.; There is NOT a
change in the patient’s cardiac symptoms.; It has
NOT been at least 24 months since the last
echocardiogram was performed.

7

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Pulmonary Hypertension.
This gentleman has history of atrial flutter
fibrillation status post pacemaker he is on
anticoagulation he is complaining of shortness of
breath which is the usual for him he denies any
chest pain his heart rate is 130 with atrial
fibrillation fast ventr; This a request for an
echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for Evaluation of Left Ventricular
Function.; The patient does not have a history of
a recent heart attack or hypertensive heart

150

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Thomas C Grant is a 77 y.o. male who presents
for a 6 month follow up. Patient of Dr. Vengala's
in our clinic. PMH includes: HTN, LVH, HLD, AFib
on Coumadin.; This a request for an
echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for Evaluation of Left Ventricular
Function.; The patient has a history of
hypertensive heart disease.; There is NOT a
change in the patient’s cardiac symptoms.; It has
been at least 24 months since the last
transient ischemia attack, CVA, chest pain,
shortness of breath, numbness .; This a request
for an echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for another reason; This study is
being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie
unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; unknown; It is not
known if there has been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; unknown; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is NOT
Hematologist/Oncologist, Thoracic Surgery,
Will upload clinicals.; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
12/01/2012; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; pain and swelling;
Medications; One of the studies being ordered is
NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS,
PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs
specialty is NOT Hematologist/Oncologist,

1

1

1

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

93312 Echocardiography,
transesophageal, real‐
time with image
documentation (2D) (with
or without M‐mode
recording); including
probe placement, image
acquisition, interpretation
and report

Approval

93312 Echocardiography,
transesophageal, real‐
time with image
documentation (2D) (with
or without M‐mode
recording); including
probe placement, image
acquisition, interpretation
and report

Approval

93312 Echocardiography,
transesophageal, real‐
time with image
documentation (2D) (with
or without M‐mode
recording); including
probe placement, image
acquisition, interpretation
and report

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This a request for an
echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transesophageal Echocardiogram.; It is unknown
why this study is being requested.; The patient is
18 years of age or older.

; This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transesophageal Echocardiogram.;
This study is NOT for suspected acute aortic
pathology, pre‐op of mitral valve regurgitation,
infective endocarditis, left atrial thrombus,
radiofrequency ablation procedure, fever with
intracardiac devise or completed NON diagnostic
TTE.; The patient is 18 years of age or older.
Complains of severe dry mouth. Patient
Scheduled for an a‐fib ablation on 02/27/2019.;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Unknown; It is not known if
there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; Dizziness with turning his head quickly.
Dizziness and presyncope at times with standing
and walking.; One of the studies being ordered is
NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS,

1

2

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

93312 Echocardiography,
transesophageal, real‐
time with image
documentation (2D) (with
or without M‐mode
recording); including
probe placement, image
acquisition, interpretation
and report

MD is looking for aortic stenosis .; This a request
for an echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transesophageal Echocardiogram.; This study is
NOT for suspected acute aortic pathology, pre‐op
of mitral valve regurgitation, infective
endocarditis, left atrial thrombus, radiofrequency
ablation procedure, fever with intracardiac devise
or completed NON diagnostic TTE.; The patient is
18 years of age or older.

1

Approval

93312 Echocardiography,
transesophageal, real‐
time with image
documentation (2D) (with
or without M‐mode
recording); including
probe placement, image
acquisition, interpretation
and report

no; This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is
a request for a Transesophageal
Echocardiogram.; This study is NOT for suspected
acute aortic pathology, pre‐op of mitral valve
regurgitation, infective endocarditis, left atrial
thrombus, radiofrequency ablation procedure,
fever with intracardiac devise or completed NON
diagnostic TTE.; The patient is 18 years of age or
older.

1

Approval

93312 Echocardiography,
transesophageal, real‐
time with image
documentation (2D) (with
or without M‐mode
recording); including
probe placement, image
acquisition, interpretation
and report

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transesophageal Echocardiogram.;
This study is being requested for evaluation of
atrial fibrillation or flutter to determine the
presence or absence of left atrial thrombus or
evaluate for radiofrequency ablation procedure.;
The patient is 18 years of age or older.

13

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

93312 Echocardiography,
transesophageal, real‐
time with image
documentation (2D) (with
or without M‐mode
recording); including
probe placement, image
acquisition, interpretation
and report

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transesophageal Echocardiogram.;
This study is being requested for evaluation of
persistent fever in a patient with any intracardiac
devise (artifical valve, pacemaker, ASD closure
device etc).; The patient is 18 years of age or
older.

1

Approval

93312 Echocardiography,
transesophageal, real‐
time with image
documentation (2D) (with
or without M‐mode
recording); including
probe placement, image
acquisition, interpretation
and report

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transesophageal Echocardiogram.;
This study is being requested for evaluation of
suspected acute aortic pathology such as
aneurysm or dissection.; The patient is 18 years
of age or older.

5

Approval

93312 Echocardiography,
transesophageal, real‐
time with image
documentation (2D) (with
or without M‐mode
recording); including
probe placement, image
acquisition, interpretation
and report

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transesophageal Echocardiogram.;
This study is being requested for pre‐operative
evaulation of mitral valve regurgitation; The
patient is 18 years of age or older.

5

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

Approval

93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;

93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;

1
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
01/07/2019 (new patient visit); There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; afib; chest
pain; syncope &amp; collapse; shortness breath;
fatigue (current smoker); Medication to treat
symptoms of afib; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering MDs specialty is NOT
Hematologist/Oncologist, Thoracic Surgery,
Oncology, Surgical Oncology or Radiation

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;

; This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.; It
is unknown if the patient had cardiac testing
including Stress Echocardiogram, Nuclear
Cardiology (SPECT/MPI), Coronary CT
angiography (CCTA) or Cardiac Catheterization in
the last 2 years.; It is not known if the patient is
experiencing new or changing cardiac symptoms.;
The member has known or suspected coronary
artery disease.

1

Approval

93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;

; This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; ; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is NOT
Hematologist/Oncologist, Thoracic Surgery,
Oncology, Surgical Oncology or Radiation
Oncology

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;

01. CAD in native artery&#x0D;02. Essential
hypertension&#x0D;03. Mixed
hyperlipidemia&#x0D;1. CAD s/p stenting Cx in
2012. Maintained on Plavix. Denies chest pain.
However, reports lue pain. Reports history of
fibromyalgia, but pain has been unrelieved
recently. &#x0D;2; This is a request for a Stress
Echocardiogram.; This patient has not had a
Nuclear Cardiac study within the past 8 weeks.;
This study is being ordered for known Coronary
Artery Disease.; The CAD diagnosis was
esablished by something other than, a previous
cardiac surgery / angioplasty, a previous MI,
congestive heart failure or a previous stress
echocardiogram, nuclear cardiology study or a
stress EKG.

1

Approval

93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;

Abnormal calcium score (200), fatigue, shortness
of breath, family history of abdominal aortic
aneurysm. Patient has hypertension; This is a
request for a Stress Echocardiogram.; This patient
has not had a Nuclear Cardiac study within the
past 8 weeks.; This study is being ordered for
known Coronary Artery Disease.; The CAD
diagnosis was esablished by something other
than, a previous cardiac surgery / angioplasty, a
previous MI, congestive heart failure or a
previous stress echocardiogram, nuclear
cardiology study or a stress EKG.

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Approval

93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;

CHEST PAINABNORMAL ECG; This is a request for
a Stress Echocardiogram.; It is not known if this
patient had a Nuclear Cardiac Study within in the
past 8 weeks.; This study is being ordered for
known Coronary Artery Disease.; The CAD
diagnosis was esablished by something other
than, a previous cardiac surgery / angioplasty, a
previous MI, congestive heart failure or a
previous stress echocardiogram, nuclear
cardiology study or a stress EKG.
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Approval

93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;

NONE; This study is being ordered for Vascular
Disease.; 1‐10‐2019; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; CHEST PAIN, SHORTNESS
OF BREATH, HX OF CAD, CONGESTIVE HEART
FAILURE, CARDIOMYOPATHY; WAS HOSPITALIZED‐
‐‐ON MEDS; One of the studies being ordered is
NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS,
PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs
specialty is NOT Hematologist/Oncologist,
Thoracic Surgery, Oncology, Surgical Oncology or
Radiation Oncology
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93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;

Patient has diabetes, hypertension, heart
murmur, CAD in native artery, status post
percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty,
headache, and pain lower extremities.; This study
is being ordered for Vascular Disease.; complaints
of left anterior chest pain that is short in nature
and sharp and also been going on for 3 mths now,
she states it radiates to her arm bilaterally
occurring at rest and with activity, concerning for
angina class II‐III. She admits to intermitte; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; complaints of left anterior chest pain
that is short in nature and sharp and also been
going on for 3 mths now, she states it radiates to
her arm bilaterally occurring at rest and with
activity, concerning for angina class II‐III. She
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93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;

patient with afib, sob and syncope; This is a
request for a Stress Echocardiogram.; This patient
has not had a Nuclear Cardiac study within the
past 8 weeks.; This study is not being ordered for:
CAD, post MI evaluation, or as a pre/post
operative evaluation.
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93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;

patient with cad, chest pain and abnormal ekg;
This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.;
This patient has not had a Nuclear Cardiac study
within the past 8 weeks.; This study is not being
ordered for: CAD, post MI evaluation, or as a
pre/post operative evaluation.
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93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;

patient with htn and shortness of breath and non‐
rheumatic tricuspid insufficiency; This is a request
for a Stress Echocardiogram.; This patient has not
had a Nuclear Cardiac study within the past 8
weeks.; This study is not being ordered for: CAD,
post MI evaluation, or as a pre/post operative
evaluation.
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93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;

Pertinent history includes: Hypertension, Mitral
Value Prolapse, family history of premature CAD.
Patient complains of palpitations, irregular heart
beats, for years, no associated symptoms, chest
pain present for about 1 year.Course since onset:
stable L; This is a request for a Stress
Echocardiogram.; This patient has not had a
Nuclear Cardiac study within the past 8 weeks.;
This study is not being ordered for: CAD, post MI
evaluation, or as a pre/post operative evaluation.
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93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;

The patient is not presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
There are documented clinical findings of
hyperlipidemia.; The patient has not had a recent
non‐nuclear stress test.; This is a request for a
Stress Echocardiogram.; This patient has not had
a Nuclear Cardiac study within the past 8 weeks.;
This study is being ordered for suspected
coronary artery disease.
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93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;

The patient is not presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
There are no documented clinical findings of
hyperlipidemia.; The patient has not had a recent
non‐nuclear stress test.; ; This is a request for a
Stress Echocardiogram.; This patient has not had
a Nuclear Cardiac study within the past 8 weeks.;
This study is being ordered for suspected
coronary artery disease.; This patient is clinically
obese or has an emphysematous chest
configuration.
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93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;

The patient is presenting new symptoms of chest
pain or increasing shortness of breath.; This is a
request for a Stress Echocardiogram.; This patient
has not had a Nuclear Cardiac study within the
past 8 weeks.; This study is being ordered for
known Coronary Artery Disease.; This patient had
a previous cardiac surgery or angioplasty.
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93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;

The patient is presenting new symptoms of chest
pain or increasing shortness of breath.; This is a
request for a Stress Echocardiogram.; This patient
has not had a Nuclear Cardiac study within the
past 8 weeks.; This study is being ordered for
known Coronary Artery Disease.; This patient's
diagnosis was established by a previous stress
echocardiogram, nuclear cardiology study, or
stress EKG.
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93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;

The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
The patient had a recent non‐nuclear stress test.;
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a Stress
Echocardiogram.; This patient has not had a
Nuclear Cardiac study within the past 8 weeks.;
This study is being ordered for suspected
coronary artery disease.
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93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;

The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
The patient had a recent non‐nuclear stress test.;
Dilated left ventricle with a 45% ejection fraction.
Markedly dilated/severely dilated left atrium.
Ascending aorta is 3.6. IVC is dilated. Right atrium
is dilated; This is a request for a Stress
Echocardiogram.; This patient has not had a
Nuclear Cardiac study within the past 8 weeks.;
This study is being ordered for suspected
coronary artery disease.
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93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;

The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
There are documented clinical findings of
hyperlipidemia.; The patient has not had a recent
non‐nuclear stress test.; This is a request for a
Stress Echocardiogram.; This patient has not had
a Nuclear Cardiac study within the past 8 weeks.;
This study is being ordered for suspected
coronary artery disease.
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93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;

Approval

93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;

The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
There are no documented clinical findings of
hyperlipidemia.; The patient has not had a recent
non‐nuclear stress test.; &lt; Enter answer here ‐
or Type In Unknown If No Info Given. &gt;; This is
a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.; This
patient has not had a Nuclear Cardiac study
within the past 8 weeks.; This study is being
ordered for suspected coronary artery disease.;
This patient is clinically obese or has an
emphysematous chest configuration.
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
There are no documented clinical findings of
hyperlipidemia.; The patient has not had a recent
non‐nuclear stress test.; 01. Essential
hypertension&#x0D;02. Other chest
pain&#x0D;03. Palpitations&#x0D;1. Chest pain.
Note typical and atypical features. &#x0D;2.
Hypertension. well
controlled.&#x0D;Plan:&#x0D;Will schedule
stress echo. Return in 3 months.; This is a request
for a Stress Echocardiogram.; This patient has not
had a Nuclear Cardiac study within the past 8
weeks.; This study is being ordered for suspected
coronary artery disease.; This patient is clinically
obese or has an emphysematous chest

1
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93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;

Approval

93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;

The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
There are no documented clinical findings of
hyperlipidemia.; The patient has not had a recent
non‐nuclear stress test.; Enter answer here ‐ or
Type In UnknoHistory of Present Illness
&#x0D;HPI: &#x0D;
Ms. Dawson presents
today with an episode of neck and shoulder
"heaviness" in November, and relatively
predictable SOB with exertion since. She had a
nml coronary calcium scor; This is a request for a
Stress Echocardiogram.; This patient has not had
a Nuclear Cardiac study within the past 8 weeks.;
This study is being ordered for suspected
coronary artery disease.; This patient is clinically
obese or has an emphysematous chest
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
There are no documented clinical findings of
hyperlipidemia.; The patient has not had a recent
non‐nuclear stress test.; Mr. Dawson is a pleasant
67 yo that underwent PCI of the mid LAD/OM in
July 2018. He continues on his DAPT w/o any
significance of bleeding or easy bruising. He
mentions that he is followed by Dr. Chris John
with noted underlying mild pulmonary fibrosis a;
This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.;
This patient has not had a Nuclear Cardiac study
within the past 8 weeks.; This study is being
ordered for suspected coronary artery disease.;
This patient is clinically obese or has an
emphysematous chest configuration.
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93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;

Approval

93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;

The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
There are no documented clinical findings of
hyperlipidemia.; The patient has not had a recent
non‐nuclear stress test.; Mr. Duey comes in for
annual follow‐up. He continues to do well since
last visit. He walks about 30 minutes 4 days a
week. He denies any chest pain or angina. No
syncope. No CHF symptoms. No lightheadedness
or dizziness. He had episode of CP requiing NST‐;
This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.;
This patient has not had a Nuclear Cardiac study
within the past 8 weeks.; This study is being
ordered for suspected coronary artery disease.;
This patient is clinically obese or has an
emphysematous chest configuration.
The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
There are no documented clinical findings of
hyperlipidemia.; The patient has not had a recent
non‐nuclear stress test.; MS. Murphree is a 57 yo
wmn who was last seen 12/11/17. She is here
today for sheduled follow up. &#x0D;
She
does report having chest discomfort and twinges
after activity. Requests RSE today. &#x0D;
She
denies dyspnea, but reports she is very sedenta;
This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.;
This patient has not had a Nuclear Cardiac study
within the past 8 weeks.; This study is being
ordered for suspected coronary artery disease.;
This patient is clinically obese or has an
emphysematous chest configuration.

1
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93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;

The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
There are no documented clinical findings of
hyperlipidemia.; The patient has not had a recent
non‐nuclear stress test.; Patient has pneumonia,
chest pain, hypertension, diabetes and
dyslipidemia; This is a request for a Stress
Echocardiogram.; This patient has not had a
Nuclear Cardiac study within the past 8 weeks.;
This study is being ordered for suspected
coronary artery disease.; This patient is clinically
obese or has an emphysematous chest
configuration.
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93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;

The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
There are no documented clinical findings of
hyperlipidemia.; There are documented clinical
findings of hypertension.; The patient has not had
a recent non‐nuclear stress test.; This is a request
for a Stress Echocardiogram.; This patient has not
had a Nuclear Cardiac study within the past 8
weeks.; This study is being ordered for suspected
coronary artery disease.; "Patient is not clinically
obese, nor has an emphysematous chest
configuration."
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93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;

This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.; It
is unknown if the patient had cardiac testing
including Stress Echocardiogram, Nuclear
Cardiology (SPECT/MPI), Coronary CT
angiography (CCTA) or Cardiac Catheterization in
the last 2 years.; The patient is experiencing new
or changing cardiac symptoms.; The member has
known or suspected coronary artery disease.
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Approval

93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;

This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.;
None of the listed reasons for the study were
selected; It is not known if the member has
known or suspected coronary artery disease.
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93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;

This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.;
None of the listed reasons for the study were
selected; The member does not have known or
suspected coronary artery disease

Approval

93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;

This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.;
The patient had cardiac testing including Stress
Echocardiogram, Nuclear Cardiology
(SPECT/MPI), Coronary CT angiography (CCTA) or
Cardiac Catheterization in the last 2 years.; The
patient is experiencing new or changing cardiac
symptoms.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.
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93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;

This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.;
The patient has NOT had cardiac testing including
Stress Echocardiogram, Nuclear Cardiology
(SPECT/MPI), Coronary CT angiography (CCTA) or
Cardiac Catheterization in the last 2 years.; The
member has known or suspected coronary artery
disease.

95

Approval

93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;

This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.; To
evaluate the heart prior to non‐cardiac surgery.;
The member does not have known or suspected
coronary artery disease

6

93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;

With abnormal EKG ‐ further testing is required
due to upcoming surgery. EKG doen 01/10/2019:
results Prolonged QT &#x0D;Abnormal ECG; This
study is being ordered for Vascular Disease.;
patient had abnormal EKG and this is for Pre‐Op
testing. History of colon cancer.; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; PRE OP
TESTING; patient currently taking Lipitor.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is NOT
Hematologist/Oncologist, Thoracic Surgery,
Oncology, Surgical Oncology or Radiation
Oncology
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70496 Computed
tomographic angiography,
head, with contrast
material(s), including
noncontrast images, if
performed, and image
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval postprocessing

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
brain.

1
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70498 Computed
tomographic angiography,
neck, with contrast
material(s), including
noncontrast images, if
performed, and image
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval postprocessing

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
Neck.

1
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71275 Computed
tomographic angiography,
chest (noncoronary), with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval image postprocessing

; This study is not requested to evaluate
suspected pulmonary embolus.; This study will
not be performed in conjunction with a Chest CT.;
This study is being ordered for another reason
besides Known or Suspected Congenital
Abnormality, Known or suspected Vascular
Disease.; Yes, this is a request for a Chest CT
Angiography.

1
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71275 Computed
tomographic angiography,
chest (noncoronary), with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval image postprocessing

Cardiology

71275 Computed
tomographic angiography,
chest (noncoronary), with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval image postprocessing

Cardiology

71275 Computed
tomographic angiography,
chest (noncoronary), with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval image postprocessing
72125 Computed
tomography, cervical
spine; without contrast
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval material
72128 Computed
tomography, thoracic
spine; without contrast
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval material

Cardiology

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Cardiology

Cardiology

No acute cardiopulmonary process.&#x0D;Left
mid upper lateral pleural thickening could
represent focal&#x0D;loculated pleural fluid
versus a soft tissue lesion. CTA of the
chest&#x0D;with IV contrast could better
evaluate.; This study is not requested to evaluate
suspected pulmonary embolus.; This study will
not be performed in conjunction with a Chest CT.;
This study is being ordered for another reason
unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; unknown; It is not
known if there has been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; unknown; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
Will upload clinicals.; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
12/01/2012; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; pain and swelling;
Medications; One of the studies being ordered is
NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS,
; This study is not to be part of a Myelogram.;
This is a request for a Cervical Spine CT; There is
no reason why the patient cannot have a Cervical
Spine MRI.
; This is a request for a thoracic spine CT.; There
is no reason why the patient cannot undergo a
thoracic spine MRI.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
Patient is also having chest pain.; This study is
being ordered for trauma or injury.; June 2018;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Pain of the neck and shoulder.; Over the
counter anti‐inflammatory medications.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT

1

1

1

1

1

1
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72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Cardiology

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material(s)

1.Lower extremity pain, this appears to be
originating from the spine based on the straight
leg raising abnormality. We will proceed with an
MRI of the lumboLeft sacral spine. The patient
has palpable pulses, but we will rule out
obstructive arterial dis; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Neurological deficits; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.; 1.Lower
extremity pain, this appears to be originating
Patient is also having chest pain.; This study is
being ordered for trauma or injury.; June 2018;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Pain of the neck and shoulder.; Over the
counter anti‐inflammatory medications.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT

Cardiology

74174 Computed
tomographic angiography,
abdomen and pelvis, with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval image postprocessing

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

Cardiology

75557 Cardiac magnetic
resonance imaging for
morphology and function
Disapproval without contrast material; Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Cardiology

75574 Computed
tomographic angiography,
heart, coronary arteries
and bypass grafts (when
present), with contrast
material, including 3D
image postprocessing
(including evaluation of
cardiac structure and
morphology, assessment
of cardiac function, and
evaluation of venous
Disapproval structures, if performed) Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

This is a request for a heart or cardiac MRI
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; OVER 1
YEAR; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; SHORTNESS OF BREATH,
STRONG CARDIAC FAMILY HISTORY.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is NOT
Hematologist/Oncologist, Thoracic Surgery,
Oncology, Surgical Oncology or Radiation

1

2

1

1

1
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75574 Computed
tomographic angiography,
heart, coronary arteries
and bypass grafts (when
present), with contrast
material, including 3D
image postprocessing
(including evaluation of
cardiac structure and
morphology, assessment
of cardiac function, and
evaluation of venous
Disapproval structures, if performed) Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

; This is a request for CTA Coronary Arteries.; The
patient has not had other testing done to
evaluate new or changing symptoms.; The patient
has 1 or less cardiac risk factors; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; There are
new or changing cardiac symptoms including
atypical chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of
breath.; The study is requested for suspected
coronary artery disease.; The member has known
or suspected coronary artery disease.

1
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75574 Computed
tomographic angiography,
heart, coronary arteries
and bypass grafts (when
present), with contrast
material, including 3D
image postprocessing
(including evaluation of
cardiac structure and
morphology, assessment
of cardiac function, and
evaluation of venous
Disapproval structures, if performed) Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

This is a request for CTA Coronary Arteries.; The
study is requested for evaluation of the heart
prior to non cardiac surgery.

2
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75574 Computed
tomographic angiography,
heart, coronary arteries
and bypass grafts (when
present), with contrast
material, including 3D
image postprocessing
(including evaluation of
cardiac structure and
morphology, assessment
of cardiac function, and
evaluation of venous
Disapproval structures, if performed) Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

This is a request for CTA Coronary Arteries.; The
study is requested for known or suspected
cardiac septal defect.

1

Cardiology

75574 Computed
tomographic angiography,
heart, coronary arteries
and bypass grafts (when
present), with contrast
material, including 3D
image postprocessing
(including evaluation of
cardiac structure and
morphology, assessment
of cardiac function, and
evaluation of venous
Disapproval structures, if performed) Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

This is a request for CTA Coronary Arteries.; The
study is requested for known or suspected valve
disorders.

3

Cardiology

75635 Computed
tomographic angiography,
abdominal aorta and
bilateral iliofemoral lower
extremity runoff, with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval image postprocessing

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
abdominal arteries.

4

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient had a recent
stress echocardiogram to evaluate new or
changing symptoms.; The patient has 2 cardiac
risk factors; The study is not requested for pre op
evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or
valve disorders.; There are new or changing
cardiac symptoms including atypical chest pain
(angina) and/or shortness of breath.; The study is
requested for suspected coronary artery disease.;
The member has known or suspected coronary
artery disease.

1

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or more
cardiac risk factors; The study is not requested for
pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; The study is
requested for suspected coronary artery disease.;
The member has known or suspected coronary
artery disease.; The BMI is 20 to 29

1

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or more
cardiac risk factors; The study is requested for
congestive heart failure.; The study is requested
for suspected coronary artery disease.; The
member has known or suspected coronary artery
disease.; The BMI is 20 to 29

1

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has not had other
testing done to evaluate new or changing
symptoms.; The study is requested for congestive
heart failure.; There are new or changing cardiac
symptoms including atypical chest pain (angina)
and/or shortness of breath.; There is known
coronary artery disease, history of heart attack
(MI), coronary bypass surgery, coronary
angioplasty or stent.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
not know
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
03/25/2019; There has not been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; CHEST PAIN/SOB; One
of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
NOT Hematologist/Oncologist, Thoracic Surgery,
Oncology, Surgical Oncology or Radiation
Oncology
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
11/13/18; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; left side chest pain with
exertion, shortness of breath, family history of
cad; One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs
specialty is NOT Hematologist/Oncologist,
Thoracic Surgery, Oncology, Surgical Oncology or

1

1

1

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
unknown; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe primary
symptoms here ‐ or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given &gt;; One of the studies being ordered is
NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS,
PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs
specialty is NOT Hematologist/Oncologist,
Thoracic Surgery, Oncology, Surgical Oncology or

1

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

. 1. Chest pain with atypical features, possibility
of ischemic etiology and coronary artery disease
versus noncardiac causes. 2. Hypertension. 3.
Hyperlipidemia. 4. Chronic tobacco use. The
patient was advised smoking cessation. The
patient can be evalua; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or more
cardiac risk factors; The study is requested for
congestive heart failure.; The study is requested
for suspected coronary artery disease.; The
member has known or suspected coronary artery
disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39

1

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

; The patient is not diabetic.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare member.;
This study is being ordered for Cardiac symptoms
including chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of
breath; The symptoms can be described as
"Typical angina" or substernal chest pain that is
worse or comes on as a result of physical exertion
or emotional stress; The chest pain was NOT
relieved by rest (ceasing physical exertion
activity) and/or nitroglycerin

1

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; Another test
besides a Nuclear Cardiology Study, CCTA or
Stress Echocardiogram has been completed to
evaluate new or changing symptoms.; The study
is requested for congestive heart failure.; There
are new or changing cardiac symptoms including
atypical chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of
breath.; There is known coronary artery disease,
history of heart attack (MI), coronary bypass
surgery, coronary angioplasty or stent.; The
member has known or suspected coronary artery
disease.

1

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
had a recent stress echocardiogram to evaluate
new or changing symptoms.; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; There are
new or changing cardiac symptoms including
atypical chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of
breath.; There is known coronary artery disease,
history of heart attack (MI), coronary bypass
surgery, coronary angioplasty or stent.; The
member has known or suspected coronary artery
disease.

1

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has 3 or more cardiac risk factors; The study is
not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; The
study is requested for suspected coronary artery
disease.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39

5

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has 3 or more cardiac risk factors; The study is
requested for congestive heart failure.; The study
is requested for suspected coronary artery
disease.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39
; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has had Myocardial Perfusion Imaging including
SPECT (single photon Emission Computerized
Tomography) or Thallium Scan.; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; There are
new or changing cardiac symptoms including
atypical chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of
breath.; There is known coronary artery disease,
history of heart attack (MI), coronary bypass
surgery, coronary angioplasty or stent.; The
member has known or suspected coronary artery
disease.

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has not had other testing done to evaluate new
or changing symptoms.; The patient has 1 or less
cardiac risk factors; The study is not requested for
pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; There are new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
The study is requested for suspected coronary
artery disease.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 20
to 29

3

1

1

1

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has not had other testing done to evaluate new
or changing symptoms.; The patient has 1 or less
cardiac risk factors; The study is requested for
congestive heart failure.; There are new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
The study is requested for suspected coronary
artery disease.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 20
to 29

1

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has not had other testing done to evaluate new
or changing symptoms.; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; There are
new or changing cardiac symptoms including
atypical chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of
breath.; There is known coronary artery disease,
history of heart attack (MI), coronary bypass
surgery, coronary angioplasty or stent.; The
member has known or suspected coronary artery
disease.; The BMI is 20 to 29

2

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has not had other testing done to evaluate new
or changing symptoms.; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; There are
new or changing cardiac symptoms including
atypical chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of
breath.; There is known coronary artery disease,
history of heart attack (MI), coronary bypass
surgery, coronary angioplasty or stent.; The
member has known or suspected coronary artery
disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39

1

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; This is a
Medicare member.; This study is being ordered
for A cardiac history with known myocardial
infarction and/or cardiac intervention such as
cardiac surgery/angioplasty (PCI); It has NOT
been greater than 2 years since the
surgery/procedure or last cardiac imaging.
; This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; JANUARY‐FEBRUARY 2019; It is
not known if there has been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Back
pain.&#x0D;Premature ventricular
contractions.&#x0D;Abnormal EKG with right
bundle branch block.&#x0D;Labile blood
pressures.&#x0D;Tobacco abuse.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is NOT
01. CAD in native artery&#x0D;02. Essential
hypertension&#x0D;03. Mixed
hyperlipidemia&#x0D;1. CAD s/p late
presentation MI (48‐71 hours) in 2017 with
stenting RCA. Cardiac cath November 2017
revealed patent stents. Denies chest pain.
maintained on ASA and Plavix. &#x0D;; This is a
request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare
member.; This study is being ordered for A
cardiac history with known myocardial infarction
and/or cardiac intervention such as cardiac
surgery/angioplasty (PCI); It has NOT been
greater than 2 years since the surgery/procedure

1

1

1

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

01. Essential hypertension&#x0D;02. Coronary
artery disease involving native coronary artery of
native heart without angina pectoris&#x0D;03.
Other hyperlipidemia&#x0D;04.
Palpitations&#x0D;62‐year‐old male with history
of coronary artery disease, hypertension, and
hyper; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has not had other testing done to evaluate new
or changing symptoms.; The study is requested
for congestive heart failure.; There are new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
There is known coronary artery disease, history
01. Essential hypertension&#x0D;02. Other chest
pain&#x0D;03. Palpitations&#x0D;1. chest pain.
Note typical and atypical features. &#x0D;2.
Hypertension. Bit elevated today. Recently
increased Lisinopril dose. &#x0D;Plan:&#x0D;Will
schedule stress echo. Return in 3
months.&#x0D;&#x0D;St; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or more
cardiac risk factors; The study is requested for
congestive heart failure.; The study is requested
for suspected coronary artery disease.; The
member has known or suspected coronary artery
disease.; The BMI is 20 to 29
1. Chest pain and dyspnea with exertion. His
symptoms are concerning for angina pectoris. He
does have multiple risk factors for ischemic heart
disease. We will further risk stratify with an
echocardiogram and a treadmill Cardiolite stress
test. The ; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has 3 or more cardiac risk factors;
The study is not requested for pre op evaluation,
cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve
disorders.; The study is requested for suspected
coronary artery disease.; The member has known
or suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
30 to 39

1

1

1

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

40‐year‐old white male who over the last year
has been experiencing recurrent episodes of
sharp/pressure‐like chest pain located to left
precordium, nonradiating, moderate to severe in
intensity, lasting 2‐3 minutes, spontaneous
resolution, no other assoc; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or more
cardiac risk factors; The study is not requested for
pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; The study is
requested for suspected coronary artery disease.;
The member has known or suspected coronary
artery disease.; The BMI is 20 to 29

atypical chest pain and high risk patient; This is a
request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or
more cardiac risk factors; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; The study
is requested for suspected coronary artery
disease.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39
Atypical chest pain over last few months. No
relation to activity.&#x0D;&#x0D;Has significant
family hx of CAD.; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; Atypical chest pain
over last few months. No relation to activity.;
There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Atypical chest pain over
last few months. No relation to
activity.&#x0D;&#x0D;Has significant family hx of
CAD.; One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET

1

1

1

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

can upload clinicals; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or more
cardiac risk factors; The study is not requested for
pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; The study is
requested for suspected coronary artery disease.;
The member has known or suspected coronary
artery disease.; The BMI is 20 to 29
Chest pain with some atypical features,
possibility of angina and coronary artery disease
versus noncardiac
causes.&#x0D;2.Hypertension.&#x0D;3.History of
syncope, rule out
arrhythmia.&#x0D;4.Hypertension.&#x0D;5.Chro
nic tobacco use.&#x0D; &#x0D;The patient was
advised smoki; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; Chest pain with
some atypical features, possibility of angina and
coronary artery disease versus noncardiac

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

CHEST PAIN; One of the studies being ordered is
a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

1

1

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

Chest pains, 5‐6 episodes a week, precordial,
lasting 5‐6 minutes, relieved NTG, radiating left
arm, associated dyspnea, at rest and exercise.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or
more cardiac risk factors; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; The study
is requested for suspected coronary artery
disease.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 20 to 29
cp, dyspnea, hypertension, hyperlipidemia, cad,
abn ekg; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has not had other testing done to
evaluate new or changing symptoms.; The study
is not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.;
There are new or changing cardiac symptoms
including atypical chest pain (angina) and/or
shortness of breath.; There is known coronary
artery disease, history of heart attack (MI),
coronary bypass surgery, coronary angioplasty or
stent.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 20 to 29
echo complete was normal; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; Another test besides a
Nuclear Cardiology Study, CCTA or Stress
Echocardiogram has been completed to evaluate
new or changing symptoms.; The patient has 1 or
less cardiac risk factors; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; There are
new or changing cardiac symptoms including
atypical chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of
breath.; The study is requested for suspected
coronary artery disease.; The member has known
or suspected coronary artery disease.
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1

1

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

H/O CORONARY ARTERY DISEASE, SHORTNESS
OF BREATH, ABNORMAL EKG, AORTIC VALVE
STENOSIS, SOB ON EXERTION, HIP REPLACEMENT
MAKING IT NOT POSSIBLE TO WALK ON
TREDMILL, H/O AORTAL BI‐FEMURAL BYPASS,.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; Another test besides
a Nuclear Cardiology Study, CCTA or Stress
Echocardiogram has been completed to evaluate
new or changing symptoms.; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; There are
new or changing cardiac symptoms including
atypical chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of
HPI: &#x0D;
Mr. Martin comes in for initial
evaluation. He has high blood pressure along with
hyperlipidemia. He also smokes. He recently has
been feeling more tired. He has shortness of
breath with exertion. He also has episodes where
his heart "feels; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has 3 or more cardiac risk factors;
The study is requested for congestive heart
failure.; The study is requested for suspected
coronary artery disease.; The member has known
or suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
30 to 39
I had the pleasure of meeting Mrs. Garrett, wife
to one of our patients. She is ref today in
consultation for dizziness. C/o of dizziness, racing
heart rate (panic attach), heart jumping
occasionally at night, and chest pressure "feels
like something is s; The patient is not diabetic.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare
member.; This study is being ordered for Cardiac
symptoms including chest pain (angina) and/or
shortness of breath; The symptoms can be
described as "Typical angina" or substernal chest
pain that is worse or comes on as a result of
physical exertion or emotional stress; The chest

1

1

1

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

known CAD; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has not had other testing done to
evaluate new or changing symptoms.; The study
is not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.;
There are new or changing cardiac symptoms
including atypical chest pain (angina) and/or
shortness of breath.; There is known coronary
artery disease, history of heart attack (MI),
coronary bypass surgery, coronary angioplasty or
stent.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 20 to 29
Milton returns for followup. He states BP
continues to be 140/80‐150/90. He denies chest
pain or angina or exertional limitation.; The
patient is not diabetic.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare member.;
This study is being ordered for Cardiac symptoms
including chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of
breath; The symptoms can be described as
"Typical angina" or substernal chest pain that is
worse or comes on as a result of physical exertion
or emotional stress; The chest pain was NOT
relieved by rest (ceasing physical exertion
activity) and/or nitroglycerin
Moderate coronary artery disease by diagnostic
cardiac catheterization in 2016. Recent onset of
chest pain associated with nausea and
diaphoresis. recommend MPI to assess for
evidence of ischemia.&#x0D;2. Hyperlipidemia.
Boston Heart follow up panel. ; This is a request
for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has not had other
testing done to evaluate new or changing
symptoms.; The study is not requested for pre op
evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or
valve disorders.; There are new or changing
cardiac symptoms including atypical chest pain
(angina) and/or shortness of breath.; There is
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1

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

Ms. Harmon is a 69‐year‐old female. She had a
divorce about two years ago. Since that time she
has gained 40 pounds. She has gained 10 pounds
in the last two months. She has started smoking
again and smoking about 15 cigarettes a day. She
drinks three; The patient is not diabetic.; This is a
request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare
member.; This study is being ordered for Cardiac
symptoms including chest pain (angina) and/or
shortness of breath; The symptoms can be
described as "Typical angina" or substernal chest
pain that is worse or comes on as a result of
physical exertion or emotional stress; The chest
No stress Echos done within 60 mile radius.
Patient came into the ER with CP and SOB. Also
has FM HX of Heart Disease; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has not had other
testing done to evaluate new or changing
symptoms.; The patient has 2 cardiac risk factors;
The study is not requested for pre op evaluation,
cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve
disorders.; There are new or changing cardiac
symptoms including atypical chest pain (angina)
and/or shortness of breath.; The study is
requested for suspected coronary artery disease.;
The member has known or suspected coronary

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

None; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has 3 or more cardiac risk factors; The study is
not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; The
study is requested for suspected coronary artery
disease.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 20 to 29
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1

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

none; This study is being ordered for something
other than: known trauma or injury, metastatic
disease, a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; unknown; There has not been
any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Palpitation, shortness of breadth, pain along left
lateral chest to Left upper quad.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is NOT
Hematologist/Oncologist, Thoracic Surgery,
Oncology, Surgical Oncology or Radiation
Oncology
palpitations, sob, htn, chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease, fatigue, hereditary
nonpolyposis colorectal cancer, congestion of
paranasal sinus, diverticulitis, history of itp, gene
mutation, kidney stone, leukocytosis, osa on
cpap, ovary removal, tubal ; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has not had other
testing done to evaluate new or changing
symptoms.; The patient has 2 cardiac risk factors;
The study is not requested for pre op evaluation,
cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve
disorders.; There are new or changing cardiac
symptoms including atypical chest pain (angina)

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

Patient has a paroxysmal‐fib, chest pain and
shortness of breath; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or more
cardiac risk factors; The study is not requested for
pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; The study is
requested for suspected coronary artery disease.;
The member has known or suspected coronary
artery disease.; The BMI is 20 to 29
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1

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

Patient has hypertension, substance abuse,
shortness of breath, chest pain, tobacco use and
leg pain.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has not had other testing done to
evaluate new or changing symptoms.; The patient
has 2 cardiac risk factors; The study is requested
for congestive heart failure.; There are new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
The study is requested for suspected coronary
artery disease.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 20
to 29
patient was seen in clinic as a new patient to
evaluate left sided chest pain that radiates down
left arm, associated symptoms: shortness of
breath; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has not had other testing done to evaluate new
or changing symptoms.; The patient has 2 cardiac
risk factors; The study is not requested for pre op
evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or
valve disorders.; There are new or changing
cardiac symptoms including atypical chest pain
(angina) and/or shortness of breath.; The study is
requested for suspected coronary artery disease.;
The member has known or suspected coronary

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

patient was seen in office as a new patient for
chest pain, patient states worsening chest pain,
stabbing, squeezing across chest, patient had
recent emergency room visit for the chest pain;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or
more cardiac risk factors; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; The study
is requested for suspected coronary artery
disease.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 20 to 29
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1

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

Patient with a family history of cardiovascular
disease that was referred to cardiology after a
Lifeline Screening for a further evaluation of new
changes on her ECG. Patient has a history of
hyperlipidemia with suboptimal results on
current statin therap; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or more
cardiac risk factors; The study is not requested for
pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; The study is
requested for suspected coronary artery disease.;
The member has known or suspected coronary
artery disease.; The BMI is 20 to 29
Patient with complaint of chest pain, substernal,
radiating down left arm to hand. Patient has
worsening fatigue and unable to exert as much as
she previously could. Patients has blood pressure
is higher than usual. Patiens EKG does have a
right bundle br; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has 3 or more cardiac risk factors;
The study is not requested for pre op evaluation,
cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve
disorders.; The study is requested for suspected
coronary artery disease.; The member has known
or suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
20 to 29
pleasant 53 y/o male new patient referral from
pcp with c/o syncope x16 years and holter
monitor results. Medications reviewed , ekg
done. pt c/o right wrist pain secondary to orif of
fx 2 years ago. Pt states "I just go black and pass
out".2 episodes of ; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or more
cardiac risk factors; The study is not requested for
pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; The study is
requested for suspected coronary artery disease.;
The member has known or suspected coronary
artery disease.; The BMI is 20 to 29
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Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

PT has asme, mild shortness of breath, chest
tightness w. exertion weakness. mild chest pain.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient has not
had other testing done to evaluate new or
changing symptoms.; The patient has 1 or less
cardiac risk factors; The study is not requested for
pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; There are new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
The study is requested for suspected coronary
artery disease.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 20
PT has asme, mild shortness of breath, chest
tightness w. exertion weakness. mild chest pain;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient has not
had other testing done to evaluate new or
changing symptoms.; The patient has 1 or less
cardiac risk factors; The study is not requested for
pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; There are new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
The study is requested for suspected coronary
artery disease.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 20

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

pt has typical angina and needs MPI; This is a
request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient has not
had other testing done.; The patient has 2 cardiac
risk factors; The study is not requested for pre op
evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or
valve disorders.; There are not new or changing
cardiac symptoms including atypical chest pain
(angina) and/or shortness of breath.; The study is
requested for suspected coronary artery disease.;
The member has known or suspected coronary
artery disease.; The BMI is 20 to 29
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Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

Pt hs sarcodiosis; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 01/2019; There has
not been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
The Pt has chest pain, shortness of breath,
elevated blood pressure.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is NOT
Hematologist/Oncologist, Thoracic Surgery,
Oncology, Surgical Oncology or Radiation
Oncology

pt is asymptomatic but has recent ekg changes.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare
member.; This study is being ordered for None of
the above
pt is diagnosis with cardiomyopathy. Pt suffered
a left hemispheric stroke with right residual
weakness. pt has chronic combined systolic
(congestive)and diastolic (congestive) heart
failure. Pt also has cerebrovascular disease.; The
patient is not diabetic.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare member.;
This study is being ordered for Cardiac symptoms
including chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of
breath; The symptoms can be described as
"Typical angina" or substernal chest pain that is
worse or comes on as a result of physical exertion
or emotional stress; The chest pain was NOT
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1

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

Pt MS and neuropathy, ataxia, shortness of
breath,; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has not had other testing done to evaluate new
or changing symptoms.; The patient has 1 or less
cardiac risk factors; The study is not requested for
pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; There are new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
The study is requested for suspected coronary
artery disease.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 20
to 29
Recent onset of chest pain symptoms and
episode of hypotension, suspicious for
myocardial ischemia and coronary artery
disease.&#x0D;2.Abnormal ECG suggestive for
old anteroseptal MI, possible
CAD.&#x0D;3.Hypertension.&#x0D;4.COPD.&#x0
D;5.Chronic tobacco use.&#x0D; &#x0D;PLA; This
study is being ordered for something other than:
known trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or infectious
disease, congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Recent onset of chest pain symptoms and
episode of hypotension, suspicious for
myocardial ischemia and coronary artery

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

see attached notes.; This study is being ordered
for Vascular Disease.; pt has shortness of breath
that is worse with exertion. Need to rule out cad.
pt has PVD.; It is not known if there has been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; ; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is NOT
Hematologist/Oncologist, Thoracic Surgery,
Oncology, Surgical Oncology or Radiation
Oncology
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Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

She has a history of single‐vessel coronary
angioplasty and stenting in Fort Smith, AR in 2013
for a 90% stenosis, presenting with symptoms of
nausea.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has NOT had cardiac testing including
Stress Echocardiogram, Nuclear Cardiology
(SPECT/MPI), Coronary CT angiography (CCTA) or
Cardiac Catheterization in the last 2 years.; The
study is not requested for pre op evaluation,
cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve
disorders.; There are not new or changing cardiac
symptoms including atypical chest pain (angina)
and/or shortness of breath.; There is known
shortness of breath; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
1/11/2018; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; chest pain, syncopy,; One
of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
NOT Hematologist/Oncologist, Thoracic Surgery,
Oncology, Surgical Oncology or Radiation
Oncology
strong history of heart disease and blockage,
previous heart attack, abnormal cardiac test in
2017 in NO; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; Unknown; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; Unknown; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering MDs specialty is NOT
Hematologist/Oncologist, Thoracic Surgery,
Oncology, Surgical Oncology or Radiation
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Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

This is a 50‐year‐old white male with history of
neuropathy, depression, prior history of DVT and
PE presented in the ER with the complaint of
bilateral lower extremity swelling and pain.
Patient does have prior history of DVT and PE, CT
angiogram chest ; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has 3 or more cardiac risk factors;
The study is not requested for pre op evaluation,
cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve
disorders.; The study is requested for suspected
coronary artery disease.; The member has known
or suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
20 to 29
This is a 51‐year‐old female who has history of
anxiety, hypertension, smoking who had to
recent ER visits for chest pain and palpitations.
Patient states that recently she has been having
these episodes of dizziness and associated
palpitations. Patient; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has not had other
testing done to evaluate new or changing
symptoms.; The patient has 2 cardiac risk factors;
The study is not requested for pre op evaluation,
cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve
disorders.; There are new or changing cardiac
symptoms including atypical chest pain (angina)

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study is
not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; It is
not known if the member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.
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Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study is
not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; It is
not known if the study is requested for suspected
or known coronary artery disease.; The member
has known or suspected coronary artery disease.

1

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study is
not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; The
member does not have known or suspected
coronary artery disease

4

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study is
requested for known or suspected cardiac septal
defect.

2

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study is
requested for known or suspected valve
disorders.

13

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study is
requested to evaluate a suspected cardiac mass.

4

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

Type 2 diabetes mellitus without
complications&#x0D;Hypertensive heart disease
without heart failure &#x0D;She had a remote
right knee replacement in January 2018; This is a
request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or
more cardiac risk factors; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; The study
is requested for suspected coronary artery
disease.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39

1

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

unable to walk on treadmill, due to leg
weakness.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has 3 or more cardiac risk factors;
The study is not requested for pre op evaluation,
cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve
disorders.; The study is requested for suspected
coronary artery disease.; The member has known
or suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
20 to 29

1

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

Unknown; The patient is not diabetic.; The
patient has not had a recent exercise treadmill
test that was positive.; It is not known whether
the patient has one or more of the following:
heart transplant, aortic aneurysm, carotid artery
narrowing or stenosis, and/ or peripheral vascular
disease or narrowed blood vessels in the legs.;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; This is NOT a
Medicare member.; The patient is less than 45
years old.

1

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

unknown; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has 3 or more cardiac risk factors;
The study is not requested for pre op evaluation,
cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve
disorders.; The study is requested for suspected
coronary artery disease.; The member has known
or suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
30 to 39

1

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 4‐5 weeks ago;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; uncontrolled hypertension, episode of
nausea associated with some chest pain and
discomfort which last for a few minutes
intermittently followed by weakness , shortness
of breath and palpitations.; patient was started
on lisinopril; One of the studies being ordered is
NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS,
PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs

1

Cardiology

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

worsening chest pain and SOB/DOE; The patient
is not diabetic.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
This is a Medicare member.; This study is being
ordered for Cardiac symptoms including chest
pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath; The
symptoms can be described as "Typical angina" or
substernal chest pain that is worse or comes on
as a result of physical exertion or emotional
stress; The chest pain was relieved by rest
(ceasing physical exertion activity) and/or
nitroglycerin; There is no physical restriction to
the member’s ability to exercise

1

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

2

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This a request for an
echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for another reason; The reason for
ordering this study is unknown.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This a request for an
echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for another reason; This study is
being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This a request for an
echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac Valves.; It
is unknown what type of cardiac valve conditions
apply to this patient.

1

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This a request for an
echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for Evaluation of Left Ventricular
Function.; The patient has a history of
hypertensive heart disease.; It is unknown if
there is a change in the patient’s cardiac
symptoms.

1

1

1

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here ‐ or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.; &lt;
Describe primary symptoms here ‐ or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; One of the
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here ‐ or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
chest pain, shortness of breath; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
01/07/2019 (new patient visit); There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; afib; chest
pain; syncope &amp; collapse; shortness breath;
fatigue (current smoker); Medication to treat
symptoms of afib; One of the studies being
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
1/17/19; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; chest pain. shortness of
breath. abnormal ekg; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The

1

1

1

1

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
1/2/2019; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; chest pain shortness of
breath diaphoretic sick to stomach; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
11/13/18; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; left side chest pain with
exertion, shortness of breath, family history of
cad; One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
unknown; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe primary
symptoms here ‐ or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given &gt;; One of the studies being ordered is
NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS,
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Vascular Disease.; 01/25/2018; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
chest pain, murmur; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering MDs specialty is NOT
Hematologist/Oncologist, Thoracic Surgery,
Oncology, Surgical Oncology or Radiation
Oncology

1

1

1

1

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

; This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; The
reason for ordering this study is unknown.
; This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie
of heart disease.; The abnormal symptom,
condition or evaluation is not known or unlisted
; This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie
of heart disease.; The patient has shortness of
breath; Shortness of breath is not related to any

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

; This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Valves.; This is an annual review of known valve
disease.; It has been 7‐9 months since the last
echocardiogram.

1

1

1

1

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

; This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Heart
Failure; There has NOT been a change in clinical
status since the last echocardiogram.; This is NOT
for the initial evaluation of heart failure.

1

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

; This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; The patient has a history of
hypertensive heart disease.; It is unknown if
there is a change in the patient’s cardiac
symptoms.

1

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

; This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; The patient has a history of
hypertensive heart disease.; There is NOT a
change in the patient’s cardiac symptoms.; It has
been at least 24 months since the last
echocardiogram was performed.
; This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.; CP;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
NOT Hematologist/Oncologist, Thoracic Surgery,
Oncology, Surgical Oncology or Radiation

1

1

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

; This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ; ; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering MDs specialty is NOT
Hematologist/Oncologist, Thoracic Surgery,
Oncology, Surgical Oncology or Radiation
; This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; ; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is NOT
Hematologist/Oncologist, Thoracic Surgery,
Oncology, Surgical Oncology or Radiation
AD s/p remote pci. Cardiac cath in 2016 revealed
patent LAD stent and moderate Cx stenosis.
Reports chest pain with typical and atypical
features. Maintained on ASA. &#x0D;2.
Paroxysmal atrial fib. Anticoagulated on
Coumadin. Followed in INR clinic. Pt has st; This a
request for an echocardiogram.; This is a request
for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for Evaluation of Left Ventricular
Function.; The patient does not have a history of
a recent heart attack or hypertensive heart
Atypical chest pain over last few months. No
relation to activity.&#x0D;&#x0D;Has significant
family hx of CAD.; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; Atypical chest pain
over last few months. No relation to activity.;
There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Atypical chest pain over
last few months. No relation to

1

1

1

1

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

Chest pain with some atypical features,
possibility of angina and coronary artery disease
versus noncardiac
causes.&#x0D;2.Hypertension.&#x0D;3.History of
syncope, rule out
arrhythmia.&#x0D;4.Hypertension.&#x0D;5.Chro
nic tobacco use.&#x0D; &#x0D;The patient was
advised smoki; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; Chest pain with
some atypical features, possibility of angina and
coronary artery disease versus noncardiac

CHEST PAIN, SOB LASTING SEVERAL HOURS; This
a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; The patient does not have
a history of a recent heart attack or hypertensive
heart disease.
NONE; This study is being ordered for Vascular
Disease.; 1‐10‐2019; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; CHEST PAIN, SHORTNESS
OF BREATH, HX OF CAD, CONGESTIVE HEART
FAILURE, CARDIOMYOPATHY; WAS HOSPITALIZED‐
‐‐ON MEDS; One of the studies being ordered is
NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS,
PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs
specialty is NOT Hematologist/Oncologist,
Thoracic Surgery, Oncology, Surgical Oncology or
Radiation Oncology

1

1

1

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography
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93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

Patient has diabetes, hypertension, heart
murmur, CAD in native artery, status post
percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty,
headache, and pain lower extremities.; This study
is being ordered for Vascular Disease.; complaints
of left anterior chest pain that is short in nature
and sharp and also been going on for 3 mths now,
she states it radiates to her arm bilaterally
occurring at rest and with activity, concerning for
angina class II‐III. She admits to intermitte; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; complaints of left anterior chest pain

Post chemo checking for cardio myopathy, and
having angina; This a request for an
echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for another reason; The reason for
ordering this study is unknown.
Pt hs sarcodiosis; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 01/2019; There has
not been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
The Pt has chest pain, shortness of breath,
elevated blood pressure.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is NOT

1

1

1

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography
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93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

Recent onset of chest pain symptoms and
episode of hypotension, suspicious for
myocardial ischemia and coronary artery
disease.&#x0D;2.Abnormal ECG suggestive for
old anteroseptal MI, possible
CAD.&#x0D;3.Hypertension.&#x0D;4.COPD.&#x0
D;5.Chronic tobacco use.&#x0D; &#x0D;PLA; This
study is being ordered for something other than:
known trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or infectious
disease, congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Recent onset of chest pain symptoms and
episode of hypotension, suspicious for
myocardial ischemia and coronary artery
see attached notes.; This study is being ordered
for Vascular Disease.; pt has shortness of breath
that is worse with exertion. Need to rule out cad.
pt has PVD.; It is not known if there has been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; ; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is NOT
Hematologist/Oncologist, Thoracic Surgery,
Oncology, Surgical Oncology or Radiation
Oncology
She has CAD status post CABG with LIMA to the
LAD back in 1994.&#x0D;In May 2001, she had
PCI to the RCA. In 2012, she had a pacemaker for
bradycardia. Her last stress test was in July 2015.
She has a lot of stress caring for her 95‐year‐old
mother who has; This a request for an
echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for another reason; The reason for
ordering this study is unknown.
shortness of breath; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
1/11/2018; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; chest pain, syncopy,; One
of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
NOT Hematologist/Oncologist, Thoracic Surgery,

1

1

1

1

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

strong history of heart disease and blockage,
previous heart attack, abnormal cardiac test in
2017 in NO; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; Unknown; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; Unknown; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
the patient has chest pain. she states she has
been experiencing chest pressure/dyspnea with
minimal exertion. she has carotid artery disease.;
This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; The
reason for ordering this study is unknown.
This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; The patient does not have a history of a
recent heart attack or hypertensive heart
disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie

1

1

2

1

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; There has NOT been a change in clinical
status since the last echocardiogram.; This is not
for the initial evaluation of abnormal symptoms,
physical exam findings, or diagnostic studies
(chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie of heart disease.
This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie
of heart disease.; The abnormal symptom,
condition or evaluation is not known or unlisted
This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie
of heart disease.; The patient has shortness of
breath; Shortness of breath is not related to any
This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie
of heart disease.; This study is NOT being
requested for the initial evaluation of frequent or

1

2

6

1

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Embolism.

1

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Murmur.; It is unknown if there been a change in
clinical status since the last echocardiogram.; This
request is NOT for initial evaluation of a murmur.;
This is a request for follow up of a known
murmur.

1

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Valves.; This is NOT for prolapsed mitral valve,
suspected valve disease, new or changing
symptoms of valve disease, annual review of
known valve disease, initial evaluation of artificial
heart valves or annual re‐eval of artifical heart
valves.

1

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Heart
Failure; There has been a change in clinical status
since the last echocardiogram.; This is NOT for
the initial evaluation of heart failure.

1

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Heart
Failure; This is for the initial evaluation of heart
failure.

1

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; It is unknown if the patient
has a history of a recent heart attack or
hypertensive heart disease.

1

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; The patient does not have
a history of a recent heart attack or hypertensive
heart disease.

7

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; The patient has a history of
a recent myocardial infarction (heart attack).

2

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; The patient has a history of
hypertensive heart disease.; It is unknown if
there is a change in the patient’s cardiac
symptoms.

1

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; The patient has a history of
hypertensive heart disease.; There is a change in
the patient’s cardiac symptoms.

1

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; The patient has a history of
hypertensive heart disease.; There is NOT a
change in the patient’s cardiac symptoms.; It has
been at least 24 months since the last
echocardiogram was performed.

1

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Pulmonary Hypertension.

2

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

Unknown; This a request for an
echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac Valves.; It
is unknown what type of cardiac valve conditions
apply to this patient.

1

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

unknown; This study is being ordered for
Congenital Anomaly.; 09/23/1999; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
unknown; unknown; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering MDs specialty is NOT
Hematologist/Oncologist, Thoracic Surgery,
Oncology, Surgical Oncology or Radiation
Oncology
unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 4‐5 weeks ago;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; uncontrolled hypertension, episode of
nausea associated with some chest pain and
discomfort which last for a few minutes
intermittently followed by weakness , shortness
of breath and palpitations.; patient was started

1

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

Unknown; This study is being ordered for
Vascular Disease.; 01/30/2019; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Chest pain, palpitations, fatigue, and dizziness;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
NOT Hematologist/Oncologist, Thoracic Surgery,
Oncology, Surgical Oncology or Radiation
Oncology

1

1

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

We will repeat an echocardiogram in 6 months
because of the changes in her aortic stenosis.;
This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie
will upload clinicals; This a request for an
echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for another reason; This study is
being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; There has NOT been a change in clinical
status since the last echocardiogram.; This is not
for the initial evaluation of abnormal symptoms,
physical exam findings, or diagnostic studies
With abnormal EKG ‐ further testing is required
due to upcoming surgery. EKG doen 01/10/2019:
results Prolonged QT &#x0D;Abnormal ECG; This
study is being ordered for Vascular Disease.;
patient had abnormal EKG and this is for Pre‐Op
testing. History of colon cancer.; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; PRE OP
TESTING; patient currently taking Lipitor.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is NOT

Cardiology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

worsening SOB/DOE, chest pain; This a request
for an echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for Evaluation of Left Ventricular
Function.; The patient does not have a history of
a recent heart attack or hypertensive heart
disease.

1

1

1

1

Cardiology

Cardiology

Cardiology

93312 Echocardiography,
transesophageal, real‐
time with image
documentation (2D) (with
or without M‐mode
recording); including
probe placement, image
acquisition, interpretation
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval and report

unknown; This study is being ordered for
Congenital Anomaly.; 09/23/1999; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
unknown; unknown; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering MDs specialty is NOT
Hematologist/Oncologist, Thoracic Surgery,
Oncology, Surgical Oncology or Radiation
Oncology

1

93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
Disapproval interpretation and report; Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here ‐ or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
chest pain; One of the studies being ordered is
NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS,
PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs
specialty is NOT Hematologist/Oncologist,
Thoracic Surgery, Oncology, Surgical Oncology or
Radiation Oncology

1

93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
Disapproval interpretation and report; Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
02/18/2019; There has not been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; chest pain, shortness of
breath, chest tightness.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering MDs specialty is NOT
Hematologist/Oncologist, Thoracic Surgery,
Oncology, Surgical Oncology or Radiation
Oncology

1

Cardiology

93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
Disapproval interpretation and report; Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

; This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.;
The patient had cardiac testing including Stress
Echocardiogram, Nuclear Cardiology
(SPECT/MPI), Coronary CT angiography (CCTA) or
Cardiac Catheterization in the last 2 years.; The
patient is not experiencing new or changing
cardiac symptoms.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.

1

Cardiology

93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
Disapproval interpretation and report; Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

; This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ; ; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering MDs specialty is NOT
Hematologist/Oncologist, Thoracic Surgery,
Oncology, Surgical Oncology or Radiation
Oncology

1

Cardiology

93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
Disapproval interpretation and report; Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

; This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; ; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is NOT
Hematologist/Oncologist, Thoracic Surgery,
Oncology, Surgical Oncology or Radiation
Oncology

1

Cardiology

93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
Disapproval interpretation and report; Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

The patient is not presenting new symptoms of
chest pain or increasing shortness of breath.; ;
This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.;
This patient has not had a Nuclear Cardiac study
within the past 8 weeks.; This study is being
ordered for known Coronary Artery Disease.; This
patient had a previous cardiac surgery or
angioplasty.

3

Cardiology

93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
Disapproval interpretation and report; Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
Cardiology
Disapproval interpretation and report; Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
Chiropractic Medic Approval
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
Chiropractic Medic Approval

This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.;
None of the listed reasons for the study were
selected; It is not known if the member has
known or suspected coronary artery disease.

1

This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.;
None of the listed reasons for the study were
selected; The member does not have known or
suspected coronary artery disease
Patient has spine epencymom spinal tumor has
been known to metastasize to the brain.; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient has a chronic or recurring headache.

1

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for a tumor.

1

6

Chiropractic Medic Approval

71550 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, chest (eg, for
evaluation of hilar and
mediastinal
lymphadenopathy);
without contrast
material(s)

Chiropractic Medic Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Chiropractic Medic Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Chiropractic Medic Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Chiropractic Medic Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Chiropractic Medic Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Chiropractic Medic Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

NEURAPATHY LEFT ARM; This study is NOT being
ordered for a Work‐up for Suspicious Mass,
Known Tumor, Known or Suspected Inflammatory
Disease, etc...; This is a request for a chest MRI.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; None of the above; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is no weakness or reflex
abnormality.; It is not known if the patient has
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
Decrease sensation in left leg S1; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Neurological
deficits; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; weakness during hip flection and
extension. Extension weakness is newer.; The
first appointment 12/13/2018 treatment has
been completed since then but not 6 weeks; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does not have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

Chiropractic Medic Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Chiropractic Medic Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Chiropractic Medic Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Chiropractic Medic Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Chiropractic Medic Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Chiropractic Medic Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Chiropractic Medic Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Follow‐up to Surgery or Fracture within the last 6
months; The patient has been seen by or is the
ordering physician an oncologist, neurologist,
neurosurgeon, or orthopedist.

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient does have a new foot drop.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient does have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.
; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is from an old injury.; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The
patient has not completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?; The patient has not been treated with

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
5 or 6 weeks not better; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or
back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; weakness right side arm bicep area is
weaker then the left; The patient does not have
This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; decrease sensation on left
side at c‐5; No, the patient is not experiencing or
presenting new symptoms of upper extremity
weakness?; No, the patient is not demonstrating
unilateral muscle wasting.; No, the patient is not

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Chiropractic Medic Disapproval contrast material

Colon & Rectal SurgApproval

Colon & Rectal SurgApproval

Colon & Rectal SurgApproval

Colon & Rectal SurgApproval

Colon & Rectal SurgApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material
72192 Computed
tomography, pelvis;
without contrast material
72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
contrast material(s)
72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
contrast material(s)
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Colon & Rectal SurgApproval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body

Dermatology

70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material

Colon & Rectal SurgApproval

Approval

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
for stage 4 rectal cancer; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Pt has anal fistula, rectal abcess; This study is
being ordered for some other reason than the
choices given.; This is a request for a Pelvis CT.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a Pelvis
MRI.; The study is being ordered for something
other than suspicion of tumor, mass, neoplasm,
RECTAL CANCER; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
for stage 4 rectal cancer; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
this is a follow up to 1 year colon procedure; This
is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is pre‐op
or post op evaluation.; The study is requested for
post‐op evaluation.; The study is not requested as

RECTAL CANCER; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being ordered
is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS,

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Dermatology

Dermatology

Approval

Approval

70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body

Doctors and Rehab Approval

70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
72131 Computed
tomography, lumbar
spine; without contrast
material

Doctors and Rehab Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Doctors and Rehab Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

Doctors and Rehab Approval

Doctors and Rehab Approval

Doctors and Rehab Approval

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being ordered
is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS,
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This is a Medicare member.; This study is being
requested for None of the above; This Pet Scan is
being ordered for Melanoma; This request is for
initial diagnosis and/or initial staging of regional
lymph nodes; This is for a Routine/Standard PET
Scan using FDG (fluorodeoxyglucose)
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Not requested for
evaluation of trauma/injury, tumor,
stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient had a thunderclap headache or worst
headache of the patient's life (within the last 3
months).
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient has one sided arm or leg weakness.; The
patient has a sudden and severe headache.; The
patient had a recent onset (within the last 3
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient has a history of severe low back trauma
or lumbar injury.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
; This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is weakness.; ; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; There is not x‐ray evidence of a
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; "The
patient has been seen by, or the ordering
physician is, a neuro‐specialist, orthopedist, or
oncologist."; The study is being ordered due to
follow‐up to surgery or fracture within the last 6
months.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Doctors and Rehab Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Doctors and Rehab Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Doctors and Rehab Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Doctors and Rehab Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Doctors and Rehab Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Doctors and Rehab Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Neurological deficits; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.;
Document exam findings; The patient does not
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is reflex abnormality.; The patient does not have
new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is weakness.; ; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
Patient is a pleasant man who presents today
with c/o low back pain and numbness and tingling
in left leg. Started 2 years ago, but getting worse,
now cannot walk; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
The patient complains of ache/pain in lower
back/ankles/head/legs. She reports onset of
pain&#x0D;gradually over time . The patient
describes her pain as constant. The pain is
numbness, sharp and tingling.; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does have new or
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does not have new signs
or symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
The patient does not have a new foot drop.;

Doctors and Rehab Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Pre‐
Operative Evaluation; No, the last Lumbar spine
MRI was not performed within the past two
weeks.; Surgery is scheduled within the next 4
weeks.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Doctors and Rehab Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Doctors and Rehab Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
Doctors and Rehab Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Doctors and Rehab Disapproval contrast material
72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Doctors and Rehab Disapproval contrast material
72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Doctors and Rehab Disapproval contrast material

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Doctors and Rehab Disapproval contrast material

; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; It is not known if there is weakness
or reflex abnormality.; The patient does not have
new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 06/21/2017; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Pstient also has scoliosis; This is a request for a
thoracic spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; It
is not known if the patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is not
known if the patient has had back pain for over 4
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; ; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of bladder
or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is weakness.; ; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
MDO wanting to do imaging first before patient
has any PT or HEP, doesn't want to worsen
patient back pain.; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Doctors and Rehab Disapproval contrast material
73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Doctors and Rehab Disapproval contrast material(s)
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
Emergency MedicinApproval
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
Emergency MedicinApproval
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
Emergency MedicinApproval

Emergency MedicinApproval

Emergency MedicinApproval

Emergency MedicinApproval

70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 06/21/2017; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 06/21/2017; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as sudden and severe.;
The patient has one sided arm or leg weakness.;
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as sudden and severe.;
The patient has the inability to speak.; The

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has a chronic or recurring headache.
pt has been on a round of topemax for about a
month with no relief; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The headache is described as
chronic or recurring.; The headache is not
presenting with a sudden change in severity,
associated with exertion, or a mental status
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for seizures.; There
has been a change in seizure pattern or a new
seizure.

; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is described as
chronic; The member has not failed a 4 week
course of conservative management in the past 3
months.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Emergency MedicinApproval

73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Emergency MedicinApproval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

PATIENT IS A DIABETIC, AND HE HAS AN ULCER
ON LEFT 5TH TOE, THAT HAS BEEN TREATED IN
OUTPATIENT CLINIC FOR 5 WEEKS, AND HAS NOT
SHOWN PROGRESS. MRI IS BEING REQUESTED
TO RULE OUT BONE INFECTION.; This is a request
for a foot MRI.; The study is not being ordered for
foot pain, known dislocation, infection,suspected
fracture, known fracture, pre op, post op or a
abdominal pains, vomiting, nausea, tenderness
all over.; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis
CT combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is
infection.; The patient does not have a fever and
elevated white blood cell count or abnormal
amylase/lipase.; This study is not being requested

Emergency MedicinApproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

The patient is diabetic.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare member.;
This study is being ordered for Cardiac symptoms
including chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of
breath; The symptoms can be described as
"Typical angina" or substernal chest pain that is
worse or comes on as a result of physical exertion
or emotional stress; The chest pain was NOT
relieved by rest (ceasing physical exertion
activity) and/or nitroglycerin

2

Emergency MedicinApproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

The patient is diabetic.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare member.;
This study is being ordered for Cardiac symptoms
including chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of
breath; The symptoms can be described as
"Typical angina" or substernal chest pain that is
worse or comes on as a result of physical exertion
or emotional stress; The chest pain was relieved
by rest (ceasing physical exertion activity) and/or
nitroglycerin; There is no physical restriction to
the member’s ability to exercise

1

Emergency MedicinApproval

1

1 Left sacral

1

1

Emergency MedicinApproval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

palpitations and shortness of breath on exertion;
This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This request is NOT for initial evaluation
of a murmur.; This is NOT a request for follow up
of a known murmur.; This is for the initial
evaluation of abnormal symptoms, physical exam

1

Emergency MedicinApproval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; The
reason for ordering this study is unknown.

1

Emergency MedicinApproval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Valves.; This is an initial evaluation of suspected
valve disease.

1

93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;
Emergency MedicinApproval
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Emergency MedicinDisapproval contrast material
72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Emergency MedicinDisapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Emergency MedicinDisapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
Emergency MedicinDisapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.;
The patient has NOT had cardiac testing including
Stress Echocardiogram, Nuclear Cardiology
(SPECT/MPI), Coronary CT angiography (CCTA) or
Cardiac Catheterization in the last 2 years.; The
member has known or suspected coronary artery
disease.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has the inability to speak.; The
patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
weeks) of neurologic symptoms.; This study is
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; None of the above; It is not known if
the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is not known if
the patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.
; This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; continued back and neck pain..
seen in ER since it was radiating to chest.. Ruled
out acute cardiac issues. pt has seen another
physician for the problem but only our ER doctor
once..; There has been treatment or conservative
; This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; continued back and neck pain..
seen in ER since it was radiating to chest.. Ruled
out acute cardiac issues. pt has seen another
physician for the problem but only our ER doctor
once..; There has been treatment or conservative

1

1

1

1

1

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Emergency MedicinDisapproval contrast material(s)
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Emergency MedicinDisapproval contrast material

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; It is not known if there is weakness
or reflex abnormality.; The patient does not have
new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic Pain,
or Pre or Post operative evaluation."; tingling
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit

1

75635 Computed
tomographic angiography,
abdominal aorta and
bilateral iliofemoral lower
extremity runoff, with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Emergency MedicinDisapproval image postprocessing

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
abdominal arteries.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Emergency MedicinDisapproval pharmacologic)
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
Endocrinology
Approval

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study is
requested for congestive heart failure.; The
member does not have known or suspected
coronary artery disease
hyperparathyroidism; This is a request for neck
soft tissue CT.; The patient has a neck lump or
mass.; There is a palpable neck mass or lump.;
The neck mass is larger than 1 cm.; A fine needle

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Emergency MedicinDisapproval contrast material

1

1

1

1

Endocrinology

Approval

Endocrinology

Approval

Endocrinology

Endocrinology

Endocrinology

Approval

Approval

Approval

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; The
study is being ordered for Follow Up.; The patient
has a known tumor or metastasis in the neck.;
The patient completed a course of chemotherapy
This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; The
study is being ordered for Initial Staging.; The
patient has a known tumor or metastasis in the
neck.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an Internal Auditory Canal
MRI.; There is not a suspected Acoustic Neuroma
or tumor of the inner or middle ear.; There is not
a suspected cholesteatoma of the ear.; The
patient has had a recent brain CT or MRI within
the last 90 days.; There are no neurologic

70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material

Endocrinology

Approval

Endocrinology

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Endocrinology

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Endocrinology

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

1

1

1

This request is for a Brain MRI; It is unknown if
the study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; This study is being ordered for a
tumor.

1

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for a tumor.

3

A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for known tumor.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The hematuria is due to tumor or
mass.; This study is not being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is known
tumor.; This is not request for evaluation of
prostate cancer.; This study is being ordered for
follow‐up.; The patient is not presenting new
symptoms.; This study is not being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not
Personal history of malignant neoplasm of
pancreas; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis
CT combination.; The reason for the study is pre‐
op or post op evaluation.; The study is requested
for post‐op evaluation.; It is not known if the
study is requested as a first follow up study for a

1

2

1

1

Endocrinology

75571 Computed
tomography, heart,
without contrast material,
with quantitative
evaluation of coronary
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval calcium

Gastroenterology Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Gastroenterology Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Gastroenterology Approval

72192 Computed
tomography, pelvis;
without contrast material

Gastroenterology Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

Gastroenterology Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

Gastroenterology Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

Gastroenterology Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

Gastroenterology Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

pt has diabetes and family h/o cad.; This is a
request for a CT scan for evalutation of coronary
calcification.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being ordered
is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS,
Patient is experiencing non cardiac chest pain.;
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
There is no evidence of tumor or metastasis on a
bone scan or x‐ray.; Suspected Tumor with or
without Metastasis
; This study is being ordered due to known or
suspected infection.; "The ordering physician is a
surgeon, gynecologist, urologist,
gastroenterologist, or infectious disease specialist

1

1

1

1

1
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D;Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
; This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a suspicious mass or tumor.;
There is a suspicious mass found using
ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy, or
; This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for another reason besides
Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D;Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases, Suspicious
Mass or Tumor, Organ Enlargement,
ABN imaging MASS; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for a
kidney/ureteral stone.; This patient is not
experiencing hematuria.; Yes this is a request for

2

1

1

1

Gastroenterology Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

Gastroenterology Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

Gastroenterology Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

Gastroenterology Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

Gastroenterology Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

Gastroenterology Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Gastroenterology Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Gastroenterology Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Gastroenterology Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

normal colonospy , normal EGG; This is a request
for an Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered
for another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral
stone, &#x0D;Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or
R/O metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor,
Organ Enlargement, &#x0D;Known or suspected
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered as a pre‐op or post op
evaluation.; The requested study is for post‐
operative evaluation.; The requested study is a
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for an infection such as
pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease.; There are abnormal
lab results or physical findings on exam such as
rebound or guarding that are consistent with
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for an infection such as
pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease.; There are known or
UNEXPLAINED UPPER ABDOMINAL PAINRECTAL
BLEEDING ABDOMINAL ULTRASOUND ‐ NORMAL
1/3/2019HYDASCAN ‐ NORMALEGD /
COLONSCOPY ‐ NORMAL; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D;Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has
not been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; It is
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has
not been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; It is not known if the pain is acute or
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic

1

1

4

1

1

1

1

1

2

Gastroenterology Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Gastroenterology Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Gastroenterology Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Gastroenterology Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Gastroenterology Approval

Gastroenterology Approval

Gastroenterology Approval

Gastroenterology Approval

Gastroenterology Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being ordered
is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS,
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has not been
completed.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; It is not known if a urinalysis has
been completed.; This study is being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is known
tumor.; This is not request for evaluation of
prostate cancer.; This study is being ordered for
follow‐up.; The patient is not presenting new
symptoms.; This study is not being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is none of
the listed reasons.; This study is not being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

1

Gastroenterology Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Gastroenterology Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Gastroenterology Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Gastroenterology Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Gastroenterology Approval

Gastroenterology Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Gastroenterology Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Gastroenterology Approval

; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit
for this complaint.; There has been a physical
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit
Abnormal Colonoscopy; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; The reason for
the study is suspicious mass or suspected tumor
or metastasis.; This study is not being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
Anemic, mild increase calcium, and probable M‐
spike on SPEP. EGD in 2018 suggested a small
submucosal lesion in the upper stomach. This
was not then readily accessible to EUS by Dr.
Kahn. Repeat visualization in 1 year was
suggested.; This is a request for an abdomen‐
chronic abdominal pain; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this complaint.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is
HPI: Melissa Barber is a 41 y.o. female, presents
to Mercy Endoscopy for EGD to assess
abdominal/epigastric discomfort that started
about 3 years ago after having gallbladder
surgery and umbilical hernia repair. May take
Aleve 2 times per week. Reports th; This is a
request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.;
Left lower quadrant pain; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
Left upper quadrant pain; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this complaint.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Gastroenterology Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Gastroenterology Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Gastroenterology Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Gastroenterology Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Gastroenterology Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Gastroenterology Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Gastroenterology Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Gastroenterology Approval

Mass of ileum seen during colonoscopy. Needs
CT for further evaluation.; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; The reason for
the study is suspicious mass or suspected tumor
or metastasis.; This study is not being requested
nausea, constipation, and abdominal pain;
BLOATING, GAS.; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has
not been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
Patient has been to four ER's in the past month,
complaining of abdominal pain, no CT was ever
ordered.; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis
CT combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
Patient has lost 15 pounds in the past two
months. She had a past CT that showed 2.2 cm
rim enhancing fluid collection left to the midline
at level of the anal verge, concerning for abscess,
a few punctate renal bare‐metal calcifications
bilaterally, mild; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has not been
Patient presented to our clinic with complaint of
right lower quad abdominal pain. She has a
history of endometriosis but her gynocologist
doesn't feel like this pain is related to the
endometriosis. Dr. Nutt would like to set her up
for a CT abd/pelvis; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has
sporadic abdominal pain‐severe , sharp and achy
everyday; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis
CT combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; It is not known if
the pain is acute or chronic.; This is not the first
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The hematuria is due to tumor or
mass.; This study is not being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is known
tumor.; This study is being ordered for follow‐up.;
The patient is presenting new symptoms.; This
study is not being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not requested

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Gastroenterology Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Gastroenterology Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Gastroenterology Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Gastroenterology Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Gastroenterology Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Gastroenterology Approval

Gastroenterology Approval

Gastroenterology Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is known
tumor.; This study is being ordered for staging.;
This study is not being requested for abdominal
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is none of
the listed reasons.; This study is not being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is pre‐op
or post op evaluation.; The study is requested for
post‐op evaluation.; The study is requested as a
first follow up study for a suspected or known
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit
for this complaint.; There has been a physical
exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit
for this complaint.; There has been a physical
exam.; The patient is male.; A rectal exam was
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit
for this complaint.; There has been a physical
exam.; The patient is male.; A rectal exam was
THIS PT HAS CROHNS. PT IS HAVING SEVERE ABD
PAIN AND BLOODING DIARRHEA. REQUESTING
CT SCAN TO EVALUATE AND TREAT.; This is a
request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered
for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit for this
complaint.; There has been a physical exam.; The
patient is male.; A rectal exam was performed.;
Unknown; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has not been
completed.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
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1

1

1

1

2

1

1

Gastroenterology Approval

Gastroenterology Approval

Gastroenterology Approval

Gastroenterology Approval

Gastroenterology Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)

Gastroenterology Approval

74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)

Gastroenterology Approval

74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)

Gastroenterology Approval

Gastroenterology Approval

unkown; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis
CT combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for acute pain.; There has been a
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for an
Abdomen MRI.; This study is being ordered for
known or suspected infection.; There are physical
findings or abnormal blood work consistent with
; This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for Known Tumor.; This study is
being ordered for follow‐up.; The patient is NOT
presenting new signs or symptoms.; The patient
did NOT have chemotherapy, radiation therapy
; This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is not being ordered for known tumor, suspicious
mass or suspected tumor/metastasis, organ
enlargement, known or suspected vascular
disease, hematuria, follow‐up trauma, or a pre‐
EPIGASTRIC ABDOMINAL PAIN, DIARRHEA; This
request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study is not
being ordered for known tumor, suspicious mass
or suspected tumor/metastasis, organ
enlargement, known or suspected vascular
labs did not show anything of concern; his US did
show two spots on his liver and since hep C
increases risk for liver cancer we need to get a
MRI liver with/without to evaluate further; he
may end up needing a liver biopsy; This request is
for an Abdomen MRI.; This study is being ordered
Pt experiencing weight‐loss, history of Crohn's
disease. dr. wants MRI for enterograghy protocol
to evaluate for small bowel inflammation.; This
request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study is
being ordered for organ enlargement.; The
Recommended further evaluation from the
radiologist that read the X‐ray; This request is for
an Abdomen MRI.; This study is being ordered for
suspicious mass or suspected tumor/ metastasis.;
The patient had previous abnormal imaging
Rhonda L Carter came today to clinic due to the
following problems:&#x0D;&#x0D;
&#x0D;&#x0D;1. Abnormal liver enzymes‐
isolated AP elevation in the absence of known
liver disease.&#x0D;&#x0D;‐ Fibroscan with CAP
of 305 and kPa of 9 which may suggest greater

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

she has had these issues periodically since she
has had her gallbladder taken out. She also has a
hiatal hernia.; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; UNKNOWN; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for known or suspected
infection.; There are physical findings or
abnormal blood work consistent with
pancreatitis.; An amylase abnormality was noted.
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for Known Tumor.; This study is
being ordered for follow‐up.; The patient is
presenting new signs or symptoms.; The patient
did NOT have chemotherapy, radiation therapy

Gastroenterology Approval

74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for Known Tumor.; This study is
being ordered for staging.
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for organ enlargement.; The
patient had previous abnormal imaging including
a CT, MRI or Ultrasound.; A abnormality was
found on the pancreas during a previous CT, MRI
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or suspected
tumor/ metastasis.; The patient had previous
abnormal imaging including a CT, MRI or
Ultrasound.; A abnormality was found on the
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or suspected
tumor/ metastasis.; The patient had previous
abnormal imaging including a CT, MRI or
Ultrasound.; A liver abnormality was found on a

4

Gastroenterology Approval

74261 Computed
tomographic (CT)
colonography, diagnostic,
including image
postprocessing; without
contrast material

; This patient does not have a medical problem
that makes him/ her unsuitable for conventional
colonoscopy.; This patient has undergone an
attempted but incomplete conventional
colonoscopy.; The member had colon screening
studies completed prior to this request.

1

Gastroenterology Approval

Gastroenterology Approval

Gastroenterology Approval

Gastroenterology Approval

Gastroenterology Approval

Gastroenterology Approval

1

1

1

1

1

2

Gastroenterology Approval

74261 Computed
tomographic (CT)
colonography, diagnostic,
including image
postprocessing; without
contrast material
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
S8037 MAGNETIC
RESONANCE
CHOLANGIOPANCREATOG
RAPHY (MRCP)
S8037 MAGNETIC
RESONANCE
CHOLANGIOPANCREATOG
RAPHY (MRCP)

Gastroenterology Approval

S8037 MAGNETIC
RESONANCE
CHOLANGIOPANCREATOG
RAPHY (MRCP)

Gastroenterology Approval

Gastroenterology Approval

Gastroenterology Approval

70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
Gastroenterology Disapproval material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Gastroenterology Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

just couldn't complete the regular colonscopy
redundancy in spleen area; This patient does not
have a medical problem that makes him/ her
unsuitable for conventional colonoscopy.; This
patient has undergone an attempted but
incomplete conventional colonoscopy.; The
member had colon screening studies completed
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).; This
study is being requested for Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Pancreatic or Testicular Cancer.; This would be
the first PET Scan performed on this patient for
this cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.;
This is for a Routine/Standard PET Scan using FDG
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for MRCP.;
There is no reason why the patient cannot have
an ERCP.
previous gall bladder removal. Ruling out stone
in the bile duct.; This is a request for MRCP.;
There is no reason why the patient cannot have
an ERCP.
she has had these issues periodically since she
has had her gallbladder taken out. She also has a
hiatal hernia.; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; UNKNOWN; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Patient is having continued nausea and vomiting
without relief.; This is a request for a brain/head
CT.; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient does not
have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, sudden change
in mental status, Bell's palsy, Congenital
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here ‐ or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Pt complains
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1

1

1

1

1

1

74174 Computed
tomographic angiography,
abdomen and pelvis, with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Gastroenterology Disapproval image postprocessing
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Gastroenterology Disapproval contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Gastroenterology Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Gastroenterology Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Gastroenterology Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Gastroenterology Disapproval contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Gastroenterology Disapproval contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Gastroenterology Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

This is a request for CT Angiography of the
Abdomen and Pelvis.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has
been completed.; This study is being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The results of
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here ‐ or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Pt complains
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is
infection.; It is not known if the patient has a
fever and elevated white blood cell count or
abnormal amylase/lipase.; It is not know if this
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit
for this complaint.; There has been a physical
anemia; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis
CT combination.; The reason for the study is none
of the listed reasons.; This study is not being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
chronic Diarrhea, loss of weight,; This is a
request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.;
The reason for the study is follow up trauma.;
There is not laboratory or physical evidence of an
intra‐abdominal bleed.; It is not known if there is
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74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)
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has elevated cancer, cta19‐9; This is a request for
an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis
has not been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
HX DIVERTICULITIS THAT REQUIRED SURGERY,
AB PAIN, ABSCESS AND COLON RESECTION; This
is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has not been
completed.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for acute pain.; There has been a
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for acute pain.; There has been a
unknown; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has not been
completed.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
unknown; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
study is being ordered for chronic pain.; This is
Unknown; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
study is being ordered for chronic pain.; This is
; This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or suspected
tumor/ metastasis.; The patient has NOT had
previous abnormal imaging including a CT, MRI or
Ultrasound.; This study is NOT being ordered to
pain; This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This
study is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; The patient has
NOT had previous abnormal imaging including a
CT, MRI or Ultrasound.; This study is NOT being
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&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; It is unknown if the study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient does not have dizziness, fatigue or
malaise, sudden change in mental status, Bell's
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; This headache is not
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is NOT being requested
for evaluation of a headache.; The patient does
not have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, sudden
change in mental status, Bell's palsy, Congenital
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is NOT being requested
for evaluation of a headache.; The patient has a
sudden change in mental status.; This study is
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is NOT being requested
for evaluation of a headache.; The patient has
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is NOT being requested
for evaluation of a headache.; The patient has
dizziness.; This study is being ordered for
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 03/28/2019; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Patient fainted and fell on her face on the
concrete. First incident of syncope collapse.; One
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; One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.
; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.
; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as sudden and severe.;
The headache is not described as a “thunderclap”
; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as sudden and severe.;
The patient does not have dizziness, one sided
; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient does not have dizziness,
one sided arm or leg weakness, the inability to
; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has dizziness.; The patient
had a recent onset (within the last 4 weeks) of
confusion, frequent balance issues since the fall;
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has dizziness.; The patient
diziness and unsteady on his feet, also headache,
persisted since November; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
Having vertigo symptoms. Has some headaches
as well. Symptoms started late Februrary.No
head trauma.; This is a request for a brain/head
CT.; The study is being requested for evaluation
Headache in the occipital region on the left
which is steady, and is throbbing or pounding.
No excruciating headache and not causing
awakening. Headache lasting for a few hours,
chronic/recurring, and occurring several times
headache x's 2 days, nothing gives relief. causing
nausea, vomiting, double vision, dizziness. Pt
states at times felt like she was going to pass
out.; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
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memory changes ‐ seems to have increased since
taking Losartan/HCTZ ‐ forgetting certain names
of places, no confusion, still managing home/bills,
friends do not notice any problems, he thinks
may be new medication. Does admit to EOTH but
has beer or win; This is a request for a brain/head
CT.; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient does not
MVA restrained driver, initial
encounter&#x0D;Acute post‐traumatic headache,
not intractable; This is a request for a brain/head
CT.; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient does not
None; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has dizziness.; The patient
had a recent onset (within the last 4 weeks) of
PATIENT FELL 4 DAYS AGO AND HAS HAD A
HEADACHE SINCE AND IT SEEMS TO BE GETTING
WORSE; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
The study is being requested for evaluation of a
Patient is having sudden sharp onset migrains
evry 10 min.; This is a request for a brain/head
CT.; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The headache is described as
sudden and severe.; The patient does not have
pt fell 1 day ago and hit head on concrete.
unobserved loss of consciousness. worsening
headache. dizziness; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is being requested for
PT FELL LAST WEEK AND HIT HER HEAD, SHE HAS
HAS HAD A HEADACHE SINCE THE FALL; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
Pt had a fall 9 days ago, when waking Pt had
vomiting and fainted again, suspected seizure.;
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
pt has unilateral numbness of the face and upper
extremity; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
The study is NOT being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The patient does not have
dizziness, one sided arm or leg weakness, the
PT INVOLVED IN MVA SIGNIFICANT NUMBESS OF
RT SIDE DIZZINESS NECK PAIN; This is a request
for a brain/head CT.; The study is being requested
for evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
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Pt is getting really dizziness, keeps falling, and
right ear keeps popping.; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
Pt is having stroke like symptoms and has
hypertension; This is a request for a brain/head
CT.; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has Bell's
pt recently had CVA and has severe headache
since. doctor is requesting CT to eval.; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
headache is described as sudden and severe.; The
r/o stroke has Bell's Palsy/headache since
3/4/2019; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
The study is NOT being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The patient has vision changes.;
started after pt fell &amp; hit head; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
headache is described as sudden and severe.; The
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; It is
unknown if the study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has one
sided arm or leg weakness.; The patient had a
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The patient
has a new onset of a headhache within the past
month; Headache best describes the reason that I
have requested this test.
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The patient
has a suspected tumor outside the brain.; Known
or suspected tumor best describes the reason
that I have requested this test.
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as sudden and severe.;
The headache is described as a “thunderclap” or
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as sudden and severe.;
The patient has one sided arm or leg weakness.;
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as sudden and severe.;
The patient has the inability to speak.; The
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This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient does NOT have a recent
onset (within the last 4 weeks) of neurologic
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has one sided arm or leg
weakness.; The patient had a recent onset (within
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has one sided arm or leg
weakness.; The patient had a recent onset (within
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has the inability to speak.;
The patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; This study is being ordered for
evaluation of known tumor.
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; This study is being ordered for
infection or inflammation.
unknown; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
The study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The headache is described as chronic
or recurring.
unknown; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
The study is NOT being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The patient has dizziness.; The
patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
Unknown; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
The study is NOT being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The patient has vision changes.;
The patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
Valuation of headaches for the past 3 months.
Was seen approximately 1 month ago in her
native country of Thailand she was seen for
evaluation of headache that resulted in a CT scan
and apparently there was an intracranial mass
Vision loss in right eye and suspected mass
pushing forward on the retina; This is a request
for a brain/head CT.; The study is NOT being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient does not have dizziness, fatigue or
malaise, sudden change in mental status, Bell's
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visual changes.Blurred vision&#x0D;
&#x0D;Neurologic: numbness and tingling (bue
/ble). fatigue&#x0D;&#x0D;Head (normal)
normocephaly; tenderness in the left temporal
area noted.&#x0D;fatigue and decreased
appetite and no night sweats; weakness.; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; The study is NOT
visual hallucinations; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is NOT being requested
for evaluation of a headache.; The patient does
not have dizziness, one sided arm or leg
worst headache she has had‐ different from
anything before‐ father did have brain aneurysm;
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
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1
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1
"This request is for face, jaw, mandible
CT.239.8"; "There is a history of serious facial
bone or skull, trauma or injury.fct"; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
"This request is for face, jaw, mandible
CT.239.8"; "There is not a history of serious facial
bone or skull, trauma or injury.fct"; "There is not
a suspicion of neoplasm, tumor or
metastasis.fct"; "There is suspicion of bone
"This request is for face, jaw, mandible
CT.239.8"; "There is not a history of serious facial
bone or skull, trauma or injury.fct"; "There is
suspicion of neoplasm, tumor or metastasis.fct";
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for sinusitis.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.; The
patient is NOT immune‐compromised.; The
patient's current rhinosinusitis symptoms are
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 03/28/2019; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Patient fainted and fell on her face on the
concrete. First incident of syncope collapse.; One
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; This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT
immune‐compromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
Recurrent Acute Rhinosinusitis (4 or more acute
States for about three weeks now she has been
having issues with pain around and behind her
right eye. No trauma. Says she did have about 3
episodes of vomiting around the time this started
but not sure if related. Says the pain is pretty
constant, will w; "This request is for face, jaw,
mandible CT.239.8"; "There is not a history of
This is a request for a Sinus CT.; This study is
being ordered for sinusitis.; The patient is NOT
immune‐compromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as Chronic
Rhinosinusitis (episode is greater than 12 weeks);

This study is being ordered for a known or
suspected tumor.; This is a request for a Sinus
CT.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for neck soft
tissue CT.; The study is being ordered for
something other than Trauma or other injury,
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.;
02/01/2019; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; swelling in the lymph
nodes, headaches, ear, neck head pain;
. I do not get the impression that she has
swelling of the tongue but rather in the gland
underneath&#x0D;Submental
adenopathy&#x0D;Recommend CT soft tissue
neck to evaluate possible enlargement of the
; This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; The
patient has a neck lump or mass.; There is a
palpable neck mass or lump.; The neck mass is
larger than 1 cm.; A fine needle aspirate was NOT
3.4 cm right mass; This is a request for neck soft
tissue CT.; The patient has a neck lump or mass.;
It is not known if there is a palpable neck mass or
lump.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
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hard to swallow; This is a request for neck soft
tissue CT.; The patient has a neck lump or mass.;
There is a palpable neck mass or lump.; The neck
mass is larger than 1 cm.; A fine needle aspirate
hypothyroidism; This is a request for neck soft
tissue CT.; The study is being ordered for
something other than Trauma or other injury,
Neck lump/mass, Known tumor or metastasis in
Left side neck: has large mass on left side of
neck that has enlarged since last visit and about
softball size, somewhat tender, hurts to move
neck much any direction; This is a request for
neck soft tissue CT.; The patient has a neck lump
lymph nodes in his neck are still enlarged. He
states that he feels like food gets stuck in his
throat. cervical LAD (shotty; This is a request for
neck soft tissue CT.; The patient has a neck lump
or mass.; There is a palpable neck mass or lump.;
MRI results of circumscribed mass in left parotid
gland; This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.;
The patient has a neck lump or mass.; There is a
palpable neck mass or lump.; The size of the neck
Oval 1x2 cm mass SQ posterior to the mandible
on the RT &#x0D;Rt neck mass getting
bigger&#x0D; ‐ sometimes tender; This is a
request for neck soft tissue CT.; The patient has a
pain; This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.;
The patient has a neck lump or mass.; There is a
palpable neck mass or lump.; The size of the neck
mass is unknown.; The neck mass has NOT been
patient had fall; concern for broken ribs and
mass in head/neck shown on Xray; This study is
being ordered for trauma or injury.; 01/04/2019;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; pain in chest/neck; SOB; LROM; uses
support wrap on chest; OTC pain meds; One of
Patient has multiple palpable masses on neck in
varying sizes.; This is a request for neck soft tissue
CT.; The patient has a neck lump or mass.; There
is a palpable neck mass or lump.; The neck mass
Patient with large neck complaining of sensation
of intermittent swollen neck reporting difficulty
swallowing at times.; This is a request for neck
soft tissue CT.; The study is being ordered for
something other than Trauma or other injury,
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there is 4 cm Supraclavicular mass on the right
side of the neck; This is a request for neck soft
tissue CT.; The patient has a neck lump or mass.;
There is a palpable neck mass or lump.; The neck
This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; Surgery
is scheduled within the next 30 days.; The patient
has a suspicious infection or abscess.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
ULTRASOUND OF NECK SHOWS MASS,; This is a
request for neck soft tissue CT.; The patient has a
neck lump or mass.; There is a palpable neck
mass or lump.; The neck mass is larger than 1
unknown; This is a request for neck soft tissue
CT.; The patient has a neck lump or mass.; There
is a palpable neck mass or lump.; The neck mass
is larger than 1 cm.; It is unknown if a fine needle

1
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70496 Computed
tomographic angiography,
head, with contrast
material(s), including
noncontrast images, if
performed, and image
postprocessing

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
brain.

3

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
Neck.
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70498 Computed
tomographic angiography,
neck, with contrast
material(s), including
noncontrast images, if
performed, and image
postprocessing
70540 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, orbit, face,
and/or neck; without
contrast material(s)
70540 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, orbit, face,
and/or neck; without
contrast material(s)
70544 Magnetic
resonance angiography,
head; without contrast
material(s)

"This is a request for orbit,face, or neck soft
tissue MRI.239.8"; The study is ordered for
trauma or injury of the orbit, face or neck soft
tissue
This is a request for a sinus MRI.; This study is
not being ordered in conjunction with a head or
brain CT or MRI.; "There is not evidence of tumor
from a physical exam, plain sinus film, or previous
CT or MRI study."; This patient has not been
; This study is being ordered for Vascular
Disease.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ; ; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,

1

1

1

1

1

1
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70544 Magnetic
resonance angiography,
head; without contrast
material(s)
70544 Magnetic
resonance angiography,
head; without contrast
material(s)
70544 Magnetic
resonance angiography,
head; without contrast
material(s)
70547 Magnetic
resonance angiography,
neck; without contrast
material(s)
70547 Magnetic
resonance angiography,
neck; without contrast
material(s)
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material

r/o possible stroke; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 03/05/2019; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; slurring words, numbness, up and lower
weakness, chest pain; One of the studies being
There is a family history of a brain aneurysm in
the parent, brother, sister or child of the patient.;
This is a request for a Brain and Neck MRA
combination.

1

1

There is an immediate family history of
aneurysm.; This is a request for a Brain MRA.
There is a family history of a brain aneurysm in
the parent, brother, sister or child of the patient.;
This is a request for a Brain and Neck MRA
combination.
This is a request for a Neck MR Angiography.;
The patient has the inability to speak.; The
patient had an onset of neurologic symptoms
within the last two weeks.; The patient has NOT
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; It is unknown if the study is being requested
for evaluation of a headache.; The patient does
not have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, sudden
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The patient has a chronic or
recurring headache.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The patient has a sudden and
severe headache.; It is unknown if the patient
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has
dizziness.; The patient had a recent onset (within

1

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has a chronic or recurring headache.

4

2

1

1

1
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70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material

70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has dizziness.; The patient has a
sudden and severe headache.; The patient had a
recent onset (within the last 3 months) of
; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
headache, blurred or double vision or a change in
; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient does not have dizziness, one sided
arm or leg weakness, the inability to speak, or
vision changes.; The patient had a recent onset
; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has a sudden change in mental
status.; It is unknown why this study is being
ordered.
; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has dizziness.; It is unknown why this
study is being ordered.
; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has dizziness.; The patient had a
recent onset (within the last 4 weeks) of
neurologic symptoms.; This study is being
; This study is being ordered for Vascular
Disease.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ; ; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
76‐year‐old Caucasian female presents today for
evaluation for headache as well as some degree
of photosensitivity this morning. Patient has had
some intermittent shortness of breath as well as
some chest discomfort and noticed that her
ABN CT results; This request is for a Brain MRI;
The study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has a chronic or recurring
headache.
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1

2

1

2

1

1

1

1
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70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material

70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material

cervical disc disease; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The patient has a chronic or
recurring headache.
CURRENT ASSOCIATED SYMPTOMS: HEADACHE
WITH DIZZINESS, NAUSEA AND VOMITTING; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient has a chronic or recurring headache.
dizziness and frequent or severe headaches.;
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has dizziness.; It is unknown why this
study is being ordered.
dizziness; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 12/03/2018; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Headaches &#x0D;Stiff neck &#x0D;Dizziness;
cyclobenzaprine, valium; One of the studies being
dysphasia, stumbling, nausea, visual disturbance
with onset of severe headache. daily headache ‐
started approximately x2 months ago.; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
Expressive aphasia, memory loss of unknown
cause; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has a sudden change in
mental status.; It is unknown why this study is
fatigue, decreased appetite, and sleep
disturbances: insomnia.Neurologic: tingling
(extremities).difficulty swallowing
(dysphagia).&#x0D;Been under the care of
neurology(dr. Kaplan).&#x0D;Dx with
Headache &#x0D;Pain location:
Generalized&#x0D;Quality: Sharp and
stabbing&#x0D;Radiates to: Does not
radiate&#x0D;Severity currently:
6/10&#x0D;Severity at highest:
10/10&#x0D;Onset quality:
Sudden&#x0D;Progression: Waxing and
headache; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has vision changes.; The
patient has a sudden and severe headache.; The
patient had a recent onset (within the last 3
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70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
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70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
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70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
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70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material

headaches that get worse with sound and have
worsened over the last three months, dizziness
numbness, facial pain, neck stiffness.; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
IMPRESSION: &#x0D;1. No evidence of
intracranial mass or acute abnormality.&#x0D;2.
Moderate burden of white matter changes likely
representing chronic&#x0D;small vessel ischemic
changes.&#x0D;3. Lesion in the right frontal bone
may represent a hemangioma.
Other&#x0D;etiolog; This request is for a Brain
MENTAL STATUS CHANGE WITH CHANGES IN
VISION; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has a sudden change in
mental status.; It is unknown why this study is
migraine aura without infarction and with status
migrainosus, neurological deficit.; This request is
for a Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has
dizziness.; The patient has a sudden and severe
Mr. RYAN presents with headache. Onset was
approximately four days ago. The location is
primarily diffuse but mostly frontal. It does not
radiate. He characterizes it as severe and
pounding. Associated symptoms include pain in
teeth, toothache and ear pa; This request is for a
New onset of migraines with it being the worse
headache ever; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 1/15/2019; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Reports worse headache ever, band around her
head, eye pain. Visual changes and nausea; One
no strength in L arm, weakness in L arm, L knee
pain; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient does not have a sudden severe,
chronic or recurring or a thunderclap headache.
No; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has a sudden change in
mental status.; It is unknown why this study is
being ordered.
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70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material

none; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has vision changes.; The
patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
weeks) of neurologic symptoms.; This study is
patient fall twice; This request is for a Brain MRI;
The study is NOT being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The patient has dizziness.; The
patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
weeks) of neurologic symptoms.; This study is
Patient had normal CT that showed no changes
after she had a fall; Was treated for a UTI.; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient has a sudden change in mental status.; It
patient has memory changes; This request is for
a Brain MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient does not
have dizziness, one sided arm or leg weakness,
the inability to speak, or vision changes.; The
Patient has numbness in face with vision
changes. Blurring vision with inability to
focus.Patient does have some sinus congestion
and sleep disturbances. No sensory Loss.; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT being
patient is having pain that goes from temple and
then her face goes numb.; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has a
sudden and severe headache.; The patient has
Patient passed out and having blurred and tunnel
vision.; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has dizziness.; It is
unknown why this study is being ordered.
patient wakes up angry and disoreientated; This
request is for a Brain MRI; It is unknown if the
study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has a sudden change in
mental status.; It is unknown why this study is
Patient was in a car accident and had a CT which
showed minimal left intraventricular
hemorrhage, patient complaining of headaches
and dizziness, MD wants to further evaluate; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
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70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material

70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material

Pt c/o of decrease exercise tolerance, sensation
of passing out, becoming unbalanced; would
spinning and somewhat nauseated; world
spinnning.; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
Pt has migraine HA with altered mental status,
visual disturbance, and nausea.; This request is
for a Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has a
chronic or recurring headache.
pt is having worsening symptoms after head
trauma of headaches with loss of consciousness;
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient has dizziness.; The patient has a sudden
r/o metastisis of Renal cell carcinoma to brain. Pt
having non intractable headache, dizziness, Gait
problem and personality change.; This request is
for a Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has a
r/o possible stroke; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 03/05/2019; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; slurring words, numbness, up and lower
weakness, chest pain; One of the studies being
R/O STROKE; PARASTHESIS; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has a
chronic or recurring headache.
Right hand numbness and tingling Gait
problemsLight headedness,; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has
dizziness.; It is unknown why this study is being
right side numbness including the upper and
lower lip and tongue as well as right index finger
paresthesia consisting of numbness&#x0D;Exam
3/4/19: &#x0D;Neurological: Positive for sensory
change. Right upper and lower lip. Right index
finger.; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
Severe mental health problems, suicidal,
depression; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient does not have dizziness,
one sided arm or leg weakness, the inability to
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70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material

This is a request for an Internal Auditory Canal
MRI.; There is not a suspected Acoustic Neuroma
or tumor of the inner or middle ear.; There is not
a suspected cholesteatoma of the ear.; The
patient has not had a recent brain CT or MRI
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient had a thunderclap headache or worst
headache of the patient's life (within the last 3
months).
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient has one sided arm or leg weakness.; The
patient has a sudden and severe headache.; The
patient had a recent onset (within the last 3
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient has the inability to speak.; The patient has
a sudden and severe headache.; The patient had
a recent onset (within the last 3 months) of
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Not requested for evaluation of trauma/injury,
tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has one sided arm or leg weakness.;
The patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
weeks) of neurologic symptoms.; This study is
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has one sided arm or leg weakness.;
The patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
weeks) of neurologic symptoms.; This study is
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has the inability to speak.; The
patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
weeks) of neurologic symptoms.; This study is
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has the inability to speak.; The
patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
weeks) of neurologic symptoms.; This study is
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70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for a tumor.

6

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for and infection or
inflammation.

2

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for Multiple Sclerosis.;
The patient is taking Tysabri (Natalizumab).
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for seizures.; There
has been a change in seizure pattern or a new
seizure.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for seizures.; There
has NOT been a change in seizure pattern or a
new seizure.; This is a new patient.

Unknown; One of the studies being ordered is a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
Unknown; This request is for a Brain MRI; It is
unknown if the study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient does not
have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, sudden change
in mental status, Bell's palsy, Congenital
Unknown; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has a chronic or recurring
headache.
Unknown; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient does not have dizziness,
one sided arm or leg weakness, the inability to
speak, or vision changes.; The patient had a
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70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
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resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
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71250 Computed
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71250 Computed
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71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material
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71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material
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71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material
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71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Unknown; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are being
ordered.; One of the studies being ordered is
NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS,
PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs
vision changes and dizziness and off balance;
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient has dizziness.; The patient has a sudden
and severe headache.; The patient had a recent
worsen headaches with no relief with
medications; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has a chronic or recurring
headache.

1

1

1

1
"The caller doesn't know if there is radiologic
evidence of sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or fungal
infection."; There is radiologic evidence of a lung
abscess or empyema.; It is unknown if there is
radiologic evidence of non‐resolving pneumonia
"There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest
mass noted within the last 30 days."; They did not
have a previous Chest x‐ray.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
"There is no radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis,
tuberculosis or fungal infection."; There is
radiologic evidence of a lung abscess or
empyema.; It is unknown if there is radiologic
evidence of non‐resolving pneumonia for 6 weeks
"There is no radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis,
tuberculosis or fungal infection."; There is
radiologic evidence of a lung abscess or
empyema.; There is NO radiologic evidence of
non‐resolving pneumonia for 6 weeks after
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; "There IS evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; It is unknown if they had a previous
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; "There IS evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; They had a previous Chest x‐ray.; A
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71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
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&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; "There is NO evidence of a
lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within the
last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non of
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for
screening of lung cancer.; The patient is between
55 and 80 years old.; This patient is a smoker or
has a history of smoking.; The patient has a 30
pack per year history of smoking.; The patient did
NOT quit smoking in the past 15 years.; The
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; It is not known if there is
radiologic evidence of asbestosis.; "There is no
radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or
fungal infection."; It is not known if there is
radiologic evidence of a lung abscess or
empyema.; It is not known if there is radiologic
evidence of pneumoconiosis e.g. black lung
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; New mass; chest x‐ray 1 year
ago; "There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; They
had a previous Chest x‐ray.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being ordered
is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS,
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Unknown; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Patient has had major
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;History of Chest mass; "There
IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
noted within the last 30 days."; They had a
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; "Caller is NOT SURE if there is evidence of a
lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within the
last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for work‐up
; "There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; They
had a previous Chest x‐ray.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study
is being ordered for none of the above.; This
study is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
is being ordered for screening of lung cancer.;
The patient is between 55 and 80 years old.; This
patient is a smoker or has a history of smoking.; It
is unknown if the patient has a 30 pack per year
; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
is being ordered for screening of lung cancer.;
The patient is between 55 and 80 years old.; This
patient is a smoker or has a history of smoking.;
The patient has a 30 pack per year history of
smoking.; The patient did NOT quit smoking in
the past 15 years.; The patient has signs or
1 cm pulmonary nodule, followup; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this is
20 year history of smoking. Mild interstitial
disease in 7/27/2017. patient presents today with
persistent cough ‐ productive with yellow cloudy
sputum. also with diffuse expiratory wheezing
noted on exam.; There is no radiologic evidence
of asbestosis.; "There is no radiologic evidence of
sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or fungal infection.";
There is no radiologic evidence of a lung abscess
or empyema.; There is no radiologic evidence of
21 yr smoker.; "There IS evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; They had a previous Chest x‐ray.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
3 MONTH FOLLOW UP ON NODULE; "There IS
evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
noted within the last 30 days."; They had a
previous Chest x‐ray.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
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3 month follow‐up for suspicious mass for
changes.; "There is NO evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for known tumor.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for screening of lung cancer.; The
patient is between 55 and 80 years old.; This
patient is a smoker or has a history of smoking.;
The patient has a 30 pack per year history of
smoking.; The patient did NOT quit smoking in
the past 15 years.; The patient does NOT have
A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for screening of lung cancer.; The
patient is between 55 and 80 years old.; This
patient is a smoker or has a history of smoking.;
The patient has a 30 pack per year history of
smoking.; The patient quit smoking in the past 15
years.; The patient does NOT have signs or
A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for suspected pulmonary
Embolus.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Abnormal finding on examination of the chest,
chest wall and or lungs describes the reason for
this request.; This is a request for a Chest CT.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Adenopathy, multiple right nodules, neoplastic
diseases; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
The study is being ordered for none of the
above.; This study is being ordered for non of the
Assessment / Plan&#x0D;1. Cough&#x0D;R05:
Cough&#x0D;&#x0D;2. Standard chest X‐ray
abnormal&#x0D;R93.89: Abnormal findings on
diagnostic imaging of other specified body
structures&#x0D;CT, CHEST, W/O
CONTRAST&#x0D;CPT: 71250; "There IS evidence
AT THE REQUEST OF:SHAWN P BROWN,
MD&#x0D;PATIENT NAME:JULIA A
MCKEE&#x0D;DOB:07/18/1945&#x0D;AGE/SEX:7
3/Female&#x0D;DATE OF
SERVICE:12/14/2018&#x0D;PATIENT
ID#:1169054&#x0D;&#x0D;PROCEDURE(S): CT
CHEST WO&#x0D;&#x0D;CT CHEST WITHOUT
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chronic cough for over 4months; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; The study is being ordered
for none of the above.; This study is being
ordered for non of the above.; Yes this is a
Complaining of cough that just started; "There IS
evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
noted within the last 30 days."; They had a
previous Chest x‐ray.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
COPD/coughing up blood‐ COPD is chronic issue,
patient has been intermittently coughing up
blood for the past few months, got worse over
the past few weeks. He has smoked
approximately 3 packs per day for greater than
30 years. Has never had a CT chest.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for screening of lung cancer.; The
patient is between 55 and 80 years old.; This
patient is a smoker or has a history of smoking.;
Follow up CT from January 2018 Showing
emphysematous blebs, severe pleural
calcifications and interstitial lung disease; There is
no radiologic evidence of mediastinal widening.;
Hematochezia, hemoptysis,abdominal pain,
unexplained weight loss; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
increased bilateral lower lobe density. left lung,
rul mass found initially on eb imaging.; "There IS
evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
noted within the last 30 days."; They had a
Left Sided chest pain greater than 1 year. Normal
Chest Xray.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
The study is being ordered for none of the
above.; This study is being ordered for non of the
Low dose lung cancer screening was done on
08/24/18.; "There is NO evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
Multiple pulmonary nodules bilateral in
lungs,has cough, 25 year history of smoking Due
to nodules requesting CT scan; "There IS evidence
of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within
the last 30 days."; They had a previous Chest x‐
no; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The
study is being ordered for none of the above.;
This study is being ordered for non of the above.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
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Other nonspecific abnormal finding of lung field;
"There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest
mass noted within the last 30 days."; They had a
previous Chest x‐ray.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
patient continues to have abnormal weight loss
over the last two months. last year patient had
lost around 10lbs as well unexplainably. pt had
normal lab work up and normal colonoscopy in
2018 but still has a lot of concern because his
weight still contin; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 11/1/2018; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
Patient did a cardiac calcium scoring screening
on 7/26/18 that showed a pulmonary nodule not
present on CT from 2014.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
Patient had a previous abnormal CT. This is
recommended by the radiologist to follow up.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
patient had a xray and it showed a new left
upper lung nodule. this will be her first ct scan; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for screening of lung cancer.; The
patient had chest x‐ray that showed a 3cm pulm
opacity over left lung base. Recommend CT of
chest without contrast.; "There IS evidence of a
lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within the
last 30 days."; They had a previous Chest x‐ray.; A
patient had fall; concern for broken ribs and
mass in head/neck shown on Xray; This study is
being ordered for trauma or injury.; 01/04/2019;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; pain in chest/neck; SOB; LROM; uses
support wrap on chest; OTC pain meds; One of
patient has a known mass greater than 1 cm in
size. follow up imaging is needed to check the
sizing; "There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal
or chest mass noted within the last 30 days.";
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Patient is here for follow up on pneumonia and
sepsis. I sent more levaquin on last visit after her
white count showed elevation and her chest x‐ray
was still concerning for infection. She also had
elevated platelets. She reports she is feeling
much b; "There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal
Patient reports nose/sinus problems but reports
no frequent nosebleeds. He reports sore throat
but reports no bleeding gums, no snoring, no
mouth ulcers, and no teeth problems. He reports
chest pain but reports no arm pain on exertion,
no shortness of bre; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for
screening of lung cancer.; The patient is between
55 and 80 years old.; This patient is a smoker or
has a history of smoking.; The patient has a 30
Patient was noted in previous studies to have a
pulmonary nodule in the right lung and just
recently in the chest x‐ray it has grown from 7
mm to 1.5 cm.; "There is NO evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
Patient with CTA of carotids showing newly
developed nodules in the right lung not seen in
imaging done 4 months prior to this test. Nodules
measure 9mm in the right upper and 1.3cm at
the apex on the right. Provider wanted to do
short term follow up.; "There is NO evidence of a
Problem # 1: Right lower lobe lung mass (ICD‐
786.6) (ICD10‐J98.4)&#x0D;We will schedule
repeat chest CT at 12 months. Advised patient to
return to clinic sooner if experiencing new
symptoms such as unexplained weight loss or
gain. Discussed risks versus be; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or infectious
disease, congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Nodule found on CT dated 3/25/2018. Pt does
Pt has chronic cough unresolved with
treatment.; There is no radiologic evidence of
asbestosis.; "There is no radiologic evidence of
sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or fungal infection.";
There is no radiologic evidence of a lung abscess
or empyema.; There is no radiologic evidence of
pneumoconiosis e.g. black lung disease or
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Pt has previously had lung cancer treated today
for worsening dyspnea and abnormal CXR patient
last CT chest was in 2016; "There IS evidence of a
lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within the
last 30 days."; They had a previous Chest x‐ray.; A
Pt was in on 2/1/19 for cough, wheezing &amp;
CXR showed pulmonary nodule that was not on
any previous xrays.; "There IS evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; They had a previous Chest x‐ray.; A
Pt with smoking history and sudden onset cough
and shortness of breath; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
screening of lung cancer.; The patient is between
55 and 80 years old.; This patient is a smoker or
has a history of smoking.; The patient has a 30
pack per year history of smoking.; The patient did
NOT quit smoking in the past 15 years.; The
pulmonary nodule, former smoker, lung cancer
screening; "There IS evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; They had a previous Chest x‐ray.; A
pulmonary nodule; "There IS evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; They had a previous Chest x‐ray.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
short of breath no improvement; "There is NO
evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
noted within the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
SOB, Chronic respiratory failure, COPD, COUGH.
complains of increased SOB and wheezing. States
that he has not gotten any better with the last
round of antibiotics. PT hasn't seen pulmonology
in a year or so. Pt denies fever, states he does a
nebulizer 3 ; There is no radiologic evidence of
asbestosis.; "There is no radiologic evidence of
sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or fungal infection.";
There is no radiologic evidence of a lung abscess
test to rule out cancer; "There IS evidence of a
lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within the
last 30 days."; They had a previous Chest x‐ray.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
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The patient fell out of a pickup truck when he
was late teens and landed on his anterior ribs and
had fractured ribs. He had a mva 2/28/2017 and
afterward he was bed ridden for 3 months and
had rib pains, at that time had fractured right
elbow, and ankle; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; When he was a teenager.;
There has been treatment or conservative
The patient is presenting new signs or
symptoms.; "There is no radiologic evidence of
sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or fungal infection.";
There is no radiologic evidence of a lung abscess
or empyema.; There is radiologic evidence of
pneumoconiosis e.g. black lung disease or
silicosis.; It is unknown if there is radiologic
their was a mass in his lung that they saw;
"There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest
mass noted within the last 30 days."; They had a
previous Chest x‐ray.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
There is no radiologic evidence of mediastinal
widening.; There is physical or radiologic
evidence of a chest wall abnormality.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
There is radiologic evidence of mediastinal
widening.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for vascular disease
other than cardiac.; Yes this is a request for a
There is radiologic evidence of non‐resolving
pneumonia for 6 weeks after antibiotic treatment
was prescribed.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for known
unknown; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
The study is being ordered for none of the
above.; This study is being ordered for non of the
above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Unknown; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for screening of lung
cancer.; The patient is between 55 and 80 years
old.; This patient is a smoker or has a history of
smoking.; The patient has a 30 pack per year
history of smoking.; The patient did NOT quit
smoking in the past 15 years.; The patient has
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unknown; There is no radiologic evidence of
asbestosis.; "There is no radiologic evidence of
sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or fungal infection.";
There is no radiologic evidence of a lung abscess
or empyema.; There is no radiologic evidence of
pneumoconiosis e.g. black lung disease or
silicosis.; There is NO radiologic evidence of non‐
URGENT!!!!!!!!!!&#x0D;STAT!!!!!!!!!!!!; One of
the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.
X‐RAY INTERPRETATION: &#x0D;CHEST X‐
RAY:&#x0D;(PA view): normal cardiac silhouette;
consolidation is noted; no effusion;
Hyperexpansion; no infiltrate; no
pneumopericardium; no pneumothorax; small
nodular lesion to left upper lobe; "There IS

General/Family Pra Approval
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tomographic angiography,
chest (noncoronary), with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing

shortness of breath,; This study is not requested
to evaluate suspected pulmonary embolus.; This
study will not be performed in conjunction with a
Chest CT.; This study is being ordered for another
reason besides Known or Suspected Congenital
Abnormality, Known or suspected Vascular
Disease.; Yes, this is a request for a Chest CT
Angiography.
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This study is not requested to evaluate suspected
pulmonary embolus.; This study will not be
performed in conjunction with a Chest CT.; This
study is being ordered for Known or Suspected
Congenital Abnormality.; Yes, this is a request for
a Chest CT Angiography.
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This study is requested to evaluate suspected
pulmonary embolus.; This study is requested to
evaluate suspected pulmonary embolus.; Yes, this
is a request for a Chest CT Angiography.; Yes, this
is a request for a Chest CT Angiography.
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This study is requested to evaluate suspected
pulmonary embolus.; Yes, this is a request for a
Chest CT Angiography.
The patient does have neurological deficits.; This
study is not to be part of a Myelogram.; This is a
request for a Cervical Spine CT; This study is being
ordered due to chronic neck pain or suspected
degenerative disease.; There has been a
supervised trial of conservative management for
at least 6 weeks.; The patient is experiencing
sensory abnormalities such as numbness or
The patient does have neurological deficits.; This
study is not to be part of a Myelogram.; This is a
request for a Cervical Spine CT; This study is being
ordered due to chronic neck pain or suspected
degenerative disease.; There is a reason why the
The patient does have neurological deficits.; This
study is not to be part of a Myelogram.; This is a
request for a Cervical Spine CT; This study is being
ordered due to chronic neck pain or suspected

This study is to be part of a Myelogram.; This is a
request for a Cervical Spine CT
The patient does not have any neurological
deficits.; This is a request for a thoracic spine CT.;
There has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; The study is
being ordered due to chronic back pain or
unknown; One of the studies being ordered is a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative evaluation.;
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient has a history of severe low back trauma
or lumbar injury.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
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unknown; One of the studies being ordered is a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Document exam findings; The patient
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; left arm &amp; hand positive for
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; LOSS OF GRIP STRENGTH IN LEFT
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The
patient has not completed 6 weeks of physical
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Neurological deficits; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; Document exam
findings; It is not known if the patient has new
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General/Family Pra Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is no weakness or reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; ; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of bladder
or bowel dysfunction.; There is not x‐ray evidence
; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; numbness to left
arm when turning neck, grip strength loss; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
; This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is reflex abnormality.; It is not known if the
patient has new signs or symptoms of bladder or
bowel dysfunction.; It is not known if there is x‐
; This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is weakness.; He hurt the left shoulder about a
month ago at work. He has pain and swelling the
the left trapezius and left shoulder and neck with
; This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is weakness.; pt is having numbness in weakness
in extremities.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Trauma
or recent injury; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; ; The patient does not have new signs
or symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
There is not x‐ray evidence of a recent cervical
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General/Family Pra Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

01/18/2019 PATIENT REPORTS LUE GOING
NUMB AND TINGLING DOWN HER SHOULDER TO
HER THUMB, DENIES PAIN, ONSET WAS 2
MONTHS AGO AND HAS PROGRESSIVELY GOTTEN
WORSE. EMG/NERVE CONDUCTION STUDY
ORDERED. 02/18/2019 EMG SHOWED CHRONIC
CHANGES IN MOTOR UNIT POTENTIA; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; Neurological
deficits; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; 01/18/2019 PATIENT REPORTS LUE
bone spurs; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is no weakness or reflex abnormality.; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not x‐ray
dizziness; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 12/03/2018; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Headaches &#x0D;Stiff neck &#x0D;Dizziness;
cyclobenzaprine, valium; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
Neck exam: tenderness over lower cervical spine
and nuchal area, tenderness over trapezial
muscles, grip is weaker bilaterally worse on the
right. Seated in a wheelchair. Intact strength of
the LE with toe raises and leg movement. .; This is
a request for cervical spine MRI; Neurological
Neurological: Positive for headaches. Here for
follow up and refill medication. Has history of
chronic lumbar back pain and also has frequent
migraine headaches. Reviewed and discussed
medications with him and refilled as needed. BP
has been better ; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
No fall or injury, has known DDD to spine for
many years (cervical and lumbar) and also
osteopenia. Feels sharp pain to left posterior
rib/back area in certain movements or when
coughing or deep breath. cervical pain seems to
be flaring recently and wor; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or
back pain; The patient does not have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The
patient has seen the doctor more then once for
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General/Family Pra Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

none; This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.; arm
weakness; The patient does not have new signs
or symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
Patient complains of right shoulder pain, states
hands will get numb and states arm feels weak;
shoulder will often swell and feel puffy, worse
with activity; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.; BACK:
BILATERAL MUSCLE SPASMS and knots of the
paraspinous musculature with moderate
Patient completed Physical Therapy and still has
trouble.; This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.;
Worsening difficulty holding on to objects.; The

patient has neck pain, mid back pain, and
paresthesia; One of the studies being ordered is a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
Plain films C‐spine AP/lateral/flexion/extension
1/22/2019 at OA ‐ On my review, this is a normal
cervical survey without evidence of fracture,
malalignment, asymmetric disc height loss at any
particular vertebral segment, or significant facet
arthropathy; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The
Please describe the weakness found by the
doctor on examination. Document exam findings:
decreased ROM to the left upper extremity and
cervical spine. Complaints of paresthesias.; This is
a request for cervical spine MRI; Neurological
deficits; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
pt has tried meds and home pt, not helping; This
is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; right arm and rt
hand; The patient does not have new signs or
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General/Family Pra Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Pt presenting with neck and back pain, has been
referred to Physical therapy but with no
improvement. Requesting MRI to further
evaluate.; One of the studies being ordered is a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
RADIATING PAIN WITH WEAKNESS DIZZINESS TO
EXTREM; This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.;
numbness going into the right arm consistent
REPEATED FALLSABNORMALITY OF GAIT
CHRONIC BACK PAGEPARASTHESIA OF SKIN; One
of the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; It is not known if
the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does not have new signs
or symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
There is x‐ray evidence of a recent cervical spine
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
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General/Family Pra Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Follow‐
up to Surgery or Fracture within the last 6
months; There has been a recurrence of
symptoms following surgery.; The surgery was
less than 6 months ago.; The patient been not
been seen by or is not the ordering physician an
This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient does have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.
This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is x‐ray
evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.
This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; The patient does not have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
The patient has seen the doctor more then once
for these symptoms.; The physician has directed

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Pre‐
Operative Evaluation; Surgery is scheduled within
the next 4 weeks.; The last Cervical Spine MRI
was not perfomed within the past two weeks.
tingling down right side of face, right hand
numbness; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.; right arm
, right shoulder weakness; The patient does not
to see if recent fall caused injuries and
determine extent of DDD changes; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; Trauma or recent
injury; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; pain, numbness and tingling of upper
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General/Family Pra Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

unknown; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is reflex abnormality.;
The patient does not have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
unknown; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.;
Neurology did a nerve and muscle biopsy in
November. Pt is having peroneal neuropathy of L
Unknown; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are being
ordered.; One of the studies being ordered is
NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS,
PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs
specialty is NOT Hematologist/Oncologist,
unkown; This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The
patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
not seen the doctor more then once for these
worsening headaches and pain shoots form neck
to lower back; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is weakness.; numbness and weakness in
right arm; The patient does not have new signs or

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
Pain in back worsening from scoliosis; This is a
request for a thoracic spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does not have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The
patient has seen the doctor more then once for
these symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The
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General/Family Pra Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

Pain in thoracic spine noted. The discomfort is
most prominent in the mid thoracic spine. He
characterizes it as constant, severe, aching, and
stabbing. This is an acute episode with no prior
history of back pain. He states that the current
episode of; This is a request for a thoracic spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; Pain in thoracic
spine noted. The discomfort is most prominent

patient has neck pain, mid back pain, and
paresthesia; One of the studies being ordered is a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
Pt has chronic thoracic pain, decreased ROM,
muscle spasms, Had 6 wks of PT; medication; no
improvement (actually getting worse); This is a
request for a thoracic spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
Pt presenting with neck and back pain, has been
referred to Physical therapy but with no
improvement. Requesting MRI to further
evaluate.; One of the studies being ordered is a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; Acute
or Chronic back pain; It is not known if the
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; The patient has had back
pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the
doctor more then once for these symptoms.; The
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; Acute
or Chronic back pain; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is recent
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; Acute
or Chronic back pain; The patient does not have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
The patient has seen the doctor more then once
for these symptoms.; The physician has directed
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General/Family Pra Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient does have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.
Waiting for results from when she fell. So she
can be referred to specialist or pain
management.; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; 3/20/2019; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Left low back
pain, tender to palpitation and antalgic gait.
Difficulty balancing.; She has been treated with
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;left leg weak; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Document exam findings; The patient

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; It
is not known if the patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
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General/Family Pra Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Bilateral lower extremity, 4/5 reduced
muscle strength, recurrent falls, range of motion
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; both legs; The patient does not have
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Document exam findings Decreased
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Document exam findings; The patient
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Document exam findings; The patient
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Leg weakness; The patient does not
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Weakness in quadriceps on right
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General/Family Pra Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is not known if
the patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; It is not know if
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Known Tumor with or
without metastasis; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is weakness.; Document exam findingsTrouble
standing for long period of time.; The patient
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Neurological deficits; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; It is not known if there is
weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Neurological deficits; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is reflex abnormality.;
The patient does not have new signs or
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; None of the above; The
patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
NOT had back pain for over 4 weeks.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Trauma or recent injury; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.;
Document exam findings; The patient does not
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; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; It is not known if the
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; The patient has had back
pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the
doctor more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment for
the past 6 weeks.; It is not known if the patient
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; It is not known if there is weakness
or reflex abnormality.; The patient does not have
new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; ; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of bladder
or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; back pain with
numbness and weakness to l hip and leg; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; PATIENT HAS
HAD LEG WEEKNESS AND SPINAL STENOSIS.; It is
not known if the patient has new signs or
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; pt has attempted
physical therapy with no improvement. pt has
tried chiropractor with no improvement. pt tried
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment for
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; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment for
the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not completed
6 weeks of physical therapy?; The patient has
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has NOT had back pain
for over 4 weeks.
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is weakness.; Weakness in lower back into legs.;
The patient does not have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
None of the above; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Positive for weakness ( right lower
extremity, SLOWED GAIT, decreased ROM with
back OTHER, pain with back; The patient does
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
None of the above; The patient does not have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
The patient has seen the doctor more then once
for these symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The
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+ right leg limp, can illicit right foot numbness
when palpating right lumbar spine. + decreased
strength in right lower extremity.; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Neurological
deficits; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Patient seen in clinic following 3
weeks of conservative therapy. patient has
Bone lesion.; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.;
Decreased range of motion and weakness in both
legs.; The patient does not have new signs or
complaint of right hip and leg pain; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; It is not known if the patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has NOT had back pain
for over 4 weeks.
cyst on spinal canal see on previous ct from
9/2018; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; None of the above; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has NOT had back pain
for over 4 weeks.
just back pain history of mba; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does not have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The
patient has seen the doctor more then once for
these symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The
patient has not completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?; The patient has been treated with
low back pain with posoiotive strait leg test in
left he has left leg decreased strength.&#x0D;
wide‐based and irregular
gait.&#x0D;Musculoskeletal:: Motor Strength and
Tone: abnormal and poor tone.; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does have new or
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low back/thoracic spine pain for two weeks. Xray
shows a possible compression injury at T12.
Needs mri for further evaluation; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does not have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
lower ext weakness and spinal stenoisis; This
study is being ordered for trauma or injury.;
01/17/2019; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; right hip pain, limited
ROM, walks with a limp also low back pain,
constant, burning, cant stand up straight for 9
months, medications for 3 months, doctor r/o
impingement or herniation; patient has been
lumbar pain flaring also for many months now ‐
tx with home exercises but pain is persistent now ‐
midline and goes down back of legs at times.
Planning on f/u with NS.Musculoskeletal: Positive
for arthralgias, back pain, neck pain and neck
stiffness.She; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
markedly increased pain and weakness in right
leg; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; muscular
weakness, tingling or numbness, present in both
Mild degenerative disc disease at L4‐5 and L5‐
S1.&#x0D;2. Age‐indeterminate mild
compression deformity of L1.&#x0D;pt c/o back
pain that now radiates into hips and legs, pt was
going to PT for about a month with some help. pt
states meloxicam is ineffective&#x0D;pain; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does have new or
Motorcycle accident at 23; The study requested
is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Weakness in the right leg; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of bladder
N/A; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Trauma or recent injury; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is reflex abnormality.; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
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Patient complains of low back pain. The
discomfort is most prominent in the lower
lumbar spine. This radiates to the left buttock.
She characterizes it as constant, moderate in
intensity, aching, and dull. This is a chronic, but
intermittent problem w; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
Patient has been on Meloxicam for over 4
months daily and he has completed physical
therapy with Ouachita Rehab is still having
locking up and giving out of right leg.; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Neurological
deficits; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Patient was noted to have tenderness

Patient has DDD and chronic pain; One of the
studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.
Patient has ha prior back injury when she was
younger. She ruptured her L5 disc but no surgery
done.; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; The patient has
muscular weakness in her left leg, right knee
extension 5/5 and left knee is 4/5. Right ankle
Patient has had chronic back pain for 30+ years
with worsening pain in the last 5 weeks. He is not
responding to current treatment of NSAID's,
muscle relaxers. He has had previous lumbar
surgery in 2011, lumbar injections and PT. He can
not take steroids ; The study requested is a
Patient has had chronic back pain that affects her
ROM and daily life. She has decreased reflexes
(REFLEXES: diminished reflex on right side (+1
patellar and trace achilles reflex), L: +2patellar
and +1 achilles). Patient has been in physical
therapy for ; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
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Patient says she has lower back pain on right side
that goes down her leg and foot and makes her
foot tingle. She says she is in a lot of pain.; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
Patient to be evaluated for LBP. Reason for visit:
This is a follow‐up visit. Her symptoms are
unchanged since last visit. This radiates to the
left calf. She characterizes it as intermittent and
moderate in intensity. The pain level between 1
and 10; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; It is not known
PATIENTS SYMPTOMS ARE GROWING
INCREASINGLY WORSE WITH TIME AS OPPOSED
TO FINDING ANY RELIEF.; The study requested is
a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Trauma or recent injury;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; BILATERAL SI JOINT PAIN WITH PAIN
RADIATING INTO BOTH HIPS. PATIENT WAS
RAMMED FROM BEHIND WITH A WALMART
Please see fax; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is no weakness or
reflex abnormality.; The patient does not have
new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
pt has done pt as wella s at home pt and otc
meds with no relief she has done atleast 4 weeks
of p back getting worse She shas normal xyray
and noiw has had some numbness in her legs
bilateral low back pain with positive stratit leg
test strength decresse; The study requested is a
Pt unable to bear weight on his legs due to the
extreme back pain he is experiencing.
Medications and conservative therapy are not
working.; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; Pt unable to bear
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REPEATED FALLSABNORMALITY OF GAIT
CHRONIC BACK PAGEPARASTHESIA OF SKIN; One
of the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.
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See clinical information; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Clinicals will be uploaded; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of bladder
see clinicals; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; It is not known if there is
weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of bladder
Several low back pain, radiating upper and lower
extremity, tingling and numbness, tried anit‐
inflammatory , medication, cold/ heat, and has
done exercise.; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
She has pain in her left leg that radiates all the
way down. Pain is constant and is moderate to
severe . She sciatic nerve is very tender in the left
hip.; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
The pt is a 60 y/o male that presents to NWFMES
to establish care. He has a hx of HTN, depression,
insomnia and back pain. The pt reports he has
been on chronic pain mgt and is being weaned
down by his current PCP, but have never been
worked up for the pa; The study requested is a
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; It is not known if the
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; The patient has had back
pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the
doctor more then once for these symptoms.; The
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; It is not known if the patient has new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; It is not known if the patient has a
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The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; It is not known if the patient has new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does have a new foot
drop.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
patient does not have a new foot drop.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does not have new signs
or symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
The patient does not have a new foot drop.;
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Follow‐up to Surgery or Fracture within the last 6
months; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There has not
been a recurrence of symptoms following
surgery.; The patient does not have new signs or
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The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Follow‐up to Surgery or Fracture within the last 6
months; The patient has been seen by or is the
ordering physician an oncologist, neurologist,
neurosurgeon, or orthopedist.
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The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient does have a new foot drop.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient does have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is x‐ray
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does not have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
The patient has seen the doctor more then once
for these symptoms.; The physician has directed
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The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Pre‐
Operative Evaluation; No, the last Lumbar spine
MRI was not performed within the past two
weeks.; Surgery is scheduled within the next 4
weeks.
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The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Trauma or recent injury; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient does have a new foot drop.
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The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Trauma or recent injury; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient does not have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
patient does not have a new foot drop.; There is x‐
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Trauma or recent injury; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
Treated with pain meds and steroids.; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Trauma or
recent injury; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Weakness in the left leg; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of bladder
Unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; Left lower
extremity numbness and tingling.; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of bladder
Unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; patient states
that the Left leg does not work like it should .
Pain when sitting , Standing, Stooping, walking
unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does not have new or changing neurologic signs
or symptoms.; It is not known if the patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.
unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does not have new or changing neurologic signs
or symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment for
the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not completed
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unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is weakness.; weakness rt leg; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of bladder
or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have
unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; None of the above; It is not known if the
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; It is not known if the patient
has had back pain for over 4 weeks.
Waiting for results from when she fell. So she
can be referred to specialist or pain
management.; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; 3/20/2019; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Left low back
pain, tender to palpitation and antalgic gait.
Difficulty balancing.; She has been treated with
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
as a follow‐up to trauma.; "The ordering
physician is a gastroenterologist, urologist,
; This study is being ordered because of a
suspicious mass/ tumor.; "The patient has had a
pelvic ultrasound, barium, CT, or MR study."; This
is a request for a Pelvis CT.; There are
chronic pain; This study is being ordered for
some other reason than the choices given.; This is
a request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT
hesitancy of micturition; This study is being
ordered due to organ enlargement.; There is
ultrasound or plain film evidence of a pelvic
organ enlargement.; This is a request for a Pelvis
L hip pain for 3 weeks, no relief with therapy and
weight loss; This study is being ordered for
known tumor, cancer, mass, or rule‐out
metastasis.; It is not known if the ordering
physician is an oncologist, urologist, gynecologist,
patient fell on kitchen floor on 12/23/2018. has
done therapy with no improvement. pain is
10/10. looking for possible Fracture; This study is
being ordered as a follow‐up to trauma.; "The
ordering physician is a gastroenterologist,

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

General/Family Pra Approval

72192 Computed
tomography, pelvis;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72192 Computed
tomography, pelvis;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
contrast material(s)
72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
contrast material(s)
73200 Computed
tomography, upper
extremity; without
contrast material
73200 Computed
tomography, upper
extremity; without
contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

73200 Computed
tomography, upper
extremity; without
contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

73206 Computed
tomographic angiography,
upper extremity, with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing
73220 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, upper extremity,
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

This study is being ordered due to known or
suspected vascular disease.; The ordering
physician is not a surgeon or PCP who is ordering
on behalf of a surgeon who has seen the patient.;
unknown; This study is being ordered for some
other reason than the choices given.; This is a
request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
.HPI&#x0D;Patient presents to UC today with
rectal pain x 1 day that is worsening. He was
treated by his PCP for chronic prostatitis about 3
weeks ago. He quit taking his antibiotic about 1
week ago because he thought he was better. He
PT had a fall and has been in severe Pain for 5
months; This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The
study is being ordered for pelvic trauma or
injury.; This is an evaluation of the tail bone
This is a request for an upper extremity,
shoulder, scapula, elbow, hand, or wrist joint
CT.; There is a history of upper extremity joint or
long bone trauma or injury.; Yes this is a request
This is a request for an upper extremity,
shoulder, scapula, elbow, hand, or wrist joint
CT.; There is not a history of upper extremity joint
or long bone trauma or injury.; This is a
This is a request for an upper extremity,
shoulder, scapula, elbow, hand, or wrist joint
CT.; There is not a history of upper extremity joint
or long bone trauma or injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative evaluation.;

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
upper extremity.

1

The request is for an upper extremity non‐joint
MRI.; This is not a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.; There is not suspicion
of upper extremity neoplasm or tumor or
metastasis.; There is no suspicion of upper
extremity bone or soft tissue infection.; The
ordering physician is an orthopedist.

2

General/Family Pra Approval

73220 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, upper extremity,
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

General/Family Pra Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

General/Family Pra Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

General/Family Pra Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

General/Family Pra Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

General/Family Pra Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

The request is for an upper extremity non‐joint
MRI.; This is not a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.; There is not suspicion
of upper extremity neoplasm or tumor or
metastasis.; There is no suspicion of upper
extremity bone or soft tissue infection.; The
ordering physician is not an orthopedist.; There is
a history of upper extremity trauma or injury.

2

1

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is described as chronic;
The request is for shoulder pain.; The physician
has directed conservative treatment for the past
6 weeks.; The patient has not completed 6 weeks
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here ‐ or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known if
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
8/21/2018; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; bilateral shoulder &amp;
arm pain. Left arm specifically, moving into right

2

1

1

2

General/Family Pra Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

General/Family Pra Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

General/Family Pra Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

General/Family Pra Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

General/Family Pra Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

General/Family Pra Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

General/Family Pra Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is described as chronic; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The
patient has not completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?; The patient has been treated with
medication.; The patient has not completed 6
weeks or more of Chiropractic care.; The
physician has directed a home exercise program
; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is from a recent injury.; Surgery or
arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4 weeks.;
The request is for shoulder pain.; There is a
suspicion of tendon, ligament, rotator cuff injury
or labral tear.
; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
study is for infection or inflammation.; There are
physical exam findings, laboratory results, other
imaging including bone scan or ultrasound
confirming infection, inflammation and or aseptic
necrosis.; It is not known if surgery is planned for
cannot move her rule out rotator cuff; The
requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain is
described as chronic; The request is for shoulder
pain.; The physician has not directed conservative
treatment for the past 6 weeks.
Exam:Left Shoulder‐TTP laterally,severe
decreased ROM,postive empty can sign,patient
unable to lift arm above 90 degrees either
actively or passively.; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is from an old injury.;
The request is for shoulder pain.; The physician
He has been seen by orthopedics for both his
neck and his shoulder. He has a previous history
of congenital fusion at C3‐C4 and a history of disc
herniation at C5‐C6. He has decreased range of
motion of the right shoulder. Had pain with
abduction, exte; One of the studies being ordered
Painful ROM of right shoulder, low back and neck
with no neurological symptoms or weakness.;
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain
is from a recent injury.; Surgery or arthrscopy is
not scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; The request is
for shoulder pain.; There is a suspicion of tendon,

1

2

1

1

1

2

1

General/Family Pra Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

General/Family Pra Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

General/Family Pra Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

General/Family Pra Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

General/Family Pra Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

General/Family Pra Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

General/Family Pra Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Patient fell three weeks ago. Pain is getting
worse; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.;
The pain is from a recent injury.; Surgery or
arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4 weeks.;
The request is for shoulder pain.; There is a
suspicion of tendon, ligament, rotator cuff injury
Pt has been attending PT since Nov and has had
no improvement.; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is from a recent injury.;
Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next
4 weeks.; There is not a suspicion of fracture not
adequately determined by x‐ray.; The request is
Shoulder pain, labral tear suspected, xray
nondiagnostic; The requested study is a Shoulder
MRI.; The pain is from a recent injury.; Surgery or
arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4 weeks.;
The request is for shoulder pain.; There is a
suspicion of tendon, ligament, rotator cuff injury
The pain is described as chronic; The member
has failed a 4 week course of conservative
management in the past 3 months.; This request
is for a wrist MRI.; This study is requested for
evalutation of wrist pain.
The pain is from a known mass.; The diagnosis of
Mass, Tumor, or Cancer has not been
established.; The patient has had recent plain
films, bone scan or ultrasound of the knee.; The
imaging studies were abnormal.; This is a request
for an elbow MRI; The study is requested for
The pain is from a recent injury.; There is a
suspicion of fracture not adequately determined
by x‐ray.; Tendon or ligament injuryis not
suspected.; This is a request for an elbow MRI;
The study is requested for evaluation of elbow
pain.
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain
is described as chronic; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; It is
not known if the patient has completed 6 weeks
of physical therapy?; The patient has been

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

General/Family Pra Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

General/Family Pra Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

General/Family Pra Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

General/Family Pra Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain
is described as chronic; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The
patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain
is described as chronic; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The
patient has not completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?; The patient has been treated with
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain
is described as chronic; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The
patient has not completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?; The patient has been treated with
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain
is described as chronic; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The
patient has not completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?; The patient has not been treated with

General/Family Pra Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain
is from a known mass.; The diagnosis of Mass,
Tumor, or Cancer has been established.; The
study is requested for staging.; The request is for
shoulder pain.

General/Family Pra Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

General/Family Pra Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain
is from a recent injury.; Surgery or arthrscopy is
scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; The request is for
shoulder pain.; There is a suspicion of tendon,
ligament, rotator cuff injury or labral tear.
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain
is from a recent injury.; There is a suspicion of
fracture not adequately determined by x‐ray.;
The request is for shoulder pain.; It is not known
if there is a suspicion of tendon, ligament, rotator
cuff injury, or labral tear.

15

1

1

1

1

6

1

General/Family Pra Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

General/Family Pra Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

General/Family Pra Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

73700 Computed
tomography, lower
extremity; without
contrast material
73700 Computed
tomography, lower
extremity; without
contrast material

73700 Computed
tomography, lower
extremity; without
contrast material
73700 Computed
tomography, lower
extremity; without
contrast material
73700 Computed
tomography, lower
extremity; without
contrast material

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain
is from an old injury.; The request is for shoulder
pain.; The physician has directed conservative
treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain
is from an old injury.; The request is for shoulder
pain.; The physician has directed conservative
treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has
not completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.; The
UNABLE TO LIFT ARM OR SHOULDERLIMITED
RANGE OF MOTIONWEAKNESS, CATCHING,
GRATING WHEN LIFTING OVER HEAD; The
requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain is
from an old injury.; The request is for shoulder
pain.; The physician has directed conservative
treatment for the past 6 weeks.; It is not known if
the patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?; The patient has been treated with
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 02/02/19; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Pain the
ankle and foot; physical Therapy and Anti
inflammatory; One of the studies being ordered is
; One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.
patient have decreased flex on extension, has
severe pain on standing and bending the knee
and left knee is swollen , patient has been treated
for 2 months with no improvement; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative evaluation.;
There is no suspicion of a lower extremity
post traumatic pain, pt fell down the steps; One
of the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.
This is a request for a foot CT.; "There is a history
(within the past six weeks) of significant trauma,
dislocation, or injury to the foot."; There is not a
suspected tarsal coalition.; There is a history of

3

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

73700 Computed
tomography, lower
extremity; without
contrast material
73700 Computed
tomography, lower
extremity; without
contrast material
73700 Computed
tomography, lower
extremity; without
contrast material
73700 Computed
tomography, lower
extremity; without
contrast material
73706 Computed
tomographic angiography,
lower extremity, with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

This is a request for a hip CT.; This study is not
being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic CT.;
There is not a suspected infection of the hip.;
"There is a history (within the last six months) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
This is a request for a Lower Extremity CT.; This is
a preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT
This is a request for a Lower Extremity CT.; This is
not a preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; There is no suspicion of a lower
extremity neoplasm, tumor or metastasis.; There
This is a request for an ankle CT.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the ankle.";
There is not a history of new onset of severe pain

1

1

1

1

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
lower extremity.

2

; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is from a
recent injury.; There is a suspicion of a meniscus,
tendon, or ligament injury.; Surgery or arthrscopy
is not scheduled in the next 4 weeks.

1

; This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; Surgery or
arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4 weeks.;
The study is requested for ankle pain.; There is a
suspicion of tendon or ligament injury.

1

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

; This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; First documented pain,
10/11/17; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Osteoarthritis in right and
left kneee; Medication, Therapeutic Exercises, ice
; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; 07/12/18; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; swelling pain getting
worse can't bear wt; theraphy meds; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is NOT
Hematologist/Oncologist, Thoracic Surgery,
effusion, instable knee on exam; This is a request
for a Knee MRI.; The patient has not had recent
plain films of the knee.; The ordering physician is
not an orthopedist.; This study is being ordered
for Suspected meniscus, tendon, or ligament
injury; Yes, there is a known trauma involving the
knee.; Pain greater than 3 days; Yes, patient has
completed and failed a course of conservative

1

patient has had surgery of l foot. hardware in
place. had an injury while engaging in extra
curricular activity; This is a request for a foot
MRI.; The study is being ordered forfoot pain.;
The study is being ordered for acute pain.

1

Pop x‐ray came back normal Mbr has been non
weight baring cant handle pressure or pain on
touch.; This is a request for a foot MRI.; The study
is being ordered forfoot pain.; The study is being
ordered for acute pain.

1

2

2

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

popping and swelling, normal x‐ray; This is a
request for an Ankle MRI.; Surgery or arthrscopy
is not scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; The study is
requested for ankle pain.; There is a suspicion of
tendon or ligament injury.

1

Pt had a fall.; This is a request for a Knee MRI.;
The study is requested for knee pain.; The pain is
from a recent injury.; There is a suspicion of a
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury.; Surgery or
arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4 weeks.

1

Rule out possible stress fracture; This is a request
for a foot MRI.; The study is being ordered
forfoot pain.; The study is being ordered for acute
pain.

1

This is a request for a foot MRI.; The study is
being ordered for suspected fracture.; They had 2
normal xrays at least 3 weeks apart that did not
show a fracture.; The patient has been treated
with crutches for at least 4 weeks.

1

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; This study is
being ordered for Non‐acute Chronic Pain;
Instability; Surgery is NOT being planned.

3

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; This study is
being ordered for Non‐acute Chronic Pain;
Limited range of motion; Surgery is NOT being
planned.

2

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; This study is
being ordered for Non‐acute Chronic Pain;
Locking; Surgery is NOT being planned.

1

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; This study is
being ordered for Non‐acute Chronic Pain;
Swelling greater than 3 days; Surgery is being
planned.; Arthroscopic surgery

2

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; This study is
being ordered for Non‐acute Chronic Pain;
Swelling greater than 3 days; Surgery is NOT
being planned.

3

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; This study is
being ordered for None of the above; Instability;
It is unknown if surgery is planned.

1

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; This study is
being ordered for None of the above; Swelling
greater than 3 days; It is unknown if surgery is
planned.

1

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; This study is
being ordered for None of the above; Swelling
greater than 3 days; Surgery is NOT being
planned.

2

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; This study is
being ordered for Suspected meniscus, tendon,
or ligament injury; It is not known if there is a
known trauma involving the knee.; Instability;
Yes, the member experience a painful popping,
snapping, or giving away of the knee.

1

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; This study is
being ordered for Suspected meniscus, tendon,
or ligament injury; It is not known if there is a
known trauma involving the knee.; Locking; Yes,
the member experience a painful popping,
snapping, or giving away of the knee.

1

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; This study is
being ordered for Suspected meniscus, tendon,
or ligament injury; No, there is no known trauma
involving the knee.; Instability; It is not known if
the member experience a painful popping,
snapping, or giving away of the knee.

1

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; This study is
being ordered for Suspected meniscus, tendon,
or ligament injury; No, there is no known trauma
involving the knee.; Instability; Yes, the member
experience a painful popping, snapping, or giving
away of the knee.

2

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; This study is
being ordered for Suspected meniscus, tendon,
or ligament injury; No, there is no known trauma
involving the knee.; Locking; Yes, the member
experience a painful popping, snapping, or giving
away of the knee.

1

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; This study is
being ordered for Suspected meniscus, tendon,
or ligament injury; No, there is no known trauma
involving the knee.; Swelling greater than 3 days;
Yes, the member experience a painful popping,
snapping, or giving away of the knee.

2

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; This study is
being ordered for Suspected meniscus, tendon,
or ligament injury; Yes, there is a known trauma
involving the knee.; Instability

11

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; This study is
being ordered for Suspected meniscus, tendon,
or ligament injury; Yes, there is a known trauma
involving the knee.; Limited range of motion

3

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; This study is
being ordered for Suspected meniscus, tendon,
or ligament injury; Yes, there is a known trauma
involving the knee.; Locking

4

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; This study is
being ordered for Suspected meniscus, tendon,
or ligament injury; Yes, there is a known trauma
involving the knee.; Swelling greater than 3 days

2

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient had
4 weeks of physical therapy, chiropractic or
physician supervised home exercise in the past 3
months

1

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient had
recent plain films of the knee.; The plain films
were normal.; The ordering physician is not an
orthopedist.; This study is being ordered for None
of the above; Pain greater than 3 days; Surgery is
NOT being planned.

2

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient had
recent plain films of the knee.; The plain films
were normal.; The ordering physician is not an
orthopedist.; This study is being ordered for
Suspected meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury;
Yes, there is a known trauma involving the knee.;
Pain greater than 3 days

1

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient had
recent plain films of the knee.; The plain films
were not normal.; The ordering physician is not
an orthopedist.; This study is being ordered for
Non‐acute Chronic Pain; Pain greater than 3 days;
It is unknown if surgery is planned.
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient had
recent plain films of the knee.; The plain films
were not normal.; The ordering physician is not
an orthopedist.; This study is being ordered for
Suspected meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury;
No, there is no known trauma involving the
knee.; Pain greater than 3 days; It is not known if
the member experience a painful popping,
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient had
recent plain films of the knee.; The plain films
were not normal.; The ordering physician is not
an orthopedist.; This study is being ordered for
Suspected meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury;
Yes, there is a known trauma involving the knee.;
Pain greater than 3 days
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient has
not had recent plain films of the knee.; The
ordering physician is not an orthopedist.; This
study is being ordered for Non‐acute Chronic
Pain; Pain greater than 3 days; Yes, patient has
completed and failed a course of conservative
treatment.; Physical Therapy; Surgery is NOT
being planned.
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient has
not had recent plain films of the knee.; The
ordering physician is not an orthopedist.; This
study is being ordered for Non‐acute Chronic
Pain; Pain greater than 3 days; Yes, patient has
completed and failed a course of conservative
treatment.; Physician directed course of non‐
steroidal anti‐inflammatory medications; Surgery

1

1

2

2

1

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient has
not had recent plain films of the knee.; The
ordering physician is not an orthopedist.; This
study is being ordered for Suspected meniscus,
tendon, or ligament injury; No, there is no
known trauma involving the knee.; Pain greater
than 3 days; Yes, patient has completed and
failed a course of conservative treatment.;
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient has
not had recent plain films of the knee.; The
ordering physician is not an orthopedist.; This
study is being ordered for Suspected meniscus,
tendon, or ligament injury; Yes, there is a known
trauma involving the knee.; Pain greater than 3
days; Yes, patient has completed and failed a
course of conservative treatment.; Physician

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is described as
chronic; The member has failed a 4 week course
of conservative management in the past 3
months.

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is from a
recent injury.; There is a suspicion of a meniscus,
tendon, or ligament injury.; Surgery or arthrscopy
is scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; A Total Knee
Arthroplasty (TKA) is NOT being performed.
This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.; This
is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is no evidence of
tumor or mass from a previous exam, plain film,
ultrasound, or previous CT or MRI."; There is not
a suspicion of an infection.; The patient is not
taking antibiotics.; This is not a study for a
fracture which does not show healing (non‐union
fracture).; This is not a pre‐operative study for

1

1

3

2

1

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73721 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
lower extremity; without
contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

73721 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
lower extremity; without
contrast material
73721 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
lower extremity; without
contrast material
73721 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
lower extremity; without
contrast material
73721 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
lower extremity; without
contrast material
73721 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
lower extremity; without
contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; Surgery or
arthrscopy is scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; The
study is requested for ankle pain.; There is a
suspicion of tendon or ligament injury.
Johnny presents today complaining of severe
right hip pain. This is been an issue off and on for
several months now. During this time he is also
been diagnosed with a prostate tumor and
enlarged prostate. He has had an elevated PSA as
lower ext weakness and spinal stenoisis; This
study is being ordered for trauma or injury.;
01/17/2019; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; right hip pain, limited
ROM, walks with a limp also low back pain,
constant, burning, cant stand up straight for 9
months, medications for 3 months, doctor r/o
impingement or herniation; patient has been
Patient presents with lumbar radiculopathy. Has
tried hydrocodone but it has not helped. Pain
radiates to left posterior thigh. Tenderness noted
in the left buttock and posterior hip. Patient
failed a round of oral steroids. Venous doppler of
This is a requests for a hip MRI.; The member has
failed a 4 week course of conservative
management in the past 3 months.; The hip pain
is chronic.; The request is for hip pain.
This is a requests for a hip MRI.; The member has
failed a 4 week course of conservative
management in the past 3 months.; The hip pain
is due to an old injury.; The request is for hip
pain.
This is a requests for a hip MRI.; The study is for
infection or inflammation.; There are physical
exam findings, laboratory results, other imaging
including bone scan or ultrasound confirming
infection, inflammation and or aseptic necrosis.;
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for a
known tumor, cancer, mass, or rule out

1

1

1

1

3

1

2

1

General/Family Pra Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for a
known tumor, cancer, mass, or rule out
metastases.; No, this is not a request for follow
up to a known tumor or abdominal cancer.; This
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for a
suspicious mass or tumor.; There is a suspicious
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D;Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here ‐ or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known if
2 cm hypoattenuating lesion in the hepatic dome
is nonspecific.&#x0D;This may reflect benign
hemangioma, but is incompletely
characterized&#x0D;on this exam. Further
evaluation with multiphasic contrast CT or
MRI&#x0D;abdomen is recommended.; This is a
request for an Abdomen CT.; This study is being
abnormal findings on diagnostic imaging of the
liver and biliary tract; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D;Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Acute ‐ Persistent greater than 1 month. Labs
normal 12/12/18. Hx kidney cancer found on CT;
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study is
being ordered for another reason besides
Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D;Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases, Suspicious

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

General/Family Pra Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

CT scan of the abdomen/pelvis while in the ER,
and she was noted to have a 2.5 cm
indeterminate hypodensity in the mid portion of
the left kidney. The radiologist recommended a
CT scan of the abdomen using a renal mass
protocol; This is a request for an Abdomen CT.;
This study is being ordered for a suspicious mass
Hepatic steatosis with a new dense nodule in the
dome of the liver&#x0D;in segment eight
measuring 15 x 8 mm. Recommend pre and
postcontrast&#x0D;CT scan of the abdomen.;
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study is
being ordered for a known tumor, cancer, mass,
Lump found on physical exam, abdominal pain,
pain in stool, some constipation, and nausea.;
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study is
being ordered for a suspicious mass or tumor.;
There is no suspicious mass found using
ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy, or
sigmoidoscopy.; The patient does not have new
MASS AND LIVER HAVE INCREASED IN SIZE.; This
is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study is
being ordered for a known tumor, cancer, mass,
or rule out metastases.; No, this is not a request
Moderate epigastric pain; reflux symptoms;
irritable bowel syndrome ‐ constipating type.;
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study is
being ordered for another reason besides
Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D;Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases, Suspicious
none; This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This
study is being ordered for a suspicious mass or
tumor.; There is no suspicious mass found using
ultrasound, IVP, Endoscopy, colonoscopy, or
Pt presents to f/u on lab r/t decreased amylase
and low/normal lipase. Pt reports continued
nausea/vomiting, decreased appetite, and
abdominal pain.; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D;Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
pt with history of Kidney stones; This is a request
for an Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered
for a kidney/ureteral stone.; This patient is not
experiencing hematuria.; Yes this is a request for
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1

1

1

1

1

1

General/Family Pra Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

SPLENIC AORTIC ANEURYSM; This is a request for
an Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D;Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D;Known or suspected
stomach mass; This is a request for an Abdomen
CT.; This study is being ordered for a suspicious
mass or tumor.; It is not known if there is a
suspicious mass found using ultrasound, IVP,
Endoscopy, colonoscopy, or sigmoidoscopy.; It is
unknown if the patient has new symptoms
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a known tumor, cancer,
mass, or rule out metastases.; No, this is not a
request for follow up to a known tumor or
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a known tumor, cancer,
mass, or rule out metastases.; Yes, this is a
request for follow up to a known tumor or
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a kidney/ureteral stone.; This
patient is experiencing hematuria.; The
hematuria is newly diagnosed.; Yes this is a
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for an infection such as
pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease.; There are abnormal
lab results or physical findings on exam such as
rebound or guarding that are consistent with
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for an infection such as
pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease.; There are known or
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for an infection such as
pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease.; There are known or
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for another reason besides
Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D;Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases, Suspicious
Mass or Tumor, Organ Enlargement,
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General/Family Pra Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for another reason besides
Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D;Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases, Suspicious
Mass or Tumor, Organ Enlargement,
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for another reason besides
Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D;Known Tumor,
Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases, Suspicious
Mass or Tumor, Organ Enlargement,
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for organ enlargement.; Which
organ is enlarged? Liver; The patient had an
Ultrasound.; The Ultrasound results were
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for trauma.; This request is for
follow up to abdominal and/or pelvic trauma
ordered by a specialist or PCP on behalf of a
unknown; This is a request for an Abdomen CT.;
This study is being ordered for an infection such
as pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease.; There are NO
abnormal lab results or physical findings on exam
such as rebound or guarding that are consistent
with peritonitis, abscess, pancreatitis or
appendicitis.; This study is being ordered for

General/Family Pra Approval

74174 Computed
tomographic angiography,
abdomen and pelvis, with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing

This is a request for CT Angiography of the
Abdomen and Pelvis.

2

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
abdomen.

2

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

74175 Computed
tomographic angiography,
abdomen, with contrast
material(s), including
noncontrast images, if
performed, and image
postprocessing
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
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2

1

1

1
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General/Family Pra Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has
been completed.; The reason for the hematuria is
not known.; This study is not being requested for
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has
been completed.; This study is being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The results of
the urinalysis were abnormal.; The urinalysis was
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has
been completed.; This study is being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The results of
the urinalysis were abnormal.; The urinalysis was
positive for something other than billirubin,
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has
not been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has
not been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; The reason for
the study is known tumor.; This is not request for
evaluation of prostate cancer.; This study is being
ordered for follow‐up.; The patient is not
presenting new symptoms.; This study is not
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; The reason for
the study is none of the listed reasons.; It is not
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; It is not known if the pain is acute or
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74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this complaint.;
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this complaint.;
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74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Unknown; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Patient has had major
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
The reason for the study is renal calculi, kidney or
ureteral stone.; This study is not being requested
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The results of the urinalysis
were normal.; The study is being ordered for
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has not been
completed.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; It is not known if a urinalysis has
been completed.; This study is being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is none of
the listed reasons.; This study is not being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is
suspicious mass or suspected tumor or
metastasis.; The patient is not presenting new
symptoms.; This study is not being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not
requested for hematuria.; The last
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for acute pain.; There has been a
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for acute pain.; There has been a
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; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for acute pain.; There has been a
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for acute pain.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is male.; A rectal
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for acute pain.; There has been a
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for acute pain.; There has been a
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; It is not known if this is
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; It is not known if this is
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit
1. Splenomegaly ‐ R16.1 (Primary)&#x0D;2. Q
fever ‐ A78&#x0D;3. Red face ‐ R23.2&#x0D;4.
Gastroesophageal reflux disease, esophagitis
presence not specified ‐
&#x0D;K21.9&#x0D;Treatment&#x0D;1.
Splenomegaly &#x0D;LAB: AmylaseDx; enlarged
spleen. luq pain is sharp that coimes and go; This
is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
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3 month follow up.; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; The reason for
the study is suspicious mass or suspected tumor
or metastasis.; The patient is not presenting new
symptoms.; This study is not being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not
requested for hematuria.; The last
71 year old female with a knot near the center of
her abdomen that is tender to the touch and
painful.; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis
CT combination.; A urinalysis has not been
completed.; This study is being requested for
AB PAIN W HEMUTARIA, MDO SUGGEST HERNIA;
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has not been
completed.; The reason for the hematuria is not
abd pain; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis
CT combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for acute pain.; There has been a
ABDOMEN: tenderness in the left upper and left
lower quadrant. L upper quadrant pain since
Saturday;L lower quadrant pain since this AM.
Was told IUD maybe dislodged ,has GYN appt for
Friday. No vaginal bleeding,bleeding noted by
patient. Patient states s; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
ABDOMEN: tenderness in the,left lower
quadrant. 43 year old female presents with c/o
Abdominal pain in the left lower quadrant, supra
pubic for several days. c/o and the pain is
burning, stabbing. &#x0D;c/o and associated
with nausea, vomiting. c/o the pa; This is a
request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.;
Abdominal Pain&#x0D;Reported by
patient.&#x0D;Location: LLQ &#x0D;Quality:
pain; aching; sharp; tender&#x0D;Severity:
moderate &#x0D;Duration: started: (1 week)
&#x0D;Onset/Timing: sudden &#x0D;Modifying
Factors: movement (walking) &#x0D;Associated
Symptoms: no fever; no chills; no bloo; This is a
abdominal xray recommends CT ‐ phlebolith‐like
calcification noted deep pelvis &#x0D;&#x0D;US ‐
shows 1 stone; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has been
completed.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The results of the
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APPENDICITIS / R/O; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
BLOOD IN URINE, R/O KIDNEY STONE; This is a
request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered
cant rule out mass vs diverticulitis vs SBO vs
shingles vs appy vs other&#x0D;will get CT scan
to further eval&#x0D;if normal CT then shingles
becomes much more possible but no rash
present right now; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has
not been completed.; This study is being
checking for kidney stone.. Patient is in pain; This
is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
chronic diarrhea, RUQ, LLQ, RLQ pain present for
greater 2M, negative stools studies, abd
sonogram shows fatty liver disease.; This is a
request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered
Complaint of Abdominal Pain (sharp pain in
abdomin, sharp pain when he bends over or
twists, does not have a bulge. Pain began 2/22/19
onset quality is sudden. The problem occurs
constantly. The problem has been gradually
worsening. The pain is located in; This is a request
for an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This
Difficulty urinating,; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; The reason for
the study is none of the listed reasons.; It is not
know if this study is being requested for
DREW IS TRYING TO MAKE SURE THERE IS NOT
ANY TYPE OF ABSCESS/INFECTION WITH THE PT
INTESTINE; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
elevated lipase, and nausea and vomiting; This is
a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; It is not known if
the pain is acute or chronic.; This is not the first
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Extreme unintentional weigh
loss.&#x0D;2/07/2017 166 lbs&#x0D;3/30/2017
158 lbs&#x0D;6/5/2018 138
lbs&#x0D;12/11/2018 117 lbs&#x0D;1/4/2019
114 lbs; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis
CT combination.; This study is being requested for
fax clinicals; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
study is being ordered for acute pain.; There has
frequent painful urination hx of calculus of
kidney; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis
CT combination.; A urinalysis has been
completed.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The results of the
Here today with concerns of bilateral inguinal
hernia. Has never felt a bulge in either groin, but
a lot of nonradiating pain when he squats down
or tries to lift something heavy. Has tried
avoiding heavy lifting the past several months for
this reason.; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has not been
history of pelvic fracture; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
HPI here for the c/o right flank pain ‐ had first
episode over 3 weeks ago while golfing ‐ sudden
onset of right sided flank pain when swinging
club, slowly improved and resolved without tx.
Then another episode yesterday when golfing but
seemed to not g; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
kidney stone suspected; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
Kidney stone, red cool‐aid color urine, pubic
pressure; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis
CT combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
left inguinal hernia; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; The reason for
the study is none of the listed reasons.; This study
is not being requested for abdominal and/or
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left lower quadrant pain and diverticulitis; This is
a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
mass on left side of abdomen; This is a request
for an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This
study is being requested for abdominal and/or
pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered for acute
MD is ruling out appendicitis, patient is at IP.
White blood count is high.; This is a request for
an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
MD is suspecting appendicitis; This is a request
for an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A
urinalysis has been completed.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The results of the urinalysis were
abnormal.; The urinalysis was positive for
nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain, and change in
appetite.&#x0D;&#x0D; guarding, RUQ
tenderness, LLQ tenderness, and RLQ tenderness;
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
no signs of constipation anymore and urine cx
was neg&#x0D;think most consistent with stone
but no signs of infected stone&#x0D;Strict return
precautions if symptoms not improving or
worsening at all given and other signs or
symptoms to watch for; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
No; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is
suspicious mass or suspected tumor or
metastasis.; This study is not being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not
No; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit
Non healing surgical wound to the abdomen and
pelvis; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has not been
completed.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; It is not known if
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none; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The results of the urinalysis
were normal.; The study is being ordered for
Off and on, intermittent, dull, occurring for the
last 1 week. No urinary tract symptoms
otherwise. Patient has extensive history of
bilateral renal stones with recent CT scan of the
abdomen in January 2019 still showing right
kidney stone measuring 5 m; This is a request for
an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
pain through her back up to shoulder; nausa;
worse in evening; using heating pad; This is a
request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered
Pain, nausea, back pain, vomiting; This is a
request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered
Patient continues to have right upper quadrant
pain with nausea, diarrhea, and periods of
sweats. Patient do not have a gallbladder.Patient
has direct tenderness in right upper quadrant of
abdomen and ALT labs are low.; This is a request
for an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This
study is being requested for abdominal and/or
Patient does have mild left‐sided flank pain on
palpation. Left flank pain ‐ Patient has persistent
consistent left‐sided flank pain&#x0D;Known
renal lithiasis; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
Patient had a colonoscopy on 3/25/19. Now
having severe abdominal pain. Needs CT to r/o
colon perforation; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
PATIENT HAD A CT FOR ADBOMINAL PAIN AND
THE RADIOLOGIST READING IS: LEFT LOWER
QUADRANT IRREGULARITY OF THE ABDOMINAL
WALL. THIS CAN BE MORE DEFINITIVELY
ASSESSED WITH A CT.; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has
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patient had fall; concern for broken ribs and
mass in head/neck shown on Xray; This study is
being ordered for trauma or injury.; 01/04/2019;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; pain in chest/neck; SOB; LROM; uses
support wrap on chest; OTC pain meds; One of
Patient had testicular ultrasound on 27th of Dec
of 2018. Results show a mass; This is a request for
an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
patient has history of diverticulitis; This is a
request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered
Patient has symptoms of nausea and vomiting.
Patient has history of fatty liver and
hepatomegly.; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
study is being ordered for chronic pain.; This is
patient is also c/o constipation. has not had a
bowel movement in 6 days.; This is a request for
an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
Patient is experiencing LLQ pain. Concerns of
diverticulitis.; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
patient is having abdominal pain with distension,
tenderness and guarding; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
Patient is having pain on the right side,
hematuria, was given antibiotics feels a letter but
put pain was still there. Muscle ache and physical
exam CVA tenderness to the right. Pain has
increase pass a month.; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
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Patient is having RUQ abdominal pain for
approximately one week. He is having nausea,
diarrhea, microscopic hematuria, and left renal
colic. He has recently had a normal abdominal
ultrasound done with known hepatic steatosis.
He has recently had a normal ; This is a request
for an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This
Patient to be evaluated for abdominal pain,
unspecified. This is located primarily in the left
upper quadrant. It does not radiate. It began 2
months ago. She characterizes it as aching and
sharp. It is of moderate intensity. The typical
duration is; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has been
completed.; This study is being requested for
Patient was in the ER 02‐01‐2019 and ADMITTED
TO CDU. She had a CT ABD/PELVIS that suggested
colitis and was instructed to re evaluate to see if
improved; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
Patient was in the hospital 1/22/19. Had CT
w/out contrast that showed a possible small
bowel obstruction. Surgeon recommended CT
abd/pelvis w/contrast to further evaluate this
obstruction to determine if surgery is necessary
or what the next step is.; This is a request for an
Patient with 3 month history of lower abdominal
pain, unexplained weight loss and testicular
dysfunction. Loss of approximately 20 pounds in
3 months. Exam noted for rebound tenderness.;
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
Pelvic US showed a cyst,; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
possible appendicitis; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
possible kidney stone and is in acute pain.; This is
a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
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possible renal stones; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
PT HAS HAD ABDOMINAL PAIN FOR ABOUT A
WK; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The results of the urinalysis
Pt has had diarrhea for 1‐2 mos, with bloating
and abdominal pain.; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has
not been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
Pt has Pain; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
study is being ordered for chronic pain.; This is
not the first visit for this complaint.; There has
rebound and tenderness; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
Renal Stone Protocol; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has
been completed.; This study is being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The results of
the urinalysis were abnormal.; It is not known if
the urinalysis was positive for billirubin, ketones,
Reports that the patient has to push the hernia
back into her stomach, it keeps popping out.; This
is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has not been
completed.; This study is being requested for
Severe abdominal pain; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
severe pain, cant stand up to walk; This is a
request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered
She had a sudden onset of abdominal pain,
mostly LLQ area, two days ago, with 5‐7 bloody
loose stools. She has cramping before bowel
movements; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; This study is being
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and pelvis; without
contrast material
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74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
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stabbing pain in the right lower of the abdomen.;
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; It is not known if a urinalysis has
been completed.; This study is being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
Still having abdominal pain: LLQ mostly.; This is a
request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.;
A urinalysis has not been completed.; This study
is being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
Suspected kidney stone, suspected crystals in
urine.; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit
suspected kidney stone; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
Suspecting Diverticulitis due to severity of
abdominal tenderness.; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has
been completed.; This study is being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The results of
the urinalysis were normal.; The study is being
Tenderness RLQ. Generalized Guarding.; This is a
request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered
There is tenderness (bilateral upper; Positive for
abdominal pain, nausea and vomiting; Bilateral
upper abd pain x 2 days. Worse today. N/v and
thought he had some blood tinged sputum today.
No coffee ground.&#x0D;Zantac not
helping.AMYLASE 53; WBC 13.9; TOTA; This is a
request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.;
This is a new problem. The current episode
started in the past 7 days. The onset quality is
gradual. The problem occurs intermittently. The
problem has been gradually worsening. The pain
is located in the RLQ. The pain is moderate. The
quality of the pain; This is a request for an
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74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
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74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
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74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
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74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
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74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
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74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

General/Family Pra Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
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This is a recurrent problem. The onset quality is
gradual. The problem has been gradually
worsening. The pain is located in the LLQ. The
pain is moderate. The quality of the pain is
burning and dull. Associated symptoms include
arthralgias (sometimes have; This is a request for
an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
The reason for the hematuria is not known.; It is
not know if this study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
The reason for the hematuria is not known.; This
study is not being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is requested for
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The results of the urinalysis
were abnormal.; The urinalysis was positive for
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The results of the urinalysis
were abnormal.; The urinalysis was positive for
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The results of the urinalysis
were abnormal.; The urinalysis was positive for
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The hematuria is due to Renal
Calculi/kidney/ ureteral stone.; It is not know if
this study is being requested for abdominal
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The hematuria is due to Renal
Calculi/kidney/ ureteral stone.; This study is not
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is
infection.; The patient does not have a fever and
elevated white blood cell count or abnormal
amylase/lipase.; This study is not being requested
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74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
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74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
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74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
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74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
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74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is
infection.; The patient has a fever and elevated
white blood cell count or abnormal
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is known
tumor.; This is not request for evaluation of
prostate cancer.; This study is being ordered for
follow‐up.; This study is not being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is known
tumor.; This study is being ordered for staging.;
This study is not being requested for abdominal
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is organ
enlargement.; There is ultrasound or plain film
evidence of an abdominal organ enlargement.;
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is organ
enlargement.; There is ultrasound or plain film
evidence of an abdominal organ enlargement.;
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is
suspicious mass or suspected tumor or
metastasis.; The patient is not presenting new
symptoms.; This study is not being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not
requested for hematuria.; The last
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is
suspicious mass or suspected tumor or
metastasis.; The patient is presenting new
symptoms.; This study is not being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for acute pain.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic
exam was performed.; The results of the exam
were normal.; The patient had an Ultrasound.;
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit
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74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
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74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
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General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval
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74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; This is the first visit for
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; This is the first visit for
this is being ordered for stone protocol; This is a
request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered
to upload clinicals; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; The reason for
the study is none of the listed reasons.; This study
is not being requested for abdominal and/or
to upload clinicals; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; The reason for
the study is vascular disease.; There is not a
known or suspicion of an abdominal aortic
aneurysm.; There is not an abnormal
UNINARY TRACT INFECTION AND RETAINING
URINE; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is
infection.; It is not known if the patient has a
fever and elevated white blood cell count or
abnormal amylase/lipase.; This study is not being
Unk; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for acute pain.; There has been a
unknown; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has not been
completed.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
unknown; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; The reason for the study
is suspicious mass or suspected tumor or
metastasis.; The patient is not presenting new
symptoms.; This study is not being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not
requested for hematuria.; The last
unknown; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
study is being ordered for acute pain.; There has
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74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
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74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
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General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval
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74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)

unknown; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
study is being ordered for acute pain.; There has
unknown; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
study is being ordered for chronic pain.; This is
URGENT!!!!!!!!!!&#x0D;STAT!!!!!!!!!!!!; One of
the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.
URINALYSIS ‐ LARGE AMOUNT OF BLOOD IN
URINEHX KIDNEY STONES; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
us renal is normal, conservative treatment not
working patient still complains of abd pain; This is
a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit
for this complaint.; There has been a physical
vomiting, pain when urinating; This is a request
for an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A
urinalysis has been completed.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The results of the urinalysis were
abnormal.; The urinalysis was positive for
will provide clinicals; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
xray showed severe constipation, mother had
colon cancer, brother with polyps; This is a
request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.;
The reason for the study is infection.; The patient
does not have a fever and elevated white blood
cell count or abnormal amylase/lipase.; This
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for an
Abdomen MRI.; This study is being ordered for
known or suspected infection.; There are NO
physical findings or abnormal blood work
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74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for an
Abdomen MRI.; This study is being ordered for
suspicious mass or suspected tumor/ metastasis.;
The patient had previous abnormal imaging
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for an
Abdomen MRI.; This study is being ordered for
suspicious mass or suspected tumor/ metastasis.;
The patient had previous abnormal imaging
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being ordered
is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS,
; This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or suspected
tumor/ metastasis.; The patient had previous
abnormal imaging including a CT, MRI or
Ultrasound.; The abnormality found on a previous
ABDOMENAL PAINTENDERNESSWEIGHTLOSSCT
SHOWED ABNORMAL READING 2 MASSES ON
ADRENAL GLAND. SUSPECTED MALIGNANCY.;
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study is
being ordered for suspicious mass or suspected
abnormal ct of the abd; This request is for an
Abdomen MRI.; This study is being ordered for
suspicious mass or suspected tumor/ metastasis.;
The patient had previous abnormal imaging
including a CT, MRI or Ultrasound.; A liver
PT HAD A CHEST CT AND A 1.7 CM MASS ON
LEFT ADRENAL GLAND; This request is for an
Abdomen MRI.; This study is being ordered for
suspicious mass or suspected tumor/ metastasis.;
The patient had previous abnormal imaging
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for known or suspected
infection.; There are physical findings or
abnormal blood work consistent with
pancreatitis.; A lipase abnormality was noted.
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for Known Tumor.; This study is
being ordered for follow‐up.; The patient did NOT
have chemotherapy, radiation therapy or surgery
in the last 3 months.; They did NOT have an
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74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for organ enlargement.; The
patient had previous abnormal imaging including
a CT, MRI or Ultrasound.; A abnormality was
found on the spleen during a previous CT, MRI or
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or suspected
tumor/ metastasis.; The patient had previous
abnormal imaging including a CT, MRI or
Ultrasound.; A abnormality was found on the
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or suspected
tumor/ metastasis.; The patient had previous
abnormal imaging including a CT, MRI or
Ultrasound.; A liver abnormality was found on a
unknown; This request is for an Abdomen MRI.;
This study is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; The patient had
previous abnormal imaging including a CT, MRI or
Ultrasound.; A kidney abnormality was found on

75635 Computed
tomographic angiography,
abdominal aorta and
bilateral iliofemoral lower
extremity runoff, with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing
77046 Magnetic
resonance imaging,
breast, without contrast
material; unilateral
77046 Magnetic
resonance imaging,
breast, without contrast
material; unilateral
77046 Magnetic
resonance imaging,
breast, without contrast
material; unilateral
77046 Magnetic
resonance imaging,
breast, without contrast
material; unilateral

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
abdominal arteries.
; This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered for something other than known
breast cancer, known breast lesions, screening
for known family history, screening following
CLINICAL INFORMATION HAS BEEN UPLOADED.;
This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered for known breast lesions.; There
are NOT benign lesions in the breast associated
CLINICAL INFORMATION HAS BEEN UPLOADED.;
This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered for something other than known
breast cancer, known breast lesions, screening
Patient has dense breast tissue that states
mammogram cannot see well enough; This is a
request for Breast MRI.; This study is being
ordered for something other than known breast
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77046 Magnetic
resonance imaging,
breast, without contrast
material; unilateral

77046 Magnetic
resonance imaging,
breast, without contrast
material; unilateral
77046 Magnetic
resonance imaging,
breast, without contrast
material; unilateral
77046 Magnetic
resonance imaging,
breast, without contrast
material; unilateral
77046 Magnetic
resonance imaging,
breast, without contrast
material; unilateral
77046 Magnetic
resonance imaging,
breast, without contrast
material; unilateral
77046 Magnetic
resonance imaging,
breast, without contrast
material; unilateral
77078 Computed
tomography, bone
mineral density study, 1
or more sites, axial
skeleton (eg, hips, pelvis,
spine)

Patient has newly diagnosed breast cancer; This
is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is being
ordered for something other than known breast
cancer, known breast lesions, screening for
There is an anaechoic lesion seen on Ultrasound,
possible cyst. Radiologist recommends MRI
before Aspiration of Cyst to be done. Bi‐Rads Cat
4A, low suspicion for malignancy; This is a request
for Breast MRI.; This study is being ordered as a
screening examination for known family history
of breast cancer.; No, this is not an individual who
has known breast cancer in the contralateral
(other) breast.; No, this is not a confirmed breast
This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered as a screening examination for
known family history of breast cancer.; There is a
pattern of breast cancer history in at least two
This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered for a known history of breast
cancer.; No, this is not an individual who has
known breast cancer in the contralateral (other)
breast.; No, this is not a confirmed breast cancer.;
This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered for a known history of breast
cancer.; No, this is not an individual who has
known breast cancer in the contralateral (other)
This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered for a known history of breast
cancer.; Yes, this is an individual who has known
breast cancer in the contralateral (other) breast.
This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered for known breast lesions.; There
are benign lesions in the breast associated with
an increased cancer risk.
This is a request for a Bone Density Study.; This
patient has not had a bone mineral density study
within the past 23 months.; This is a bone density
study in a patient with clinical risk of osteoporosis
or osteopenia.
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78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

; The patient is not diabetic.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare member.;
This study is being ordered for Cardiac symptoms
including chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of
breath; It is unknown if the symptoms can be
described as "Typical angina" or substernal chest
pain that is worse or comes on as a result of
physical exertion or emotional stress; There is no
physical restriction to the member’s ability to
exercise
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78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

; The patient is not diabetic.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare member.;
This study is being ordered for Cardiac symptoms
including chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of
breath; The symptoms can be described as
"Typical angina" or substernal chest pain that is
worse or comes on as a result of physical exertion
or emotional stress; The chest pain was relieved
by rest (ceasing physical exertion activity) and/or
nitroglycerin; There is no physical restriction to
the member’s ability to exercise

1
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78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has not had other testing done to evaluate new
or changing symptoms.; The patient has 1 or less
cardiac risk factors; The study is not requested for
pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; There are new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
The study is requested for suspected coronary
artery disease.; The member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 20
to 29
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78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)
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78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)
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78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

abnormal ekg; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
This is a Medicare member.; This study is being
ordered for None of the above
Back pain, SOB, Chest pain&#x0D; feeling short
of breath and occasional chest pains with physical
activity. She says cleaning kitchen will bring it on.
Last year she had a benign Echo. Has not had a
stress test.&#x0D;Will schedule stress test. They
request a Mond; The patient is not diabetic.; This
is a request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare
member.; This study is being ordered for Cardiac
symptoms including chest pain (angina) and/or
shortness of breath; The symptoms can be
described as "Typical angina" or substernal chest
pain that is worse or comes on as a result of
physical exertion or emotional stress; It is
Chest Pain ‐‐ it's unlikely that she'll have cardiac
ischemia as a cause for her chest pain, but her
pain was in the sternum &amp; the left breast,
and she does have two cardiac risk factors. I did
suggest we do a nuclear stress test. Her left hip
pain and ; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has 3 or more cardiac risk factors;
The study is not requested for pre op evaluation,
cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve
disorders.; The study is requested for suspected
coronary artery disease.; The member has known
or suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
30 to 39
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78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)
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78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

IMPRESSION:&#x0D;1. Total coronary calcium
score 810.&#x0D;2. Probable sequela from
current or recent infection at the
inferior&#x0D;middle lobe.&#x0D;3. Probable
gastric bypass surgical changes. Medium‐sized
hiatal&#x0D;hernia.&#x0D;CACS is high @ 810 .
Since the risk of a card; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare member.;
This study is being ordered for A cardiac history
with known myocardial infarction and/or cardiac
intervention such as cardiac surgery/angioplasty
(PCI); It is unknown if it has been greater than 2
years since the surgery/procedure or last cardiac
Patient is having exertional chest discomfort and
shortness of breath that eases with rest. patient
has a strong family history of heart disease both
father and brother died of coronary disease. dad
was age 70 and brother was age 45.; The patient
is not diabetic.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
This is a Medicare member.; This study is being
ordered for Cardiac symptoms including chest
pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath; The
symptoms can be described as "Typical angina" or
substernal chest pain that is worse or comes on
as a result of physical exertion or emotional
stress; The chest pain was relieved by rest
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78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Started 3 days ago, sharp pain, elevated blood
pressure, shortness of breath.; The patient is not
diabetic.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
This is a Medicare member.; This study is being
ordered for Cardiac symptoms including chest
pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath; The
symptoms can be described as "Typical angina" or
substernal chest pain that is worse or comes on
as a result of physical exertion or emotional
stress; The chest pain was NOT relieved by rest
(ceasing physical exertion activity) and/or
nitroglycerin

1

1

1

General/Family Pra Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

The patient is diabetic.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare member.;
This study is being ordered for Cardiac symptoms
including chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of
breath; The symptoms cannot be described as
"Typical angina" or substernal chest pain that is
worse or comes on as a result of physical exertion
or emotional stress; There is no physical
restriction to the member’s ability to exercise

2

General/Family Pra Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has 3 or more cardiac risk factors; The study is
not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; The
study is requested for suspected coronary artery
disease.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 40 or greater

2

General/Family Pra Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study is
requested for known or suspected valve
disorders.

1

General/Family Pra Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; This is a
Medicare member.; This study is being ordered
for A cardiac history with known myocardial
infarction and/or cardiac intervention such as
cardiac surgery/angioplasty (PCI); It has been
greater than 2 years since the surgery/procedure
or last cardiac imaging.

1

General/Family Pra Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; This is a
Medicare member.; This study is being ordered
for Cardiac symptoms including chest pain
(angina) and/or shortness of breath; It is
unknown if the symptoms can be described as
"Typical angina" or substernal chest pain that is
worse or comes on as a result of physical exertion
or emotional stress; There is a physical restriction
to the member’s ability to exercise

2

General/Family Pra Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; This is a
Medicare member.; This study is being ordered
for Cardiac symptoms including chest pain
(angina) and/or shortness of breath; The
symptoms can be described as "Typical angina" or
substernal chest pain that is worse or comes on
as a result of physical exertion or emotional
stress; The chest pain was relieved by rest
(ceasing physical exertion activity) and/or
nitroglycerin; There is a physical restriction to the
member’s ability to exercise

3

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

General/Family Pra Approval

78813 Positron emission
tomography (PET)
imaging; whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; This is a
Medicare member.; This study is being ordered
for Cardiac symptoms including chest pain
(angina) and/or shortness of breath; The
symptoms cannot be described as "Typical
angina" or substernal chest pain that is worse or
comes on as a result of physical exertion or
emotional stress; There is a physical restriction to
the member’s ability to exercise
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This is a Medicare member.; This study is being
requested for None of the above; This Pet Scan is
being ordered for something other than Prostate,
Cervical, Breast Cancer or Melanoma; This study
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
The suspicion of cancer is based on an imaging
study.; This study is being ordered to establish a
cancer diagnosis.; This study is being ordered for
something other than Breast CA, Lymphoma,
Myeloma, Ovarian CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA,
Colorectal CA, Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft
Tissue Sarcoma, Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.;
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This would be the first PET Scan performed on
this patient for this cancer.; This is a Medicare
member.; This study is being requested for None
of the above; This Pet Scan is being ordered for
something other than Prostate, Cervical, Breast
Cancer or Melanoma; This study is being
requested for Other, not listed above; This Pet

1

General/Family Pra Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This a request for an
echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for another reason; The reason for
ordering this study is unknown.

1

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

General/Family Pra Approval

2

1

1

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This a request for an
echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac Murmur.;
It is unknown if there been a change in clinical
status since the last echocardiogram.; This
request is NOT for initial evaluation of a murmur.;
This is a request for follow up of a known
murmur.

General/Family Pra Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

General/Family Pra Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

General/Family Pra Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This a request for an
echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac Valves.; It
is unknown what type of cardiac valve conditions
apply to this patient.
; This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie
of heart disease.; The patient has shortness of
breath; Shortness of breath is not related to any

General/Family Pra Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

; This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; The patient does not have
a history of a recent heart attack or hypertensive
heart disease.

1

1

1

1

General/Family Pra Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

General/Family Pra Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

General/Family Pra Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

General/Family Pra Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

; This study is being ordered for Vascular
Disease.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ; ; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering MDs specialty is NOT
Hematologist/Oncologist, Thoracic Surgery,
Oncology, Surgical Oncology or Radiation
Oncology
pt having sob with exertion, hx of diabetes, htn,
hyperlipidemia and sleep apnea. sob is
worsening, notices more when lying down.
chronic le swelling; This a request for an
echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for Evaluation of Left Ventricular
Function.; The patient does not have a history of
a recent heart attack or hypertensive heart
disease.
r/o possible stroke; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 03/05/2019; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; slurring words, numbness, up and lower
weakness, chest pain; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering MDs specialty is NOT
Hematologist/Oncologist, Thoracic Surgery,
Oncology, Surgical Oncology or Radiation
Oncology
see attached office note; This a request for an
echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for another reason; This study is
being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie
of heart disease.; The patient has shortness of

1

1

1

1

General/Family Pra Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

General/Family Pra Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

General/Family Pra Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

General/Family Pra Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; The
reason for ordering this study is unknown.
This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; It is unknown if there been a change in
clinical status since the last echocardiogram.; It is
unknown if this is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie
This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; The patient does not have a history of a
recent heart attack or hypertensive heart
disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie
This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; There has been a change in clinical
status since the last echocardiogram.; This is not
for the initial evaluation of abnormal symptoms,
physical exam findings, or diagnostic studies
(chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie of heart disease.

2

2

2

1

General/Family Pra Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

General/Family Pra Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

General/Family Pra Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

General/Family Pra Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; There has NOT been a change in clinical
status since the last echocardiogram.; It is
unknown if this is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie
This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; There has NOT been a change in clinical
status since the last echocardiogram.; This is not
for the initial evaluation of abnormal symptoms,
physical exam findings, or diagnostic studies
(chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie of heart disease.
This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie
of heart disease.; The abnormal symptom,
condition or evaluation is not known or unlisted
This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie
of heart disease.; The patient has shortness of
breath; Known or suspected pulmonary

1

1

5

3

General/Family Pra Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

General/Family Pra Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

General/Family Pra Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

General/Family Pra Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie
of heart disease.; The patient has shortness of
breath; Shortness of breath is not related to any
This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie
of heart disease.; This study is being requested
for the initial evaluation of frequent or sustained
This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of heart
failure.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie
of heart disease.; The patient has shortness of
This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This request is NOT for initial evaluation
of a murmur.; This is NOT a request for follow up
of a known murmur.; This is for the initial
evaluation of abnormal symptoms, physical exam
findings, or diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG)

2

2

1

2

General/Family Pra Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of
Pericardial Disease.; This is for the initial
evaluation of a pericardial disease.

1

General/Family Pra Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Embolism.

2

General/Family Pra Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Murmur.; This request is for initial evaluation of a
murmur.; It is unknown if the murmur is grade III
(3) or greater.; There are clinical symptoms
supporting a suspicion of structural heart disease.

4

General/Family Pra Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Murmur.; This request is for initial evaluation of a
murmur.; The murmur is grade III (3) or greater.

8

General/Family Pra Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Murmur.; This request is for initial evaluation of a
murmur.; The murmur is NOT grade III (3) or
greater.; There are clinical symptoms supporting
a suspicion of structural heart disease.

3

General/Family Pra Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Valves.; This is an evaluation of new or changing
symptoms of valve disease.

5

General/Family Pra Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Valves.; This is an initial evaluation of suspected
valve disease.

11

General/Family Pra Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Valves.; This is NOT for prolapsed mitral valve,
suspected valve disease, new or changing
symptoms of valve disease, annual review of
known valve disease, initial evaluation of artificial
heart valves or annual re‐eval of artifical heart
valves.

1

General/Family Pra Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Congenital Heart Defect.; It is unknown if this is
being ordered for initial diagnosis of congenital
heart disease, Annual follow up of congenital
heart disease or Evaluation of change of clinical
status.

1

General/Family Pra Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Congenital Heart Defect.; This is for initial
diagnosis of congenital heart disease.

1

General/Family Pra Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Heart
Failure; There has been a change in clinical status
since the last echocardiogram.; It is unknown if
this is for the initial evaluation of heart failure.

1

General/Family Pra Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Heart
Failure; There has been a change in clinical status
since the last echocardiogram.; This is NOT for
the initial evaluation of heart failure.

5

General/Family Pra Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Heart
Failure; This is for the initial evaluation of heart
failure.

12

General/Family Pra Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; It is unknown if the patient
has a history of a recent heart attack or
hypertensive heart disease.

2

General/Family Pra Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; The patient does not have
a history of a recent heart attack or hypertensive
heart disease.

3

General/Family Pra Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; The patient has a history of
hypertensive heart disease.; There is a change in
the patient’s cardiac symptoms.

2

General/Family Pra Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Pulmonary Hypertension.

14

General/Family Pra Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

unknown; This a request for an echocardiogram.;
This is a request for a Transthoracic
Echocardiogram.; This study is being ordered for
Evaluation of Cardiac Murmur.; This request is for
initial evaluation of a murmur.; It is unknown if
the murmur is grade III (3) or greater.; It is
unknown if there is clinical symptoms supporting
a suspicion of structural heart disease.; This is
NOT a request for follow up of a known murmur.
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93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Unknown; This a request for an
echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for Evaluation of Left Ventricular
Function.; It is unknown if the patient has a
history of a recent heart attack or hypertensive
heart disease.
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93312 Echocardiography,
transesophageal, real‐
time with image
documentation (2D) (with
or without M‐mode
recording); including
probe placement, image
acquisition, interpretation
and report

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transesophageal Echocardiogram.;
This study is being requested after a completed
NON diagnostic transthoracic echocardiogram.;
The patient is 18 years of age or older.
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93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;

; This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.;
This patient has not had a Nuclear Cardiac study
within the past 8 weeks.; This study is not being
ordered for: CAD, post MI evaluation, or as a
pre/post operative evaluation.
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93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;

This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.;
None of the listed reasons for the study were
selected; It is not known if the member has
known or suspected coronary artery disease.
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93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;

This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.;
None of the listed reasons for the study were
selected; The member does not have known or
suspected coronary artery disease
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93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;

This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.;
The patient had cardiac testing including Stress
Echocardiogram, Nuclear Cardiology
(SPECT/MPI), Coronary CT angiography (CCTA) or
Cardiac Catheterization in the last 2 years.; The
patient is experiencing new or changing cardiac
symptoms.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.
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93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;
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93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;
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G0297 LOW DOSE CT
SCAN FOR LUNG CANCER
SCREENING
G0297 LOW DOSE CT
SCAN FOR LUNG CANCER
SCREENING

General/Family Pra Approval

G0297 LOW DOSE CT
SCAN FOR LUNG CANCER
SCREENING

General/Family Pra Approval

This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.;
The patient has NOT had cardiac testing including
Stress Echocardiogram, Nuclear Cardiology
(SPECT/MPI), Coronary CT angiography (CCTA) or
Cardiac Catheterization in the last 2 years.; The
member has known or suspected coronary artery
disease.

This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.; To
evaluate the heart prior to non‐cardiac surgery.;
The member does not have known or suspected
coronary artery disease
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt; last study that was done
showed a right lung nodule; This request is for a
Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening.; This
patient has had a Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer
ENCOUNTER FOR SCREENING FOR LUNG CANCER
.; One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
PATIENT HAS SMOKED FOR 40+ YEARS AT A
PACK A DAY AND IS NOW EXPERIENCING CHEST
PAIN AND SHORTNESS OF BREATH; This request is
for a Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening.; No,
I do not want to request a Chest CT instead of a
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G0297 LOW DOSE CT
SCAN FOR LUNG CANCER
SCREENING

General/Family Pra Approval

G0297 LOW DOSE CT
SCAN FOR LUNG CANCER
SCREENING

G0297 LOW DOSE CT
SCAN FOR LUNG CANCER
SCREENING
General/Family Pra Approval
S8037 MAGNETIC
RESONANCE
CHOLANGIOPANCREATOG
RAPHY (MRCP)
General/Family Pra Approval
S8037 MAGNETIC
RESONANCE
CHOLANGIOPANCREATOG
RAPHY (MRCP)
General/Family Pra Approval
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval material

70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
General/Family Pra Disapproval material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
General/Family Pra Disapproval material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

This request is for a Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer
Screening.; This patient has NOT had a Low Dose
CT for Lung Cancer Screening in the past 11
months.; The patient is between 55 and 80 years
old.; This patient is a smoker or has a history of
smoking.; The patient has a 30 pack per year
This request is for a Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer
Screening.; This patient has NOT had a Low Dose
CT for Lung Cancer Screening in the past 11
months.; The patient is between 55 and 80 years
old.; This patient is a smoker or has a history of
smoking.; The patient has a 30 pack per year
This request is for a Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer
Screening.; This patient has NOT had a Low Dose
CT for Lung Cancer Screening in the past 11
months.; The patient is between 55 and 80 years
old.; This patient is a smoker or has a history of
smoking.; The patient has a 30 pack per year
suspeceted infection; This is a request for MRCP.;
There is no reason why the patient cannot have
an ERCP.
This is a request for MRCP.; There is a reason
why the patient cannot have an ERCP.; The
patient has not undergone an unsuccessful ERCP.;
The patient has an altered biliary tract anatomy
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is NOT being requested
for evaluation of a headache.; The patient does
not have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, sudden
change in mental status, Bell's palsy, Congenital
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is NOT being requested
for evaluation of a headache.; The patient has
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70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material

70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
General/Family Pra Disapproval material

General/Family Pra Disapproval

General/Family Pra Disapproval

General/Family Pra Disapproval

General/Family Pra Disapproval
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70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is NOT being requested
for evaluation of a headache.; This study is being
; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.
; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as sudden and severe.;
The headache is not described as a “thunderclap”
; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has a sudden change in
mental status.; This study is being ordered for
; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has dizziness.; This study
is being ordered for something other than trauma
; This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.; ;
64 year old male with episodes of
lightheadedness and feeling of near syncope.;
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has dizziness.; This study
Amnesia; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
The study is NOT being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; This study is being ordered for
new onset of seizures or newly identified change
Chronic Headaches for 8 months since head
trauma and fall. Patient has also described
syncope and collapse.; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is being requested for
dizziness, blurred vision, slurred speech.; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
headache is described as chronic or recurring.
dizziness, light headiness, visual disturbance,
confusion,; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
The study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The headache is described as chronic
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70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
General/Family Pra Disapproval material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
General/Family Pra Disapproval material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
General/Family Pra Disapproval material

70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
General/Family Pra Disapproval material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
General/Family Pra Disapproval material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
General/Family Pra Disapproval material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
General/Family Pra Disapproval material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
General/Family Pra Disapproval material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
General/Family Pra Disapproval material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

dizzy spells, sinus issues &#x0D;Patient presents
for several complaints today. Her 1st complaint
is fatigue. She reports that over the past month
or so she has increased fatigue. Her daughter is
with her and is concerned about her thyroid so
we will check; This is a request for a brain/head
headache started month ago, persistent within
the past 5 days, possible lump or mass; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
headache; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
The study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The headache is described as sudden
and severe.; The patient has vision changes.; The
Headahces, visual disturbances, nausea,
vomiting, mydriasis, pharynx edemaatous.; This
study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; Intital onset was within the last few
weeks for headaches, viaual disturbancs,
mydriasis was noted on exam as well.; There has
not been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Headaches, mydriasis was notes on exam, visual
Hx of migraines s/s started about 1 1/2 years
ago; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The headache is described as chronic
Neurological: Positive for headaches; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has a sudden change in mental
New onset of occipital headache with dizziness,
nausea and light sensitivity; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
described as sudden and severe.; The headache is
No; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The headache is described as chronic
or recurring.
none; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 10/30/2018; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
dizziness, neck pain, vision problems , headache;
medication; One of the studies being ordered is
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70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
General/Family Pra Disapproval material
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70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
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Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
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70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
General/Family Pra Disapproval material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
General/Family Pra Disapproval material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Patient has had episodes where she states it felt
like she was shocked by electricity, experienced
loss of awareness, and woke up on the floor
feeling thirsty, confused and disoriented. Patient
also states that the bottoms of her feet burn
almost constan; This is a request for a brain/head
patient is having syncopial episodes; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient does not have dizziness, fatigue or
malaise, sudden change in mental status, Bell's
palsy, Congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
Patient states that she has Chronic neck and back
pain. Patient also reports that she has depression
and anxiety and mood swings with memory
impairment.; This is a request for a brain/head
CT.; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has a
Patient with persistent, recurring headaches with
nausea. Worse with light, noise and eye
movement. Per patient worst headache of his
life.; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The
pt has been having these headaches for three
months ,; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
The study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The headache is described as chronic
pt is having double vision, blurred visions, eye
pain, and dizziness. Medication is not working;
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Pt is having severe frontal headaches with
nausea and vomiting, light sensitivity, dissiness;
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Pt with new severe headaches with neurological
deficits involving memory changes with
forgetfulness; This is a request for a brain/head
CT.; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The headache is described as
She has had a headache for 10 days that started
in the back and moved to the front . She also
feels dizzy and sometimes nauseated with the
headache . It starts during the day and gets worse
at night . She is not sleeping well because of the
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Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

SUDDEN SHARP PAIN IN TEMPLE; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
headache is described as sudden and severe.; The
the patient complains of daily headaches for a
month or longer; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
THE PATIENT COMPLAINS OF THROBBING
HEADACHE WITH DIZZINESS AND BLURRED
VISION AND SOME NAUSEA.; This is a request for
a brain/head CT.; The study is being requested for
The Pt has a headache daily. pt has pressure
anad pain in head intermittent..; This is a request
for a brain/head CT.; The study is being requested
for evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
The Pt Has sudden onset of headaches for
several year. recently increasing in intensity; This
is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; Changing
neurologic symptoms best describes the reason
that I have requested this test.
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The
headache's character is unknown.; Headache best
describes the reason that I have requested this
test.
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The patient
has a chronic headache, longer than one month;
Headache best describes the reason that I have
requested this test.
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The patient
has a new onset of a headhache within the past
month; Headache best describes the reason that I
have requested this test.
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient does NOT have a recent
onset (within the last 4 weeks) of neurologic
Unknown; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
The study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The headache is described as chronic
or recurring.
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70450 Computed
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brain; without contrast
material
70450 Computed
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70450 Computed
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70450 Computed
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70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval material
70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval material

unknown; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
The study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The headache is described as sudden
and severe.; It is not known if the headache is
UNKNOWN; This is a request for a brain/head
CT.; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; This headache is not described as
sudden, severe or chronic recurring.
unknown; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 1/2/2019; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; headaches,
abnormal testing, chest pain paresthia;
medication; One of the studies being ordered is
unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2/14/2019; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
unkown; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
The study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The headache is described as chronic
or recurring.
vomiting, headache; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
described as sudden and severe.; The patient
Who complains of headaches off and on in
different places of my head. She has a history of
headaches since approx. 4/17/12, with no prior
imaging; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
worsening headaches; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
described as chronic or recurring.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for sinusitis.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.; The
patient is NOT immune‐compromised.; The
patient's current rhinosinusitis symptoms are
; "This request is for face, jaw, mandible
CT.239.8"; "There is not a history of serious facial
bone or skull, trauma or injury.fct"; "There is not
a suspicion of neoplasm, tumor or
metastasis.fct"; "There is not a suspicion of bone
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Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval material

; This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.; ;
continued ear and jaw pain with no
improvement.; "This request is for face, jaw,
mandible CT.239.8"; "There is not a history of
serious facial bone or skull, trauma or injury.fct";
"There is not a suspicion of neoplasm, tumor or
Other acute sinusitis noted. This has been a
problem for the past several years. The pattern
of symptoms is described as perennial, with
virtually year‐round symptoms. His primary
symptoms include chest congestion, productive
cough, facial pressure, na; This study is being
Patient has been having problem since 2000.
Patient was given Neuroitin, Tegretoli and
Topomax with no success. Patient also has
numbness on right side of face; This study is not
being ordered for trauma, tumor, sinusitis,
This is a request for a Sinus CT.; This study is
being ordered for sinusitis.; The patient is NOT
immune‐compromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
Recurrent Acute Rhinosinusitis (4 or more acute
This is a request for a Sinus CT.; This study is
being ordered for sinusitis.; The patient is NOT
immune‐compromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are unknown.; Yes this is
a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for a Sinus CT.; This study is not
being ordered for trauma, tumor, sinusitis,
osteomyelitis, pre operative or a post operative
evaluation.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT
unknown; This study is being ordered for
sinusitis.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.; The
patient is NOT immune‐compromised.; The
patient's current rhinosinusitis symptoms are
described as Chronic Rhinosinusitis (episode is
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70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval material
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70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
General/Family Pra Disapproval material
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
General/Family Pra Disapproval material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

70496 Computed
tomographic angiography,
head, with contrast
material(s), including
noncontrast images, if
performed, and image
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval postprocessing

70540 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, orbit, face,
and/or neck; without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material(s)

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2/14/2019; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
worsening headaches, facial drooping, brain ct
normal; "This request is for face, jaw, mandible
CT.239.8"; "There is not a history of serious facial
bone or skull, trauma or injury.fct"; "There is not
a suspicion of neoplasm, tumor or
Headahces, visual disturbances, nausea,
vomiting, mydriasis, pharynx edemaatous.; This
study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; Intital onset was within the last few
weeks for headaches, viaual disturbancs,
mydriasis was noted on exam as well.; There has
not been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Headaches, mydriasis was notes on exam, visual
upload clinicals; This is a request for neck soft
tissue CT.; The patient has a neck lump or mass.;
There is a palpable neck mass or lump.; The neck
mass is larger than 1 cm.; A fine needle aspirate

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
brain.
acute sinusitis Patient is a 58 year old female
presenting today for muscle spasm in her throat.
Two months ago she had flu and bronchitis and
sinusitis and as she was recovering she developed
this spasm in her neck that occurs multiple times
throughout e; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 2 MONTHS AGO; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
acute sinusitis Patient is a 58 year old female
presenting today for muscle spasm in her throat.
Two months ago she had flu and bronchitis and
sinusitis and as she was recovering she developed
this spasm in her neck that occurs multiple times

1

1

1

1

4

1

70540 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, orbit, face,
and/or neck; without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material(s)

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

70544 Magnetic
resonance angiography,
head; without contrast
General/Family Pra Disapproval material(s)

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

70544 Magnetic
resonance angiography,
head; without contrast
General/Family Pra Disapproval material(s)

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

70544 Magnetic
resonance angiography,
head; without contrast
General/Family Pra Disapproval material(s)
70544 Magnetic
resonance angiography,
head; without contrast
General/Family Pra Disapproval material(s)
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material

70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

NECK STIFFNESS; "This is a request for orbit,face,
or neck soft tissue MRI.239.8"; The reason for the
study is not for trauma, infection,cancer, mass,
tumor, pre or post‐operative evaluation
New onset of migraines with it being the worse
headache ever; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 1/15/2019; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Reports worse headache ever, band around her
head, eye pain. Visual changes and nausea; One
New onset of syncope and convulsions. Pt had
post‐ictal period consisting of confusion and
anterograde amnesia for approximately 30
minutes to an hour after event.; There is not an
immediate family history of aneurysm.; The
She says that she has been having hallucinations.
She will see people that she does not recongnize.
This can be children, dogs, cats, one time a man
with a gun. This is in her house. She will talk to
them but they do not talk back. She has trouble
rea; There is not an immediate family history of
There is not an immediate family history of
aneurysm.; The patient does not have a known
aneurysm.; The patient has not had a recent MRI
or CT for these symptoms.; There has not been a
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; It is unknown if the study is being requested
for evaluation of a headache.; The patient does
not have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, sudden
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The headache is described as
chronic or recurring.; The headache is not
presenting with a sudden change in severity,
associated with exertion, or a mental status
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The patient has a chronic or
recurring headache.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material

70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material

70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; It is unknown if the
patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Not requested for
evaluation of trauma/injury, tumor,
stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient does not
have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, sudden change
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; This study is being
ordered for seizures.; There has NOT been a
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2018;
There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; tingling in hands and

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has a chronic or recurring headache.

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

1

1

1

1

1

1

General/Family Pra Disapproval

General/Family Pra Disapproval

General/Family Pra Disapproval

General/Family Pra Disapproval

General/Family Pra Disapproval

General/Family Pra Disapproval

General/Family Pra Disapproval

70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

acute sinusitis Patient is a 58 year old female
presenting today for muscle spasm in her throat.
Two months ago she had flu and bronchitis and
sinusitis and as she was recovering she developed
this spasm in her neck that occurs multiple times
throughout e; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 2 MONTHS AGO; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
acute sinusitis Patient is a 58 year old female
presenting today for muscle spasm in her throat.
Two months ago she had flu and bronchitis and
sinusitis and as she was recovering she developed
this spasm in her neck that occurs multiple times
Cognitive decline which started a couple months
ago and has not improved.; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has a
sudden change in mental status.; It is unknown
diplopia; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient does not have dizziness,
fatigue or malaise, sudden change in mental
status, Bell's palsy, Congenital abnormality, loss
Dizziness, Episodic tension‐type headache, not
intractable. Since this is the third visit I will order
imaging.; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has a chronic or recurring
has dizziness; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has a chronic or recurring
headache.
HEADACHE UPON WAKINGCONTINUES AND
PROGRESSES THROUGH DAY ITS A MIGRAINE BY
NOONHYDROCODONE AND DIMERAL W/NO
RELIEF; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study
is being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
headache‐throbbing, aching, tightness.
vomiting, photophobia. orbital, occipital,
unilateral; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has a chronic or recurring

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

General/Family Pra Disapproval

General/Family Pra Disapproval

General/Family Pra Disapproval

General/Family Pra Disapproval

General/Family Pra Disapproval

70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material

70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

HPIpt comes in with continued complaints of
dizziness. Went to ER last week. They felt it
related to anxiety. She was started on wellbutrin
at the walk in clinic on malvern avenue. Has been
tolerating medication. Incidentally it was started
looking at pituitary gland; This request is for a
Brain MRI; It is unknown if the study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient does not have dizziness, fatigue or
malaise, sudden change in mental status, Bell's

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

MEMORY LOSS; This request is for a Brain MRI;
The study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has a chronic or recurring
headache.

1

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

NAUSEA, VOMITTING, BLURRY VISION, 10 PAIN;
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient has a chronic or recurring headache.

1

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

no relief from medication; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has a
chronic or recurring headache.
Paresis on the left side, patient take 81mg
aspirin; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; The condition is not associated with
Patient also has dizziness.; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has a
chronic or recurring headache.
PATIENT HAS HAD A CHRONIC
HEADACHE.&#x0D;Associated symptoms:
dizziness, fatigue and nausea; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has a

1

1

1

1

1

1

70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

patient has memory loss and just underwent a
neuropsychology exam and suggest further
testing.; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; Not requested for evaluation of
trauma/injury, tumor, stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
seizures; It is not known if the condition is
Patient is having recurrent headaches and now is
having progressive memory loss, difficulty with
speech and some mood changes.; This request is
for a Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has a
Patient is having recurrent headaches that are
worsening in severity. Patient is having tinnitus
and elevated blood pressure along with these
headaches.; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
Patient presents for several complaints today.
Her 1st complaint is fatigue. She reports that
over the past month or so she has increased
fatigue. Her daughter is with her and is
concerned about her thyroid so we will check
some labs on her. Her next ; This request is for a
persistent and getting worse; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; Not requested for
evaluation of trauma/injury, tumor,
stroke/aneurysm,
infection/inflammation,multiple sclerosis, or
pt is having visual chaNGES; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has a
chronic or recurring headache.
PT also has leg weakness, &amp; vision changes.
Possible silent Seizures and syncope and collapse.
Physician evaluated blood pressure and all was in
normal limits to R/O dizziness and passing out.
New problem that has happened in the last 4
weeks.; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study
Pt has a brain cyst, confirm for any change of the
cyst in one year.; This request is for a Brain MRI;
The study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has a chronic or recurring
headache.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

General/Family Pra Disapproval

General/Family Pra Disapproval

General/Family Pra Disapproval

General/Family Pra Disapproval

General/Family Pra Disapproval

General/Family Pra Disapproval

General/Family Pra Disapproval

General/Family Pra Disapproval

General/Family Pra Disapproval

70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Pt has a HX with daily persistent HA w/nausea
and vomiting. Positive for photophobia and
phonophonia. Has not responded to medication
treatment.; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
Pt has headache, fatigue, dizziness, memory
loss.; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has vertigo.; It is unknown
why this study is being ordered.
pt needing prior to apt with Dr Wright, neurology
and headache clinic; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The patient has a sudden and
severe headache.; It is unknown if the patient
The Pt persistent daily headaches, with nighttime
walking and n o resposne to inseds.; This request
is for a Brain MRI; The study is being requested
for evaluation of a headache.; The patient has a
chronic or recurring headache.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
headache is described as sudden and severe.;
There recent neurological deficits on exam such
as one sided weakness, speech impairments or
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient does not have dizziness, one sided arm or
leg weakness, the inability to speak, or vision
changes.; The patient has known cancer.; The
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient had a thunderclap headache or worst
headache of the patient's life (within the last 3
months).
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of Multiple Sclerosis;
The patient has not undergone treatment for
multiple sclerosis.; There are intermittent or new
UNABLE TO CONTROL BALANCEDIZZINESS
W/CONFUSION AFTER STANDING; This request is
for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT being requested
for evaluation of a headache.; The patient has a
sudden change in mental status.; It is unknown

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
General/Family Pra Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
General/Family Pra Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
General/Family Pra Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
General/Family Pra Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
General/Family Pra Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
General/Family Pra Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
General/Family Pra Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Unknown; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has a chronic or recurring
headache.
unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; unknown; It is not
known if there has been any treatment or
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; "Caller is NOT SURE if there
is evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
noted within the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; "There IS evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; They had a previous Chest x‐ray.; A
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; "There is NO evidence of a
lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within the
last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non of
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; There is no radiologic
evidence of asbestosis.; "There is no radiologic
evidence of sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or fungal
infection."; There is no radiologic evidence of a
lung abscess or empyema.; There is no radiologic
evidence of pneumoconiosis e.g. black lung
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here ‐ or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known if
; "There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; They
had a previous Chest x‐ray.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
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1

3

1

1

1

1

4

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
General/Family Pra Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
General/Family Pra Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
General/Family Pra Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
General/Family Pra Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
General/Family Pra Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
General/Family Pra Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
General/Family Pra Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
General/Family Pra Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
General/Family Pra Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
General/Family Pra Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
General/Family Pra Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
is being ordered for screening of lung cancer.;
The patient is 54 years old or younger.; The
patient has NOT had a Low Dose CT for Lung
; There is no radiologic evidence of mediastinal
widening.; There is no physical or radiologic
evidence of a chest wall abnormality.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Abnormal finding on examination of the chest,
chest wall and or lungs describes the reason for
this request.; This is a request for a Chest CT.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
abnormal findings on xray; "There IS evidence of
a lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within
the last 30 days."; They had a previous Chest x‐
ray.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This
Abnormal imaging test describes the reason for
this request.; This is a request for a Chest CT.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Chest pain describes the reason for this request.;
Another abnormality led to the suspicion of
infection; This is a request for a Chest CT.; This
study is being requested for known or suspected
Chest pain describes the reason for this request.;
This study is being requested for an unresolved
cough; This is a request for a Chest CT.; This study
is being requested for none of the above.; Yes
chest x‐ray shows left chest nodule; "There IS
evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
noted within the last 30 days."; They had a
previous Chest x‐ray.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
Congested pulmonary veins, enlargement of
heart, granulomas on the lungs; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; The study is being ordered
for none of the above.; This study is being
COUGH; "There IS evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; They had a previous Chest x‐ray.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
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1

4

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
General/Family Pra Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
General/Family Pra Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
General/Family Pra Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
General/Family Pra Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
General/Family Pra Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
General/Family Pra Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
General/Family Pra Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
General/Family Pra Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

71275 Computed
tomographic angiography,
chest (noncoronary), with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval image postprocessing

last CT was 3 months ago and it was abnormal
with recommendation to recheck in 3 months;
"There is NO evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
no; "There is NO evidence of a lung, mediastinal
or chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work‐up for suspicious mass.;
None; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The
study is being ordered for none of the above.;
This study is being ordered for non of the above.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Patient is having SOB on excersion with angina
on rest. patients heart has been cleared.; There is
no radiologic evidence of asbestosis.; "There is no
radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or
fungal infection."; There is no radiologic evidence
of a lung abscess or empyema.; There is no
radiologic evidence of pneumoconiosis e.g. black
lung disease or silicosis.; There is NO radiologic
patient with 2 month history of persistent cough,
shortness of breast. Has not responded to
medication management including antibiotics,
prednisone and cough suppressant.; A
PT WAS SCHEDULED FOR SURGERY AND HAD TO
CANCEL BECAUSE HIS CXR SHOWS A NODULE. HE
HAS TO HAVE THIS PULMONARY NODULE
CHECKED OUT PRIOR TO HAVING SURGERY. CXR
RESULTS NOT AVAILABLE TO SEND; "There IS
evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
Sharp pain; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
The study is being ordered for none of the
above.; This study is being ordered for non of the
above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Unknown; "There IS evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; They had a previous Chest x‐ray.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
Pt with diagnosed aneurism 2 years ago, needs
follow‐up; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; Abdominal
aneurysm follow‐up; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; none; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
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71275 Computed
tomographic angiography,
chest (noncoronary), with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval image postprocessing

71275 Computed
tomographic angiography,
chest (noncoronary), with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval image postprocessing
71550 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, chest (eg, for
evaluation of hilar and
mediastinal
lymphadenopathy);
without contrast
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval material(s)
71550 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, chest (eg, for
evaluation of hilar and
mediastinal
lymphadenopathy);
without contrast
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval material(s)
72125 Computed
tomography, cervical
spine; without contrast
General/Family Pra Disapproval material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

72125 Computed
tomography, cervical
spine; without contrast
General/Family Pra Disapproval material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

This study is requested to evaluate suspected
pulmonary embolus.; Yes, this is a request for a
Chest CT Angiography.
unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 03/06/2019; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
patient is having dry coughing and congestive;
patient has had anti biotics; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT

severe DDD with subluxation,low back pain; One
of the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.

This is a request for a chest MRI.
Happened bout 3 months ago. Walking down a
hill slipped and fell backwards. Hit his head on
the ground. Having Neck pain. Used Aleve/Advil
heat and nothing getting it better. More pain now
than in the beginning. Pain all in the neck.; This
none; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 10/30/2018; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
dizziness, neck pain, vision problems , headache;
medication; One of the studies being ordered is
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72125 Computed
tomography, cervical
spine; without contrast
General/Family Pra Disapproval material
72128 Computed
tomography, thoracic
spine; without contrast
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tomography, lumbar
spine; without contrast
General/Family Pra Disapproval material

72131 Computed
tomography, lumbar
spine; without contrast
General/Family Pra Disapproval material
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tomography, lumbar
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72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
General/Family Pra Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
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resonance (eg, proton)
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contents, cervical;
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resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
General/Family Pra Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

This study is to be part of a Myelogram.; This is a
request for a Cervical Spine CT
Obstructive chronic bronchitis with acute
exacerbation; This is a request for a thoracic
spine CT.; There is no reason why the patient
cannot undergo a thoracic spine MRI.; Yes this is
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
12/28/2018; There has not been any treatment
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative evaluation.;
This study is not part of a myelogram or
discogram.; The patient is not experiencing
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient has a history of severe low back trauma
or lumbar injury.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Neurological deficits; It is not known if
the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
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&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; There is no laboratory or x‐ray
evidence of osteomyelitis.; Known or Suspected
Multiple Sclerosis, Infection or abscess; There is
not laboratory or x‐ray evidence of meningitis.;
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 01/24/2019; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; Numbness and tingling, weakness in
both hands.; One of the studies being ordered is
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here ‐ or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; There has been
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
1/14/2019; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; chronic back and neck
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
1/14/2019; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; chronic back and neck
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2018;
There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; tingling in hands and
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&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; &lt; Enter date of initial
onset here ‐ or Type In Unknown If No Info Given
&gt;; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe primary
symptoms here ‐ or Type In Unknown If No Info
; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is reflex abnormality.; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not x‐ray
; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; ; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of bladder
or bowel dysfunction.; There is not x‐ray evidence
; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; neck pain 4‐6
months, nsaids do not help, causing numbness,
tingling and weakness in the arms, worse with
; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; neck pain x's 1
year, radiates to arms, has weakness in the arms,
worse with movement. Going to physical therapy
; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; neck pain x's 3
months. numbness/tingling in arms and legs.
weakness. physical therapy made it worse.; The
; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; OVERUSE PAIN
RADIATING DOWN SPINE; The patient does not
have new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
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; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment for
the past 6 weeks.; It is not known if the patient
; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Trauma
or recent injury; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; ; The patient does not have new signs
or symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
There is not x‐ray evidence of a recent cervical
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ; ; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering MDs specialty is NOT
ataxia&#x0D;abnormal gail&#x0D;recent
fall&#x0D;cad&#x0D;weakness of right leg; This is
a request for cervical spine MRI; Neurological
deficits; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; rt leg weakness&#x0D;ataxia; The
CONCERNED ABOUT NERVE IMPINGMENT; This
is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; DECREASED ROM
IN NECK WITH LOWER ARM PAIN ON THE RADIAL
Constant Chronic pain.; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known trauma
or injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
01/21/2019; There has not been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; Pain in the mid and
lower back, pain in her right leg from her hip to
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Degenerative disc disease; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.; 07/19/2017;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Persistant lower back pain/neck;
Prescription therapy&#x0D;Physical therapy; One
of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
from injury from couple of years agojust had a
baby she had to stop taking medicine; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic
neck and/or back pain; The patient does not have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
The patient has seen the doctor more then once
for these symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The
patient has not completed 6 weeks of physical
Further evaluation; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 12 years ago; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; Pt
having pain; injections not helping recently; can't
take care of her kids due to pain; limited ROM;
numbness and tingling down left arm; been doing
yoga and using inversion table.; PT, Injections,
has cervical radiculopathy, poor gripping in the
hands numbness going down into the hands; This
is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; upper extremity
he does have sciatica on right side.; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or infectious
disease, congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
8/29/2018; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; increased pain, having
some neurological symptoms, pain shooting and
numbness down legs. Provider feels he needs
HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS&#x0D;Renata D
Cagle, a 37 y.o. female presents with a Chief
Complaint of Shoulder Pain (R shoulder x4mo.
with numbness down R arm, went to walk in on
Fri. and got Flexeril and Prednisone); This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; Neurological
deficits; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; REVIEW OF SYSTEMS &#x0D;Review
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neck pain for over 4 weeks,severe; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic
neck and/or back pain; The patient does not have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient has NOT had back pain for over 4
weeks.
Neck pain that has been hurting for a while that
is getting worse.; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
Neck Pain&#x0D;Reported by
patient.&#x0D;Location: right; anterior; posterior
&#x0D;Quality: throbbing; worsening; radiates to
shoulders &#x0D;Timing: acute; chronic
&#x0D;Context: overuse (works in construction);
atraumatic &#x0D;Alleviating Factors: ice;
chiropractic care; eps; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or
back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
neck pain, tenderness, numbness in extremity,
flexion weakness, not improving with physical
therapy; This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is weakness.; flexion weakness; The patient does
no info given; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The
patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
not seen the doctor more then once for these
none; This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.; left‐
shoulder weakness; The patient does not have
new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
none; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 10/2018; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; numbness
tingling in arm decreased ROM pain;
medications pain clinic appointment; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
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none; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 11/4/2018; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
numbness in lower extremities; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
Numbness and tingling with tightness in right
side of neck; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.;
Weakness down arm; The patient does not have
Numbness bi upper extremities; This is a request
for cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
no weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of bladder
On examination the patient is in no acute
distress vital signs are normal all cranial nerves
are intact and he has no weakness or lateralizing
signs neurologically his heart is in sinus rhythm
and his lungs were clear examination of left
shoulder reveals ; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; None of the above; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; Patient is here
PAIN FOR YEARS, WORSENED IN THE LAST FEW
WEEKS; This study is being ordered for
Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 12/24/2018;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; CHRONIC PAIN IN MULTIPLE AREAS;
INTRAMUSCULAR INJECTIONS; One of the studies
pain worse with movement severe left arm and
hand numb all the time; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or
back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; numbness tingling in arm rad to hand
Patient is present today for left shoulder pain
that goes up into his neck area. He report he had
an accident that happen last year where to metal
blade of the fan cut his left shoulder down to the
bone. He report he has been having some
numbness and ting; One of the studies being
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presents to clinic today to establish care. She
reports a chronic history of fatigue, weakness of
extremities, neck pain and stiffness, dizziness,
visual changes, headaches, memory changes,
numbness and tingling of extremities and
depression. She first ex; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or
provider has ordered an mri of her c spine, t
spine, and l spine due to worsening symptoms
and neurological changes. &#x0D;patient cannot
take nsaids due to erosion of esophagus.; This
study is being ordered for something other than:
known trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or infectious
disease, congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
2/8/2019; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; pain in her neck radiating
Pt is unable to tolerate pain.; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or
back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; pt has severe neck pain interfering
with ADL's. Pain is worsening. Inability to sleep.
R/O IMPINGEMENT OR COMPRESIONS; This
study is being ordered for something other than:
known trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or infectious
disease, congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
OVER 5 YEARS AGO; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; PAIN IN ALL 3 LESIONS,
SPONDYLOLISTHESIS, RADICULOPATHY FROM
NECK TO THE RIGHT ARM, WEAKNESS IN LIMBS,
radiculopathy, numbness; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or
back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
no weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of bladder
Recent Xray reveal spondylollsthesis,
degenerative disc disease, mild
curvature&#x0D;Pt to see neurosurgeon, will
need MRI; One of the studies being ordered is a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
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Recurrent neck pain with radiation b/l upper ext.
Numbness of fingers noted; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or
back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
no weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
General/Family Pra Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient does have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There has
not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; It is not known if
the patient demonstrate neurological deficits.;
Patient went to St.Bernard's Medical Center on
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There has
not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.;
&lt;Enter Additional Clinical Information&gt;
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There has
not been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; Yes, the patient
demonstrate neurological deficits.; No, there is
not a documented evidence of extremity

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
General/Family Pra Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There is
no evidence of tumor or metastasis on a bone
scan or x‐ray.; Suspected Tumor with or without
Metastasis; abnormal xray
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This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Trauma
or recent injury; Yes, the patient have new or
changing neurological signs or symptoms.; Yes,
the patient is experiencing or presenting new
symptoms of upper extremity weakness.
unknown; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The
patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
not seen the doctor more then once for these
x‐ray showed degernative disc disease; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic
neck and/or back pain; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is reflex abnormality.; The patient does not
have new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
xrays abnormal. not improved with conservative
treatment; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 11/17/2017 was
first date of visit for the problem in new system;
There has been treatment or conservative
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
thoracic spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Hands, swelling and numb like at
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
thoracic spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The
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&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; &lt; Enter date of initial
onset here ‐ or Type In Unknown If No Info Given
&gt;; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe primary
symptoms here ‐ or Type In Unknown If No Info
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 03/01/2019; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; Patient
has chronic lumbar back pain, degenerative disc
years ago, pain has worsened, no improvement
with PT, pain management. June 2018; exercise,
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 03/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; chronic low
back pain, age related osteoporosis; medications,
PT; One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
; This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.;
Trauma or recent injury; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is reflex abnormality.; The patient does not
have new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; It is not known if the patient has a
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ; ; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering MDs specialty is NOT
; This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 11/08/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; back pain;
; This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 11/15/18; It is not known if
there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; Shoulder pain, stomach pain, and back
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; This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Six months previous; There has
not been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
pt with strong fam hx of neurofibromatosis with
significant pain in abdomen/pelvis ruleout lesions
; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ; ; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering MDs specialty is NOT
Back pain continues &#x0D;"Pain all over"
&#x0D;Pain in back is sharp, shooting, aching at
times; This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment for
back pain radiating from thoracic region. Need
MRI to send with referral to ortho specialist; This
is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does not have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient has NOT had back pain for over 4 weeks.
Constant Chronic pain.; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known trauma
or injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
01/21/2019; There has not been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; Pain in the mid and
lower back, pain in her right leg from her hip to
Further evaluation; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 12 years ago; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; Pt
having pain; injections not helping recently; can't
take care of her kids due to pain; limited ROM;
numbness and tingling down left arm; been doing
yoga and using inversion table.; PT, Injections,
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none; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 11/4/2018; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
numbness in lower extremities; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
provider has ordered an mri of her c spine, t
spine, and l spine due to worsening symptoms
and neurological changes. &#x0D;patient cannot
take nsaids due to erosion of esophagus.; This
study is being ordered for something other than:
known trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or infectious
disease, congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
2/8/2019; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; pain in her neck radiating
Pt has had ongoing back pain for 5 months with
no relief from NSAIDs or anti‐inflammatory's; This
is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does not have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient has NOT had back pain for over 4 weeks.
R/O IMPINGEMENT OR COMPRESIONS; This
study is being ordered for something other than:
known trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or infectious
disease, congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
OVER 5 YEARS AGO; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; PAIN IN ALL 3 LESIONS,
SPONDYLOLISTHESIS, RADICULOPATHY FROM
NECK TO THE RIGHT ARM, WEAKNESS IN LIMBS,
Recent Xray reveal spondylollsthesis,
degenerative disc disease, mild
curvature&#x0D;Pt to see neurosurgeon, will
need MRI; One of the studies being ordered is a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
The patient does have neurological deficits.; This
is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The study is
being ordered due to chronic back pain or
suspected degenerative disease.; has failed over
6 months of pain management with ESi
(injections) nsaids, muscle relaxers, cymbalta,
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The patient does have neurological deficits.; This
is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; The study is
being ordered due to chronic back pain or
suspected degenerative disease.; The patient is
experiencing or presenting symptoms of
asymmetric reflexes.
The patient does not have any neurological
deficits.; The patient has not failed a course of
anti‐inflammatory medication or steroids.; This is
a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; There has not
been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; The study is
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; Acute
or Chronic back pain; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is recent
Unknown; This is a request for a thoracic spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; Weakness in legs;
The patient does not have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
was treated for neuropathy but did not help; This
study is being ordered for something other than:
known trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or infectious
disease, congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
11/6/2018; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; old motor vehicle
xrays abnormal. not improved with conservative
treatment; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 11/17/2017 was
first date of visit for the problem in new system;
There has been treatment or conservative
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‐ Degenerative disc disease of the lumbar
spine&#x0D; Head injury with brain hemorrhage
in 2009&#x0D;Stroke: Y ‐ Due to head injury in
2009 with expressive aphasia and right sided
weakness&#x0D;Quality: sharp&#x0D;Severity:
same; moderate (5‐7)&#x0D;Duration: chronic
&#x0D;Conte; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; It is not
known if the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; It
is not known if the patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The
patient has seen the doctor more then once for
these symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is no
weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; ; The patient does not have new signs
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; both legs; The patient does not have
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&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Document exam findings; The patient
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; numbness and legs feel weak; The
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; right lower leg; The patient does not
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; unkown; The patient does not have
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The
patient has not completed 6 weeks of physical
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The
patient has not completed 6 weeks of physical
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&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Neurological deficits; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.;
weakness in toes, has jerking and twitching in pt
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; None of the above; It is not
known if the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is not known if
the patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; Three weeks ago;
There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; tenderness on left leg.
Numbness and tingling down left leg from lower
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&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here ‐ or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; There has been
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
1/14/2019; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; chronic back and neck
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
1/14/2019; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; chronic back and neck
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
6/18/2018; There has not been any treatment or
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 03/01/2019; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; Patient
has chronic lumbar back pain, degenerative disc
years ago, pain has worsened, no improvement
with PT, pain management. June 2018; exercise,
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 03/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; chronic low
back pain, age related osteoporosis; medications,
PT; One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
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. ight thigh pain &#x0D;Pt. complains of nasal
congestion, sinus pressure and some coughing for
the last 3 weeks. He has a history of chronic
sinusitis and previous sinus surgery. Her would
like to see ENT about another sinus surgery.
&#x0D;Pt. has not had fever ; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; ight thigh pain &#x0D;Pt. complains of
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; It is not known if the
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; The patient has had back
pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the
doctor more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment for
the past 6 weeks.; It is not known if the patient
has completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; It is not known if the
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; The patient has had back
pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the
doctor more then once for these symptoms.; The
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; It is not known if there is weakness
or reflex abnormality.; The patient does not have
new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is no weakness or reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is reflex abnormality.; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; It is not known if
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; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; ; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of bladder
or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; ; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of bladder
or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; Chronic back pain
radiating to lower extremities. Patient c/o
weakness. Exam shows pain w/ROM and
decreased ROM, tenderness at L4, sciatic notch
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; Pt. has been seen
and denied for this, but this still is progressing.;
The patient does not have new signs or
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; some
numbness/tingling in his Rt foot; The patient does
not have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has not seen the
doctor more then once for these symptoms.
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment for
the past 6 weeks.; It is not known if the patient
has completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
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; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment for
the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not completed
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment for
the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not completed
6 weeks of physical therapy?; The patient has
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment for
the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not completed
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment for
the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not completed
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment for
the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not completed
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
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; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is no weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of bladder
or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is weakness.; ; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Trauma or recent injury; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is weakness.; ; The patient does not have
new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Trauma or recent injury; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is weakness.; numbness down legs patient
has fallen from pain from back to down legs
patient has had to be off work many times
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Trauma or recent injury; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment for
the past 6 weeks.; It is not known if the patient
has completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Trauma or recent injury; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment for
; This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; chronic back, knee pain;
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; This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 11/08/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; back pain;
; This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 11/15/18; It is not known if
there has been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; Shoulder pain, stomach pain, and back
; This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Six months previous; There has
not been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
pt with strong fam hx of neurofibromatosis with
significant pain in abdomen/pelvis ruleout lesions
; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ; ; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering MDs specialty is NOT
BILATERAL BACK PAIN AND TENDERNESS IN
LUMBAR SPINE; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.; ; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
Constant Chronic pain.; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known trauma
or injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
01/21/2019; There has not been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; Pain in the mid and
lower back, pain in her right leg from her hip to
decrease range of motion; The study requested
is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Neurological deficits; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.; Patient is
having back pain radiating to knees; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of bladder
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Degenerative disc disease; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.; 07/19/2017;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Persistant lower back pain/neck;
Prescription therapy&#x0D;Physical therapy; One
of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
Disorder of bone. He exhibits decreased range of
motion and tenderness.; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is no
weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
fax clinicals; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.; lower
back; The patient does not have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
Further evaluation; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 12 years ago; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; Pt
having pain; injections not helping recently; can't
take care of her kids due to pain; limited ROM;
numbness and tingling down left arm; been doing
yoga and using inversion table.; PT, Injections,
Given the negative x‐ray for any fractures or
spondylolisthesis do believe at the time given the
continued weakness and numbness that a MRI
must be ordered to evaluate for any possible
spinal stenosis as well as possible disk
herniation.; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; None of the above; The patient does
had a fall from a ladder Jan 10, 19, had nsaids
and mus. relaxers. Seen on 17 th with no
improvement.; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Trauma or recent injury; The patient
does not have new or changing neurologic signs
or symptoms.; The patient has NOT had back pain
has been seeing pain management, pain radiates
down to right leg &amp; groin; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; per pt weakness; The patient does not
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Has history of lumbar back pain and now
complains of bilateral lower extremity numbness
and requests referral to neurosurgery. Will need
current MRI for further evaluation.; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Neurological
deficits; The patient does have new or changing
he does have sciatica on right side.; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or infectious
disease, congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
8/29/2018; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; increased pain, having
some neurological symptoms, pain shooting and
numbness down legs. Provider feels he needs
INCREASING BACK PAIN MEDS THERAPIES HEAT
ICE MASSAGE ACCUPUNCTION ‐ NOTHING
WORKING; INTERFERING WITH DAILY ACTIVITY.
RIGHT LEG NUMBNESS; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
limited range of motion to left leg, numbness
and tingling to left foot.; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; left leg weakness; The patient does
Location: pain radiating to the buttocks; pain
radiating to the legs&#x0D;Quality: sharp;
tingling&#x0D;Severity: worsening; pain level
10/10&#x0D;Duration: acute
&#x0D;Onset/Timing: recurrent episode
&#x0D;Context: overuse; unusual activity; prior
back problems; used medica; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Location: pain radiating to the
LOW BACK PAIN, NOT BETTER WITH EXCERSICE
OR MEDS; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is no weakness or reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
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LOWER BACK WITH RIGHT SIDED SCIATICA‐
INCREASING IN SEVERITY. BACK PAIN S/P MVA AT
AGE 14‐15Y/O; DDD,LUMBAR; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Neurological
deficits; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is no
M54.5: Low back pain&#x0D;MRI, LUMBAR
SPINE, W/O CONTRAST&#x0D;prednisone 20 mg
tablet ‐; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; It is not known
if the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
M54.5; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; bilateral
weakness, lumbar disturbance of skin sensation
and lower extremities; The patient does not have
MRI TO R/O OTHER ISSUES; The study requested
is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Neuropathy.; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The
No; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; Weakness
located below lumbar spine and goes into right
hip.; The patient does not have new signs or
none; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; slight weakness
left leg .; The patient does not have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
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none; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does not have new or changing neurologic signs
or symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment for
the past 6 weeks.; It is not known if the patient
has completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
none; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 10/2018; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; numbness
tingling in arm decreased ROM pain;
medications pain clinic appointment; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
none; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 11/4/2018; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
numbness in lower extremities; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
Numbness and tingling radiating into both legs.;
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is weakness.; Per Patient, as patient is walking,
leg gives out.; The patient does not have new
Numbness in the left feet/leg; pain with
movement on motion; irregular motion; pain
with palpitation; Reflex BTR 2+ ; muscle, joint,
&amp; back pain.; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Neurological deficits; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
Numbness in the left foot and radiating pain.;
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; Left leg
weakness; The patient does not have new signs
numbness leg to lower back; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Neurological
deficits; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; having hard time raising leg up; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
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Pain for over a year. Pt has failed a course of
NSAIDS and Steroids. Lays on a heating pad
everyday and takes tylenol. Majority of pain
radiates down to left hip. She has left vertebral
tenderness. Ultrasound ruled out kidney
pathology. No known traum; The study requested
is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back
pain; It is not known if the patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The
patient has seen the doctor more then once for
PATIENT CANNOT WALK GREATER THAN 50 FEET
WITHOUT PAIN. RECENT SPINE X‐RAY SHOWS
OSTEO ARTHRITIS CHANGES. WEAKNESS AND
NUMBNESS OF RIGHT LEG. PT DID NOT HELP.
SAW NEUROSURGEON IN LITTLE ROCK WHO
WANTS TO DO AN EDSI. SENSORY DEFECT S1R.
DECREASED STRE; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Neurological deficits; The
Patient fell 11/02/18. Pain has continued since
then. Tried and failed prednisone and Zanaflex.;
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is no weakness or reflex
Patient had back surgery in 2016 and having pain
down her left leg. She has fell a couple of times
because of this.; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Trauma or recent injury; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; Patient is having
Patient has had lumbar back pain since 9/2018
with no improvement; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above
Patient has had severe radicular pain down
anterior left groin/thigh for over two weeks.
Worse with lying flat. No injury. Already on
prednisone. Ultram not helping. Tylenol helps a
little.; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; None of the above; The patient does not
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Patient has low back pain with radiculopathy.;
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is no weakness or reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
Patient has severe low lumbar back pain for
more than 2 months and continues to get worse.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.
Patient has tingly in hands and feet.; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Lower back weakness.; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of bladder
Patient is having back pain; The study requested
is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back
pain; It is not known if the patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The
patient has seen the doctor more then once for
these symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; It is
Patient is having low back pain that radiates
down into Left Hip and leg.; The study requested
is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Neurological deficits; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is no weakness or
reflex abnormality.; The patient does not have
patient is having right sided sciatica; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
no weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of bladder
Patient is present01/24/19for lower back pain.
She report she was picking up something heavy
at work but by the time she was getting off is
when she really started to hurt. She was given
Kenalog injection and prescribed Baclofen 10 mg
take 3 times a day f; The study requested is a
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Patient states legs, hips, feet go numb and they
also cramp each time he stands; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does not have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The
patient has seen the doctor more then once for
these symptoms.; The physician has directed
Patient tried PT and medication but didn't help;
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is no weakness or reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
Patient with low back pain and lower extremity
pain. Xray shows progression of degenerative
changes at L4‐5 with facet arthropahty; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does not have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The
patient has seen the doctor more then once for
these symptoms.; The physician has directed
patient with pain and weakness in both legs, left
greater than right, hurts to walk, cant roll over in
bed, hurts to lay flat on back x4 months; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does not have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
Patient's been seeing chiropractor and using
decompressor therapy for the last two weeks,
and has had back pain for three weeks with pain
radiating down her legs and toes. It's worse on
the right. In 2015, she had an MRI that showed
some bilateral neuraso; The study requested is a
provider has ordered an mri of her c spine, t
spine, and l spine due to worsening symptoms
and neurological changes. &#x0D;patient cannot
take nsaids due to erosion of esophagus.; This
study is being ordered for something other than:
known trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or infectious
disease, congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
2/8/2019; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; pain in her neck radiating
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pt had a motor vehicle accident 12/24/18, pain is
an 8 out of 10; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic back
pain.; The patient has none of the above
Pt has been having leg pain, hard to stand or
walk, starts in hips and radiates to feet,
numbness of lower extremity; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does not have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
PT HAVING SEVERE LOW BACK PAIN THAT
RADIATES DOWN TO THE FOOT. SHE IS HERE
FROM NIGERIA AND DR. WOULD LIKE HER TO
GET IN ASAP. SHE HAS BEEN USING IBUPROFEN
400MG WO RELIEF. SHE HAS EVEN TRIED
GABAPENTIN WO RELIEF, IT DOES HELP SOME.
NO HX OF TRAUMA, SHE I; The study requested is
Pt presented to office with worsening lower back
pain with sciatic pain radiating down right leg.;
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; It is not known if the
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; The patient has had back
Pt with chronic low back pain.No relief with
NSAIDS; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; It is not known if there is weakness
or reflex abnormality.; The patient does not have
R/O HNP; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; SIGNS OF
WEAKNESS IN LEGS AS WALKING; GIVES OUT.
RADIATES FROM HIP DOWN LEG.; It is not known
R/O IMPINGEMENT OR COMPRESIONS; This
study is being ordered for something other than:
known trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or infectious
disease, congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
OVER 5 YEARS AGO; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; PAIN IN ALL 3 LESIONS,
SPONDYLOLISTHESIS, RADICULOPATHY FROM
NECK TO THE RIGHT ARM, WEAKNESS IN LIMBS,
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radiating pain in left leg and foot with numbness;
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; It is not known if there is weakness
or reflex abnormality.; The patient does not have
Recent Xray reveal spondylollsthesis,
degenerative disc disease, mild
curvature&#x0D;Pt to see neurosurgeon, will
need MRI; One of the studies being ordered is a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
returns to clinic today with c/o continued back
pain; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does not have new or changing neurologic signs
or symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment for
S/P buldging disc; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Weakness in legs; The patient does
not have new signs or symptoms of bladder or

severe DDD with subluxation,low back pain; One
of the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does not have new signs
or symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
The patient does not have a new foot drop.;
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
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The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient does have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.
This nice gentleman is having recurrence of low
back pain with sciatica down his right leg. He has
a history of two lumbar spine surgeries for similar
problems. He has no bowel or bladder
symptoms.; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The

Unknown; One of the studies being ordered is a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; Lower extremity
weakness; The patient does not have new signs
or symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
Unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; None of the above; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment for
the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not completed
unknown; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 09/15/2018; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
unknown; inflammatory, Muscle relaxers,
Steroids, opioids, Gabapentin, Physical Therapy,
Chiropractic treatments; One of the studies being
unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; unknown; It is not
known if there has been any treatment or
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was treated for neuropathy but did not help; This
study is being ordered for something other than:
known trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or infectious
disease, congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
11/6/2018; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; old motor vehicle
We are currently rx for pain management.
Needing to determine if there is an underlying
issue that could be resolved with other tx.; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is not
worsening lower back pain; had been in pain
management bu as she was not opting for oral
pain medication for treatment ‐was told would
have to wait until herniation be fore surgical
intervention would be considered; over past 1‐2
months back pain has been; The study requested
is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for some other reason than the choices given.;
This is a request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
; This study is being ordered for some other
reason than the choices given.; This is a request
for a Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
Patient had a fall, severe after the fall.; This
study is being ordered for some other reason
than the choices given.; This is a request for a
Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
unknown; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 09/15/2018; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
unknown; inflammatory, Muscle relaxers,
Steroids, opioids, Gabapentin, Physical Therapy,
Chiropractic treatments; One of the studies being
; This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; It is not
known if this is a preoperative study.; The study is
being ordered for suspicion of pelvic
inflammatory disease or abscess.
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2.9 x 1.5 lesion on left iliac zone, malignant
neoplasm is considered; This is a request for a
Pelvis MRI.; The patient had previous abnormal
imaging including a CT, MRI or Ultrasound.; An
PAIN FOR YEARS, WORSENED IN THE LAST FEW
WEEKS; This study is being ordered for
Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 12/24/2018;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; CHRONIC PAIN IN MULTIPLE AREAS;
INTRAMUSCULAR INJECTIONS; One of the studies
Pseudocyesis; This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.;
The study is being ordered for something other
than suspicion of tumor, mass, neoplasm,
metastatic disease, PID, abscess, Evaluation of
Pt is a 18 y/o Caucasian female who presents for
c/o right hip pain. This began progressively 6
months ago with activities during softball
practice. Patient denies exact knowledge of injury
or known cause at onset. Pt notes dull, aching
pain at rest follo; This is a request for a Pelvis
Patient is present today for left shoulder pain
that goes up into his neck area. He report he had
an accident that happen last year where to metal
blade of the fan cut his left shoulder down to the
bone. He report he has been having some
numbness and ting; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The pain is from a recent
injury.; Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in
the next 4 weeks.; There is a suspicion of tendon
or ligament injury.; This is a request for an elbow
MRI; The study is requested for evaluation of
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is described as chronic;
The request is for shoulder pain.; The physician
has directed conservative treatment for the past
6 weeks.; The patient has not completed 6 weeks
of physical therapy?; The patient has been
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is described as chronic;
The request is for shoulder pain.; The physician
has directed conservative treatment for the past
6 weeks.; The patient has not completed 6 weeks
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&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is described as chronic;
The request is for shoulder pain.; The physician
has not directed conservative treatment for the
past 6 weeks.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is from a recent injury.;
Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next
4 weeks.; The request is for shoulder pain.; There
is a suspicion of tendon, ligament, rotator cuff
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is from a recent injury.;
Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next
4 weeks.; There is not a suspicion of fracture not
adequately determined by x‐ray.; The request is
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is from an old injury.;
The request is for shoulder pain.; The physician
has not directed conservative treatment for the
past 6 weeks.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is not from a recent
injury, old injury, chronic pain or a mass.; The
request is for shoulder pain.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 01/24/2019; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; Numbness and tingling, weakness in
both hands.; One of the studies being ordered is
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here ‐ or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known if
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; One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.
; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is described as chronic; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The
patient has not completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?; The patient has been treated with
; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is described as chronic; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The
patient has not completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?; The patient has been treated with
medication.; The patient has not completed 6
; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is from a recent injury.; Surgery or
arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4 weeks.;
There is not a suspicion of fracture not
adequately determined by x‐ray.; The request is
for shoulder pain.; It is not known if there is a
; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ; ; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering MDs specialty is NOT
EXTREMITIES: EDEMA MODERATE severity in the
R lower extremity, 2+ pitting, dependent
appearing edema, pulse 2+ dorses pedialis.
Severe Tenderness noted in the right plantar
fascia,Diffuse OSTEOARTHRITIC changes in the
appendicular skeleton, small medium e; The
Location: left &#x0D;Quality: aching; pain
radiates to mid forearm &#x0D;Severity: severe
&#x0D;Duration: 3 weeks &#x0D;Timing: acute
&#x0D;Context: injury splitting wood; sudden
onset of pain &#x0D;Alleviating Factors: She
cannot tolerate Tylenol or NSAID; The requested
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General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material(s)
73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material(s)
73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material(s)
73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material(s)
73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material(s)
73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material(s)

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material(s)

locking, catching, pain radiating down arm,
nothing helps reliviate the pain; The requested
study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain is from a
recent injury.; Surgery or arthrscopy is not
scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; The request is for
shoulder pain.; There is a suspicion of tendon,
none; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.;
The pain is from a recent injury.; Surgery or
arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4 weeks.;
The request is for shoulder pain.; There is a
suspicion of tendon, ligament, rotator cuff injury
or labral tear.
over the counter medications, pain w. range of
motion, numb sensation in the finger.; The
requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain is
from an old injury.; The request is for shoulder
pain.; The physician has not directed conservative
treatment for the past 6 weeks.
Patient has had terrible shoulder pain when
moving; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.;
The pain is from a recent injury.; Surgery or
arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4 weeks.;
The request is for shoulder pain.; There is a
suspicion of tendon, ligament, rotator cuff injury
Patient suffered CVA 8/6/18 and has been
participating in PT and OT since that day. Despite
all exercises and therapy, is still having significant
left shoulder pain and is requesting MRI of left
shoulder.; The requested study is a Shoulder
MRI.; The pain is not from a recent injury, old
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; "The
caller indicated the study was not ordered for:
Known or Suspicious Mass or Tumor with or
without metastasis, Known or suspected Joint
Infection, Aseptic Necrosis, Trauma, Chronic Pain,
or Pre or Post operative evaluation."; rotator cuff
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non‐acute or chronic pain.;
The patient has completed and failed a course of
conservative treatment of at least 4 weeks.;
There are no documented findings of crepitus.;
There are no documented findings of swelling.;
The ordering physician is not an orthopedist.;
Normal Xray with continued pain and some
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1

1

1

1

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material(s)

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material(s)
73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material(s)
73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material(s)
73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material(s)

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material(s)

73700 Computed
tomography, lower
extremity; without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non‐acute or chronic pain.;
The patient has not completed and failed a
course of conservative treatment of at least 4
weeks.; Shoulder popping out since injury last
year, pops out doing simple things, ROM limited,
This is a request for an upper extremity joint
MRI.; The patient does have documented
weakness or partial loss of feeling in the upper
extremity.; There has has been a history of
significant trauma, dislocation or injury to the
joint within the past 6 weeks.; The patient does
not have an abnormal plain film study of the
joint.; The patient has not been treated with and
failed a course of four weeks of supervised
trying to rule out tear; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is from a recent injury.;
Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next
4 weeks.; The request is for shoulder pain.; There
is a suspicion of tendon, ligament, rotator cuff
injury or labral tear.
Unknown; The requested study is a Shoulder
MRI.; The pain is described as chronic; The
request is for shoulder pain.; The physician has
directed conservative treatment for the past 6
weeks.; It is not known if the patient has
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
unknown; The requested study is a Shoulder
MRI.; The pain is from a recent injury.; Surgery or
arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4 weeks.;
The request is for shoulder pain.; There is a
suspicion of tendon, ligament, rotator cuff injury
or labral tear.
Will FAX; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.;
The pain is described as chronic; The request is
for shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; It is
not known if the patient has completed 6 weeks
of physical therapy?; The patient has been
treated with medication.; It is not known if the
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
12/28/2018; There has not been any treatment
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1

1

1

1

1

1

General/Family Pra Disapproval

General/Family Pra Disapproval

General/Family Pra Disapproval

General/Family Pra Disapproval

General/Family Pra Disapproval

73706 Computed
tomographic angiography,
lower extremity, with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
lower extremity.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a foot
MRI.; Surgery or other intervention is not
planned for in the next 4 weeks.; The study is
being oordered for infection.; There are physical
exam findings, laboratory results, other imaging
including bone scan or plain film confirming
infection, inflammation and or aseptic necrosis.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; It is not known if patient had recent plain
films of the knee.; It is not known if the ordering
physician is an orthopedist.; This study is being
ordered for None of the above; There is no
symptom of locking,Instability,
Swelling,Redness,Limited range of motion or
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; It is not known if patient had recent plain
films of the knee.; The ordering physician is not
an orthopedist.; This study is being ordered for
None of the above; Pain greater than 3 days;
Surgery is NOT being planned.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; The patient had recent plain films of the
knee.; The results of the plain films is not known.;
The ordering physician is not an orthopedist.; This
study is being ordered for None of the above;
Pain greater than 3 days; Yes, patient has
completed and failed a course of conservative
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1

1

1

1

General/Family Pra Disapproval

General/Family Pra Disapproval

General/Family Pra Disapproval

General/Family Pra Disapproval

General/Family Pra Disapproval

73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; The patient has not had recent plain films
of the knee.; The ordering physician is not an
orthopedist.; This study is being ordered for Non‐
acute Chronic Pain; Pain greater than 3 days; No,
patient has not completed and failed a course of
conservative treatment.; It is unknown if surgery
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
6/18/2018; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; pain; One of the studies

1

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

; This is a request for a foot MRI.; The study is
being ordered forfoot pain.; The study is being
ordered for acute pain.

1

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; It is not known
if patient had recent plain films of the knee.; The
ordering physician is not an orthopedist.; This
study is being ordered for Non‐acute Chronic
Pain; Pain greater than 3 days; It is unknown if
surgery is planned.
; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; There are no
documented physical or laboratory findings of a
joint infection.; There are no documented
physical or plain film findings of delayed or failed
healing.; This study is being ordered for Post‐
operative Evaluation; There are no documented
physical or plain film findings of prosthetic device

1

1

1

General/Family Pra Disapproval

General/Family Pra Disapproval

General/Family Pra Disapproval

General/Family Pra Disapproval

General/Family Pra Disapproval

73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

; This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; chronic back, knee pain;
xray; One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
; This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 01/17/2019; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Pain in legs;
Medication; One of the studies being ordered is
NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS,
; This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 02/01/2019; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Swelling.
Bruising. Pain.; Nsaids. Physical Therapy.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT

bilateral knee pain for over 2years. normal xray;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.
Pain w weight bearing on RLE. Swelling present,
limited ROM in r ankle joint to supination &amp;
pronation due to pain. Pain illicited w mild
palpation to lateral aspect of ankle joint.; This is a
request for an Ankle MRI.; Surgery or arthrscopy
is not scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; The study is
requested for ankle pain.; There is a suspicion of
tendon or ligament injury.
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2

2

2

1

73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval sequences
73721 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
lower extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material
73721 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
lower extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material
73721 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
lower extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material

73721 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
lower extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
General/Family Pra Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Pain worsening over the years limiting her ability
to sqat and do activities; This is a request for a
Knee MRI.; The patient has not had recent plain
films of the knee.; The ordering physician is not
an orthopedist.; This study is being ordered for
Suspected meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury;
Yes, there is a known trauma involving the knee.;
Pain greater than 3 days; Yes, patient has

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; This study is
being ordered for Pre‐operative Evaluation
(including TKA ‐ Total Knee Arthroplasty); Total
Knee Arthroplasty (TKA)
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a requests for a hip
MRI.; The member has not failed a 4 week course
of conservative management in the past 3
months.; The hip pain is chronic.; The request is
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; Three weeks ago;
There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; tenderness on left leg.
Numbness and tingling down left leg from lower

; One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.
; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; 11/25/2018; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; In regard to the hip pain,
&#x0D;Ms. Wade complains of bilateral hip pain.
Pt states that she has been experiencing pain
since injuring her back in 2015. Pt request pain
medication due to pain keeping her awake at
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D;Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
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1

1

2

2

1

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
General/Family Pra Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
General/Family Pra Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
General/Family Pra Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
General/Family Pra Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
General/Family Pra Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
General/Family Pra Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
General/Family Pra Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Checking for a hernia.; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D;Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D;Known or suspected
Chronic left side pain; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D;Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D;Known or suspected
elevated liver enzymes; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D;Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Enlargement, &#x0D;Known or suspected
extreme epigastric pain. cough; This is a request
for an Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered
for another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral
stone, &#x0D;Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or
R/O metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor,
Organ Enlargement, &#x0D;Known or suspected
Hepatic cyst; This is a request for an Abdomen
CT.; This study is being ordered for another
reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D;Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Problem # 1: Right lower lobe lung mass (ICD‐
786.6) (ICD10‐J98.4)&#x0D;We will schedule
repeat chest CT at 12 months. Advised patient to
return to clinic sooner if experiencing new
symptoms such as unexplained weight loss or
gain. Discussed risks versus be; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or infectious
disease, congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Nodule found on CT dated 3/25/2018. Pt does
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for an infection such as
pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease.; There are known or
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1

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
General/Family Pra Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
74174 Computed
tomographic angiography,
abdomen and pelvis, with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval image postprocessing
74175 Computed
tomographic angiography,
abdomen, with contrast
material(s), including
noncontrast images, if
performed, and image
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval postprocessing
74175 Computed
tomographic angiography,
abdomen, with contrast
material(s), including
noncontrast images, if
performed, and image
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval postprocessing
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 03/06/2019; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
patient is having dry coughing and congestive;

This is a request for CT Angiography of the
Abdomen and Pelvis.
Pt with diagnosed aneurism 2 years ago, needs
follow‐up; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; Abdominal
aneurysm follow‐up; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; none; One of

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
abdomen.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has
been completed.; This study is being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The results of
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has
not been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has
not been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
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1

1

1

2

1

1

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; The reason for
the study is none of the listed reasons.; It is not
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; The reason for
the study is none of the listed reasons.; This study
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; The reason for
the study is suspicious mass or suspected tumor
or metastasis.; The patient is not presenting new
symptoms.; This study is not being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not
requested for hematuria.; The last
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this complaint.;
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here ‐ or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known if
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The results of the urinalysis
were abnormal.; The urinalysis was positive for
something other than billirubin, ketones, nitrites,
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1

1

1

1

1

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has not been
completed.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit
; This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.; ;
11/20/18 Pt states that she is here for weight
management today. pt has lost 3 lbs since last
month. Pt states that she is still having lower left
side pain even after taking the viberzi to see if it
is constiptaion. Pt states that she has had a egd,
c; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
56 year old male has been having LLQ, RUQ and
right flank pain for more than 3 months. Has lost
another 7 pounds.; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
ABDOMEN: moderate tenderness in mid lower
abdomen on palpation with bowel sounds
present in all four quadrants. &#x0D;Patient
states ever since she had her Gastric Bypass in
September she has noticed her stomach get
upset with any kind of pills she takes. Pat; This is
a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
ABDOMINAL PAINNAUSEAVOMITING DIAREA
FOR 1 WEEKELEVATED PANCREATIC ENZYMES;
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
Abdominal pain, LLQ &#x0D;She relates that this
is persistent and fairly sharp&#x0D;Patient has hx
of abdominal surgery; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has
not been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
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74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

General/Family Pra Disapproval

General/Family Pra Disapproval

General/Family Pra Disapproval

General/Family Pra Disapproval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

ABN labs, anemic. Passing out and syncope; This
is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit
ABNORMAL ULTRASOUND OF KIDNEY LESIONS
ON KIDNEY CYSTIC LESIONS; This is a request for
an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
Acute abdominal pain with bloating, sharp
constant pain, tenderness with palpitations.
Acute pelvic pain with slight bleeding.; This is a
request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
Hematochezia, hemoptysis,abdominal pain,
unexplained weight loss; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
history of endometriosis, recent bladder surgery
on 12/4/18, vaginal repair surgery 5/14//2108;
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The results of the urinalysis
left flank pain for two months, relates that it is a
6, initially swelled. Mild LLQ tenderness; stool
positive for occult blood;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has
been completed.; This study is being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The results of
LOW BLOOD PRESSURE&#x0D;DIARRHEA; This is
a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; It is not known if this is
member has weight loss, slighty high carcinogens
, change in bowel habit , pain; This is a request for
an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; The reason
for the study is none of the listed reasons.; This
NONE GIVEN 8 WKS POST OP ...; This is a
request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered
none; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit
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74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material
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74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material
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74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Pain started when trying to have BM. Patient has
been to ER twice, kub shows constipation. Patient
also having nausea, no vomiting.; This is a request
for an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This
study is being requested for abdominal and/or
pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered for
patient continues to have abnormal weight loss
over the last two months. last year patient had
lost around 10lbs as well unexplainably. pt had
normal lab work up and normal colonoscopy in
2018 but still has a lot of concern because his
weight still contin; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 11/1/2018; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
Patient has had his gallbladder removed on
12/07/2018. patient is still experiencing right side
pain .; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit
for this complaint.; There has been a physical
Patient has tenderness on LLQ side, patient could
hardly tolerate a pelvic exam; This is a request for
an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
Patient is having Right Lower Quadrant pain for 2
weeks with nausea.; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has
been completed.; This study is being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The results of
pt has had complaints of pelvic pain for the past
two months, pain is in the area of abd where a
bladder mesh was placed with her hyst ?? not
sure of date. RLQ PAIN. has pain after urination,
no uti.; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
Pt has right side abdominal pain w/ bulging.; This
is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The results of the urinalysis
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74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material
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74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
General/Family Pra Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

PT IS HAVING ABD PAIN; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has
not been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
R/O Diverticulosis; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has
not been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
Right lower quadrant pain since December 2018
but it is becoming more frequent. Denies pain
with urination and bowel movement. Pain is 8
out of 10, crampy and intermittent; This is a
request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
She is coming today for anemia. . She has
unfortunately developed some anemia in the last
few weeks perhaps. She was seen at ProMed a
few days ago and had a hemoglobin in the 8/2
range. She does have fairly heavy menstrual
cycles and has not noticed a; This is a request for
an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis
has been completed.; This study is being
SOURCE OF PAIN; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this complaint.;
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
The reason for the study is renal calculi, kidney or
ureteral stone.; This study is not being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
not requested for hematuria.; The results of the
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The results of the urinalysis
were abnormal.; The urinalysis was positive for
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The results of the urinalysis
were abnormal.; The urinalysis was positive for
something other than billirubin, ketones, nitrites,
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This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The results of the urinalysis
were normal.; The study is being ordered for
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has not been
completed.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has not been
completed.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has not been
completed.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has not been
completed.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is none of
the listed reasons.; This study is not being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; It is not known if
the pain is acute or chronic.; This is not the first
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for acute pain.; There has been a
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for acute pain.; There has been a
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit
for this complaint.; There has been a physical
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74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)
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Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is not being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
requested for hematuria.; Yes this is a request for
UNKNOWN; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; The reason for the study
is none of the listed reasons.; It is not know if this
study is being requested for abdominal and/or
Unknown; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
study is being ordered for chronic pain.; This is
upper quadrant mass; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; It is not known
if a urinalysis has been completed.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
Upper right quadrant abdominal pain; This is a
request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.;
A urinalysis has not been completed.; This study
is being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
UROLOGY; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
study is being ordered for chronic pain.; This is
US was abnormal; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has
not been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
study is being ordered for chronic pain.; This is
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for an
Abdomen MRI.; This study is being ordered for
suspicious mass or suspected tumor/ metastasis.;
The patient had previous abnormal imaging
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for an
Abdomen MRI.; This study is not being ordered
for known tumor, suspicious mass or suspected
tumor/metastasis, organ enlargement, known or
; This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is not being ordered for known tumor, suspicious
mass or suspected tumor/metastasis, organ
enlargement, known or suspected vascular
disease, hematuria, follow‐up trauma, or a pre‐
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74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval material(s)
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval material(s)
75571 Computed
tomography, heart,
without contrast material,
with quantitative
evaluation of coronary
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval calcium

75635 Computed
tomographic angiography,
abdominal aorta and
bilateral iliofemoral lower
extremity runoff, with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval image postprocessing

General/Family Pra Disapproval

General/Family Pra Disapproval

General/Family Pra Disapproval

General/Family Pra Disapproval

76497 Unlisted computed
tomography procedure
(eg, diagnostic,
interventional)
77046 Magnetic
resonance imaging,
breast, without contrast
material; unilateral
77046 Magnetic
resonance imaging,
breast, without contrast
material; unilateral
77078 Computed
tomography, bone
mineral density study, 1
or more sites, axial
skeleton (eg, hips, pelvis,
spine)

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

left adrenal gland mass; This request is for an
Abdomen MRI.; This study is being ordered for
suspicious mass or suspected tumor/ metastasis.;
The patient had previous abnormal imaging
including a CT, MRI or Ultrasound.; The
Right Upper Quandrant Pain; This request is for
an Abdomen MRI.; This study is not being
ordered for known tumor, suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/metastasis, organ enlargement,
known or suspected vascular disease, hematuria,

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a CT scan
for evalutation of coronary calcification.

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
abdominal arteries.
Patient has severe low lumbar back pain for
more than 2 months and continues to get worse.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.
Pt had a abnormal ultrasound and abnormal
diagnostic mammogram. Suspicious for
malignancy.; This is a request for Breast MRI.;
This study is being ordered for something other
Unknown; This is a request for Breast MRI.; This
study is being ordered for something other than
known breast cancer, known breast lesions,
screening for known family history, screening
This is a request for a Bone Density Study.;
Unknown if this patient had a bone mineral
density study within the past 23 months.; This is a
bone density study in a patient with clinical risk of
osteoporosis or osteopenia.; The patient has not
been on steroid therapy for more than 3 months.;
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78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval pharmacologic)

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The patient is not diabetic.;
The patient has not had a recent exercise
treadmill test that was positive.; The patient has
NONE of the following: heart transplant, aortic
aneurysm, carotid artery narrowing or stenosis,
and/ or peripheral vascular disease or narrowed
blood vessels in the legs.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; This is NOT a Medicare
member.; The patient is less than 45 years old.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval pharmacologic)

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has 3 or more cardiac risk factors; The study is
not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; The
study is requested for suspected coronary artery
disease.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval pharmacologic)

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has not had other testing done to evaluate new
or changing symptoms.; The patient has 2 cardiac
risk factors; The study is requested for congestive
heart failure.; There are new or changing cardiac
symptoms including atypical chest pain (angina)
and/or shortness of breath.; The study is
requested for suspected coronary artery disease.;
The member has known or suspected coronary
artery disease.; The BMI is 20 to 29

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval pharmacologic)
78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval pharmacologic)
78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval pharmacologic)

Abnormal EKG, normal chest x‐ray; This is a
request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or
more cardiac risk factors; The study is requested
for congestive heart failure.; The study is
requested for suspected coronary artery disease.;
The member has known or suspected coronary
artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39
Chest Pain ‐‐ it's unlikely that she'll have cardiac
ischemia as a cause for her chest pain, but her
pain was in the sternum &amp; the left breast,
and she does have two cardiac risk factors. I did
suggest we do a nuclear stress test. Her left hip
pain and ; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has 3 or more cardiac risk factors;
The study is not requested for pre op evaluation,
cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve
disorders.; The study is requested for suspected
coronary artery disease.; The member has known
or suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
30 to 39
chest pain radiating to jaw and neck. sharp,
stabbing pain, started 3/4/19. Patient was seen
for this on 3/8/19. EKG shows borderline rhythm;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient has not
had other testing done to evaluate new or
changing symptoms.; The patient has 1 or less
cardiac risk factors; The study is not requested for
pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; There are new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
The study is requested for suspected coronary
artery disease.; The member has known or
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1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval pharmacologic)

CHEST PAIN, OVER 55 IS SCHED FOR A CT CAL
SCORE ALSO.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has not had other testing done to
evaluate new or changing symptoms.; The patient
has 2 cardiac risk factors; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; There are
new or changing cardiac symptoms including
atypical chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of
breath.; The study is requested for suspected
coronary artery disease.; The member has known
or suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
30 to 39

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval pharmacologic)

ekg was abnormal; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has not had other
testing done.; The patient has 2 cardiac risk
factors; The study is not requested for pre op
evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or
valve disorders.; There are not new or changing
cardiac symptoms including atypical chest pain
(angina) and/or shortness of breath.; The study is
requested for suspected coronary artery disease.;
The member has known or suspected coronary
artery disease.; The BMI is 20 to 29

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval pharmacologic)

high blood pressure, family history of CAD,
abnormal EKG/chest xray, right atrial
enlargement.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has 3 or more cardiac risk factors;
The study is requested for congestive heart
failure.; The study is requested for suspected
coronary artery disease.; The member has known
or suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
30 to 39

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval pharmacologic)

INDEGESTION FEELINGS, SOB; The patient is not
diabetic.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
This is a Medicare member.; This study is being
ordered for Cardiac symptoms including chest
pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath; The
symptoms can be described as "Typical angina" or
substernal chest pain that is worse or comes on
as a result of physical exertion or emotional
stress; It is unknown if the chest pain was
relieved by rest (ceasing physical exertion
activity) and/or nitroglycerin

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval pharmacologic)

Patient's EKG shows an incomplete right bundle
branch block; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
The patient has not had other testing done.; The
patient has 2 cardiac risk factors; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; There are
not new or changing cardiac symptoms including
atypical chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of
breath.; The study is requested for suspected
coronary artery disease.; The member has known
or suspected coronary artery disease.; The BMI is
20 to 29

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval pharmacologic)

pt is a former smoker‐stopped one yr ago. , high
cholesterol and triglycerides. pt takes statins so
do not have a high chol right now. bmi is 33. Fm
hx of CVA and diabetes.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or more
cardiac risk factors; The study is not requested for
pre op evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal
defects, or valve disorders.; The study is
requested for suspected coronary artery disease.;
The member has known or suspected coronary
artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval pharmacologic)

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study is
not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; It is
not known if the member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.

2

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval pharmacologic)

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study is
not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; It is
not known if the study is requested for suspected
or known coronary artery disease.; The member
has known or suspected coronary artery disease.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval pharmacologic)

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study is
not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; The
member does not have known or suspected
coronary artery disease

4

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval pharmacologic)

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study is
requested for evaluation of the heart prior to non
cardiac surgery.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval pharmacologic)

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study is
requested for known or suspected cardiac septal
defect.

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval pharmacologic)

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study is
requested for known or suspected valve
disorders.

5

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval echocardiography
93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval echocardiography
93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval echocardiography
93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval echocardiography

history of heart failure; This a request for an
echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac Murmur.;
There has NOT been a change in clinical status
since the last echocardiogram.; This request is
NOT for initial evaluation of a murmur.; This is a
request for follow up of a known murmur.
This a request for an echocardiogram.; This a
request for an echocardiogram.; This is a request
for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Pulmonary Hypertension.; This study is being
ordered for another reason; This study is being
ordered for evaluation of abnormal symptoms,
physical exam findings, or diagnostic studies
(chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart disease.;
This is for the initial evaluation of abnormal

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; The
reason for ordering this study is unknown.
This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; It is unknown if the patient has a history
of a recent heart attack or hypertensive heart
disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie

1

1

6

1

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie
of heart disease.; The abnormal symptom,
condition or evaluation is not known or unlisted
This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie
of heart disease.; The patient has shortness of
breath; Shortness of breath is not related to any

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Murmur.; This request is for initial evaluation of a
murmur.; It is unknown if the murmur is grade III
(3) or greater.; There are NOT clinical symptoms
supporting a suspicion of structural heart
disease.; This is NOT a request for follow up of a
known murmur.

1

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Valves.; This is an annual review of known valve
disease.; It has been 24 months or more since the
last echocardiogram.

1

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval echocardiography

2

3

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Heart
Failure; It is unknown if there been a change in
clinical status since the last echocardiogram.; This
is NOT for the initial evaluation of heart failure.

1

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; The patient does not have
a history of a recent heart attack or hypertensive
heart disease.

1

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval echocardiography

Unknown; This a request for an
echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac Murmur.;
This request is for initial evaluation of a murmur.;
The murmur is NOT grade III (3) or greater.; It is
unknown if there is clinical symptoms supporting
a suspicion of structural heart disease.; This is
NOT a request for follow up of a known murmur.

1

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval echocardiography

unknown; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 1/2/2019; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; headaches,
abnormal testing, chest pain paresthia;
medication; One of the studies being ordered is
NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS,
PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs
specialty is NOT Hematologist/Oncologist,
Thoracic Surgery, Oncology, Surgical Oncology or
Radiation Oncology

1

93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
General/Family Pra Disapproval interpretation and report; Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
G0297 LOW DOSE CT
SCAN FOR LUNG CANCER
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
General/Family Pra Disapproval SCREENING
72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
General/Family Pra Withdrawal contrast material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
Geriatrics
Approval
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
Geriatrics
Approval
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
Geriatrics
Approval

Geriatrics

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Patient has DDD and chronic pain; One of the
studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.
patient is a nicotine dependent , currant smoker
, over 30 packs per yr.; This request is for a Low
Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening.; No, I do not
want to request a Chest CT instead of a Low Dose
Unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; None of the above; It is not known if the
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; It is not known if the patient
has had back pain for over 4 weeks.
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient does NOT have a recent
onset (within the last 4 weeks) of neurologic
; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has dizziness.; The patient had a
recent onset (within the last 4 weeks) of
neurologic symptoms.; This study is being
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has vision changes.; The patient had a
recent onset (within the last 4 weeks) of
neurologic symptoms.; There has been a recent
1. Emphysematous changes in the
lungs.&#x0D;2. Patchy airspace opacity in the
right upper lobe may correspond
to&#x0D;scarring or infiltrate. Consider obtaining
a follow‐up CT of the chest&#x0D;to exclude a
suspicious lung nodule.; "There IS evidence of a

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

Geriatrics

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Geriatrics

Approval

Geriatrics

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material
72125 Computed
tomography, cervical
spine; without contrast
material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Geriatrics

Geriatrics

Geriatrics

Approval

Geriatrics

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Approval

77046 Magnetic
resonance imaging,
breast, without contrast
material; unilateral

Geriatrics

IMPRESSION: &#x0D;1. 6 mm Pleural
parenchymal scar versus nodule right lung apex. 2
mm&#x0D;pleural‐based nodule right upper
lobe.&#x0D;2. If the patient is at significant risk
for malignancy and recommend&#x0D;six month
follow‐up CT.; "There is NO evidence of a lung,
There is radiologic evidence of non‐resolving
pneumonia for 6 weeks after antibiotic treatment
was prescribed.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for known
will upload clinicals; This study is not to be part
of a Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical
Spine CT; Call does not know if there is a reason
why the patient cannot have a Cervical Spine
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
patient does not have a new foot drop.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
The reason for the hematuria is not known.; This
study is not being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is requested for
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The hematuria is due to Renal
Calculi/kidney/ ureteral stone.; This study is not
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for Breast
MRI.; This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study
is being ordered for a known history of breast
cancer.; This study is being ordered for a known
history of breast cancer.; No, this is not an
individual who has known breast cancer in the
contralateral (other) breast.; No, this is not an

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

Geriatrics

Geriatrics

Geriatrics

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

G0297 LOW DOSE CT
SCAN FOR LUNG CANCER
SCREENING

Gynecologic OncoloApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material
72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
contrast material(s)

Gynecologic OncoloApproval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Gynecologic OncoloApproval

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Valves.; This is an initial evaluation of suspected
valve disease.

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Heart
Failure; This is for the initial evaluation of heart
failure.
This request is for a Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer
Screening.; This patient has NOT had a Low Dose
CT for Lung Cancer Screening in the past 11
months.; The patient is between 55 and 80 years
old.; This patient is a smoker or has a history of
smoking.; The patient has a 30 pack per year
Soft tissue mass in pelvis and hydronephrosis;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
NORMAL ULTRASOUND &#x0D;HISTORY OF
CERVICAL CANCER &#x0D;BIOPSY RESULTS
POSITIVE FOR CERVICAL ADENOCARCINOMA; This
is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The patient has NOT
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this complaint.;
There has been a physical exam.; The patient is

1

1

1

1

1

1

Hematologist/OncoApproval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material

Gynecologic OncoloApproval

Gynecologic OncoloApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material

Soft tissue mass in pelvis and hydronephrosis;
This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Melanoma.; It is unknown if the patient
completed a course of treatment initiated in the
last 8 weeks or are experiencing new signs or
symptoms.; This is NOT a Medicare member.;
This is for a Routine/Standard PET Scan using FDG
head trauma loss of consciousness; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
headache is described as sudden and severe.; The
Other malignant neuroendocrine tumors; One of
the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.
Other malignant neuroendocrine tumors; This is
a request for a brain/head CT.; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
headache is described as sudden and severe.; The
headache is not described as a “thunderclap” or
Patient has history of renal cancer with mets to
intra‐abdominal lymph nodes. CT of head needed
to evaluate new symptoms of mental status
changes.; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
The study is NOT being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The patient has a sudden change
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
There are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as sudden and severe.;
The patient has one sided arm or leg weakness.;

1

1

1

1

1

1

4

6

1

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; This study is being ordered for
evaluation of known tumor.
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
COLON CANCER; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
Malignant neoplasm of bladder,; One of the
studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.
neck adenopathy/worsening
constipation/abdominal pain; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
Patient has a history of carcinoma of the base of
his tongue and has been in remission since he
completed treatment. He needs a CT scan of his
chest and neck for surveillance purposes.; One of
patient newly diagnosed with prostate cancer.
Patient with changes to the cervical spine
concerning for boney metastasis.; This is a
request for neck soft tissue CT.; The patient has a
neck lump or mass.; There is a palpable neck
Pt has Hogkins Lymphoma; There are 4 exams
are being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
RESTAGING; One of the studies being ordered is
a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
There are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is

5

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

5

6

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
70540 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, orbit, face,
and/or neck; without
contrast material(s)
70540 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, orbit, face,
and/or neck; without
contrast material(s)
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; The
study is being ordered for Follow Up.; The patient
has a known tumor or metastasis in the neck.;
The patient completed a course of chemotherapy
This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; The
study is being ordered for Follow Up.; The patient
has a known tumor or metastasis in the neck.;
The patient has NOT completed a course of
This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; The
study is being ordered for Follow Up.; The patient
has a known tumor or metastasis in the neck.;
They have not had a previous Neck CT in the last
10 months.; The patient has NOT completed a
This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; The
study is being ordered for Initial Staging.; The
patient has a known tumor or metastasis in the
neck.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
Hematologist/Oncologist
There are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
Hematologist/Oncologist

5

2

1

1

1

7

1
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The patient has a chronic or
recurring headache.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has
fatigue or malaise; It is unknown why this study is
; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient does not have dizziness, fatigue or
malaise, sudden change in mental status, Bell's
palsy, Congenital abnormality, loss of smell,

2

1

1

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material

Because of persistent headaches, MRI rule out
met to brain; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has a chronic or recurring
headache.
headaches; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has dizziness.; It is
unknown why this study is being ordered.
Her MRI shows new enhancements in the L
frontal region. The pattern, the growth rate, the
locations and their appearance are suspicious for
these findings to represent radiation‐related
damage rather than tumor, especially in light of
the fact that she's ; This request is for a Brain
Imaging for patient with metastatic melanoma.;
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient has a chronic or recurring headache.
Initial staging of Melanoma on the face, before
the start of Chemo therapy.; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
newly diagnosed invasive carcinoma of the right
breast. staging for breast cancer; One of the
studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.
Pain in shoulders; This request is for a Brain MRI;
The study is NOT being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The patient has dizziness.; It is
unknown why this study is being ordered.
Patient is doing the study for restaging of lung
cancer; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has fatigue or malaise; It
is unknown why this study is being ordered.
pre‐operative evaluation; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient does not
have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, sudden change
in mental status, Bell's palsy, Congenital

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Hematologist/OncoApproval

70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

pt has lung cancer; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient does not
have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, sudden change
in mental status, Bell's palsy, Congenital
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
Hematologist/Oncologist
There are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
Hematologist/Oncologist
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient has the inability to speak.; The patient has
a sudden and severe headache.; The patient had
a recent onset (within the last 3 months) of

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for a tumor.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for seizures.; There
has been a change in seizure pattern or a new
seizure.

unknown; One of the studies being ordered is a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
unsteady gait; This request is for a Brain MRI;
The study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has a chronic or recurring
headache.
"There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest
mass noted within the last 30 days."; They did not
have a previous Chest x‐ray.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for

1

2

1

1

20

1

1

1

7

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for
screening of lung cancer.; The patient is between
55 and 80 years old.; This patient is a smoker or
has a history of smoking.; It is unknown if the
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
; "There is NO evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work‐up for suspicious mass.;
; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study
is being ordered for none of the above.; This
study is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
; It is not known if there is radiologic evidence of
asbestosis.; "There is no radiologic evidence of
sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or fungal infection."; It is
not known if there is radiologic evidence of a lung
abscess or empyema.; It is not known if there is
radiologic evidence of pneumoconiosis e.g. black
lung disease or silicosis.; There is NO radiologic
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
6m surveilence of known lung and liver cancer;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for known tumor.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for suspected pulmonary
Embolus.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
ABNORMAL CT SCAN DONE 1/2/19&#x0D;4.5
MM LEFT UPPER LOBE NODULE &#x0D;3.7 MM
RIGHT UPPER LOBE NODULE &#x0D;LUNG RADS
CATEGORY 4A.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

32

1

1

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Abnormal imaging test describes the reason for
this request.; This is a request for a Chest CT.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
abnormal lung cancer screen; A Chest/Thorax CT
is being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
screening of lung cancer.; The patient had a Low
Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening or a Chest CT
Bilateral pulmonary nodules, the largest of which
is 1.5 cm speculated nodule in the superior
segment of the right lower lobe.; "There IS
evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
noted within the last 30 days."; They had a
breast cancer.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non of
the above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
COLON CANCER; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non of
the above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
COLON CANCER; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
CT of chest, abdomen, and pelvis ordered for
surveillance due to past medical history of lung
cancer.; One of the studies being ordered is a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Dyspnea ‐ Onset: 05/15/2018&#x0D;Chest
pain&#x0D;Radiation therapy complication ‐
Onset: 10/10/2018&#x0D;Malignant tumor of
lung ‐ Onset: 11/14/2017; One of the studies
esophageal ca; One of the studies being ordered
is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
Hilum mass right; There are 4 exams are being
ordered.; One of the studies being ordered is
NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS,
PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs
HPI: Catherine D Kirklin is a 59 y.o. female here
for drain check s/p L chest wall recurrence
excision and R MRM for recurrent left and new
primary right breast cancers done on 12/19.
Pathology shows no residual carcinoma.Pt
brought drain outpt record.; "There IS evidence

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

INITIAL STAGING PANCREATIC CANCER; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Malignant neoplasm of anterior wall of bladder;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.
Malignant neoplasm of bladder,; One of the
studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.
Malignant neoplasm of prostate; One of the
studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.
Malignant neoplasm of upper lobe, left bronchus
or lung; One of the studies being ordered is a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
Malignant neoplasm of upper lobe, right
bronchus or lung; "There is NO evidence of a
lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within the
last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
Malignant neoplasm of upper lobe, right
bronchus or lung; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
neck adenopathy/worsening
constipation/abdominal pain; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
newly diagnosed invasive carcinoma of the right
breast. staging for breast cancer; One of the
studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
Other malignant neuroendocrine tumors; One of
the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.
Patient had Bone Scan on 03/11/19 and show
metastatic disease to the T8,T11 vertebral and
L1,L2 as well as multiple ribs. This is to determine
where the primary neoplasm is located.; One of

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Patient has a history of carcinoma of the base of
his tongue and has been in remission since he
completed treatment. He needs a CT scan of his
chest and neck for surveillance purposes.; One of
PLAN:&#x0D;1. Continue Dabrafenib/Trametinib
therapy. &#x0D;2. I will see him again in 3
months with contrast chest and abdominal CT
scans&#x0D;RESPONSE TO CHEMOTHERAPY
PT DUE FOR FOLLOW‐UP CT SCANS. LAST CT
SCANS WERE ON 07/16/2018.; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Pt has Hogkins Lymphoma; There are 4 exams
are being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
Pulmonary Nodule; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non of
the above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic

1

1

1

1

1

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

RESPONSE TO TREATMENT; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
restaging breast cancer, patient currently
complaining of abdominal pain; One of the
studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
Restaging colon cancer; "There IS evidence of a
lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within the
last 30 days."; They had a previous Chest x‐ray.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is

1

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

restaging Lung Cancer; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

restaging scans; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
restaging, patient complains of Back Pain; One of
the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.

1

1

1

1

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

RESTAGING; One of the studies being ordered is
a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

RE‐STAGING; One of the studies being ordered is
a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
RE‐STAGING; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are being
ordered.; One of the studies being ordered is
NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS,
Right upper lobe pleural‐based infiltrate seen on
PET and CXR; "There IS evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; They had a previous Chest x‐ray.; A
Sarcoidosis; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
The study is being ordered for none of the
above.; This study is being ordered for non of the
above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Secondary and unspecified malignant neoplasm
of lymph nodes of multiple regions; One of the
studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Solitary pulmonary nodule; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
Stage IV colorectal cancer metastatic to the liver ‐
restaging after Subsequent therapy; One of the
studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
Surveillance of a known mass; "There is NO
evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
noted within the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
There are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is

6

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

95

15

There are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is Surgical
There is radiologic evidence of mediastinal
widening.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for vascular disease
other than cardiac.; Yes this is a request for a
There is radiologic evidence of non‐resolving
pneumonia for 6 weeks after antibiotic treatment
was prescribed.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for known

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

TREATMENT RESPONSE; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
Unknown; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for screening of lung
cancer.; The patient had a Low Dose CT for Lung
Cancer Screening or a Chest CT in the past 11

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71275 Computed
tomographic angiography,
chest (noncoronary), with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing

Patient has Lung CA and is experiencing SOB.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

This study is requested to evaluate suspected
pulmonary embolus.; Yes, this is a request for a
Chest CT Angiography.

6

There are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
Hematologist/Oncologist

7

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

71275 Computed
tomographic angiography,
chest (noncoronary), with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing
71550 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, chest (eg, for
evaluation of hilar and
mediastinal
lymphadenopathy);
without contrast
material(s)

1

1

1

1

1

Hematologist/OncoApproval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

The patient is presenting new symptoms.; This
study is being ordered for follow‐up.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; Known Tumor
with or without metastasis; The patient has been
seen by or is the ordering physician an oncologist,
neurologist, neurosurgeon, or orthopedist.

1

Hematologist/OncoApproval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

There are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
Hematologist/Oncologist

6

Hematologist/OncoApproval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

There are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
Hematologist/Oncologist

6

Hematologist/OncoApproval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Pre‐
Operative Evaluation; No, the last Lumbar spine
MRI was not performed within the past two
weeks.; Surgery is scheduled within the next 4
weeks.

1

Hematologist/OncoApproval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; This
study is being ordered for staging.; Known Tumor
with or without metastasis; The patient has been
seen by or is the ordering physician an oncologist,
neurologist, neurosurgeon, or orthopedist.

1

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material
72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
contrast material(s)
72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
contrast material(s)

There are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
Hematologist/Oncologist
PROSTATE CANCER &#x0D;SECONDARY
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF BONE; This is a
request for a Pelvis MRI.; The patient had
previous abnormal imaging including a CT, MRI or
RESPONSE TO THERAPY; This is a request for a
Pelvis MRI.; The patient has NOT had previous
abnormal imaging including a CT, MRI or
Ultrasound.; The study is being ordered for

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

6

1

1

There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
There are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
There are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is Surgical

1

There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
Hematologist/Oncologist

3

Hematologist/OncoApproval

72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
contrast material(s)
72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
contrast material(s)
72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
contrast material(s)
73220 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, upper extremity,
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73220 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, upper extremity,
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

There are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
Hematologist/Oncologist

8

Hematologist/OncoApproval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

There are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
Hematologist/Oncologist

2

Hematologist/OncoApproval

73706 Computed
tomographic angiography,
lower extremity, with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
lower extremity.

1

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

4

6

Hematologist/OncoApproval

73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73721 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
lower extremity; without
contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
Hematologist/Oncologist

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.; This
is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is evidence of
tumor or mass from a previous exam, plain film,
ultrasound, or previous CT or MRI."
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a requests for a hip
MRI.; The hip pain is not due to a recent injury,
old injury, Chronic Hip Pain or a Mass.; The
request is for hip pain.
PLAN:&#x0D;1. Continue Dabrafenib/Trametinib
therapy. &#x0D;2. I will see him again in 3
months with contrast chest and abdominal CT
scans&#x0D;RESPONSE TO CHEMOTHERAPY
restaging breast cancer, patient currently
complaining of abdominal pain; One of the
studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
There are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered as a pre‐op or post op
evaluation.; The requested study is for pre‐
operative evaluation.; The study is requested by a
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a known tumor, cancer,
mass, or rule out metastases.; Yes, this is a
request for follow up to a known tumor or

2

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

Hematologist/OncoApproval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

1
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; The reason for
the study is suspicious mass or suspected tumor
or metastasis.; This study is not being requested
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is
suspicious mass or suspected tumor or
metastasis.; It is not know if this study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
6m fu on pt known cancer survelince; This is a
request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.;
The reason for the study is known tumor.; This is
not request for evaluation of prostate cancer.;
This study is being ordered for follow‐up.; The
patient is not presenting new symptoms.; This
study is not being requested for abdominal
6m surveilence of known lung and liver cancer;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.
ABD PAIN; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; It is not known if a
urinalysis has been completed.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
BACK PAIN HISTORY OF KIDNEY STONES; This is a
request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered
COLON CANCER; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
CT of chest, abdomen, and pelvis ordered for
surveillance due to past medical history of lung
cancer.; One of the studies being ordered is a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

diffuse, migratory abdominal pain, worse in left
upper quadrant, upper quadrants worse that has
been present for 2 weeks; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
Dyspnea ‐ Onset: 05/15/2018&#x0D;Chest
pain&#x0D;Radiation therapy complication ‐
Onset: 10/10/2018&#x0D;Malignant tumor of
lung ‐ Onset: 11/14/2017; One of the studies
enterotlysis. for small bowel wall thickening.;
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is none of
the listed reasons.; This study is not being
esophageal ca; One of the studies being ordered
is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
INITIAL STAGING PANCREATIC CANCER; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
lung ca; pulm nodule; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; The reason for
the study is none of the listed reasons.; This study
is not being requested for abdominal and/or
Malignant neoplasm of anterior wall of bladder;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.
Malignant neoplasm of bladder,; One of the
studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.
Malignant neoplasm of prostate; One of the
studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.
Malignant neoplasm of upper lobe, left bronchus
or lung; One of the studies being ordered is a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
Malignant neoplasm of upper lobe, right
bronchus or lung; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

neck adenopathy/worsening
constipation/abdominal pain; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
newly diagnosed invasive carcinoma of the right
breast. staging for breast cancer; One of the
studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
Other malignant neuroendocrine tumors; One of
the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.
Patient continues to have intermittent
diarrhea/constipation since his hemi‐colectomy
on 1/31. Low abdominal pain and left flank pain
have been worsening.; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
Patient had Bone Scan on 03/11/19 and show
metastatic disease to the T8,T11 vertebral and
L1,L2 as well as multiple ribs. This is to determine
where the primary neoplasm is located.; One of
POST OP &#x0D;NAUSEA AND VOMITTING
&#x0D;ABDOMINAL PAIN; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has
not been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
Pt has Hogkins Lymphoma; There are 4 exams
are being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
RESPONSE TO TREATMENT; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
restaging Lung Cancer; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
restaging, patient complains of Back Pain; One of
the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.
RESTAGING; One of the studies being ordered is
a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
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1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

6

Hematologist/OncoApproval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

RE‐STAGING; One of the studies being ordered is
a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
RE‐STAGING; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are being
ordered.; One of the studies being ordered is
NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS,
Secondary and unspecified malignant neoplasm
of lymph nodes of multiple regions; One of the
studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
Solitary pulmonary nodule; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
Stage IV colorectal cancer metastatic to the liver ‐
restaging after Subsequent therapy; One of the
studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
There are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
There are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is Surgical
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The hematuria is due to tumor or
mass.; This study is not being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is known
tumor.; This is not request for evaluation of
prostate cancer.; This study is being ordered for
follow‐up.; The patient is not presenting new
symptoms.; This study is not being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not

1

1

1

1

1

83

13

1

1

1

Hematologist/OncoApproval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)

This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is known
tumor.; This is not request for evaluation of
prostate cancer.; This study is being ordered for
follow‐up.; The patient is presenting new
symptoms.; This study is not being requested for
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is known
tumor.; This is not request for evaluation of
prostate cancer.; This study is being ordered for
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is known
tumor.; This study is being ordered for follow‐up.;
The patient is not presenting new symptoms.;
This study is not being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not requested
for hematuria.; The patient is female.; The last
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is known
tumor.; This study is being ordered for follow‐up.;
This study is not being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not requested
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is known
tumor.; This study is being ordered for staging.;
This study is not being requested for abdominal
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is
suspicious mass or suspected tumor or
metastasis.; The patient is presenting new
symptoms.; This study is not being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is
suspicious mass or suspected tumor or
metastasis.; This study is not being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not
requested for hematuria.; The patient had an
TREATMENT RESPONSE; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
; This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or suspected
tumor/ metastasis.; The patient had previous
abnormal imaging including a CT, MRI or
Ultrasound.; A kidney abnormality was found on

2

2

1

3

4

2

5

1

1

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)
77046 Magnetic
resonance imaging,
breast, without contrast
material; unilateral
77084 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, bone marrow
blood supply
77084 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, bone marrow
blood supply

Iron overload; This request is for an Abdomen
MRI.; This study is not being ordered for known
tumor, suspicious mass or suspected
tumor/metastasis, organ enlargement, known or
suspected vascular disease, hematuria, follow‐up
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
Hematologist/Oncologist
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for Known Tumor.; This study is
being ordered for follow‐up.; The patient did NOT
have chemotherapy, radiation therapy or surgery
in the last 3 months.; They did NOT have an

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for Known Tumor.; This study is
being ordered for staging.
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or suspected
tumor/ metastasis.; The patient had previous
abnormal imaging including a CT, MRI or
Ultrasound.; A abnormality was found on the
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or suspected
tumor/ metastasis.; The patient had previous
abnormal imaging including a CT, MRI or
Ultrasound.; A liver abnormality was found on a
Breast cancer; This is a request for Breast MRI.;
This study is being ordered for a known history of
breast cancer.; It is not known if this is an
individual who has known breast cancer in the
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
There are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is

1

3

1

1

2

2

1

3
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Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

78472 Cardiac blood pool
imaging, gated
equilibrium; planar, single
study at rest or stress
(exercise and/or
pharmacologic), wall
motion study plus
ejection fraction, with or
without additional
quantitative processing
78472 Cardiac blood pool
imaging, gated
equilibrium; planar, single
study at rest or stress
(exercise and/or
pharmacologic), wall
motion study plus
ejection fraction, with or
without additional
quantitative processing
78472 Cardiac blood pool
imaging, gated
equilibrium; planar, single
study at rest or stress
(exercise and/or
pharmacologic), wall
motion study plus
ejection fraction, with or
without additional
quantitative processing
78472 Cardiac blood pool
imaging, gated
equilibrium; planar, single
study at rest or stress
(exercise and/or
pharmacologic), wall
motion study plus
ejection fraction, with or
without additional
quantitative processing

newly diagnosed invasive carcinoma of the right
breast. staging for breast cancer; One of the
studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.

1

This is a request for a MUGA scan.; This study is
being ordered for Chemotherapy.; Chemotherapy
has been initiated or completed.; "There is a
change in cardiac signs or symptoms (shortness
of breath, etc.)."; The last MUGA scan was
performed more than 3 months ago.; &lt; Enter
answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given. &gt;

1

This is a request for a MUGA scan.; This study is
being ordered for Chemotherapy.; Chemotherapy
has been initiated or completed.; "There is not a
change in cardiac signs or symptoms (shortness
of breath, etc.)."; The patient will be undergoing
more chemotherapy.; The last MUGA scan was
performed more than 3 months ago.;

3

This is a request for a MUGA scan.; This study is
being ordered for Chemotherapy.; Chemotherapy
has been initiated or completed.; "There is not a
change in cardiac signs or symptoms (shortness
of breath, etc.)."; The patient will be undergoing
more chemotherapy.; The last MUGA scan was
performed more than 3 months ago.; further
progression and screening for cardiology deficits
prior to commencing high risk medication

1

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

78472 Cardiac blood pool
imaging, gated
equilibrium; planar, single
study at rest or stress
(exercise and/or
pharmacologic), wall
motion study plus
ejection fraction, with or
without additional
quantitative processing
78472 Cardiac blood pool
imaging, gated
equilibrium; planar, single
study at rest or stress
(exercise and/or
pharmacologic), wall
motion study plus
ejection fraction, with or
without additional
quantitative processing
78472 Cardiac blood pool
imaging, gated
equilibrium; planar, single
study at rest or stress
(exercise and/or
pharmacologic), wall
motion study plus
ejection fraction, with or
without additional
quantitative processing
78472 Cardiac blood pool
imaging, gated
equilibrium; planar, single
study at rest or stress
(exercise and/or
pharmacologic), wall
motion study plus
ejection fraction, with or
without additional
quantitative processing

This is a request for a MUGA scan.; This study is
being ordered for Chemotherapy.; Chemotherapy
has been initiated or completed.; "There is not a
change in cardiac signs or symptoms (shortness
of breath, etc.)."; The patient will be undergoing
more chemotherapy.; The patient has not had a
previous MUGA scan.; Baseline MUGA

1

This is a request for a MUGA scan.; This study is
being ordered for Chemotherapy.; Chemotherapy
has been initiated or completed.; The last MUGA
scan was performed within the last 3 months.;

1

This is a request for a MUGA scan.; This study is
being ordered for Chemotherapy.; Chemotherapy
has been initiated or completed.; The last MUGA
scan was performed within the last 3 months.;
unknown

1

This is a request for a MUGA scan.; This study is
being ordered for Chemotherapy.; Chemotherapy
has not been initiated or completed.;
Chemotherapy is planned.; &lt; Enter answer
here ‐ or Type In Unknown If No Info Given. &gt;

1

Hematologist/OncoApproval

78472 Cardiac blood pool
imaging, gated
equilibrium; planar, single
study at rest or stress
(exercise and/or
pharmacologic), wall
motion study plus
ejection fraction, with or
without additional
quantitative processing
78472 Cardiac blood pool
imaging, gated
equilibrium; planar, single
study at rest or stress
(exercise and/or
pharmacologic), wall
motion study plus
ejection fraction, with or
without additional
quantitative processing
78472 Cardiac blood pool
imaging, gated
equilibrium; planar, single
study at rest or stress
(exercise and/or
pharmacologic), wall
motion study plus
ejection fraction, with or
without additional
quantitative processing

Hematologist/OncoApproval

78813 Positron emission
tomography (PET)
imaging; whole body

Hematologist/OncoApproval

78813 Positron emission
tomography (PET)
imaging; whole body

Hematologist/OncoApproval

78813 Positron emission
tomography (PET)
imaging; whole body

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

This is a request for a MUGA scan.; This study is
being ordered for Congestive Heart Failure.; 1;
The patient has recently been diagnosed with
and/or treated for congestive heart failure.; The
patient had a previous MUGA scan.;
This is a request for a MUGA scan.; This study is
being ordered for Suspected Cardiomyopathy/
Myocarditis.; The patient has recently been
diagnosed with and/or treated for congestive
heart failure.; The patient has not had a previous
MUGA scan.; The patient is presenting new
cardiac signs or symptoms.; The patient had a
recent MI.; this is stage IIB/IIIA, since the mass in
the breast was infiltrative and could not be
measured with exact dimmensions ( was said

unknown; One of the studies being ordered is a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan; 1
PET Scans has already been performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is a Medicare
member.; This study is being requested for None
of the above; This Pet Scan is being ordered for
something other than Prostate, Cervical, Breast
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan; 2
PET Scans have already been performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is a Medicare
member.; This study is being requested for None
of the above; This Pet Scan is being ordered for
something other than Prostate, Cervical, Breast
Cancer or Melanoma; This study is being
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This is a Medicare member.; This study is being
requested for None of the above; This Pet Scan is
being ordered for Breast Cancer; This request is

1

1

1

1

2

1

Hematologist/OncoApproval

78813 Positron emission
tomography (PET)
imaging; whole body

Hematologist/OncoApproval

78813 Positron emission
tomography (PET)
imaging; whole body

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

78813 Positron emission
tomography (PET)
imaging; whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).; This
study is being ordered for something other than
Breast CA, Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian CA,
Esophageal CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA,
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).; This
study is being requested for Breast Cancer.; This
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).; This
study is being requested for Melanoma.; This is
NOT for evaluation of regional lymph nodes.; This

1

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

Initial staging of Melanoma on the face, before
the start of Chemo therapy.; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

large b cell lymphoma; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

Restaging for diagnosis of lung cancer; One of
the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.

1

1

1

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body

There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
Hematologist/Oncologist
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan; 1
PET Scans has already been performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is a Medicare
member.; This study is being requested for None
of the above; This Pet Scan is being ordered for
Breast Cancer; This request is NOT for the initial
diagnosis and/or initial staging of axillary lymph
nodes; This is for a Routine/Standard PET Scan
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan; 1
PET Scans has already been performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is a Medicare
member.; This study is being requested for None
of the above; This Pet Scan is being ordered for
something other than Prostate, Cervical, Breast
Cancer or Melanoma; This study is being
requested for Head/Neck Cancer; This Pet Scan is
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan; 1
PET Scans has already been performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is a Medicare
member.; This study is being requested for None
of the above; This Pet Scan is being ordered for
something other than Prostate, Cervical, Breast
Cancer or Melanoma; This study is being
requested for Lung Cancer; This Pet Scan is being
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan; 1
PET Scans has already been performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is a Medicare
member.; This study is being requested for None
of the above; This Pet Scan is being ordered for
something other than Prostate, Cervical, Breast
Cancer or Melanoma; This study is being
requested for Lymphoma or Myeloma; This Pet

3

5

1

4

2

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan; 1
PET Scans has already been performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is a Medicare
member.; This study is being requested for None
of the above; This Pet Scan is being ordered for
something other than Prostate, Cervical, Breast
Cancer or Melanoma; This study is being
requested for Other, not listed above; This Pet
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan; 1
PET Scans has already been performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is a Medicare
member.; This study is being requested for None
of the above; This Pet Scan is being ordered for
something other than Prostate, Cervical, Breast
Cancer or Melanoma; This study is being
requested for Other, not listed above; This Pet
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan; 1
PET Scans has already been performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is a Medicare
member.; This study is being requested for None
of the above; This Pet Scan is being ordered for
something other than Prostate, Cervical, Breast
Cancer or Melanoma; This study is being
requested for Soft Tissue Sarcoma, Pancreatic or
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan; 2
PET Scans have already been performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is a Medicare
member.; This study is being requested for None
of the above; This Pet Scan is being ordered for
Breast Cancer; This request is NOT for the initial
diagnosis and/or initial staging of axillary lymph
nodes; This is for a Routine/Standard PET Scan
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan; 2
PET Scans have already been performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is a Medicare
member.; This study is being requested for None
of the above; This Pet Scan is being ordered for
Melanoma; This request is NOT for initial
diagnosis and/or initial staging of regional lymph
nodes; This is for a Routine/Standard PET Scan

2

1

1

1

1

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan; 2
PET Scans have already been performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is a Medicare
member.; This study is being requested for None
of the above; This Pet Scan is being ordered for
something other than Prostate, Cervical, Breast
Cancer or Melanoma; This study is being
requested for Lymphoma or Myeloma; This Pet
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan; 2
PET Scans have already been performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is a Medicare
member.; This study is being requested for None
of the above; This Pet Scan is being ordered for
something other than Prostate, Cervical, Breast
Cancer or Melanoma; This study is being
requested for Other, not listed above; This Pet
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan; 3
PET Scans have already been performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is a Medicare
member.; This study is being requested for None
of the above; This Pet Scan is being ordered for
Breast Cancer; This request is NOT for the initial
diagnosis and/or initial staging of axillary lymph
nodes; This is for a Routine/Standard PET Scan
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan; 3
PET Scans have already been performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is a Medicare
member.; This study is being requested for None
of the above; This Pet Scan is being ordered for
something other than Prostate, Cervical, Breast
Cancer or Melanoma; This study is being
requested for Colo‐rectal Cancer; This Pet Scan is
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan; 3
PET Scans have already been performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is a Medicare
member.; This study is being requested for None
of the above; This Pet Scan is being ordered for
something other than Prostate, Cervical, Breast
Cancer or Melanoma; This study is being
requested for Lung Cancer; This Pet Scan is being

2

1

2

1

1

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan; 3
PET Scans have already been performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is a Medicare
member.; This study is being requested for None
of the above; This Pet Scan is being ordered for
something other than Prostate, Cervical, Breast
Cancer or Melanoma; This study is being
requested for Other, not listed above; This Pet
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan; 4
PET Scans have already been performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is a Medicare
member.; This study is being requested for None
of the above; This Pet Scan is being ordered for
something other than Prostate, Cervical, Breast
Cancer or Melanoma; This study is being
requested for Lung Cancer; This Pet Scan is being
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan; A
nodule of less than 4 centimeters has been
identified on recent imaging; This study is being
ordered to evaluate a solitary pulmonary nodule.;
The solitary pulmonary nodule was identified on
an imaging study in the last 30 days.; This study is
being requested for Lung Cancer.; This would be
the first PET Scan performed on this patient for
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan; A
nodule of less than 4 centimeters has not been
identified on recent imaging; This study is being
ordered to evaluate a solitary pulmonary nodule.;
This study is being requested for Lung Cancer.;
This is NOT a Medicare member.; This is for a
Routine/Standard PET Scan using FDG
(fluorodeoxyglucose)
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
More than 4 PET Scans have already been
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This is
a Medicare member.; This study is being
requested for None of the above; This Pet Scan is
being ordered for something other than Prostate,
Cervical, Breast Cancer or Melanoma; This study
is being requested for Colo‐rectal Cancer; This Pet

1

1

1

1

1

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
The suspicion of cancer is based on an imaging
study.; This study is being ordered to establish a
cancer diagnosis.; This study is being ordered for
something other than Breast CA, Lymphoma,
Myeloma, Ovarian CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA,
Colorectal CA, Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft
Tissue Sarcoma, Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.;

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This is a Medicare member.; This study is being
requested for None of the above; This Pet Scan is
being ordered for Prostate Cancer; This is for a
Routine/Standard PET Scan using FDG
(fluorodeoxyglucose)
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This is a Medicare member.; This study is being
requested for None of the above; This Pet Scan is
being ordered for something other than Prostate,
Cervical, Breast Cancer or Melanoma; This study
is being requested for Other, not listed above;
This Pet Scan is being requested for None of the
above; This is for a Routine/Standard PET Scan

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This is a PET Scan with Dotatate (Gallium GA 68‐
Dotatate)
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).; This
study is being ordered for something other than
Breast CA, Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian CA,
Esophageal CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA,
Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.; This study is

1

2

2

2

1

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).; This
study is being requested for Breast Cancer.; This
is for evaluation of axillary lymph nodes.; This is
NOT a Medicare member.; This is for a
Routine/Standard PET Scan using FDG
(fluorodeoxyglucose)
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).; This
study is being requested for Breast Cancer.; This
is NOT for an evaluation of axillary lymph nodes.;
1 PET Scans has already been performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare
member.; This is for a Routine/Standard PET Scan
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).; This
study is being requested for Breast Cancer.; This
is NOT for an evaluation of axillary lymph nodes.;
This would be the first PET Scan performed on
this patient for this cancer.; This is NOT a
Medicare member.; This is for a
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).; This
study is being requested for Colo‐rectal Cancer.; 1
PET Scans has already been performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare
member.; This is for a Routine/Standard PET Scan
using FDG (fluorodeoxyglucose)
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).; This
study is being requested for Colo‐rectal Cancer.; 2
PET Scans have already been performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare
member.; This is for a Routine/Standard PET Scan
using FDG (fluorodeoxyglucose)

1

1

1

2

2

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).; This
study is being requested for Colo‐rectal Cancer.;
This would be the first PET Scan performed on
this patient for this cancer.; This is NOT a
Medicare member.; This is for a
Routine/Standard PET Scan using FDG
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).; This
study is being requested for Head/Neck Cancer.;
The patient does NOT have Thyroid or Brain
cancer.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This is
NOT a Medicare member.; This is for a
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).; This
study is being requested for Lung Cancer.; This
would be the first PET Scan performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare
member.; This is for a Routine/Standard PET Scan
using FDG (fluorodeoxyglucose)
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).; This
study is being requested for Lymphoma or
Myeloma.; 1 PET Scans has already been
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This is
NOT a Medicare member.; This is for a
Routine/Standard PET Scan using FDG
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).; This
study is being requested for Lymphoma or
Myeloma.; 2 PET Scans have already been
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This is
NOT a Medicare member.; This is for a
Routine/Standard PET Scan using FDG
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1

4

2

1

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).; This
study is being requested for Lymphoma or
Myeloma.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This is
NOT a Medicare member.; This is for a
Routine/Standard PET Scan using FDG
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).; This
study is being requested for Ovarian or
Esophageal Cancer.; 2 PET Scans have already
been performed on this patient for this cancer.;
This is NOT a Medicare member.; This is for a
Routine/Standard PET Scan using FDG
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).; This
study is being requested for Ovarian or
Esophageal Cancer.; This would be the first PET
Scan performed on this patient for this cancer.;
This is NOT a Medicare member.; This is for a
Routine/Standard PET Scan using FDG
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).; This
study is being requested for Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Pancreatic or Testicular Cancer.; This would be
the first PET Scan performed on this patient for
this cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.;
This is for a Routine/Standard PET Scan using FDG
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being ordered for
something other than Breast CA, Lymphoma,
Myeloma, Ovarian CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA,
Colorectal CA, Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft
Tissue Sarcoma, Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.;
This study is being requested for an other solid
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1

1

2

3

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Breast Cancer.; The patient completed a course
of treatment initiated within the last 8 weeks.; 1
PET Scans has already been performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare
member.; This is for a Routine/Standard PET Scan
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Breast Cancer.; The patient completed a course
of treatment initiated within the last 8 weeks.; 3
PET Scans have already been performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare
member.; This is for a Routine/Standard PET Scan
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Breast Cancer.; The patient completed a course
of treatment initiated within the last 8 weeks.;
More than 4 PET Scans have already been
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This is
NOT a Medicare member.; This is for a
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Breast Cancer.; The study is NOT being ordered
after completing a course of treatment initiated
in the last 8 weeks or because they are
experiencing new singns or symptoms.; This is
NOT a Medicare member.; This is for a
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for Colo‐
rectal Cancer.; The patient completed a course of
treatment initiated within the last 8 weeks.; 1 PET
Scans has already been performed on this patient
for this cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.;
This is for a Routine/Standard PET Scan using FDG

2

1

1

1

3

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for Colo‐
rectal Cancer.; The patient completed a course of
treatment initiated within the last 8 weeks.; This
would be the first PET Scan performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare
member.; This is for a Routine/Standard PET Scan
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for Colo‐
rectal Cancer.; The patient is experiencing new
signs, symptoms indicating a reoccurrence of
cancer or a rising CEA.; 2 PET Scans have already
been performed on this patient for this cancer.;
This is NOT a Medicare member.; This is for a
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for Colo‐
rectal Cancer.; The patient is experiencing new
signs, symptoms indicating a reoccurrence of
cancer or a rising CEA.; This would be the first PET
Scan performed on this patient for this cancer.;
This is NOT a Medicare member.; This is for a
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Head/Neck Cancer.; The patient completed a
course of treatment initiated within the last 8
weeks.; The patient does NOT have Thyroid or
Brain cancer.; 1 PET Scans has already been
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This is
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Head/Neck Cancer.; The patient completed a
course of treatment initiated within the last 8
weeks.; The patient does NOT have Thyroid or
Brain cancer.; It is unknown how many PET Scans
have already been performed on this patient for
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1

2

1

1

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Head/Neck Cancer.; The patient is experiencing
new signs or symptoms indicating a reoccurrence
of cancer.; The patient does NOT have Thyroid or
Brain cancer.; 1 PET Scans has already been
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This is
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for Lung
Cancer.; The patient has been diagnosed with
NON small lung cancer.; The patient completed a
course of treatment initiated within the last 8
weeks.; 1 PET Scans has already been performed
on this patient for this cancer.; This is NOT a
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for Lung
Cancer.; The patient has been diagnosed with
NON small lung cancer.; The patient completed a
course of treatment initiated within the last 8
weeks.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This is
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for Lung
Cancer.; The patient has been diagnosed with
small cell lung cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare
member.; This is for a Routine/Standard PET Scan
using FDG (fluorodeoxyglucose)
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lymphoma or Myeloma.; The patient completed
a course of treatment initiated within the last 8
weeks.; 1 PET Scans has already been performed
on this patient for this cancer.; This is NOT a
Medicare member.; This is for a

1

2

1

2

2

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lymphoma or Myeloma.; The patient completed
a course of treatment initiated within the last 8
weeks.; 2 PET Scans have already been
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This is
NOT a Medicare member.; This is for a
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lymphoma or Myeloma.; The patient completed
a course of treatment initiated within the last 8
weeks.; 3 PET Scans have already been
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This is
NOT a Medicare member.; This is for a
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lymphoma or Myeloma.; The patient completed
a course of treatment initiated within the last 8
weeks.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This is
NOT a Medicare member.; This is for a
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lymphoma or Myeloma.; The patient is
experiencing new signs or symptoms indicating a
reoccurrence of cancer.; 2 PET Scans have already
been performed on this patient for this cancer.;
This is NOT a Medicare member.; This is for a
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lymphoma or Myeloma.; The study is NOT being
ordered after completing a course of treatment
initiated in the last 8 weeks or because they are
experiencing new singns or symptoms.; This is
NOT a Medicare member.; This is for a

1

1

1

1

1

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Melanoma.; The patient is experiencing new signs
or symptoms indicating a reoccurrence of
cancer.; 2 PET Scans have already been
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This is
NOT a Medicare member.; This is for a
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Ovarian or Esophageal Cancer.; The patient is
experiencing new signs or symptoms indicating a
reoccurrence of cancer.; 4 PET Scans have already
been performed on this patient for this cancer.;
This is NOT a Medicare member.; This is for a

1

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered to establish a cancer
diagnosis.; This study is being requested for
Breast Cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.;
This is for a Routine/Standard PET Scan using FDG
(fluorodeoxyglucose)

1

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered to establish a cancer
diagnosis.; This study is being requested for Lung
Cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.; This is
for a Routine/Standard PET Scan using FDG
(fluorodeoxyglucose)
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This would be the first PET Scan performed on
this patient for this cancer.; This is a Medicare
member.; This study is being requested for None
of the above; This Pet Scan is being ordered for
something other than Prostate, Cervical, Breast
Cancer or Melanoma; This study is being
requested for Colo‐rectal Cancer; This Pet Scan is

1

1

3

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

Hematologist/OncoApproval

78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This would be the first PET Scan performed on
this patient for this cancer.; This is a Medicare
member.; This study is being requested for None
of the above; This Pet Scan is being ordered for
something other than Prostate, Cervical, Breast
Cancer or Melanoma; This study is being
requested for Colo‐rectal Cancer; This Pet Scan is
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This would be the first PET Scan performed on
this patient for this cancer.; This is a Medicare
member.; This study is being requested for None
of the above; This Pet Scan is being ordered for
something other than Prostate, Cervical, Breast
Cancer or Melanoma; This study is being
requested for Lung Cancer; This Pet Scan is being
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This would be the first PET Scan performed on
this patient for this cancer.; This is a Medicare
member.; This study is being requested for None
of the above; This Pet Scan is being ordered for
something other than Prostate, Cervical, Breast
Cancer or Melanoma; This study is being
requested for Lymphoma or Myeloma; This Pet
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This would be the first PET Scan performed on
this patient for this cancer.; This is a Medicare
member.; This study is being requested for None
of the above; This Pet Scan is being ordered for
something other than Prostate, Cervical, Breast
Cancer or Melanoma; This study is being
requested for Other, not listed above; This Pet

unknown; One of the studies being ordered is a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

4

1

1

1

Hematologist/OncoApproval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Multiple Myeloma patient undergoing chemo
and is coming to clinic for restaging; This a
request for an echocardiogram.; This is a request
for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for Evaluation of Left Ventricular
Function.; The patient does not have a history of
a recent heart attack or hypertensive heart
disease.

1

Hematologist/OncoApproval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

ONGOING CHEMOTHERAPY TREATMENT; This a
request for an echocardiogram.; This is a request
for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for Evaluation of Left Ventricular
Function.; The patient does not have a history of
a recent heart attack or hypertensive heart
disease.

1

Hematologist/OncoApproval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

OVARIAN CANCER; This a request for an
echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for Evaluation of Left Ventricular
Function.; The patient does not have a history of
a recent heart attack or hypertensive heart
disease.

1

Hematologist/OncoApproval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Patient has a new diagnosis of large B‐cell
lymphoma and needs to start Rituxan as part of
her treatment regimen. She needs to have an
ECHO done prior to starting treatment.; This a
request for an echocardiogram.; This is a request
for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for Evaluation of Left Ventricular
Function.; The patient does not have a history of
a recent heart attack or hypertensive heart
disease.

1

Hematologist/OncoApproval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Patient has Lung CA and is experiencing SOB.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

Hematologist/OncoApproval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Patient on cardio Toxic Chemotherapy.; This a
request for an echocardiogram.; This is a request
for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for Evaluation of Left Ventricular
Function.; The patient does not have a history of
a recent heart attack or hypertensive heart
disease.

1

Hematologist/OncoApproval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
Hematologist/Oncologist

1

Hematologist/OncoApproval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; The
reason for ordering this study is unknown.

2

Hematologist/OncoApproval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; It is unknown if there been a change in
clinical status since the last echocardiogram.; This
is not for the initial evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie of heart

1

Hematologist/OncoApproval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of cardiac
arrhythmias; This study is being requested for the
initial evaluation of frequent or sustained atrial or
ventricular cardiac arrhythmias.

1

Hematologist/OncoApproval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of cardiac
arrhythmias; This study is NOT being requested
for the initial evaluation of frequent or sustained
atrial or ventricular cardiac arrhythmias.

1

Hematologist/OncoApproval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Embolism.

2

Hematologist/OncoApproval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Mass.; There has been a change in clinical status
since the last echocardiogram.; This is NOT for
the initial evaluation of a cardiac mass.

1

Hematologist/OncoApproval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Mass.; There has NOT been a change in clinical
status since the last echocardiogram.; This is NOT
for the initial evaluation of a cardiac mass.

1

Hematologist/OncoApproval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; The patient does not have
a history of a recent heart attack or hypertensive
heart disease.

3

Hematologist/OncoApproval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; The patient has a history of
a recent myocardial infarction (heart attack).

1

Hematologist/OncoApproval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; The patient has a history of
hypertensive heart disease.; There is NOT a
change in the patient’s cardiac symptoms.; It has
been at least 24 months since the last
echocardiogram was performed.

1

Hematologist/OncoApproval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Pulmonary Hypertension.

1

93312 Echocardiography,
transesophageal, real‐
time with image
documentation (2D) (with
or without M‐mode
recording); including
probe placement, image
acquisition, interpretation
and report
Hematologist/OncoApproval
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Hematologist/OncoDisapproval material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Hematologist/OncoDisapproval material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Hematologist/OncoDisapproval material

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transesophageal Echocardiogram.;
This study is being requested after a completed
NON diagnostic transthoracic echocardiogram.;
The patient is 18 years of age or older.
LUNG CANCER; This is a request for a brain/head
CT.; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The headache is described as
chronic or recurring.
Malignant neoplasm of pancreas, unspecified.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; Changing
neurologic symptoms best describes the reason
that I have requested this test.

1

1

1

70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
Hematologist/OncoDisapproval material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
Hematologist/OncoDisapproval material

Hematologist/OncoDisapproval

Hematologist/OncoDisapproval

Hematologist/OncoDisapproval

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
material
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The patient
has a known tumor outside the brain.; Known or
suspected tumor best describes the reason that I
have requested this test.
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The patient
has a suspected tumor outside the brain.; Known
or suspected tumor best describes the reason
that I have requested this test.
Jennifer M Ferguson, 37 y.o. old, female who has
a history of fibrocystic disease of the breast, HPV,
PTSD and a skull fracture who has been known to
have frequent infections and has been on
antibiotics off and on . Patient states she has a 7
and 10 year; This study is being ordered for
Initial Staging; One of the studies being ordered
is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
mediastinal thymic large B cell lymphoma; One
of the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.

2

1

1

1

1

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Hematologist/OncoDisapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

restaging scans; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
to access lswelling; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being ordered
is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS,
Hilum mass right; There are 4 exams are being
ordered.; One of the studies being ordered is
NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS,
PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs
specialty is Hematologist/Oncologist
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Hematologist/OncoDisapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

BREAST CANCER; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Hematologist/OncoDisapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Initial Staging; One of the studies being ordered
is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

Hematologist/OncoDisapproval

Hematologist/OncoDisapproval

Hematologist/OncoDisapproval

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

1

1

1

1

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Hematologist/OncoDisapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

large b cell lymphoma; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Hematologist/OncoDisapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

liver cancer; One of the studies being ordered is
a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
MALIGNANT MELANOMA; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Malignant neoplasm of pancreas, unspecified.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.
mediastinal thymic large B cell lymphoma; One
of the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Hematologist/OncoDisapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Hematologist/OncoDisapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Hematologist/OncoDisapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Hematologist/OncoDisapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Hematologist/OncoDisapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Hematologist/OncoDisapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Hematologist/OncoDisapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Hematologist/OncoDisapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

NEW SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
'None of the above' describes the reason for this
request.; An abnormal finding on physical
examination led to the suspicion of infection.;
This is a request for a Chest CT.; This study is
RE‐STAGING PANCREATIC CANCER; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are
2 exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
RE‐STAGING; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are being
ordered.; One of the studies being ordered is
NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS,
The patient had mild splenomegaly which had
been discovered on his initial CT scan. This may
have been chronically present although could not
be absolutely determined for how long this has
been enlarged.&#x0D;The other finding of
borderline lymphadenopathy an; There is no
radiologic evidence of asbestosis.; "There is no
radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or
fungal infection."; There is no radiologic evidence

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Hematologist/OncoDisapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Hematologist/OncoDisapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Hematologist/OncoDisapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
72125 Computed
tomography, cervical
spine; without contrast
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Hematologist/OncoDisapproval material
72131 Computed
tomography, lumbar
spine; without contrast
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Hematologist/OncoDisapproval material
72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Hematologist/OncoDisapproval contrast material
72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Hematologist/OncoDisapproval contrast material

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Hematologist/OncoDisapproval contrast material

There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
There are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
to access lswelling; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being ordered
is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS,
There are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative evaluation.;
BACK PAIN; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
not seen the doctor more then once for these
increasing pain; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
Low back pain, unspecified back pain laterality,
unspecified chronicity, with sciatica presence
unspecified&#x0D;Check MRI of the LS
spine.&#x0D;Groin pain may be radiating from
the back; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; Review of
Systems:&#x0D;Review of Systems

4

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Hematologist/OncoDisapproval

Hematologist/OncoDisapproval

Hematologist/OncoDisapproval

Hematologist/OncoDisapproval

Hematologist/OncoDisapproval

Hematologist/OncoDisapproval

Hematologist/OncoDisapproval

Hematologist/OncoDisapproval

Hematologist/OncoDisapproval

Hematologist/OncoDisapproval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

SARCOIDOSIS, BACK PAIN; The study requested is
a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; It is
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit

1

1

1

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

BREAST CANCER; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
Hilum mass right; There are 4 exams are being
ordered.; One of the studies being ordered is
NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS,
PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs

1

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

large b cell lymphoma; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

liver cancer; One of the studies being ordered is
a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
MALIGNANT MELANOMA; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Malignant neoplasm of pancreas, unspecified.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.
mediastinal thymic large B cell lymphoma; One
of the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.

1

1

1

1

1

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Hematologist/OncoDisapproval contrast material

Hematologist/OncoDisapproval

Hematologist/OncoDisapproval

Hematologist/OncoDisapproval

Hematologist/OncoDisapproval

Hematologist/OncoDisapproval

Hematologist/OncoDisapproval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Hematologist/OncoDisapproval contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Hematologist/OncoDisapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

74185 Magnetic
resonance angiography,
abdomen, with or without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Hematologist/OncoDisapproval contrast material(s)

NEW SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
PT DUE FOR FOLLOW‐UP CT SCANS. LAST CT
SCANS WERE ON 07/16/2018.; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
RE‐STAGING PANCREATIC CANCER; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are
2 exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
restaging scans; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
RE‐STAGING; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are being
ordered.; One of the studies being ordered is
NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS,
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
There are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is
suspicious mass or suspected tumor or
metastasis.; This study is not being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not
to access lswelling; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 3 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being ordered
is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS,

This is a request for a MR Angiogram of the
abdomen.

1

1

1

1

1

3

1

1

1

1

Hematologist/OncoDisapproval

Hematologist/OncoDisapproval

Hematologist/OncoDisapproval

Hematologist/OncoDisapproval

Hematologist/OncoDisapproval

78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Hilum mass right; There are 4 exams are being
ordered.; One of the studies being ordered is
NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS,
PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs
specialty is Hematologist/Oncologist

1

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Malignant neoplasm of pancreas, unspecified.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Pt has Hogkins Lymphoma; There are 4 exams
are being ordered.; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering MDs specialty is
Hematologist/Oncologist
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan; A
nodule of less than 4 centimeters has been
identified on recent imaging; This study is being
ordered to evaluate a solitary pulmonary nodule.;
The solitary pulmonary nodule was identified on
an imaging study in the last 30 days.; This study is
being requested for Lung Cancer.; This would be
the first PET Scan performed on this patient for
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).; This
study is being requested for Lung Cancer.; 1 PET
Scans has already been performed on this patient
for this cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.;
This is for a Routine/Standard PET Scan using FDG
(fluorodeoxyglucose)

1

1

2

Hematologist/OncoDisapproval

Hematologist/OncoDisapproval

Hematologist/OncoDisapproval

Hematologist/OncoDisapproval

Hematologist/OncoDisapproval

78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).; This
study is being requested for Lung Cancer.; 2 PET
Scans have already been performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare
member.; This is for a Routine/Standard PET Scan
using FDG (fluorodeoxyglucose)
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).; This
study is being requested for Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Pancreatic or Testicular Cancer.; 1 PET Scans has
already been performed on this patient for this
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.; This is
for a Routine/Standard PET Scan using FDG
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for something other
than Breast CA, Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian
CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA,
Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.; This study is not
being ordered for Cervical CA, Brain
Cancer/Tumor or Mass, Thyroid CA or other solid
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being ordered for
something other than Breast CA, Lymphoma,
Myeloma, Ovarian CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA,
Colorectal CA, Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft
Tissue Sarcoma, Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.;
This study is being requested for an other solid
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for Colo‐
rectal Cancer.; The patient is experiencing new
signs, symptoms indicating a reoccurrence of
cancer or a rising CEA.; More than 4 PET Scans
have already been performed on this patient for
this cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.;

1

1

5

2

1

Hematologist/OncoDisapproval

Hematologist/OncoDisapproval

Hematologist/OncoDisapproval

Hematologist/OncoDisapproval

Hematologist/OncoDisapproval

78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for Colo‐
rectal Cancer.; The study is NOT being ordered
after completing a course of treatment initiated
in the last 8 weeks or because they are
experiencing new signs, symptoms or a rising
CEA.; This is NOT a Medicare member.; This is for
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Head/Neck Cancer.; The study is NOT being
ordered after completing a course of treatment
initiated in the last 8 weeks or because they are
experiencing new singns or symptoms.; The
patient does NOT have Thyroid or Brain cancer.;
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for Lung
Cancer.; It is unknown if the patient has been
diagnosed with small cell or non small cell lung
cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.; This is
for a Routine/Standard PET Scan using FDG
(fluorodeoxyglucose)
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for Lung
Cancer.; The patient has been diagnosed with
NON small lung cancer.; The study is NOT being
ordered after completing a course of treatment
initiated in the last 8 weeks or because they are
experiencing new singns or symptoms.; This is
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Lymphoma or Myeloma.; The patient completed
a course of treatment initiated within the last 8
weeks.; 2 PET Scans have already been
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This is
NOT a Medicare member.; This is for a

1

1

1

1

1

78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Hematologist/OncoDisapproval whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Hematologist/OncoDisapproval whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Hematologist/OncoDisapproval whole body

Hospital

Approval

Hospital

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material
72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
contrast material(s)

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Hospital

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for Soft
Tissue Sarcoma, Pancreatic or Testicular Cancer.;
This is NOT a Medicare member.; This is for a
Routine/Standard PET Scan using FDG
(fluorodeoxyglucose)

1

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered to establish a cancer
diagnosis.; This study is being requested for
Breast Cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.;
This is for a Routine/Standard PET Scan using FDG
(fluorodeoxyglucose)

1

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being requested for Head/Neck
Cancer.; It is unknown if the patient has Thyroid
or Brain cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare
member.; This is for a Routine/Standard PET Scan
using FDG (fluorodeoxyglucose)
There is radiologic evidence of non‐resolving
pneumonia for 6 weeks after antibiotic treatment
was prescribed.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for known
Patient fell to the ground in his home and
reports pain in hips; The ordering physician is not
an orthopedist.; This is a request for a Pelvis
MRI.; The study is being ordered for pelvic

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Embolism.

1

1

1

1

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Murmur.; There has been a change in clinical
status since the last echocardiogram.; This
request is NOT for initial evaluation of a murmur.;
This is a request for follow up of a known
murmur.

1

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Congenital Heart Defect.; This is for initial
diagnosis of congenital heart disease.

1

Hospital

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Hospital

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

Hospital

Hospital

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Heart
Failure; This is for the initial evaluation of heart
failure.
Current smoker 45 pack years, hypertension and
family history of heart disease.; This is a request
for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has not had other
testing done to evaluate new or changing
symptoms.; The patient has 2 cardiac risk factors;
The study is not requested for pre op evaluation,
cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve
disorders.; There are new or changing cardiac
symptoms including atypical chest pain (angina)
and/or shortness of breath.; The study is
requested for suspected coronary artery disease.;
The member has known or suspected coronary
artery disease.; The BMI is 20 to 29

1

1

Industrial MedicineApproval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Infectious Diseases Approval

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
73200 Computed
tomography, upper
extremity; without
contrast material

Infectious Diseases Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Infectious Diseases Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

Infectious Diseases Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

Infectious Diseases Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Infectious Diseases Approval

Infectious Diseases Approval

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Infectious Diseases Disapproval material

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Trauma or recent injury; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient does not have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; It is
not known if the patient has a new foot drop.;
I believe that the primary cause behind her
refractory sinusitis is likely sinus obstruction
secondary to atopic rhinitis.; This study is being
ordered for sinusitis.; This is a request for a Sinus
CT.; The patient is NOT immune‐compromised.;
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient had a thunderclap headache or worst
headache of the patient's life (within the last 3
months).
There is not a history of upper extremity joint or
long bone trauma or injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative evaluation.;
There is suspicion of upper extremity neoplasm
The study is for infection or inflammation.; There
are physical exam findings, laboratory results,
other imaging including bone scan or ultrasound
confirming infection, inflammation and or aseptic
necrosis.; Surgery or other intervention is
planned in the next 4 weeks.; This request is for a
FOLLOW UP; This is a request for an Abdomen
CT.; This study is being ordered for another
reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D;Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for an infection such as
pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease.; There are known or
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is
suspicious mass or suspected tumor or
metastasis.; The patient is presenting new
symptoms.; It is not know if this study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
Pulmonary mucormycosis, New daily persistent
headache (NDPH); This study is being ordered for
sinusitis.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.; The
patient is NOT immune‐compromised.; The
patient's current rhinosinusitis symptoms are
described as (sudden onset of 2 or more

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Internal Medicine Approval

Internal Medicine Approval

Internal Medicine Approval

Internal Medicine Approval

70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material

Internal Medicine Approval

70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material

Internal Medicine Approval

70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material

Internal Medicine Approval

Internal Medicine Approval

Internal Medicine Approval

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; It is unknown if the study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient does not have dizziness, fatigue or
malaise, sudden change in mental status, Bell's
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; It is unknown if the study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient has dizziness.; This study is being ordered
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is NOT being requested
for evaluation of a headache.; The patient does
not have dizziness, one sided arm or leg
weakness, the inability to speak, or vision
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is NOT being requested
for evaluation of a headache.; The patient has
dizziness trouble walking‐; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
described as chronic or recurring.
HEADACHE OCCIPITAL WITH NECK PAIN WORSE
SINCE NECK INJECTIONS.; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
memry loss tremor and frequent falls , poor
balance; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
The study is NOT being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The patient has a sudden change
in mental status.; This study is being ordered for

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Internal Medicine Approval

70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material

Internal Medicine Approval

70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material

Internal Medicine Approval

70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70480 Computed
tomography, orbit, sella,
or posterior fossa or
outer, middle, or inner
ear; without contrast
material

Internal Medicine Approval

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
material

Internal Medicine Approval

Internal Medicine Approval

Internal Medicine Approval

Internal Medicine Approval

Internal Medicine Approval

Internal Medicine Approval

Patient has a chief complaint of headache status
post head trauma that happened about 6 weeks
ago. Patient reports that she got home late one
afternoon and as she was exiting her vehicle she
was attacked by 2 unknown males which 1 of hit
her over the head; This is a request for a
Severity of headaches have worsened over the
last several months. The pain seems to be
bilateral and located most over the occipital and
temporal regions. She has prior MRI head in
another country unremarkable but does have
These headaches are chronic but now are
severe. He had MVA years ago that resulted in
neck injury.; This is a request for a brain/head
CT.; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The headache is described as
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; It is unknown if the patient had a
recent onset (within the last 4 weeks) of
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient does NOT have a recent
onset (within the last 4 weeks) of neurologic
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has the inability to speak.;
The patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; This study is being ordered for
evaluation of known tumor.
Unknown; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
The study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The headache is described as sudden
and severe.; The headache is not described as a
"This request is for orbit,sella, int. auditory
canal,temporal bone, mastoid, CT.239.8"; "There
is suspicion of bone infection, cholesteatoma, or
inflammatory disease.ostct"; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT
"This request is for face, jaw, mandible
CT.239.8"; "There is not a history of serious facial
bone or skull, trauma or injury.fct"; "There is not
a suspicion of neoplasm, tumor or
metastasis.fct"; "There is suspicion of bone

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

Internal Medicine Approval

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
material

Internal Medicine Approval

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
material

Internal Medicine Approval

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
material

Internal Medicine Approval

Internal Medicine Approval

Internal Medicine Approval

Internal Medicine Approval

Internal Medicine Approval

Internal Medicine Approval

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
material
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
70540 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, orbit, face,
and/or neck; without
contrast material(s)
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for sinusitis.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.; The
patient is NOT immune‐compromised.; The
patient's current rhinosinusitis symptoms are
; This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT
immune‐compromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
Recurrent Acute Rhinosinusitis (4 or more acute
He notes having chronic sinusitis that comes and
goes but overall has not gotten better. No sore
throat, neck pain or head pain other than the
irritation from the glasses rubbing against it. No
trauma to the area. No discharge from the ears.
Ear swelling ; This study is being ordered for
sinusitis.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.; The
patient is NOT immune‐compromised.; The
patient's current rhinosinusitis symptoms are
pt has reoccuring sinus.; This study is being
ordered for sinusitis.; This is a request for a Sinus
CT.; The patient is NOT immune‐compromised.;
The patient's current rhinosinusitis symptoms are
described as Recurrent Acute Rhinosinusitis (4 or
pt. states was positive for strep on 02/12/19 and
is not better; This is a request for neck soft tissue
CT.; The study is being ordered for something
other than Trauma or other injury, Neck
unknown; This is a request for neck soft tissue
CT.; The patient has a neck lump or mass.; There
is a palpable neck mass or lump.; The neck mass
is 1 cm or smaller.; It is not known if the neck
; "This is a request for orbit,face, or neck soft
tissue MRI.239.8"; The reason for the study is not
for trauma, infection,cancer, mass, tumor, pre or
post‐operative evaluation

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has
dizziness.; The patient had a recent onset (within

1

Internal Medicine Approval

Internal Medicine Approval

Internal Medicine Approval

Internal Medicine Approval

Internal Medicine Approval

Internal Medicine Approval

Internal Medicine Approval

Internal Medicine Approval

Internal Medicine Approval

70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has a chronic or recurring headache.
; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient does not have dizziness, fatigue or
malaise, sudden change in mental status, Bell's
palsy, Congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
aphasia; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient does NOT have a recent
onset (within the last 4 weeks) of neurologic
symptoms.; This study is being ordered for stroke
Dementia, alzheimers probable&#x0D;Suspect
2/2 AD, MRI to r/o NPH given incont; This request
is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient does not have dizziness, fatigue or
MRI was done 2/5 /2019 they found
abnormalities on that looks like subdural
hematomas; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has dizziness.; It is
restaging for cancer; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has
fatigue or malaise; It is unknown why this study is
being ordered.
Syncope; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has a sudden change in
mental status.; It is unknown why this study is
being ordered.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient had a thunderclap headache or worst
headache of the patient's life (within the last 3
months).
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient has one sided arm or leg weakness.; The
patient has a sudden and severe headache.; The
patient had a recent onset (within the last 3
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1

1

1

1

2

1

Internal Medicine Approval

70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

Internal Medicine Approval

Internal Medicine Approval

Internal Medicine Approval

Internal Medicine Approval

Internal Medicine Approval

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient has the inability to speak.; The patient has
a sudden and severe headache.; The patient had
a recent onset (within the last 3 months) of
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has a congenital abnormality.; A
metabolic work up was done including urinalysis,
electrolytes and complete blood count with
results completed.; The lab results were
abnormal.; The patient has not undergone
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has one sided arm or leg weakness.;
The patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
weeks) of neurologic symptoms.; This study is
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has one sided arm or leg weakness.;
The patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
weeks) of neurologic symptoms.; This study is
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has vision changes.; The patient had a
recent onset (within the last 4 weeks) of
neurologic symptoms.; There has been a recent
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for and infection or
inflammation.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for seizures.; There
has been a change in seizure pattern or a new
seizure.
worsening ha; This request is for a Brain MRI;
The study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has a chronic or recurring
headache.
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1

1

1
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1

1

Internal Medicine Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

"There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest
mass noted within the last 30 days."; They did not
have a previous Chest x‐ray.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; "There IS evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; They had a previous Chest x‐ray.; A
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; "There is NO evidence of a
lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within the
last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non of
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; It is not known if there is
radiologic evidence of asbestosis.; "The caller
doesn't know if there is radiologic evidence of
sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or fungal infection."; It is
not known if there is radiologic evidence of a lung
abscess or empyema.; It is not known if there is
radiologic evidence of pneumoconiosis e.g. black
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; ; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.; &lt;
Describe primary symptoms here ‐ or Type In
; "There is NO evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work‐up for suspicious mass.;
; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The
patient did NOT have a Chest x‐ray in the past 2
weeks.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for

Internal Medicine Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

; One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.
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2

Internal Medicine Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

; There is no radiologic evidence of asbestosis.;
"There is no radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis,
tuberculosis or fungal infection."; There is no
radiologic evidence of a lung abscess or
empyema.; There is no radiologic evidence of
pneumoconiosis e.g. black lung disease or
silicosis.; There is NO radiologic evidence of non‐
A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for known tumor.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for screening of lung cancer.; The
patient is between 55 and 80 years old.; This
patient is a smoker or has a history of smoking.;
The patient has a 30 pack per year history of
smoking.; The patient did NOT quit smoking in
the past 15 years.; The patient does NOT have
A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for suspected pulmonary
Embolus.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
ABNORMAL CT CARDIAC SCREENING; There is no
radiologic evidence of asbestosis.; "There is no
radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or
fungal infection."; There is no radiologic evidence
of a lung abscess or empyema.; There is no
radiologic evidence of pneumoconiosis e.g. black
lung disease or silicosis.; There is NO radiologic
Abnormal imaging test describes the reason for
this request.; This is a request for a Chest CT.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
chest mass lungs; "There IS evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; They had a previous Chest x‐ray.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
Cough. Upper chest feels heavy and tight; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this is
CT BRAIN 10/2018 FINDINGS GRAY WHITE
DIFFERATION APPEARS ‐ 1 MIL W/SUQUENT 3M
SAGITTAL &amp; CORONAL RECONSTRUCTION
PERFORMED ‐ RADIATION &amp; CHEMO
THERAPY AT THIS TIME.; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
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1

Internal Medicine Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

CXR SHOWS RIGHT SIDED HILAR MASS; "There IS
evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
noted within the last 30 days."; They had a
previous Chest x‐ray.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
lung nodule copd shortness of breath; "There is
NO evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
noted within the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
Lung nodule&#x0D;Nonspecific 3 mm and
smaller noncalcified lung nodules. If
the&#x0D;patient is high risk for malignancy,
consider optional CT chest&#x0D;followup in 12
months.&#x0D;2. Small hiatal hernia.&#x0D;3.
Noncalcified 4 mm subpleural right basilar lung
nodules are&#x0D;indeterminate. If the patient is
high risk for malignancy, consider&#x0D;optional
follow‐up chest CT in 12 months. If low risk, no
additional&#x0D;follow‐up is recommended.; A
patient had a abnormal chest xray that requires
additional imaging; "There IS evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; They had a previous Chest x‐ray.; A
Previous xray showed left upper lobe infiltrate
and a lung mass; There is no radiologic evidence
of asbestosis.; "There is no radiologic evidence of
sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or fungal infection.";
There is no radiologic evidence of a lung abscess
or empyema.; There is no radiologic evidence of
pneumoconiosis e.g. black lung disease or
restaging for malignant neoplasm of lung; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for screening of lung cancer.; The
patient had a Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer
shortness of breath, dysphagia (improved),
coughing, clubbing of extremities, weakness,
fatigue.&#x0D;&#x0D;Patient needs to have low
dose screening CT done due to his smoking and
chronic respiratory failure; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
screening of lung cancer.; The patient is between
55 and 80 years old.; This patient is a smoker or
has a history of smoking.; The patient has a 30
There is radiologic evidence of mediastinal
widening.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for vascular disease
other than cardiac.; Yes this is a request for a
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1
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Internal Medicine Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

71275 Computed
tomographic angiography,
chest (noncoronary), with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing

Internal Medicine Approval

72125 Computed
tomography, cervical
spine; without contrast
material

Internal Medicine Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

There is radiologic evidence of non‐resolving
pneumonia for 6 weeks after antibiotic treatment
was prescribed.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for known
will upload report; "There IS evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; They had a previous Chest x‐ray.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is

This study is requested to evaluate suspected
pulmonary embolus.; Yes, this is a request for a
Chest CT Angiography.
patient has double vision and leftward gaze; This
study is being ordered for trauma or injury.;
patient fell 02/25/2019 with confusion and
worsening memory loss; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; contusion of
the head, confusion and disorientation with
memory loss and ataxia; lab work and this CT
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is not known if
there is weakness or reflex abnormality.; The
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; None of the above; It is not known if
the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is not known if
the patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.
; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is reflex abnormality.; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not x‐ray
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1
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1

Internal Medicine Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

History of neck and back problems, has done Pt
for more than 4 weeks in past year, not getting
better, pain when turning neck, numbness, in
entire 4th and 5th fingers in right hand, cervical
radiculopathy; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The
Neck getting worse, has notice more weakness in
the right arm.; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is weakness.; ; The patient does not have
new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
pt with history of MVA that caused neck pain.
He has degenerative disc disease confirmed on
previous MRI; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The
patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
Radiculopathy of cervical region; This is a request
for cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; weakness, numbness to right arm
with right sided neck pain; The patient does not
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient does have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Trauma
or recent injury; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is x‐ray
evidence of a recent cervical spine fracture.
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1

Internal Medicine Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

will upload clinicals; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; ; The patient does not have new signs
or symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
thoracic spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Congenital Anomaly.; 11/6/2018; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; low
back pain, degenerative of lumbar discs,;
medication, physical therapy,; One of the studies
Who complains of about 2 months of lower
posterior neck and upper back pain that radiates
to the left shoulder &#x0D;Pain is worse
yesterday and today ‐ 12/21/18 OFFICE
VISIT.HPIpt comes in with complaints of
continued thoracic back pain. Radiates up to left ;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.;
"numbness" in legs neuropathy of feet and lower
shins.&#x0D;&#x0D;low back pain for bulging
discs and bilateral leg/feet neuropathy; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is not
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is not known if
there is weakness or reflex abnormality.; The
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; None of the above; It is not
known if the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is not known if
the patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.
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Internal Medicine Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Congenital Anomaly.; 11/6/2018; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; low
back pain, degenerative of lumbar discs,;
medication, physical therapy,; One of the studies
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; It is not known if the
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; It is not known if the patient
has had back pain for over 4 weeks.
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; ; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of bladder
or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has not seen the
doctor more then once for these symptoms.
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is weakness.; ; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
having back pain pain to right hand; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
no weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of bladder
He exhibits edema (1+ lower extremity edema)
and tenderness (bilateral hips and knees with
pain on passive and active ROM). Deformity:
Valgus deformity (mild) bilateral knees. Right hip:
He exhibits decreased; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
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1

Internal Medicine Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

low back pain with radiation down right leg 4‐5
days ago. He was helping his dad and fel landing
on his back. Since then pain and been constant
and gradually getting worse. He has long hx of
chronic low back pain with radiculopathy and S/P
lumbar lamin; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.; low back
pain with radiation down right leg 4‐5 days ago.
patient was instructed to avoid sitting in the
same position for prolonged periods of time,
avoid heavy lifting and take pain medication only
when necessary.; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does have a new foot
drop.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient does have a new foot drop.
unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; It is not known
if the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these

1

1

1

5

1

1

Internal Medicine Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

72192 Computed
tomography, pelvis;
without contrast material
72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
contrast material(s)
72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
contrast material(s)

Internal Medicine Approval

73200 Computed
tomography, upper
extremity; without
contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Internal Medicine Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Internal Medicine Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Internal Medicine Approval

Internal Medicine Approval

Unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is reflex abnormality.; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; Pain radiated in
the right leg which is causing numbness and
weakness. Pain aspirated by breathing deeply,
unknown; This study is being ordered as a follow‐
up to trauma.; "The ordering physician is a
gastroenterologist, urologist, gynecologist, or
surgeon or PCP ordering on behalf of a specialist
This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The patient
had previous abnormal imaging including a CT,
MRI or Ultrasound.; A tumor or mass was noted
on previous imaging.; An abnormality was found
This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The study is
being ordered for joint pain or suspicion of joint
or bone infection.; The study is being ordered for
bilateral hip avascular necrosis.
This is a request for an upper extremity,
shoulder, scapula, elbow, hand, or wrist joint
CT.; There is not a history of upper extremity joint
or long bone trauma or injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative evaluation.;
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is described as chronic;
The request is for shoulder pain.; The physician
has not directed conservative treatment for the
past 6 weeks.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is not from a recent
injury, old injury, chronic pain or a mass.; The
request is for shoulder pain.
Barry A Walker is a 55 y.o. male here today for
annual physical and routine labs. He takes
Celebrex for elbow pain, knee pain and hip pain.
He works as a contractor pouring concrete and
reports being diagnosed with OA in multiple
joints. He also complain; The requested study is a
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1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Internal Medicine Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Internal Medicine Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Internal Medicine Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Internal Medicine Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Internal Medicine Approval

Internal Medicine Approval

Internal Medicine Approval

73700 Computed
tomography, lower
extremity; without
contrast material
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

HPI &#x0D;Patient presents today with
complaints of pain and swelling to left wrist x 1
month. She states she pulled herself up out of
bed by grasping iron headboard and felt
something pop in her wrist. 2 days ago her wrist
became more swollen and painful. Sh; The pain is
The pain is described as chronic; The member
has failed a 4 week course of conservative
management in the past 3 months.; This request
is for a wrist MRI.; This study is requested for
evalutation of wrist pain.
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain
is described as chronic; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The
patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?

1

1

4

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain
is from a recent injury.; Surgery or arthrscopy is
scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; The request is for
shoulder pain.; There is a suspicion of tendon,
ligament, rotator cuff injury or labral tear.
This is a preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; There is no suspicion of a lower
extremity neoplasm, tumor or metastasis.; There
is no suspicion of lower extremity bone or joint
infection.; There is a history of lower extremity
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2015;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; foot pain, difficulty with ambulation,

1

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; This study is
being ordered for Non‐acute Chronic Pain;
Swelling greater than 3 days; It is unknown if
surgery is planned.

1

1

1

Internal Medicine Approval

Internal Medicine Approval

Internal Medicine Approval

Internal Medicine Approval

Internal Medicine Approval

73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; This study is
being ordered for Suspected meniscus, tendon,
or ligament injury; No, there is no known trauma
involving the knee.; Locking; Yes, the member
experience a painful popping, snapping, or giving
away of the knee.
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; This study is
being ordered for Suspected meniscus, tendon,
or ligament injury; No, there is no known trauma
involving the knee.; Swelling greater than 3 days;
It is not known if the member experience a
painful popping, snapping, or giving away of the
knee.

1

1

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; This study is
being ordered for Suspected meniscus, tendon,
or ligament injury; No, there is no known trauma
involving the knee.; Swelling greater than 3 days;
Yes, the member experience a painful popping,
snapping, or giving away of the knee.

1

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; This study is
being ordered for Suspected meniscus, tendon,
or ligament injury; Yes, there is a known trauma
involving the knee.; Swelling greater than 3 days

1

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is not
requested for knee pain.; The study is for a mass,
tumor or cancer.; The diagnosis of Mass, Tumor,
or Cancer has been established.; The study is
requested for staging.

1

Internal Medicine Approval

73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73721 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
lower extremity; without
contrast material
73725 Magnetic
resonance angiography,
lower extremity, with or
without contrast
material(s)

Internal Medicine Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

Internal Medicine Approval

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; Surgery or
arthrscopy is scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; The
study is requested for ankle pain.; There is a
suspicion of tendon or ligament injury.

1

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; The member has
failed a 4 week course of conservative
management in the past 3 months.; The hip pain
is chronic.; The request is for hip pain.

1

&lt;Additional Clinical Information&gt;; Is this a
request for one of the following? MR Angiogram
lower extremity
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D;Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a known tumor, cancer,
mass, or rule out metastases.; Yes, this is a
request for follow up to a known tumor or
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for an infection such as
pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease.; There are known or
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has
not been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has
not been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; It is not known
if a urinalysis has been completed.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

Internal Medicine Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

Internal Medicine Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

Internal Medicine Approval

Internal Medicine Approval

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; ; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.; &lt;
Describe primary symptoms here ‐ or Type In
; One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The results of the urinalysis
were abnormal.; The urinalysis was positive for
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The results of the urinalysis
were normal.; The study is being ordered for
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has not been
completed.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit
1. Diverticulitus&#x0D; Constitutional:
&#x0D;pt presents with LUQ abdominal
pain&#x0D;I saw him as a new patient in early
December and diagnosed him
withdiverticuitis&#x0D;During treatment with
augmentin he had some upset
stomach.&#x0D;He continues to have some LUQ
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1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

Internal Medicine Approval

Internal Medicine Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

Internal Medicine Approval

Internal Medicine Approval

22 x 12.6 x 19.cm cystic lesion is seen in the right
mid abdomen. , mild right hydronephrosis,
partially septated cyst in the left ovary measuring
up to 2.7cm; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
CIRRHOSIS OF LIVER; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; The reason for
the study is none of the listed reasons.; This study
is not being requested for abdominal and/or
CT BRAIN 10/2018 FINDINGS GRAY WHITE
DIFFERATION APPEARS ‐ 1 MIL W/SUQUENT 3M
SAGITTAL &amp; CORONAL RECONSTRUCTION
PERFORMED ‐ RADIATION &amp; CHEMO
THERAPY AT THIS TIME.; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
hx carcinoma of Kidney; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
no; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit
patient has abdominal distension; This is a
request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.;
A urinalysis has not been completed.; This study
is being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
Patient has come for a follow‐up after his recent
ER visit for abdominal pain. He has epigastric and
right upper quadrant abdominal pain going on for
2 weeks; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis
CT combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
Patient has had abdominal cramping since early
January of 2019. She needs further evaluation to
determine the best treatment options for this
patient.; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis
CT combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
pt. initially seen in the office on 6/21/18 upon
referral from Dr. Pruiksma and her mother Sami
Ruis. She has complaint of 25 # weight gain in 3
months. She reports swelling on her left side,
nausea, constipation and diarrhea. She has been
seen by Dr. Bel; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; This study is being
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1

1

1
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1

Internal Medicine Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Internal Medicine Approval

Internal Medicine Approval

She reports the pain is epigastric and LUQ, she
has cramping, writhing and burning, it is made
worse by eating. She vomited once. She went to
the ED but the wait was too long so she left and
made an appointment here.; This is a request for
an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
The reason for the hematuria is not known.; This
study is not being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is requested for
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
The reason for the study is renal calculi, kidney or
ureteral stone.; This study is not being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The results of the urinalysis
were abnormal.; The urinalysis was positive for
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The results of the urinalysis
were abnormal.; The urinalysis was positive for
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The hematuria is due to Renal
Calculi/kidney/ ureteral stone.; This study is not
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is organ
enlargement.; There is ultrasound or plain film
evidence of an abdominal organ enlargement.;
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is pre‐op
or post op evaluation.; The study is requested for
post‐op evaluation.; The study is requested as a
first follow up study for a suspected or known
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is
suspicious mass or suspected tumor or
metastasis.; The patient is presenting new
symptoms.; This study is not being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not
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1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Internal Medicine Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)

This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for acute pain.; There has been a
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit
for this complaint.; There has been a physical
exam.; The patient is female.; A pelvic exam was
performed.; The results of the exam were
ultrasound shows dilated bile ducts and possible
obstruction.; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
will upload clinicals; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
patient has multiple liver lesions per us dated
03/05/2019; This request is for an Abdomen
MRI.; This study is being ordered for suspicious
mass or suspected tumor/ metastasis.; The
patient had previous abnormal imaging including
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or suspected
tumor/ metastasis.; The patient had previous
abnormal imaging including a CT, MRI or
Ultrasound.; A liver abnormality was found on a

Internal Medicine Approval

74185 Magnetic
resonance angiography,
abdomen, with or without
contrast material(s)

This is a request for a MR Angiogram of the
abdomen.

1

Internal Medicine Approval

75635 Computed
tomographic angiography,
abdominal aorta and
bilateral iliofemoral lower
extremity runoff, with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
abdominal arteries.

1

Internal Medicine Approval

Internal Medicine Approval

Internal Medicine Approval

Internal Medicine Approval

Internal Medicine Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
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1
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1

Internal Medicine Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has had
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging including SPECT
(single photon Emission Computerized
Tomography) or Thallium Scan.; The study is
requested for congestive heart failure.; There are
new or changing cardiac symptoms including
atypical chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of
breath.; There is known coronary artery disease,
history of heart attack (MI), coronary bypass
surgery, coronary angioplasty or stent.; The
member has known or suspected coronary artery

1

Internal Medicine Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; This is a
Medicare member.; This study is being ordered
for A cardiac history with known myocardial
infarction and/or cardiac intervention such as
cardiac surgery/angioplasty (PCI); It has NOT
been greater than 2 years since the
surgery/procedure or last cardiac imaging.

1

Internal Medicine Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

chest pain, cronic couch; The patient is not
diabetic.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
This is a Medicare member.; This study is being
ordered for Cardiac symptoms including chest
pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath; It is
unknown if the symptoms can be described as
"Typical angina" or substernal chest pain that is
worse or comes on as a result of physical exertion
or emotional stress; There is no physical
restriction to the member’s ability to exercise

1

Internal Medicine Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Internal Medicine Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

CP had an episode this morning that lasted 30
minutes, across entire chest, none since; The
patient is not diabetic.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare member.;
This study is being ordered for Cardiac symptoms
including chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of
breath; The symptoms cannot be described as
"Typical angina" or substernal chest pain that is
worse or comes on as a result of physical exertion
or emotional stress; There is no physical
restriction to the member’s ability to exercise
history of hypertension, and worsening
palpitation, been on beta blocker for years, taken
increased doses with no improvement, EKG was
performed within normal limits; The patient is
not diabetic.; This is a request for Myocardial
Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).;
This is a Medicare member.; This study is being
ordered for Cardiac symptoms including chest
pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath; The
symptoms cannot be described as "Typical
angina" or substernal chest pain that is worse or
comes on as a result of physical exertion or
emotional stress; There is no physical restriction
to the member’s ability to exercise

Internal Medicine Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

The patient is diabetic.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare member.;
This study is being ordered for Cardiac symptoms
including chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of
breath; It is unknown if the symptoms can be
described as "Typical angina" or substernal chest
pain that is worse or comes on as a result of
physical exertion or emotional stress; There is no
physical restriction to the member’s ability to
exercise

1

1

1

Internal Medicine Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

The patient is diabetic.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare member.;
This study is being ordered for Cardiac symptoms
including chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of
breath; The symptoms can be described as
"Typical angina" or substernal chest pain that is
worse or comes on as a result of physical exertion
or emotional stress; The chest pain was relieved
by rest (ceasing physical exertion activity) and/or
nitroglycerin; There is no physical restriction to
the member’s ability to exercise

4

Internal Medicine Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; This is a
Medicare member.; This study is being ordered
for Cardiac symptoms including chest pain
(angina) and/or shortness of breath; It is
unknown if the symptoms can be described as
"Typical angina" or substernal chest pain that is
worse or comes on as a result of physical exertion
or emotional stress; There is a physical restriction
to the member’s ability to exercise

1

Internal Medicine Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; This is a
Medicare member.; This study is being ordered
for Cardiac symptoms including chest pain
(angina) and/or shortness of breath; The
symptoms can be described as "Typical angina" or
substernal chest pain that is worse or comes on
as a result of physical exertion or emotional
stress; The chest pain was relieved by rest
(ceasing physical exertion activity) and/or
nitroglycerin; There is a physical restriction to the
member’s ability to exercise

2

Internal Medicine Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body

Internal Medicine Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Internal Medicine Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Internal Medicine Approval

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; This is a
Medicare member.; This study is being ordered
for Cardiac symptoms including chest pain
(angina) and/or shortness of breath; The
symptoms cannot be described as "Typical
angina" or substernal chest pain that is worse or
comes on as a result of physical exertion or
emotional stress; There is a physical restriction to
the member’s ability to exercise
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan; A
nodule of less than 4 centimeters has been
identified on recent imaging; This study is being
ordered to evaluate a solitary pulmonary nodule.;
The solitary pulmonary nodule was identified on
an imaging study in the last 30 days.; This study is
being requested for Lung Cancer.; This would be
the first PET Scan performed on this patient for
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; ; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.; &lt;
Describe primary symptoms here ‐ or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; &lt; Describe
treatment / conservative therapy here ‐ or Type
In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; One of the
; This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie
of heart disease.; The abnormal symptom,
condition or evaluation is not known or unlisted

3

1

1

1

Internal Medicine Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Internal Medicine Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Internal Medicine Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Internal Medicine Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

mild ground glass findings, right hemadiaphram
on chest xray showed left lingual infiltrate.; This a
request for an echocardiogram.; This is a request
for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for another reason; This study is
being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie

SOB WITH EXERTION; This a request for an
echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for Evaluation of Heart Failure; It is
unknown if there been a change in clinical status
since the last echocardiogram.; It is unknown if
this is for the initial evaluation of heart failure.
This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; The patient does not have a history of a
recent heart attack or hypertensive heart
disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie
This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; There has been a change in clinical
status since the last echocardiogram.; This is NOT
for the initial evaluation of heart failure.; This is
for the initial evaluation of abnormal symptoms,
physical exam findings, or diagnostic studies

1

1

1

1

Internal Medicine Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Internal Medicine Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Internal Medicine Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Internal Medicine Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This is an initial evaluation of suspected
valve disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie
of heart disease.; The patient has an enlarged
This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie
of heart disease.; The abnormal symptom,
condition or evaluation is not known or unlisted
This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie
of heart disease.; This study is being requested
for the initial evaluation of frequent or sustained
This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of heart
failure.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie
of heart disease.; The patient has shortness of

1

2

1

1

Internal Medicine Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Embolism.

1

Internal Medicine Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Murmur.; This request is for initial evaluation of a
murmur.; It is unknown if the murmur is grade III
(3) or greater.; There are clinical symptoms
supporting a suspicion of structural heart disease.

2

Internal Medicine Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Murmur.; This request is for initial evaluation of a
murmur.; The murmur is grade III (3) or greater.

4

Internal Medicine Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Valves.; The patient has suspected prolapsed
mitral valve.

1

Internal Medicine Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Valves.; This is an annual review of known valve
disease.; It has been 12 ‐ 23 months or more
since the last echocardiogram.

1

Internal Medicine Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Valves.; This is an evaluation of new or changing
symptoms of valve disease.

2

Internal Medicine Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Valves.; This is an initial evaluation of suspected
valve disease.

1

Internal Medicine Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Congenital Heart Defect.; This is for evaluation of
change of clinical status.

1

Internal Medicine Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Heart
Failure; This is for the initial evaluation of heart
failure.

4

Internal Medicine Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; The patient does not have
a history of a recent heart attack or hypertensive
heart disease.

1

Internal Medicine Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; The patient has a history of
hypertensive heart disease.; There is a change in
the patient’s cardiac symptoms.

1

Internal Medicine Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Pulmonary Hypertension.

5

Internal Medicine Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

unknown; This a request for an echocardiogram.;
This is a request for a Transthoracic
Echocardiogram.; This study is being ordered for
another reason; This study is being ordered for
evaluation of abnormal symptoms, physical exam
findings, or diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG)
indicative of heart disease.; This is for the initial
evaluation of abnormal symptoms, physical exam
findings, or diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG)
indicatvie of heart disease.; The patient has
shortness of breath; Shortness of breath is not

1

Internal Medicine Approval

93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;

; This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.;
This patient has not had a Nuclear Cardiac study
within the past 8 weeks.; This study is not being
ordered for: CAD, post MI evaluation, or as a
pre/post operative evaluation.

1

Internal Medicine Approval

93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;

The patient is presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.;
There are documented clinical findings of
hyperlipidemia.; The patient has not had a recent
non‐nuclear stress test.; This is a request for a
Stress Echocardiogram.; This patient has not had
a Nuclear Cardiac study within the past 8 weeks.;
This study is being ordered for suspected
coronary artery disease.

1

Internal Medicine Approval

93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;

Internal Medicine Approval

93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;

Internal Medicine Approval

Internal Medicine Approval

This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.;
None of the listed reasons for the study were
selected; The member does not have known or
suspected coronary artery disease

G0297 LOW DOSE CT
SCAN FOR LUNG CANCER
SCREENING
S8037 MAGNETIC
RESONANCE
CHOLANGIOPANCREATOG
RAPHY (MRCP)

70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
Internal Medicine Disapproval material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.;
The patient has NOT had cardiac testing including
Stress Echocardiogram, Nuclear Cardiology
(SPECT/MPI), Coronary CT angiography (CCTA) or
Cardiac Catheterization in the last 2 years.; The
member has known or suspected coronary artery
disease.
This request is for a Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer
Screening.; This patient has NOT had a Low Dose
CT for Lung Cancer Screening in the past 11
months.; The patient is between 55 and 80 years
old.; This patient is a smoker or has a history of
smoking.; The patient has a 30 pack per year
6 month follow up of MRI abdomen done
06/04/2018 that showed Pancreatic mass that
had increased in size from prior MRI abdomen in
2017; This is a request for MRCP.; There is no
; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient does not have dizziness,
fatigue or malaise, sudden change in mental
status, Bell's palsy, Congenital abnormality, loss

1

1

9

1

1

70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
Internal Medicine Disapproval material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
Internal Medicine Disapproval material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
Internal Medicine Disapproval material

70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
Internal Medicine Disapproval material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
Internal Medicine Disapproval material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
Internal Medicine Disapproval material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

convulsions; This is a request for a brain/head
CT.; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient does not
have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, sudden change
in mental status, Bell's palsy, Congenital
CVA due to occlusion of other cerebral artery;
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study is
NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has vision changes.; The
n/a; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The headache is described as chronic
or recurring.
patient has double vision and leftward gaze; This
study is being ordered for trauma or injury.;
patient fell 02/25/2019 with confusion and
worsening memory loss; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; contusion of
the head, confusion and disorientation with
memory loss and ataxia; lab work and this CT

1

1

1

1

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Internal Medicine Disapproval material
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Internal Medicine Disapproval material

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; Changing
neurologic symptoms best describes the reason
that I have requested this test.
Unknown; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
The study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The headache is described as chronic
or recurring.
none; This study is being ordered for
Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 02/06/2019;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; cough, swollen tonsils, facial
tenderness,; chest x ray and steroid medication,
and other medications for cough; One of the

1

; One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

70498 Computed
tomographic angiography,
neck, with contrast
material(s), including
noncontrast images, if
performed, and image
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Internal Medicine Disapproval postprocessing

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
Neck.

1

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

1

1

Internal Medicine Disapproval

Internal Medicine Disapproval

Internal Medicine Disapproval

Internal Medicine Disapproval

70540 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, orbit, face,
and/or neck; without
contrast material(s)
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Internal Medicine Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Internal Medicine Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Internal Medicine Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Internal Medicine Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Internal Medicine Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Internal Medicine Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

There is not a suspicion of an infection or
abscess.; This examination is being requested to
evaluate lymphadenopathy or mass.; This is a
request for an Orbit MRI.; There is not a history
of orbit or face trauma or injury.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The patient has a chronic or
recurring headache.
falls/disequilibrium ‐ moderate/has failed
pt/worsening/present greater than 12mo; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient has dizziness.; It is unknown why this
Patient notes vision changes and dizziness and
severe headaches, along with ear seapage.; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient has vision changes.; The patient has a
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non of
; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study
is being ordered for none of the above.; This
study is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
; One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.
Abnormal finding on examination of the chest,
chest wall and or lungs describes the reason for
this request.; This is a request for a Chest CT.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
ACUTE BRONCHITIS FATIGUE DIMINISHED AIR
MOVEMENT MILD DYSPNEA SOBWHEEZING
FEVERAND NAUSEA; "There IS evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; They had a previous Chest x‐ray.; A
none; This study is being ordered for
Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 02/06/2019;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; cough, swollen tonsils, facial
tenderness,; chest x ray and steroid medication,
and other medications for cough; One of the

1

1

1

1

2

1

2

2

1

1

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Internal Medicine Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Internal Medicine Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

72125 Computed
tomography, cervical
spine; without contrast
Internal Medicine Disapproval material
72125 Computed
tomography, cervical
spine; without contrast
Internal Medicine Disapproval material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

72128 Computed
tomography, thoracic
spine; without contrast
Internal Medicine Disapproval material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

72131 Computed
tomography, lumbar
spine; without contrast
Internal Medicine Disapproval material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

72131 Computed
tomography, lumbar
spine; without contrast
Internal Medicine Disapproval material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

PT HAS COPD AND IS GETTING WORSE EVEN
WHEN USING INHALORS. XRAY TAKEN SHOWS
SEVER HYPRINFLATION BOTH LUNGS, IRREGULAR
RADILUCENCIES BILATERAL, INCREASED
RETROSTERNAL SPACE, LOW FLATTENED
HEMIDIAPHRAGMS, LARGE BLEB LEFT LOWER
LUNG.; There is no radiologic evidence of
asbestosis.; "There is no radiologic evidence of
sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or fungal infection.";
There is no radiologic evidence of a lung abscess
unknown; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for screening of lung
cancer.; The patient is 81 years old or older.; The
patient has NOT had a Low Dose CT for Lung
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here ‐ or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; There has not
pt is having severe neck pain since September
with no relief; This study is not to be part of a
Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical Spine
CT; There is no reason why the patient cannot
; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; 03/04/19; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; Acute low
back pain due to trauma&#x0D;&#x0D;BACK
PAIN; One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here ‐ or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; There has not
; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; 03/04/19; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; Acute low
back pain due to trauma&#x0D;&#x0D;BACK
PAIN; One of the studies being ordered is NOT a

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

72131 Computed
tomography, lumbar
spine; without contrast
Internal Medicine Disapproval material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Internal Medicine Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Internal Medicine Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Internal Medicine Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Internal Medicine Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Internal Medicine Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Internal Medicine Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative evaluation.;
This study is not part of a myelogram or
discogram.; The patient is not experiencing
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is no
weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; None of the above; It is not known if
the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is not known if
the patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; There is no evidence of tumor or
metastasis on a bone scan or x‐ray.; Suspected
Tumor with or without Metastasis
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 03‐11‐
2019; There has not been any treatment or
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
11/07/2018; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; neck pain back pain
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1

1

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Internal Medicine Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Internal Medicine Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Internal Medicine Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Internal Medicine Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Internal Medicine Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Internal Medicine Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Internal Medicine Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Trauma
or recent injury; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; ; The patient does not have new signs
or symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
There is not x‐ray evidence of a recent cervical
Acute neck pain/ Neck stiffness&#x0D;Pt states
that she woke up with severe neck pain. She
denies any heavy lifting or any activities which
would have caused this. She states that her ROM
of her neck has been limited due to pain and
stiffness. She states t; This is a request for
Chronic bilateral low back pain with left‐sided
sciatica.; This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is no weakness or
reflex abnormality.; The patient does not have
Ms. Box presents today with complaint of severe
neck stiffness and pain, bilateral shoulder pain
and right upper arm pain. She relates that she
has had neck pain for several months. She was
seen approximately a month ago with similar
complaints with pla; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Neurological deficits; The patient does
neck pain. radiates to hands, fingers tingle
muscle pain in upper arms; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or
back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
no weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
Pt fell getting out of truck injuring hand/wrist
and neck. Pt is have radiculopathy; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; Trauma or recent
injury; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is no
weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
Pt has history of DDD, chronic neck pain and back
pain, multiple sites of OA. RTC for worsening RUE
radicular pain and cont neck pain, RLE radicular
pain as well. No recent injuries, no falls or
trauma. Taking NSAIDS with minimal benefit; This
is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
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1

1

1

1

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Internal Medicine Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

pt has pain that radiates into his right shoulder
and down his right arm. He has numbness in this
right arm and 3 fingers on his right hand.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; Neurological
deficits; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is no
Pt tried prednisone, robaxin and Voltaren, pain
improved but then came back. Xray showed
bone spurs above and below the fusion.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic
neck and/or back pain; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;

1

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Internal Medicine Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

TRUMA; One of the studies being ordered is a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Internal Medicine Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Internal Medicine Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Internal Medicine Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
Internal Medicine Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Internal Medicine Disapproval contrast material

Unknown; One of the studies being ordered is a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
unknown; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The
patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The
patient has not completed 6 weeks of physical

TRUMA; One of the studies being ordered is a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is no
weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
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1

1

1

1

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Internal Medicine Disapproval contrast material

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Neurological deficits; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.;
WEAKNESS IN LEG; The patient does not have

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Internal Medicine Disapproval contrast material

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 03‐11‐
2019; There has not been any treatment or
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
11/07/2018; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; neck pain back pain
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is reflex abnormality.; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment for
the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not completed

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Internal Medicine Disapproval contrast material

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has NOT had back pain
for over 4 weeks.

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Internal Medicine Disapproval contrast material

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Internal Medicine Disapproval contrast material

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Internal Medicine Disapproval contrast material
72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Internal Medicine Disapproval contrast material
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1

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Internal Medicine Disapproval contrast material

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Internal Medicine Disapproval contrast material
72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Internal Medicine Disapproval contrast material
72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Internal Medicine Disapproval contrast material
72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Internal Medicine Disapproval contrast material

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Internal Medicine Disapproval contrast material

chronic orthopedic issues including right knee
pain, right hip pain and low back pain ‐ referred
to PM by Ortho but she has not heard back. Pain
unchanged since October 2018. She is ambulating
with a cane.; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
Lumbar radiculopathy; Notes she's been having a
good amount of pain. Falls: she notes she's been
having a lot of falls lately because of feeling of
numbness in the left and hip. Notes it radiates
down into the lower leg, worse lately. Review of
imaging sh; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.; Falls: she
notes she's been having a lot of falls lately
MVA 2018, low back pain; The study requested is
a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
not seen the doctor more then once for these
Patient had a recent CT for abdominal issues and
it showed lumbar degeneration and
recommended MRI; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is no
patient has lumbar stenosis and knee swelling,
has had PT; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is no weakness or
reflex abnormality.; It is not known if the patient
Scharlet A Griffin 57 y.o. female who presents
with recheck on her hypertension,
hyperlipidemia, hypothyroidism, GERD. She
continues to have back pain, radiating down right
hip, with leg almost giving out.; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Scharlet A Griffin 57 y.o. female who
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1

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Internal Medicine Disapproval contrast material

TRUMA; One of the studies being ordered is a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Internal Medicine Disapproval contrast material

Unknown; One of the studies being ordered is a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Internal Medicine Disapproval contrast material
72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Internal Medicine Disapproval contrast material
72192 Computed
tomography, pelvis;
Internal Medicine Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Internal Medicine Disapproval contrast material(s)
73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Internal Medicine Disapproval contrast material(s)
73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Internal Medicine Disapproval contrast material(s)

Unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic back pain.;
The patient has none of the above
will upload clinicals; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Trauma or recent injury; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is no weakness or
reflex abnormality.; The patient does not have
new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
; It is not known if the hematuria is painful.; This
study is being ordered due to hematuria.; "Caller
doesn't know if patient has had a pelvic
ultrasound, barium, CT, or MR study."; This is a
joint pain and limited rom; The requested study
is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain is described as
chronic; The request is for shoulder pain.; The
physician has not directed conservative
treatment for the past 6 weeks.
Pt complains of right elbow pain since
2/22/2019, swelling, decreased ROM, pain,
difficulty flexing elbow, numbness in hand, she
has tried, OTC medications, rest and ice; The pain
is from an old injury.; The member has not failed
a 4 week course of conservative management in
She says she got her arm stuck in the dryer. She
reports she opened it while it was running and
stuck her hand in while the drum was still
spinning and it took her arm and bent it in an
awkward position; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is from a recent injury.;
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1

Internal Medicine Disapproval

Internal Medicine Disapproval

Internal Medicine Disapproval

Internal Medicine Disapproval

73700 Computed
tomography, lower
extremity; without
contrast material
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73721 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
lower extremity; without
contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
Internal Medicine Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
Internal Medicine Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Internal Medicine Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

This is a request for a foot CT.; The patient has
not used a cane or crutches for greater than four
weeks.; "There is not a history (within the past six
weeks) of significant trauma, dislocation, or injury
to the foot."; There is not a suspected tarsal
coalition.; There is not a history of new onset of
severe pain in the foot within the last two
weeks.; The patient does not have an abnormal
plain film study of the foot other than arthritis.;
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; 2015;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; foot pain, difficulty with ambulation,
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient had
recent plain films of the knee.; The plain films
were not normal.; The ordering physician is not
an orthopedist.; This study is being ordered for
Suspected meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury;
No, there is no known trauma involving the
knee.; Pain greater than 3 days; Yes, the member
experience a painful popping, snapping, or giving

PAIN OF BOTH HIP JOINTS; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for a
known tumor, cancer, mass, or rule out
metastases.; No, this is not a request for follow
unknown; This is a request for an Abdomen CT.;
This study is being ordered for another reason
besides Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D;Known
Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases,
Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ Enlargement,
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
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1

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Internal Medicine Disapproval contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Internal Medicine Disapproval contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Internal Medicine Disapproval contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Internal Medicine Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Internal Medicine Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Internal Medicine Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Internal Medicine Disapproval contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Internal Medicine Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

; One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The results of the urinalysis
were abnormal.; The urinalysis was positive for
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has not been
completed.; The reason for the hematuria is not
known.; This study is not being requested for
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for acute pain.; There has been a
FOLLOWUP RECOMMENDED ON CT ABD; This is
a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is
suspicious mass or suspected tumor or
metastasis.; The patient is not presenting new
symptoms.; This study is not being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not
GASTROINTESTINAL: Reports:, Abdominal Pain.
GENITOURINARY: Reports:, Dysuria. &#x0D; 1.
pt states passed out at work yesterday, no feeling
well‐jhunt,LPN. 2. C/o stomach pain, wieght loss,
loss of appetite, states has not ate very much x 5
days; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
Here today with approx 2 week hx of R flank
pain. She describes it as a "constant side stitch".
It does not improve with rest, but does seem to
become aggravated when she is active. NO
urinary sx. No vaginal d/c or bleeding. No new
partners. Hx of hystere; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has
been completed.; This study is being requested
none; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; It is not known if a urinalysis has
been completed.; This study is being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
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1

1

1

1

1

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Internal Medicine Disapproval contrast material

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Internal Medicine Disapproval contrast material
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
Internal Medicine Disapproval material(s)

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

75635 Computed
tomographic angiography,
abdominal aorta and
bilateral iliofemoral lower
extremity runoff, with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Internal Medicine Disapproval image postprocessing
78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Internal Medicine Disapproval pharmacologic)

patient complain of right flank painsparts of pain
rang of motion; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
study is being ordered for chronic pain.; This is
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The results of the urinalysis
were abnormal.; The urinalysis was positive for
something other than billirubin, ketones, nitrites,
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is not being ordered for known tumor, suspicious
mass or suspected tumor/metastasis, organ
enlargement, known or suspected vascular
disease, hematuria, follow‐up trauma, or a pre‐

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
abdominal arteries.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; ; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.; &lt;
Describe primary symptoms here ‐ or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; &lt; Describe
treatment / conservative therapy here ‐ or Type
In Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is NOT
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1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Internal Medicine Disapproval pharmacologic)
78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Internal Medicine Disapproval pharmacologic)
78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Internal Medicine Disapproval pharmacologic)

CHEST PRESSURE; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has not had other
testing done to evaluate new or changing
symptoms.; The patient has 2 cardiac risk factors;
The study is requested for congestive heart
failure.; There are new or changing cardiac
symptoms including atypical chest pain (angina)
and/or shortness of breath.; The study is
requested for suspected coronary artery disease.;
The member has known or suspected coronary
artery disease.; The BMI is 20 to 29
Coronary artery disease involving native
coronary artery of native heart without angina
pectoris&#x0D;Cardiomyopathy, ischemic; This is
a request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient had
cardiac testing including Stress Echocardiogram,
Nuclear Cardiology (SPECT/MPI), Coronary CT
angiography (CCTA) or Cardiac Catheterization in
the last 2 years.; The study is requested for
congestive heart failure.; There are not new or
changing cardiac symptoms including atypical
chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of breath.;
There is known coronary artery disease, history
of heart attack (MI), coronary bypass surgery,
Patient was taken to ER for chest pain and
shortness of breath. Echo was performed
resulting in Left ventricle diastolic dysfunction,
mild dilated left atrium and increased right
ventricle cavity size. History of acute pulmonary
embolism, hypertension, hy; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; Another test besides a
Nuclear Cardiology Study, CCTA or Stress
Echocardiogram has been completed to evaluate
new or changing symptoms.; The study is
requested for congestive heart failure.; There are
new or changing cardiac symptoms including
atypical chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of

1

1

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Internal Medicine Disapproval pharmacologic)

shortness of breath,chest pain,Risk factors for
lung disease include smoking/tobacco
exposure.medical history is significant for COPD,;
This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or
more cardiac risk factors; The study is not
requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac mass,
CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; The study
is requested for suspected coronary artery
disease.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 20 to 29

1

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Internal Medicine Disapproval pharmacologic)
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Internal Medicine Disapproval whole body

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study is
not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; It is
not known if the member has known or
suspected coronary artery disease.

1

; One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Internal Medicine Disapproval echocardiography

HYPERTENSION, AFIB AND FLUTTER
DIAGNOSISFOLLOW‐UP; This a request for an
echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for another reason; The reason for
ordering this study is unknown.

1

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Internal Medicine Disapproval echocardiography

93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
Internal Medicine Disapproval interpretation and report; Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
G0297 LOW DOSE CT
SCAN FOR LUNG CANCER
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Internal Medicine Disapproval SCREENING
73220 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, upper extremity,
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
Internal Medicine Withdrawal sequences

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
Internal Medicine Withdrawal contrast material(s)

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie
of heart disease.; The abnormal symptom,
condition or evaluation is not known or unlisted

This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.;
None of the listed reasons for the study were
selected; The member does not have known or
suspected coronary artery disease
; This request is for a Low Dose CT for Lung
Cancer Screening.; This patient has had a Low
Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening in the past 11
months.; The patient is NOT presenting with
Rule out rotator cuff tear, possible ruptured
bicep tendon.; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; Over a year ago; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; Pain
and bulging present at bicep tendon, pain with
motion, negative shoulder x‐ray, no previous
MRI's or CT's.; Home exercise, muscle relaxers,
and anti‐inflammatory medications.; One of the
Rule out rotator cuff tear, possible ruptured
bicep tendon.; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; Over a year ago; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; Pain
and bulging present at bicep tendon, pain with
motion, negative shoulder x‐ray, no previous
MRI's or CT's.; Home exercise, muscle relaxers,

1

1

1

1

1

Interventional Radi Approval

70496 Computed
tomographic angiography,
head, with contrast
material(s), including
noncontrast images, if
performed, and image
postprocessing

Interventional Radi Approval

70498 Computed
tomographic angiography,
neck, with contrast
material(s), including
noncontrast images, if
performed, and image
postprocessing

Interventional Radi Approval

70544 Magnetic
resonance angiography,
head; without contrast
material(s)

Interventional Radi Approval

70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material

; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; 02/21/2019; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; She has multi‐system
injuries. She has a LeFort 1 fracture and nasal
bone fractures identified on CT scan.; SURGERY;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
; This study is being ordered for trauma or
injury.; 02/21/2019; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; She has multi‐system
injuries. She has a LeFort 1 fracture and nasal
bone fractures identified on CT scan.; SURGERY;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 02/2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; HEADACHES, VISION
CHANGES, PULSATILE TINNITUS IN R EAR; LP
UNDER FLUORO 05/05/17, 09/22/17, 02/09/18;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 02/2016; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; HEADACHES, VISION
CHANGES, PULSATILE TINNITUS IN R EAR; LP
UNDER FLUORO 05/05/17, 09/22/17, 02/09/18;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast

74175 Computed
tomographic angiography,
abdomen, with contrast
material(s), including
noncontrast images, if
performed, and image
postprocessing
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
abdomen.
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for Known Tumor.; This study is
being ordered for follow‐up.; The patient had
chemotherapy, radiation therapy or surgery in
the last 3 months.

Interventional Radi Approval

Interventional Radi Approval

1

1

1

1

3

1

74175 Computed
tomographic angiography,
abdomen, with contrast
material(s), including
noncontrast images, if
performed, and image
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Interventional Radi Disapproval postprocessing

Nephrology

Nephrology

Approval

74175 Computed
tomographic angiography,
abdomen, with contrast
material(s), including
noncontrast images, if
performed, and image
postprocessing

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

75635 Computed
tomographic angiography,
abdominal aorta and
bilateral iliofemoral lower
extremity runoff, with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Nephrology
Disapproval image postprocessing
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
Neurological Surge Approval

Neurological Surge Approval

70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material

Neurological Surge Approval

70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
abdomen.

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
abdomen.
pt has flank pain with hematuria on urinalysis.;
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
abdominal arteries.
; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as chronic or
recurring.
; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient does not have dizziness,
fatigue or malaise, sudden change in mental
status, Bell's palsy, Congenital abnormality, loss
; This study is being ordered for Congenital
Anomaly.; Had compression of brain sx
2/22/2013; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ; ; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Neurological Surge Approval

Neurological Surge Approval

Neurological Surge Approval

Neurological Surge Approval

Neurological Surge Approval

Neurological Surge Approval

Neurological Surge Approval

Neurological Surge Approval

Neurological Surge Approval

Neurological Surge Approval

70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material

70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material

70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material

1 month follow‐up on left ICH; This is a request
for a brain/head CT.; The study is NOT being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient does not have dizziness, fatigue or
malaise, sudden change in mental status, Bell's
palsy, Congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
Dr. Krisht wanted patient to get a new CT in 3
months just to establish a new baseline. when
patient was last seen he still had an epidural
collection on the right side of his head.; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Follow up from a subdural hematoma after a
fall.; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has dizziness.; The patient
Patient with known subdural hematoma and is
having recurring headaches; This is a request for
a brain/head CT.; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
Postop complication: &#x0D;03‐20‐2019,
portal&#x0D;Amanda, so last night about 2am I
woke up and my pillow was soaked. I have a gray
pillow case so we couldn't really tell the color of
the fluid but there was quite a bit. It is raining
pre‐op evaluation for shunt placement for
hydrocephalus; This is a request for a brain/head
CT.; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has
Pt coming for interval follow up of intracranial
hemorrhage; This is a request for a brain/head
CT.; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient does not
have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, sudden change
in mental status, Bell's palsy, Congenital
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient does NOT have a recent
onset (within the last 4 weeks) of neurologic
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has the inability to speak.;
The patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; This study is being ordered for
infection or inflammation.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Neurological Surge Approval

Neurological Surge Approval

Neurological Surge Approval

Neurological Surge Approval

Neurological Surge Approval

Neurological Surge Approval

Neurological Surge Approval

Neurological Surge Approval

70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70496 Computed
tomographic angiography,
head, with contrast
material(s), including
noncontrast images, if
performed, and image
postprocessing
70540 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, orbit, face,
and/or neck; without
contrast material(s)
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material

70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material

Unknown; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
The study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The headache is described as chronic
or recurring.

1

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
brain.

1

"This is a request for orbit,face, or neck soft
tissue MRI.239.8"; The study is ordered for the
evaluation of lymphadenopathy or mass
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; It is unknown if the study is being requested
for evaluation of a headache.; The patient does
not have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, sudden
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being ordered
is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS,
; This study is being ordered for Congenital
Anomaly.; Had compression of brain sx
2/22/2013; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ; ; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
Chiari I. Needs completions including cine flow,
spine eval for syrinx/ tethered cord.; This study is
being ordered for a neurological disorder.;
Approximately 5 years ago; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; 32 year old
female with a 5 year history of syncope events
associated with ? LOC, derealization, bradycardia,
Clinicals to be uploaded.; This study is being
ordered for Congenital Anomaly.; 6/8/17; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Clinicals to be uploaded.; Clinicals to be
uploaded.; One of the studies being ordered is

1

1

1

1

1

1

Neurological Surge Approval

Neurological Surge Approval

70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

Neurological Surge Approval

Neurological Surge Approval

Neurological Surge Approval

Hydrocephalus; This request is for a Brain MRI;
The study is NOT being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The patient does not have
dizziness, fatigue or malaise, sudden change in
mental status, Bell's palsy, Congenital
Patient has a cavernous malformation, sharp
headaches; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient does not have dizziness,
fatigue or malaise, sudden change in mental
S/P SOD. Due for new studies. Diagnosed with
epilepsy. Having generalized weakness, C/W
dysautonomia. To see Dr. Greer. Ongoing issues
with low back . To also get L/S MRI with Chiari
studies next visit. Neuro ‐ intact.; This study is
being ordered for Congenital Anomaly.;
8/17/2016; There has been treatment or

1

1

1

sinus pressurevisual changes; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has a
chronic or recurring headache.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient had a thunderclap headache or worst
headache of the patient's life (within the last 3
months).

1

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for a tumor.

14

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for and infection or
inflammation.
Unknown; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; July 2018; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Mr. Jackson
is a 34‐year old African‐American male presenting
to clinic today with complaints of neck pain,
headaches, muscle spasms and weakness. He
states that his symptoms first began in July. He
describes episodes that come and go. He states

1

1

1

Neurological Surge Approval

Neurological Surge Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material
71550 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, chest (eg, for
evaluation of hilar and
mediastinal
lymphadenopathy);
without contrast
material(s)

Neurological Surge Approval

72125 Computed
tomography, cervical
spine; without contrast
material
72125 Computed
tomography, cervical
spine; without contrast
material
72125 Computed
tomography, cervical
spine; without contrast
material
72125 Computed
tomography, cervical
spine; without contrast
material
72125 Computed
tomography, cervical
spine; without contrast
material

Neurological Surge Approval

72125 Computed
tomography, cervical
spine; without contrast
material

Neurological Surge Approval

Neurological Surge Approval

Neurological Surge Approval

Neurological Surge Approval

Abnormal imaging test describes the reason for
this request.; This is a request for a Chest CT.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

This study is being ordered for follow‐up to
trauma.; "The ordering physician is a surgeon,
pulmonologist, or cardiologist."; This is a request
for a chest MRI.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here ‐ or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known if
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is not to be part of
a Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical
Spine CT; Call does not know if there is a reason
; It is not known if there are documented
findings of immune system suppression.; This
study is not to be part of a Myelogram.; This is a
request for a Cervical Spine CT; None of the
; This study is not to be part of a Myelogram.;
This is a request for a Cervical Spine CT; There is
no reason why the patient cannot have a Cervical
Spine MRI.
bypass clinicals; This study is not to be part of a
Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical Spine
CT; Call does not know if there is a reason why
the patient cannot have a Cervical Spine MRI.
Cervical stenosis, ? pseudoarthrosis, lumbar
DDD. To get total spine myelogram. F/U after.;
This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; Duration: 5 years; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Patient
reports trouble sleeping and poor appetite. He
reports poor memory, weakness, unsteady gait,
and falls while walking. He reports low energy
level. He reports muscle/joint aches, joint

1

1

1

1

1

3

1

1

Neurological Surge Approval

Neurological Surge Approval

Neurological Surge Approval

Neurological Surge Approval

Neurological Surge Approval

Neurological Surge Approval

Neurological Surge Approval

Neurological Surge Approval

Neurological Surge Approval

72125 Computed
tomography, cervical
spine; without contrast
material
72125 Computed
tomography, cervical
spine; without contrast
material
72125 Computed
tomography, cervical
spine; without contrast
material
72125 Computed
tomography, cervical
spine; without contrast
material

72125 Computed
tomography, cervical
spine; without contrast
material
72125 Computed
tomography, cervical
spine; without contrast
material
72125 Computed
tomography, cervical
spine; without contrast
material
72125 Computed
tomography, cervical
spine; without contrast
material
72128 Computed
tomography, thoracic
spine; without contrast
material

fracture in Cervical spine; This study is not to be
part of a Myelogram.; This is a request for a
Cervical Spine CT; There is no reason why the
patient cannot have a Cervical Spine MRI.
getting ready to have surgery; This study is not to
be part of a Myelogram.; This is a request for a
Cervical Spine CT; Call does not know if there is a
reason why the patient cannot have a Cervical
Patient is coming in for his post operative
appointment and a new scan is needed for
further review.; This study is not to be part of a
Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical Spine
pre OPT for surgery; This study is not to be part
of a Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical
Spine CT; There is no reason why the patient
cannot have a Cervical Spine MRI.
Pre‐surgical testing; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; Patient
is scheduled for a Transthoracic discectomy on
01/28/19 and this is a pre‐surgical test that the
doctor is requesting; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; Patient complains of
back pain that radiates down lower extremities,
This study is not to be part of a Myelogram.; This
is a request for a Cervical Spine CT; This study is
being ordered due to follow‐up surgery or
fracture within the last 6 months.; "The patient
This study is not to be part of a Myelogram.; This
is a request for a Cervical Spine CT; This study is
being ordered due to neurological deficits.; The
patient is experiencing or presenting symptoms
This study is not to be part of a Myelogram.; This
is a request for a Cervical Spine CT; This study is
being ordered due to pre‐operative evaluation.;
The patient is experiencing or presenting
symptoms of lower extremity motor weakness
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
thoracic spine CT.; Caller does not know whether
there is a reason why the patient cannot undergo

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

Neurological Surge Approval

72128 Computed
tomography, thoracic
spine; without contrast
material
72128 Computed
tomography, thoracic
spine; without contrast
material

Neurological Surge Approval

72131 Computed
tomography, lumbar
spine; without contrast
material

Neurological Surge Approval

72131 Computed
tomography, lumbar
spine; without contrast
material

Neurological Surge Approval

72131 Computed
tomography, lumbar
spine; without contrast
material

Neurological Surge Approval

Cervical stenosis, ? pseudoarthrosis, lumbar
DDD. To get total spine myelogram. F/U after.;
This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; Duration: 5 years; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Patient
reports trouble sleeping and poor appetite. He
reports poor memory, weakness, unsteady gait,
and falls while walking. He reports low energy
level. He reports muscle/joint aches, joint
Thoracic myelopathy; This is a request for a
thoracic spine CT.; There is no reason why the
patient cannot undergo a thoracic spine MRI.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here ‐ or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known if
; This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Jan 2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; 4‐year‐old
lady who had a lumbar discectomy in 2006 by Dr.
Calhoun and a lumbar fusion at L5‐S1 by Dr.
Allison in 2017. She had low back pain and right
Cervical stenosis, ? pseudoarthrosis, lumbar
DDD. To get total spine myelogram. F/U after.;
This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; Duration: 5 years; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Patient
reports trouble sleeping and poor appetite. He
reports poor memory, weakness, unsteady gait,
and falls while walking. He reports low energy
level. He reports muscle/joint aches, joint

1

1

1

1

1

Neurological Surge Approval

72131 Computed
tomography, lumbar
spine; without contrast
material
72131 Computed
tomography, lumbar
spine; without contrast
material
72131 Computed
tomography, lumbar
spine; without contrast
material
72131 Computed
tomography, lumbar
spine; without contrast
material
72131 Computed
tomography, lumbar
spine; without contrast
material

Neurological Surge Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

Neurological Surge Approval

Neurological Surge Approval

Neurological Surge Approval

Pre‐surgical testing; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; Patient
is scheduled for a Transthoracic discectomy on
01/28/19 and this is a pre‐surgical test that the
doctor is requesting; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; Patient complains of
back pain that radiates down lower extremities,
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is a
preoperative or recent post‐operative
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative evaluation.;
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative evaluation.;
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient has a history of severe low back trauma
or lumbar injury.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; weakness 3 out of 5 or less. The Pt
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; weakness is in right hand; The patient
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being ordered
is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS,
PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs

1

2

1

1
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1

1

1

Neurological Surge Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 3 years ago; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
weakness legs/arms; hands/feet numbness;; pain
meds; muscle relaxers; One of the studies being
; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; ; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of bladder
or bowel dysfunction.; There is not x‐ray evidence
; This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is weakness.; ; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; There is not x‐ray evidence of a
; This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is weakness.; Weakness noted to right handgrip,
ADQMI and APB&#x0D;Positive phalens on the
right&#x0D;Weakness noted to right deltoid and
bicep 4/5&#x0D;Tenderness to palpation in the
; This study is being ordered for Congenital
Anomaly.; Had compression of brain sx
2/22/2013; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ; ; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
Chiari I. Needs completions including cine flow,
spine eval for syrinx/ tethered cord.; This study is
being ordered for a neurological disorder.;
Approximately 5 years ago; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; 32 year old
female with a 5 year history of syncope events
associated with ? LOC, derealization, bradycardia,
Clinicals to be uploaded.; This study is being
ordered for Congenital Anomaly.; 6/8/17; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Clinicals to be uploaded.; Clinicals to be
uploaded.; One of the studies being ordered is
NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS,
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1

1

1

1

1

Neurological Surge Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Had multiple syncopal episodes, which have
since resolved and he also tripped and fell a few
weeks ago. He has had mid‐thoracic pain. When
he sits he gets numbness along his anterior
lateral thighs and into his calves. He occasionally
gets numbness and; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 7 months; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; Patient
complains of back pain that radiates to bilateral
lower extremities and also radiating to front of
new physical findings; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Neurological deficits; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.; Patient is
2 months post op for cervical fusion and is
currently in PT/OT. The physical therapist have
None; This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is weakness.; Upper extremity weakness; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not x‐ray
S/P SOD. Due for new studies. Diagnosed with
epilepsy. Having generalized weakness, C/W
dysautonomia. To see Dr. Greer. Ongoing issues
with low back . To also get L/S MRI with Chiari
studies next visit. Neuro ‐ intact.; This study is
being ordered for Congenital Anomaly.;
8/17/2016; There has been treatment or
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does not have new signs
or symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
There is x‐ray evidence of a recent cervical spine
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
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1

1

1

1

1

4

Neurological Surge Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Follow‐
up to Surgery or Fracture within the last 6
months; The patient has been seen by or is the
ordering physician an oncologist, neurologist,
neurosurgeon, or orthopedist.

Neurological Surge Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient does have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.
This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; The patient does not have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
The patient has seen the doctor more then once
for these symptoms.; The physician has directed
Unknown; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.;
Unknown; It is not known if the patient has new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
unknown; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is reflex abnormality.; The patient does not
have new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; There is not x‐ray evidence of a

Neurological Surge Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

unknown; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; None of the above; It is not known if the
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; It is not known if the patient
has had back pain for over 4 weeks.
Unknown; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; July 2018; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Mr. Jackson
is a 34‐year old African‐American male presenting
to clinic today with complaints of neck pain,
headaches, muscle spasms and weakness. He
states that his symptoms first began in July. He
describes episodes that come and go. He states
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1

1

1

1

1

1

Neurological Surge Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 3 years ago; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
weakness legs/arms; hands/feet numbness;; pain
meds; muscle relaxers; One of the studies being
; This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; Acute
or Chronic back pain; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is weakness.; ; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
; This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; Acute
or Chronic back pain; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is weakness.; Patient status post spine surgery,
now presenting with mid back pain. Has done
conservative therapy with chiropractic,
Chiari I. Needs completions including cine flow,
spine eval for syrinx/ tethered cord.; This study is
being ordered for a neurological disorder.;
Approximately 5 years ago; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; 32 year old
female with a 5 year history of syncope events
associated with ? LOC, derealization, bradycardia,
Had multiple syncopal episodes, which have
since resolved and he also tripped and fell a few
weeks ago. He has had mid‐thoracic pain. When
he sits he gets numbness along his anterior
lateral thighs and into his calves. He occasionally
gets numbness and; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 7 months; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; Patient
complains of back pain that radiates to bilateral
lower extremities and also radiating to front of
Patient is over 4 mths into her continuing back
pain, has undergone 4 mths of conservative
treatments without any relief.; This is a request
for a thoracic spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Patient is over 4 mths into her
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1

1

1

1

Neurological Surge Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

The patient is presenting new symptoms.; This
study is being ordered for follow‐up.; This is a
request for a thoracic spine MRI.; Known Tumor
with or without metastasis; The patient has been
seen by or is the ordering physician an oncologist,
neurologist, neurosurgeon, or orthopedist.
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient does have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; It
is not known if the patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is not
known if the patient has had back pain for over 4
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Neurological deficits; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.;
Document exam findings weekness of bi lateral
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Trauma or recent injury; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.; HAVING
PROBLEMS WALKING, WEAKNESS DURING EXAM,
. Pain radiating down the legs she had injection
but it didn't help she had spondylolisthesis with
bilateral foraminalto l5/s1 also l4/5 grades 2 s1;
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; LEG PAIN

Neurological Surge Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

; One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.
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1

1

1

1

1

1

Neurological Surge Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is no weakness or reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; DThe patient is a
40 year old man with progressive increase in low
back pain and bilateral lower extremity pain for
the last year, with the last 3 months being
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; The patient
reports low back pain radiating to the lateral
aspect of the left lower extremity reaching the
foot and 5th digit. She has been using Tylenol #3,
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; It is not know if the patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is weakness.; Right arm weakness, bilateral lower
extremities 4/5 reflex; The patient does not have
new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
; This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Jan 2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; 4‐year‐old
lady who had a lumbar discectomy in 2006 by Dr.
Calhoun and a lumbar fusion at L5‐S1 by Dr.
Allison in 2017. She had low back pain and right
Abnormal gait, low back pain; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Neurological
deficits; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Bilateral lower extremity weakness.;
The patient does not have new signs or
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1

1

Neurological Surge Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

BILATERAL DIMINISHED PATELLA AND ACHILLES
REFLEXES; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; Document exam
findings 4 / 5 BILATERAL HIP FLEXOR; The patient
canidate for epidural steroid injections; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does not have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The
patient has seen the doctor more then once for
these symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; It is
not known if the patient has completed 6 weeks
Chiari I. Needs completions including cine flow,
spine eval for syrinx/ tethered cord.; This study is
being ordered for a neurological disorder.;
Approximately 5 years ago; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; 32 year old
female with a 5 year history of syncope events
associated with ? LOC, derealization, bradycardia,
chronic pain throughout his feethad injections;
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; It is not known if there is weakness
or reflex abnormality.; The patient does not have
lumbar radiculopathy; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Neurological deficits; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.; ; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
Pain scores include a current pain level of 6/10,
an average pain level of 6/10, a minimum pain
level of 4/10 and a maximum pain level of 6/10.
Current medication for condition included:
cyclobenzaprine Worsening of spondylolisthesis
at L‐5‐S1 with bilate; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Worsening of spondylolisthesis at L5‐
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1

Neurological Surge Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

pt had a fall after having lumbar surgery; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Trauma
or recent injury; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; weakness in his lower extremities;
The patient does not have new signs or
Pt has been in physical therapy about 13 weeks.
Very little relief.; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.; Left leg
weakness.; The patient does not have new signs
Reports around 12/06/2018 started to feel some
back pain on and off. Then last night while getting
out of bed while turning he felt a sharp pain at
the middle of the back that radiated down in the
right leg stopping above the knee area. Reports
happening ; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
S/P SOD. Due for new studies. Diagnosed with
epilepsy. Having generalized weakness, C/W
dysautonomia. To see Dr. Greer. Ongoing issues
with low back . To also get L/S MRI with Chiari
studies next visit. Neuro ‐ intact.; This study is
being ordered for Congenital Anomaly.;
8/17/2016; There has been treatment or
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does have a new foot
drop.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
patient does not have a new foot drop.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
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1
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9

Neurological Surge Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The

1

Neurological Surge Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Follow‐up to Surgery or Fracture within the last 6
months; The patient has been seen by or is the
ordering physician an oncologist, neurologist,
neurosurgeon, or orthopedist.

5

Neurological Surge Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient does have a new foot drop.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient does have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.

Neurological Surge Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Pre‐
Operative Evaluation; No, the last Lumbar spine
MRI was not performed within the past two
weeks.; Surgery is scheduled within the next 4
weeks.

Neurological Surge Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Trauma or recent injury; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient does have a new foot drop.
unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; unknown; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
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1

2

1

1

Neurological Surge Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Neurological Surge Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Neurological Surge Approval

Neurological Surge Approval

Neurological Surge Approval

Neurological Surge Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)
73721 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
lower extremity; without
contrast material

73721 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
lower extremity; without
contrast material
73721 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
lower extremity; without
contrast material

will fax additional clinicals; The study requested
is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Neurological deficits; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.; Patient
with worsening acute on chronic back pain with
intermittent hip and leg
symptoms&#x0D;&#x0D;&#x0D;Past family
history was reviewed&#x0D;review of systems
will include with clinicals; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known trauma
or injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
01/01/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; neck pain, numbness and

1

1

; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
study is not requested for any of the standard
indications for Knee MRI; It is not known if the
study is requested for shoulder pain.
Painful ROM right shoulder; The requested study
is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain is described as
chronic; The request is for shoulder pain.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment for
the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not completed
6 weeks of physical therapy?; The patient has
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 11/2018; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ; NSAIDS and Muscle
Relaxers; One of the studies being ordered is NOT
a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Presurgical evaluation; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known trauma
or injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; at least
2+ years; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ; Mrs. Frier is a retired 68
year old female who presents to the clinic for
right back and leg pain. He notes to ambulate

2

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; The member has
failed a 4 week course of conservative
management in the past 3 months.; The hip pain
is chronic.; The request is for hip pain.

1

1

1

2

70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70544 Magnetic
resonance angiography,
head; without contrast
material(s)

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

70544 Magnetic
resonance angiography,
head; without contrast
Neurological Surge Disapproval material(s)

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

70544 Magnetic
resonance angiography,
head; without contrast
Neurological Surge Disapproval material(s)

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Neurological Surge Disapproval

Neurological Surge Disapproval

Neurological Surge Disapproval

Neurological Surge Disapproval

70547 Magnetic
resonance angiography,
neck; without contrast
Neurological Surge Disapproval material(s)
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
Neurological Surge Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

long standing pressure headaches exacerbated
by bending forward most notable as well as left
ear pressure and ringing, visual phenomena,
balance issues, palpitations , numbness in UE who
was diagnosed with CHiari i recently. hERE TO
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; 'None of
the above' best describes the reason that I have
requested this test.; None of the above best
describes the reason that I have requested this
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient does NOT have a recent
onset (within the last 4 weeks) of neurologic
blurred vision, lost of balance, neck pain,
weakness and pain from neck to both shoulders.;
There is not an immediate family history of
aneurysm.; The patient does not have a known
mdo skipped clinical questions and will fax
clinical.; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 04/30/2016; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; ; ; One
of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
Unknown; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; July 2018; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Mr. Jackson
is a 34‐year old African‐American male presenting
to clinic today with complaints of neck pain,
headaches, muscle spasms and weakness. He
states that his symptoms first began in July. He
describes episodes that come and go. He states
Unknown; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; July 2018; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Mr. Jackson
is a 34‐year old African‐American male presenting
to clinic today with complaints of neck pain,
headaches, muscle spasms and weakness. He
states that his symptoms first began in July. He
describes episodes that come and go. He states
; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient does not have dizziness, one sided
arm or leg weakness, the inability to speak, or
vision changes.; The patient had a recent onset

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Neurological Surge Disapproval

Neurological Surge Disapproval

Neurological Surge Disapproval

Neurological Surge Disapproval

Neurological Surge Disapproval

Neurological Surge Disapproval

Neurological Surge Disapproval

Neurological Surge Disapproval

Neurological Surge Disapproval

70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material
72125 Computed
tomography, cervical
spine; without contrast
material
72125 Computed
tomography, cervical
spine; without contrast
material
72131 Computed
tomography, lumbar
spine; without contrast
material
72131 Computed
tomography, lumbar
spine; without contrast
material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

long standing pressure headaches exacerbated
by bending forward most notable as well as left
ear pressure and ringing, visual phenomena,
balance issues, palpitations , numbness in UE who
was diagnosed with CHiari i recently. hERE TO
mdo skipped clinical questions and will fax
clinical.; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 04/30/2016; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; ; ; One
of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
Prolactin levels, eval for pituitary protocol; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient does not have dizziness, fatigue or
malaise, sudden change in mental status, Bell's

1

1

1

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
Requested for evaluation of tumor; A biopsy has
been completed to determine tumor tissue type.
Significant degenerative changes in thoracic
spine but no compression fractures noted.
Significant degenerative changes in the cervical
spine and clonus noted.; It is not known if there is
radiologic evidence of mediastinal widening.; It is
not known if there is physical or radiologic

1

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

; One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

This study is to be part of a Myelogram.; This is a
request for a Cervical Spine CT
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative evaluation.;
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient has a history of severe low back trauma
or lumbar injury.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

1

1

1

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Neurological Surge Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Neurological Surge Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Neurological Surge Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Neurological Surge Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Neurological Surge Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Neurological Surge Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Neurological Surge Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Pre‐Operative Evaluation; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; weakness is in
right hand; Surgery is scheduled within the next 4
; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment for
the past 6 weeks.; It is not known if the patient
; This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is reflex abnormality.; The patient does not have
new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; There is not x‐ray evidence of a
recent cervical spine fracture.; CERVICAL
29 yrs female with a history of neck pain for few
years. Pt failed more than 12 weeks of PT. No
improvement with ESI. Pt complains for the past
2 months right arm numbness and tingling. No
weakness or gait ataxia; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or
abnormal reflexes , weakness in upper
extremities.; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is weakness.; weakness in both arms and
numbness; The patient does not have new signs
Bilateral Hoffman, hypereflectic on exam,
decrease in FMS, lower back pain [7/10 ]radiating
to both legs and worsen, PT and muscle relaxers,
abdominal pain, headaches; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or
back pain; The patient does have new or

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Neurological Surge Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Neurological Surge Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Neurological Surge Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Neurological Surge Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Neurological Surge Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Neurological Surge Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

long standing pressure headaches exacerbated
by bending forward most notable as well as left
ear pressure and ringing, visual phenomena,
balance issues, palpitations , numbness in UE who
was diagnosed with CHiari i recently. hERE TO
EVAL for possible inte; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Neurological deficits; The
Loss of lordosis noted on cervical x‐rays.
Degenerative changes throughout cervical spine
worse at C5‐C6. Accessory ribs noted left greater
than right. Patient has a positive Adson's but also
positive Phalen's bilaterally. Patient is
hyperreflexic with a ; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is reflex
nerve root compression; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or
back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; pain radiates down right arm and
hand ‐‐‐‐treated with PT no improvement; The
patient with long history of neck and back pain. X‐
rays were for the most part unrevealing will go
ahead and get cervical and lumbar MRI scans and
return to clinic. Will have her return to review
these results. cogwheeling of many muscles; This
is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is reflex abnormality.; It is not
revaluation of a previous spine surgery to this
area; This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is reflex abnormality.; The patient does not have
new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; It is not known if
the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these

1

1

1

1

1

1

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Neurological Surge Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Neurological Surge Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Neurological Surge Disapproval contrast material

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Pre‐
Operative Evaluation; Surgery is scheduled within
the next 4 weeks.; The last Cervical Spine MRI
was not perfomed within the past two weeks.
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There has
been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; No, the patient
does not demonstrate neurological deficits.; Yes,
this patient had a recent course of supervised
Unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; Unknown; It is not
known if there has been any treatment or
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; It is not known if the
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; The patient has had back
pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has not seen
the doctor more then once for these symptoms.
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Neurological Surge Disapproval contrast material

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The patient has acute or chronic back pain.; The
patient has none of the above

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Neurological Surge Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Neurological Surge Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Neurological Surge Disapproval contrast material

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Neurological Surge Disapproval contrast material

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Neurological Surge Disapproval contrast material
72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Neurological Surge Disapproval contrast material
72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Neurological Surge Disapproval contrast material
72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Neurological Surge Disapproval contrast material

72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
Neurological Surge Disapproval contrast material(s)

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Mrs. Featherstone is a 55‐year‐old right‐handed
lady who presents with neck and back pain. Her
back pain concerns her the worse today. She has
had back pain intermittently for many years has
had 2 lumbar surgeries, most recent by Dr. Scott
Schlesinger i; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
Patient states lower back pain radiating into
bilateral lower extremity, reports herniated disc
and also completed physical therapy and
chiropractor that made the pain worse. patient
underwent ESI,L5.FI injection that provided 100%
relief for a several mo; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is no weakness or reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; Unknown; It is not
known if there has been any treatment or
This 42‐year‐old female presents with a very
complicated situation of weakness and pain in
the right lower extremity. It is unclear to me the
etiology but I am concerned about a diabetic
plexopathy or neuropathy as it is rather diffuse
weakness. We will; This is a request for a Pelvis

1

1

1

1

1

1

72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
Neurological Surge Disapproval contrast material(s)

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

76498 Unlisted magnetic
resonance procedure (eg,
Neurological Surge Disapproval diagnostic, interventional) Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Neurology

Approval

Neurology

Approval

Neurology

Approval

Neurology

Approval

Neurology

Approval

Neurology

Approval

Neurology

Approval

Neurology

Approval

70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material

70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material

will include with clinicals; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known trauma
or injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
01/01/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; neck pain, numbness and
Provider is requesting MRI Neurography cervical
with contrast and MRI neurography brachial
plexus with contrast to assess signal change
within the cervical nerve root. Patient is needing
; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient does not have dizziness,
fatigue or malaise, sudden change in mental
status, Bell's palsy, Congenital abnormality, loss
; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; This study is being ordered for new
onset of seizures or newly identified change in
Ms.Johnson is a 71 year old female who presents
for evaluation of memory loss. She reports onset
of symptoms several months ago. She also has
noticed that she cannot remember names of
people at times.She also feels as though there is a
lot of confusion at; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is NOT being requested
new onset of dementia; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is NOT being requested
for evaluation of a headache.; The patient has a
sudden change in mental status.; This study is
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has one sided arm or leg
weakness.; The patient had a recent onset (within
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has the inability to speak.;
The patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
; This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; The
patient has a neck lump or mass.; There is a
palpable neck mass or lump.; The neck mass is
larger than 1 cm.; It is unknown if a fine needle
; This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; The
study is being ordered for something other than
Trauma or other injury, Neck lump/mass, Known
tumor or metastasis in the neck, suspicious

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

70496 Computed
tomographic angiography,
head, with contrast
material(s), including
noncontrast images, if
performed, and image
postprocessing

Approval

70496 Computed
tomographic angiography,
head, with contrast
material(s), including
noncontrast images, if
performed, and image
postprocessing

Approval

70496 Computed
tomographic angiography,
head, with contrast
material(s), including
noncontrast images, if
performed, and image
postprocessing

Approval

70496 Computed
tomographic angiography,
head, with contrast
material(s), including
noncontrast images, if
performed, and image
postprocessing

patient had a stroke on 9/30/2018; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or infectious
disease, congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
unknown; It is not known if there has been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; patient had
stroke; One of the studies being ordered is NOT a

Patient is having Vertebrobasilar TIAs; One of the
studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.
Patient was seen January 6, 2016 in consultation
for headache stuttering and memory loss. At that
time he presented with persistent headaches
occurring randomly throughout his head. These
are described as painful, pounding headaches
with associated naus; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
11/01/2018; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Headache with nausea,
Screen with hypercoagulable studies&#x0D;2.
Obtain MRI scan of the brain with and without
contrast&#x0D;3. CT angiogram head and
neck&#x0D;4. Ultrasound carotid
doppler&#x0D;5. EEG&#x0D;6. Follow up with
your cardiologist for evaluation of our heart.
Possible Holter mon; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
08/31/2018; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Patient presents

1

1

1

1

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

70496 Computed
tomographic angiography,
head, with contrast
material(s), including
noncontrast images, if
performed, and image
postprocessing

Approval

70498 Computed
tomographic angiography,
neck, with contrast
material(s), including
noncontrast images, if
performed, and image
postprocessing

Approval

70498 Computed
tomographic angiography,
neck, with contrast
material(s), including
noncontrast images, if
performed, and image
postprocessing

Approval

70498 Computed
tomographic angiography,
neck, with contrast
material(s), including
noncontrast images, if
performed, and image
postprocessing

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
brain.
patient had a stroke on 9/30/2018; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or infectious
disease, congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
unknown; It is not known if there has been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; patient had
stroke; One of the studies being ordered is NOT a

Patient is having Vertebrobasilar TIAs; One of the
studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.
Patient was seen January 6, 2016 in consultation
for headache stuttering and memory loss. At that
time he presented with persistent headaches
occurring randomly throughout his head. These
are described as painful, pounding headaches
with associated naus; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
11/01/2018; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Headache with nausea,

2

1

1

1

Neurology

Approval

Neurology

Approval

70498 Computed
tomographic angiography,
neck, with contrast
material(s), including
noncontrast images, if
performed, and image
postprocessing
70544 Magnetic
resonance angiography,
head; without contrast
material(s)

Approval

70544 Magnetic
resonance angiography,
head; without contrast
material(s)

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

Neurology

Approval

70544 Magnetic
resonance angiography,
head; without contrast
material(s)
70544 Magnetic
resonance angiography,
head; without contrast
material(s)

Approval

70544 Magnetic
resonance angiography,
head; without contrast
material(s)

Approval

70544 Magnetic
resonance angiography,
head; without contrast
material(s)

Neurology

Neurology

Screen with hypercoagulable studies&#x0D;2.
Obtain MRI scan of the brain with and without
contrast&#x0D;3. CT angiogram head and
neck&#x0D;4. Ultrasound carotid
doppler&#x0D;5. EEG&#x0D;6. Follow up with
your cardiologist for evaluation of our heart.
Possible Holter mon; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
08/31/2018; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Patient presents
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; There is NOT a family history
of a brain aneurysm in the parent, brother, sister
or child of the patient.; This is a request for a
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 11/28/18; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
headache. dizziness. weakness. numbness.
seizures. trimers; medications; One of the studies
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 12/20/18; There has
not been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
abnormal gait, sensory loss and headache; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
; There is not an immediate family history of
aneurysm.; The patient does not have a known
aneurysm.; The patient has not had a recent MRI
or CT for these symptoms.; There has not been a
chief issue of dizzy spells vertigo started after
brainstem stroke april 2017 sometimes gets
headaches after these episodes patient never
had an MRA allergic to iodine contrast so cannot
have CTA; There is not an immediate family
history of aneurysm.; The patient does not have a
Ophthalmologist told her that she does have
papilledema in the left eye.&#x0D; She already
had lumbar puncture done. MRI brain was
essentially normal.&#x0D; frequent or severe
headaches.&#x0D;blurred optic disc
margins.&#x0D; Venous pulsation not clearly

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

Neurology

Approval

Neurology

Approval

Neurology

Approval

Neurology

Approval

70544 Magnetic
resonance angiography,
head; without contrast
material(s)
70544 Magnetic
resonance angiography,
head; without contrast
material(s)
70544 Magnetic
resonance angiography,
head; without contrast
material(s)
70547 Magnetic
resonance angiography,
neck; without contrast
material(s)

Approval

70547 Magnetic
resonance angiography,
neck; without contrast
material(s)

Approval

70547 Magnetic
resonance angiography,
neck; without contrast
material(s)

Approval

70547 Magnetic
resonance angiography,
neck; without contrast
material(s)

Approval

70547 Magnetic
resonance angiography,
neck; without contrast
material(s)

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Pt says she started having seizures after AVM
surgery. Seizures two types‐ 1. staring with
speech difficulty and 2. Staring followed by
unresponsiveness and tonic clonic
convulsions.Also reports hx of migraines. Says
had them even before AVM surgery. usua; This
study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 2015; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Pt says she started having
seizures after AVM surgery. Seizures two types‐

There is an immediate family history of
aneurysm.; This is a request for a Brain MRA.
There is not an immediate family history of
aneurysm.; The patient does not have a known
aneurysm.; The patient has not had a recent MRI
or CT for these symptoms.; There has been a
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; There is NOT a family history
of a brain aneurysm in the parent, brother, sister
or child of the patient.; This is a request for a
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 11/28/18; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
headache. dizziness. weakness. numbness.
seizures. trimers; medications; One of the studies
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 12/20/18; There has
not been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
abnormal gait, sensory loss and headache; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
; This is a request for a Neck MR Angiography.;
The patient has NOT had an onset of neurologic
symptoms within the last two weeks.; The patient
has NOT been diagnosed with Coarctation of the
aorta, Marfan's syndrome, Neurofibromatosis, or
chief issue of dizzy spells vertigo started after
brainstem stroke april 2017 sometimes gets
headaches after these episodes patient never
had an MRA allergic to iodine contrast so cannot
have CTA; This is a request for a Neck MR
Angiography.; The patient has NOT had an onset
of neurologic symptoms within the last two

1

2

5

1

1

1

1

1

Neurology

Approval

Neurology

Approval

Neurology

Approval

Neurology

Approval

Neurology

Approval

Neurology

Approval

Neurology

Approval

Neurology

Approval

Neurology

Approval

70547 Magnetic
resonance angiography,
neck; without contrast
material(s)
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
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This is a request for a Neck MR Angiography.;
The patient has one sided arm or leg weakness.;
The patient had an onset of neurologic symptoms
within the last two weeks.; The patient has NOT

1

3
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; It is unknown if the study is being requested
for evaluation of a headache.; The patient does
not have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, sudden
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The patient does not have a
sudden severe, chronic or recurring or a
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The patient has a chronic or
recurring headache.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The patient has vision changes.;
The patient has a sudden and severe headache.;
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has
dizziness.; The patient had a recent onset (within
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; This study is being
ordered for seizures.; There has NOT been a
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&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 11/28/18; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
headache. dizziness. weakness. numbness.
seizures. trimers; medications; One of the studies
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 12/20/18; There has
not been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
abnormal gait, sensory loss and headache; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 2016; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
passing out; One of the studies being ordered is
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; about a year; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; dizziness; passing out; hearing lowers;;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here ‐ or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known if

1

1

1

1

1

; One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.
; This request is for a Brain MRI; It is unknown if
the study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; It is unknown if the patient had a
recent onset (within the last 4 weeks) of
neurologic symptoms.; This study is being

1

; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has a chronic or recurring headache.
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; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.; It
is unknown if the patient had a recent onset
(within the last 4 weeks) of neurologic
symptoms.; This study is being ordered for
; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient does NOT have a recent onset (within
the last 4 weeks) of neurologic symptoms.; This
study is being ordered for trauma or injury.
; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient does not have dizziness, fatigue or
malaise, sudden change in mental status, Bell's
palsy, Congenital abnormality, loss of smell,
; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient does not have dizziness, one sided
arm or leg weakness, the inability to speak, or
vision changes.; The patient had a recent onset
; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has Bell's Palsy.; It is unknown why
this study is being ordered.
; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has dizziness.; It is unknown why this
study is being ordered.
; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has vision changes.; The patient had a
recent onset (within the last 4 weeks) of
neurologic symptoms.; There has NOT been a
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
; This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 03/10/2011; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; lower
extremity spasms/ worsening; medication/ PT/
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24‐year‐old lady presents with constant
headache. It has been present for 2 or 3 months.
It is all day every day for the past month. It
involves her for head to the back of her head.
Sometimes it seems to radiate down to her low
54‐year‐old gentleman who underwent a
motorcycle accident in March. Reports further
decline in memory. He struggles with word
finding and spelling. He is making mistakes while
driving. Family notices that he is frequently
forgetful. Vertigo occurring with; This request is
6MOS FOLLOW UP WITH MEDS‐GILENYA,ON
THIS MED ALMOST A YEAR; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; This study is being
ordered for Multiple Sclerosis.; This study is NOT
abnormal brain mri in Jan of 2018, wanting to
repeat MRI of brain; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; This study is being
ordered for seizures.; There has NOT been a
chronic daily headache for many months; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient has a chronic or recurring headache.
Chronic daily migraines, recently worsening.;
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient has vision changes.; The patient has a
sudden and severe headache.; The patient had a
Constitutional: &#x0D;Woman with headaches
since child, rare. More frequent and severe since
7m/a, s clear cause. &#x0D;Often start in the
occiput and spread forward. Dull ache or sharp
pain, + throbbing, sometimes severe. Bilat. +
worse&#x0D;c exertion. &#x0D;No aura.&#x0D;;
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
determine extent of brain and neck lesions, and
to rule out PML; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; September, 2016; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
sleep paralysis, dizziness; Disease course at onset:
RRMS&#x0D;Current disease course:
RRMS&#x0D;Previous disease therapies:
Copaxone (breakthrough disease), Tysabri (start
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He has not noticed much in the way of tremor
but he has noticed that his memory is not as
good. He tends to be a little bit more forgetful
without hallucinations, behavioral changes etc.
He denies significant head trauma in the past.
He reports that it is hard to walk straight. It is
constant.He does have some numbness in his
toes at times. He has cold hands and feet.; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
History of present illness:&#x0D;Talena R
Gillespie is a 50 year old female with PMH of
HTN, Obesity, Sinusitis, Graves disease, COPD,
OSA( on CPAP) who is here for evaluation of
episodes of loss of consciousness. Patient reports
I AM TRYING TO RULE OUT TRIGEMINAL
NEURALGIA DUE TO PATIENT EXPERIENCING PAIN
AND SENSITIVE OF LEFT SIDE OF FACE; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
increased pain; This request is for a Brain MRI;
The study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has a sudden and severe
headache.; The patient has NOT had a recent
onset (within the last 3 months) of neurologic
increasing pain; This request is for a Brain MRI;
The study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has a chronic or recurring
headache.
Loss of vision, optic neuritis; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient does not
have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, sudden change
in mental status, Bell's palsy, Congenital
MEMORY LOSS CONFUSION; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has a
sudden change in mental status.; It is unknown
why this study is being ordered.
Memory loss, confusion, Unresponsive briefly;
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has a sudden change in mental
status.; It is unknown why this study is being
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Mr. Speakman is a 19 year old white male, who
presents to he clinic today for a neurological
consultation for headaches. He is accompanied
by his mother, Jackie. They reports his headaches
has been on and off since he was 5 years old.

MS RE; One of the studies being ordered is a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
Ms. Burton Is a 20‐year‐old white female who
present to the clinic for neurological called
intracranial neurolipoma. &#x0D;&#x0D;Ms.
Burton is accompanied today by her friend. The
patient complains that she started having
Ms. Carden had neurologic evaluation for
chronic intractable daily headaches and presents
bilateral hand and feet numbness.; This request is
for a Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has a
NONE; This study is being ordered for
Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 5/7/2018;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; HX OF SEIZURES EVER 4 MONTHS, BODY
JERKS, FOR ABOUT 6 YEARS‐‐‐‐GETTING WORSE,
NUMBNESS WORSE SINCE STROKE IN MARCH;
numbness, tingling, dizziness, frequent or severe
headaches, restless legs, memory lapses or
changes, and difficulty finding desired words.
&#x0D;muscle aches and weakness;
arthralgias/joint pain, back pain, swelling in the
extremities, and difficulty walking; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or infectious
disease, congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
reports in recent months. &#x0D;Original
migraine in Texas 2013; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Ms Logue is a
Parkinson's disease,eval structural changes
contributing to dizziness,multiple times during
the day and goes away quickly, will last maybe a
minute,dizziness in the past but has gotten much
worse,; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study
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Patient is having Vertebrobasilar TIAs; One of the
studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.
PATIENT NAME: SHIPMAN, JESSICA&#x0D;DOB:
01/03/1992&#x0D;AGE/SEX:
25/Female&#x0D;PATIENT ID#:
1501092&#x0D;DATE OF SERVICE:
01/20/2017&#x0D;&#x0D;&#x0D;PROCEDURE(S):
MRI BRAIN W/WO
CONTRAST&#x0D;&#x0D;Clinical history: This is a

1

1

pt developed tremor in right hand; This request
is for a Brain MRI; The study is being requested
for evaluation of a headache.; The patient has a
chronic or recurring headache.
pt has been having headaches behind the left
eye. pt also has issues with scleral hemorrhages
on the left.; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has a chronic or recurring

1

Pt is having facial numbness and weakness; One
of the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.

1

Pt is having headaches associated with slurred
speach and gait disturbance; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
Pt says she started having seizures after AVM
surgery. Seizures two types‐ 1. staring with
speech difficulty and 2. Staring followed by
unresponsiveness and tonic clonic
convulsions.Also reports hx of migraines. Says
had them even before AVM surgery. usua; This
study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 2015; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Pt says she started having
seizures after AVM surgery. Seizures two types‐
Pt stated he has had increased headaches,
shaking, unsteady gait, light headed feeling, and
increased confusion for approx 3‐4 weeks.; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
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Relapsing Remitting MS; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.; 01/2015;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Numbness, Fatigue, Cognitive issues,
Short term memory Lose.; Tecfidera; One of the
She describes them as "hard", Extremely painful
when they occur. She localizes the headaches to
the top of her head. Heat/tendency. He.
Aggravated by noise more than light. Not
associated with nausea. She says headaches can
She states that she is told all this is
"neurological". In addition to the neuropathy she
complains vehemently of cognitive issues
forgetfulness inattention easy distractibility. I
finally gait dysfunction she feels unsteady on her
Short‐term memory changes that may be part of
an early dementia. She has hx. of chronic
headaches, has had balance problems for about
one and a half years. It is worse when she stands,
has tendency to fall backwars. Family reports that
The patient has been seen in the office almost a
year ago for his migraine headaches. He also had
tremor but had no formal workup. There is a
family history diabetes but not of tremor or
migraine. She said Main many years of headache
This is a 26 year old female seen and examined
at the request of Dr. Ybarra for evaluation of
headaches.&#x0D;&#x0D;Ms. Benson complains
of headaches. The patient reports she has had
migraines for the past six years. She denies any
This is a 35 year old white female seen and
examined at the request of Jamie Whitehead,
DNP for evaluation of involuntary
movements.&#x0D;&#x0D;The patient complains
that a year ago she was driving and her hand
This is a request for an Internal Auditory Canal
MRI.; There is not a suspected Acoustic Neuroma
or tumor of the inner or middle ear.; There is not
a suspected cholesteatoma of the ear.; The
patient has not had a recent brain CT or MRI
within the last 90 days.; There are no neurologic
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient had a thunderclap headache or worst
headache of the patient's life (within the last 3
months).
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This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient has one sided arm or leg weakness.; The
patient has a sudden and severe headache.; The
patient had a recent onset (within the last 3
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient has the inability to speak.; The patient has
a sudden and severe headache.; The patient had
a recent onset (within the last 3 months) of
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.; It
is unknown if the patient had a recent onset
(within the last 4 weeks) of neurologic
symptoms.; This study is being ordered for stroke
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient does NOT have a recent onset (within
the last 4 weeks) of neurologic symptoms.; This
study is being ordered for stroke or TIA (transient
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has one sided arm or leg weakness.;
The patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
weeks) of neurologic symptoms.; This study is
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has one sided arm or leg weakness.;
The patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
weeks) of neurologic symptoms.; This study is
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has the inability to speak.; The
patient had a recent onset (within the last 4
weeks) of neurologic symptoms.; This study is

1

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for a tumor.

4

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for and infection or
inflammation.
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This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for Multiple Sclerosis.;
The patient is taking Tysabri (Natalizumab).
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for Multiple Sclerosis.;
This study is being ordered as a 12 month annual
follow up.; This is a routine follow up.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for Parkinson's
disease.; This study is being ordered for a new
diagnosis of Parkinson's.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for Parkinson's
disease.; This study is being ordered for new
neurological symptoms.; The neurologic
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for seizures.; It is
unknown if there has there been a change in
seizure pattern or a new seizure.; This is a new
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for seizures.; There
has been a change in seizure pattern or a new
seizure.
tremor to compare with last years scan; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient does not have dizziness, fatigue or
malaise, sudden change in mental status, Bell's
Unknown; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has a chronic or recurring
headache.
unknown; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; unknown; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; patient is
having feels poorly, dizziness, dyepopia double
vision and aniexty and left are numbness, facial
numbness; patient has had medication.; One of

1

8

2

1

1

21

1

1

1

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

Approval

Neurology

Approval

Neurology

Approval

Neurology

Approval

Neurology

Approval

Neurology

Approval

Neurology

Approval

Neurology

Approval

Neurology

Approval

70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material
72125 Computed
tomography, cervical
spine; without contrast
material
72125 Computed
tomography, cervical
spine; without contrast
material
72125 Computed
tomography, cervical
spine; without contrast
material
72125 Computed
tomography, cervical
spine; without contrast
material
72131 Computed
tomography, lumbar
spine; without contrast
material
72131 Computed
tomography, lumbar
spine; without contrast
material
72131 Computed
tomography, lumbar
spine; without contrast
material

with suspicion for mild, early degenerative
dementia.; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has a sudden change in
mental status.; It is unknown why this study is
worsening chronic headaches with Diplopia; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient has a chronic or recurring headache.
There is radiologic evidence of non‐resolving
pneumonia for 6 weeks after antibiotic treatment
was prescribed.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for known
pre op planning neuro; This study is not to be
part of a Myelogram.; This is a request for a
Cervical Spine CT; There is no reason why the
patient cannot have a Cervical Spine MRI.
This study is not to be part of a Myelogram.; This
is a request for a Cervical Spine CT; This study is
being ordered due to follow‐up surgery or
fracture within the last 6 months.; "The patient
This study is not to be part of a Myelogram.; This
is a request for a Cervical Spine CT; This study is
being ordered due to neurological deficits.; The
patient is experiencing or presenting symptoms

This study is to be part of a Myelogram.; This is a
request for a Cervical Spine CT
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is a
preoperative or recent post‐operative
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative evaluation.;
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient has a history of severe low back trauma
or lumbar injury.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Neurological deficits; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is reflex abnormality.; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 11/28/18; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
headache. dizziness. weakness. numbness.
seizures. trimers; medications; One of the studies
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 11/5/2018; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Pain; Patient is on med. patient was advised to
take physical therapy, patent was advised to do
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 2016; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
passing out; One of the studies being ordered is
NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS,
. &#x0D;1. Numbness ‐ R20.0 (Primary), Neck
pain radiating down the right arm with numbness
going to digits 4 and 5. New&#x0D;problem.
Suspicious for cervical radiculopathy. Has not
resolved with NSAIDs. Exam also raises the
question of entrapment&#x0D;neuropathy. I ;
This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is weakness.; 1. Numbness ‐ R20.0 (Primary),

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

; One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

3

1

1

1

1

1

2

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; weakness,
tingling, numbness; The patient does not have
new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
; This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is reflex abnormality.; The patient does not have
new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; There is not x‐ray evidence of a
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
NOT Hematologist/Oncologist, Thoracic Surgery,
; This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 03/10/2011; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; lower
extremity spasms/ worsening; medication/ PT/
; This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; abnormal finding on mri of
brain; There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; doctor says looks like MS but will
continue to follow after mri c spine and t spine ,
numbness in both hands. fx hx of MS; started
53‐year‐old lady with relapsing remitting
multiple sclerosis. She is doing well. She is due for
annual imaging. Check MRI brain and cervical
spine with and without contrast. Continue
Plegridy. Refill Flexeril 5 mg BID PRN.; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; It is not known if
there is laboratory evidence of osteomyelitis.;

1

1

1

1

1

1

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Arm numbness R20.0): Rule out cervical Stenosis,
Emg was abn for possible for C5 radic.
sss&#x0D;Constitutional: &#x0D;Neck and right
arm pain since 10‐18. Getting PT without benefit.
Has&#x0D;EMG consistent with R C5 radic. Legs
go numb with exercise. Family hx&#x0D;ce; This
is a request for cervical spine MRI; Neurological
deficits; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; ARM
cervical and lumbar radiculopathy.; This study is
being ordered for a neurological disorder.;
08/07/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; numbness, tingling and
weakness of all extremities.; Ibuprofen; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
chronic pain in the neck, middle back, lower
back, left arm, right arm, left hand, right hand ,
left foot, and right foot which has been present
for 4 years. Patient reports pain in her neck that
radiates down into both upper extremities. She
describes th; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.;
determine extent of brain and neck lesions, and
to rule out PML; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; September, 2016; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
sleep paralysis, dizziness; Disease course at onset:
RRMS&#x0D;Current disease course:
RRMS&#x0D;Previous disease therapies:
Copaxone (breakthrough disease), Tysabri (start
Hyper‐reflexia, numbness in hands and tremor.;
This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is reflex abnormality.; The patient does not have
new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

MS RE; One of the studies being ordered is a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
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1

1

1

1

1

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Name:&#x0D;&#x0D;MILES, CHERYL
K&#x0D;&#x0D;&#x0D;&#x0D;&#x0D;&#x0D;&#x
0D;&#x0D;&#x0D;&#x0D;&#x0D;&#x0D;&#x0D;&
#x0D;&#x0D;&#x0D;DOB:&#x0D;&#x0D;05/11/19
47&#x0D;&#x0D;&#x0D;&#x0D;&#x0D;Current
Age:&#x0D;&#x0D;71
Years&#x0D;&#x0D;&#x0D;&#x0D;&#x0D;&#x0D;
&#x0D;&#x0D;&#x0D;&#x0D;Sex:&#x0D;&#x0D;F
&#x0D;&#x0D;&#x0D;&#x0D;&#x0D;&#x0D;&#x0
D;&#x0D;&#x0D;&#x0D;&#x0D;&#x0D;&#x0D;&#
x0D;&#x0D;&#x0D;&#x0D;&#x0D;&#x0D;&#x0D;
&#x0D;&#x0D;&#x0D;&#x0D;&#x0D;&#x0D;&#x0
D;&#x0D;&#x0D;&#x0D;&#x0D;&#x0D;&#x0D;&#
NONE; This study is being ordered for
Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 5/7/2018;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; HX OF SEIZURES EVER 4 MONTHS, BODY
JERKS, FOR ABOUT 6 YEARS‐‐‐‐GETTING WORSE,
NUMBNESS WORSE SINCE STROKE IN MARCH;
Patient has known MS with spinal cord disease.
New symptoms of Lhermitte's needs imaging;
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There is
no laboratory or x‐ray evidence of osteomyelitis.;
Known or Suspected Multiple Sclerosis, Infection
or abscess; There is not laboratory or x‐ray
Patient states she experiences numbness and
pain described as pins and needles in her arms
starting in her hands working her way up her
arms. At other times she has a sense of
numbness and paralysis in her legs at night. She
has to wake up shake them ou; This is a request
for cervical spine MRI; Neurological deficits; The
patient was tried on Gabapentin which she
couldn't tolerate due to side effects. She also
completed 6 weeks of Physical Therapy with no
improvement in symptoms.; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or
back pain; The patient does have new or
Previous abnormal MRI of C‐spine that needs to
be updated; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is no weakness or
reflex abnormality.; The patient does not have
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1

1

1

1

1

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

pt has multiple sclerosis, we are monitoring the
disease; This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
There is no laboratory or x‐ray evidence of
osteomyelitis.; Known or Suspected Multiple
Sclerosis, Infection or abscess; There is not
laboratory or x‐ray evidence of meningitis.; There

Pt is having headaches associated with slurred
speach and gait disturbance; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
Relapsing Remitting MS; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.; 01/2015;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Numbness, Fatigue, Cognitive issues,
Short term memory Lose.; Tecfidera; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
She has positive Tinel's over both median nerves
and significant Tinel's over the right ulnar nerve
although would suggest underlying carpal tunnel,
a cubital tunnel syndrome as previously noted on
our nerve conduction studies.; This is a request
for cervical spine MRI; Neurological deficits; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does not have new signs
or symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
There is x‐ray evidence of a recent cervical spine
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
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1

1

1

1

1

2

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Follow‐
up to Surgery or Fracture within the last 6
months; The patient has been seen by or is the
ordering physician an oncologist, neurologist,
neurosurgeon, or orthopedist.

1

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient does have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.

2

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There is
no laboratory or x‐ray evidence of osteomyelitis.;
Known or Suspected Multiple Sclerosis, Infection
or abscess; There is laboratory or x‐ray evidence
of meningitis.
unknown; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 2/3/2019; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
tingling, numbness; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
unknown; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; unknown; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; patient is
having feels poorly, dizziness, dyepopia double
vision and aniexty and left are numbness, facial
numbness; patient has had medication.; One of

1

Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

; One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

1

1

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
NOT Hematologist/Oncologist, Thoracic Surgery,
; This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 03/10/2011; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; lower
extremity spasms/ worsening; medication/ PT/
; This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; abnormal finding on mri of
brain; There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; doctor says looks like MS but will
continue to follow after mri c spine and t spine ,
numbness in both hands. fx hx of MS; started

Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

MS RE; One of the studies being ordered is a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
Relapsing Remitting MS; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.; 01/2015;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Numbness, Fatigue, Cognitive issues,
Short term memory Lose.; Tecfidera; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT

Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient does have a new foot drop.

1

Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; There
is laboratory or x‐ray evidence of osteomyelitis.;
Known or Suspected Infection or abscess

1

1

1

1

1

1

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Unknown; This is a request for a thoracic spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does not have new or changing neurologic signs
or symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has not seen the
doctor more then once for these symptoms.
unknown; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 2/3/2019; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
tingling, numbness; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 11/5/2018; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Pain; Patient is on med. patient was advised to
take physical therapy, patent was advised to do
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; It is not
; This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 03/10/2011; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; lower
extremity spasms/ worsening; medication/ PT/
cervical and lumbar radiculopathy.; This study is
being ordered for a neurological disorder.;
08/07/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; numbness, tingling and
weakness of all extremities.; Ibuprofen; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
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1

1

1

1

1

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

He has thoracic back pain and plain films showed
there to be three compression fractures that are
tentatively attributed to scoliosis. Apparently, his
calcium and vitamin D levels are okay. I will order
bone densitometry in this regard. Apparently,
spi; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; He has thoracic
back pain and plain films showed there to be
Patient came in with c/o low back that radiates
down buttocks, L hip, and both legs. Most severe
pain is in the low back, and R leg.; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
patient has done physical therapy; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
no weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of bladder

Pt is having headaches associated with slurred
speach and gait disturbance; One of the studies
being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; It is not known if the
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; The patient has had back
pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the
doctor more then once for these symptoms.; The
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does have a new foot
drop.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does not have new signs
or symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
The patient does not have a new foot drop.;

1

1

1

1

1

4

1

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Approval

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient does have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.

2

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Pre‐
Operative Evaluation; No, the last Lumbar spine
MRI was not performed within the past two
weeks.; Surgery is scheduled within the next 4
weeks.

1

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient had
recent plain films of the knee.; The plain films
were normal.; The ordering physician is not an
orthopedist.; This study is being ordered for Non‐
acute Chronic Pain; Pain greater than 3 days;
Surgery is NOT being planned.
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
The reason for the hematuria is not known.; This
study is not being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is requested for
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is
suspicious mass or suspected tumor or
metastasis.; The patient is presenting new
symptoms.; This study is not being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not

2

1

1

3

1

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is
suspicious mass or suspected tumor or
metastasis.; This study is not being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not
requested for hematuria.; The patient had an
Pt had TIA, sudden onset of weakness; This a
request for an echocardiogram.; This is a request
for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for another reason; This study is
being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie
of heart disease.; The patient has shortness of
This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; The patient has a history of
hypertensive heart disease.; It is unknown if
there is a change in the patient’s cardiac
symptoms.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Valves.; This is an initial evaluation of suspected
valve disease.

1

1

1

1

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Heart
Failure; This is for the initial evaluation of heart
failure.

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography
Approval
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval material

Neurology

70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
Disapproval material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
Disapproval material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Neurology

70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
Disapproval material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Neurology

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; The patient has a history of
hypertensive heart disease.; There is a change in
the patient’s cardiac symptoms.
; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; This study is being ordered for new
onset of seizures or newly identified change in
New onset of serizures; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is NOT being requested
for evaluation of a headache.; This study is being
ordered for new onset of seizures or newly
Patient had a motorcycle crash a couple weeks
ago and had an intracranial hemorrhage. Patient
says that his headache got worse this
morning.Positive for nausea; Subdural
hematoma; SAH (subarachnoid
hemorrhage)&#x0D;This is a follow up to head
trauma. now hav; This is a request for a
Patient has been in the ER for this.; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
headache is described as sudden and severe.; The
Patient with memory loss and confusion Having
tremors; This is a request for a brain/head CT.;
The study is NOT being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The patient has a sudden change
in mental status.; This study is being ordered for

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Neurology

70496 Computed
tomographic angiography,
head, with contrast
material(s), including
noncontrast images, if
performed, and image
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval postprocessing

Neurology

70496 Computed
tomographic angiography,
head, with contrast
material(s), including
noncontrast images, if
performed, and image
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval postprocessing

Neurology

70498 Computed
tomographic angiography,
neck, with contrast
material(s), including
noncontrast images, if
performed, and image
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval postprocessing

Neurology

70498 Computed
tomographic angiography,
neck, with contrast
material(s), including
noncontrast images, if
performed, and image
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval postprocessing
70540 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, orbit, face,
and/or neck; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material(s)

Neurology

70544 Magnetic
resonance angiography,
head; without contrast
Disapproval material(s)

Neurology

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; unknown; There has
not been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
bilateral foot paresthesia. tremor. suspected
aneurysm.suspected stroke. suggested micro
vascular ischemic changes.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Unknown; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 01/2019; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Seizures,
confusion, slurred speech, and right sided
weakness.; Hospitalization.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is NOT
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; unknown; There has
not been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
bilateral foot paresthesia. tremor. suspected
aneurysm.suspected stroke. suggested micro
vascular ischemic changes.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Unknown; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 01/2019; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Seizures,
confusion, slurred speech, and right sided
weakness.; Hospitalization.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is NOT

There is a suspicion of an infection or abscess.;
This is a request for an Orbit MRI.; There is not a
history of orbit or face trauma or injury.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; about a year; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; dizziness; passing out; hearing lowers;;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast

1

1

1

1

1

1

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here ‐ or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known if
Pt is having facial numbness and weakness; One
of the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; about a year; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; dizziness; passing out; hearing lowers;;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here ‐ or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; It is not known if
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The patient has a chronic or
recurring headache.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 12/2018; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
dizziness. headache.; PT.; One of the studies
; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient does not have dizziness, one sided
arm or leg weakness, the inability to speak, or
vision changes.; The patient had a recent onset

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

dizziness, nausea w. migraines; This request is for
a Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has a
chronic or recurring headache.

Neurology

70544 Magnetic
resonance angiography,
head; without contrast
Disapproval material(s)
70544 Magnetic
resonance angiography,
head; without contrast
Disapproval material(s)

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Neurology

70547 Magnetic
resonance angiography,
neck; without contrast
Disapproval material(s)

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Neurology

Neurology

Disapproval

Neurology

Disapproval

Neurology

Disapproval

Neurology

Disapproval

Neurology

Disapproval

70547 Magnetic
resonance angiography,
neck; without contrast
material(s)
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Neurology

Disapproval

Neurology

Disapproval

Neurology

Disapproval

Neurology

Disapproval

Neurology

Disapproval

Neurology

Disapproval

70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material

Neurology

Disapproval

Neurology

Disapproval

Neurology

70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Generally has headaches about 4 times per
week. They last 1‐4 days. She is a throbbing pain
as well as an ice pick sensation. Can also be dull
at other times. No triggers. They vary in
location. They can be posterior, frontal, or vise
Getting an EEG also, syncope and headaches.
PTSD abused by her husband, migraines comes
here for evaluation and treatment of migraines
and recent passing out spell.unusual taste of
foods and dry mouth. lightheaded on
Having numbness, tingling, loss of consciousness,
frequent or severe headaches, memory lapses or
changes, and difficulty finding desired
words.&#x0D;anterior neck pain/tenderness,
unusual taste of foods, voice changes, dry mouth,
headache; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has a sudden and severe
headache.; The patient has NOT had a recent
onset (within the last 3 months) of neurologic
Her headaches have not improved. Still requiring
several doses of sumatriptan. Rationing tablets.;
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient has a chronic or recurring headache.
Memory loss, word finding difficulty, dysphasia;
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient does not have dizziness, fatigue or
malaise, sudden change in mental status, Bell's

N/A; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has a chronic or recurring headache.
Patient is experiencing memory loss; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient does not have dizziness, one sided arm or
leg weakness, the inability to speak, or vision
Patient states she experiences numbness and
pain described as pins and needles in her arms
starting in her hands working her way up her
arms. At other times she has a sense of
numbness and paralysis in her legs at night. She
has to wake up shake them ou; This request is for
a Brain MRI; The study is NOT being requested for

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Neurology

Disapproval

Neurology

Disapproval

Neurology

Disapproval

Neurology

Disapproval

70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material

70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
72131 Computed
tomography, lumbar
spine; without contrast
material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Neurology

Disapproval

Neurology

Disapproval

Neurology

Disapproval

Neurology

Disapproval

Neurology

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Reports headaches beginning about one month
ago occurring 2 times per week. HA will last up to
6 hours. He will have sharp pains to the right side
of his head towards the top. Typically does not
have headaches unless he is hypertensive. Blood
Subjective memory loss with borderline MOCA
score 23. Minimal anticholinergic load. No
history of neuro toxicity with 5‐FU; This request is
for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT being requested
for evaluation of a headache.; The patient has a
syncope &amp; collapsing, passes out; This
request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient does not have dizziness, fatigue or
malaise, sudden change in mental status, Bell's
unknown; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has dizziness.; The patient
had a recent onset (within the last 4 weeks) of
neurologic symptoms.; This study is being
Unknown; This study is being ordered for
Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 1/10/2015;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; MS, migraines for 30 plus years
happening daily to weekly, family history of
migraines, current neck and back pain, blurred
vision, memory loss, would like to be tested for
unusual headache, not classic migraine, unusual
motor abd where she cant move but no other sx
of VBI; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study
is being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has a chronic or recurring headache.
will obtain MRI of his brain to rule out any
evidence of new structural abnormality His last
Brain MRI was 09/10/2013; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; This study is being
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient has a history of severe low back trauma
or lumbar injury.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; 12/2018; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
dizziness. headache.; PT.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Neurology

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Neurology

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Neurology

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Neurology

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Neurology

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Neurology

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

; One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.
; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; ; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of bladder
or bowel dysfunction.; There is not x‐ray evidence

; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Pre‐
Operative Evaluation; Surgery is not scheduled
within the next 4 weeks.
migraines and neck pain; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Neurological deficits; The
patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
numbness, tingling, dizziness, frequent or severe
headaches, restless legs, memory lapses or
changes, and difficulty finding desired words.
&#x0D;muscle aches and weakness;
arthralgias/joint pain, back pain, swelling in the
extremities, and difficulty walking; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or infectious
disease, congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
reports in recent months. &#x0D;Original
migraine in Texas 2013; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Ms Logue is a
see attached note; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; decreased grip; The patient does not
have new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel

1

1

1

1

1

1

Neurology

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Neurology

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Neurology

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Neurology

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Neurology

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Neurology

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Neurology

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; ; No, the patient is not
experiencing or presenting new symptoms of
upper extremity weakness?; No, the patient is
not demonstrating unilateral muscle wasting.;
No, the patient is not experiencing or presenting
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; None of
the above; Unknown; No, the patient is not
experiencing or presenting new symptoms of
upper extremity weakness?; No, the patient is
not demonstrating unilateral muscle wasting.;
No, the patient is not experiencing or presenting
Unknown; This study is being ordered for
Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 1/10/2015;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; MS, migraines for 30 plus years
happening daily to weekly, family history of
migraines, current neck and back pain, blurred
vision, memory loss, would like to be tested for
Ms. Sasha R Cheney is a 32 y.o. female that we
have been asked to see regarding numbness
tingling sensory change involving her entire body;
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
She does have chronic low back pain with small
degenerative disc disease sees pain management.
She is on 900 mg of Neurontin 3 times daily but
has not noticed any significant reduction in pain
in her legs. She says the only way she gets some
relief is t; This is a request for a thoracic spine
MRI.; Neurological deficits; The patient does have
The patient does not have any neurological
deficits.; It is not known if the patient has failed a
course of anti‐inflammatory medication or
steroids.; This is a request for a thoracic spine
MRI.; There has not been a supervised trial of
conservative management for at least 6 weeks.;
Unknown; This study is being ordered for
Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 1/10/2015;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; MS, migraines for 30 plus years
happening daily to weekly, family history of
migraines, current neck and back pain, blurred
vision, memory loss, would like to be tested for
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1

1

1

1

1

1

Neurology

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Neurology

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Neurology

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Neurology

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Neurology

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Neurology

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; legs; It is not known if the patient has
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Worsening back pain, numbness in
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; Lumbar pain
increasing weakness pain both lower extremities;
The patient does not have new signs or
management of chronic pain in the neck, middle
back, lower back, left arm, right arm, left hand,
right hand , left foot, and right foot which has
been present for 4 years. Patient reports pain in
her neck that radiates down into both upper
extremities. Sh; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.;
evaluation and management of chronic pain in
Ms. Mizer is a 48 year old woman who comes to
the clinic today for evaluation of low back pain.
She has been having low back pain for several
years but gradually over time this has
progressively worsened. She has tried using TENS
units, visiting with phys; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
pain in low back and right hip that radiates to the
right leg; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is no weakness or reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new

1

1

1

1

1

1

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

See attached clinicals; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Neurological deficits; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is reflex abnormality.;
The patient does not have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; It is
not known if the patient has a new foot drop.;
There is not x‐ray evidence of a recent lumbar
Sensory neuropathy distal lower extremities
etiology undetermined. We do not see
significant evidence of extremely high arches or
hammertoes to suggest underlying congenital
etiology. So far there is no evidence of
autoimmune disease nor metabolic dysfu; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; It is not known if
the patient has a new foot drop.; There is x‐ray
Unknown; This study is being ordered for
Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.; 1/10/2015;
There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; MS, migraines for 30 plus years
happening daily to weekly, family history of
migraines, current neck and back pain, blurred
vision, memory loss, would like to be tested for
chronic low back pain radiating down to left leg,
worsening, and now some left lateral calf and
dorsum of foot numbness; This is a request for a
Pelvis MRI.; The study is being ordered for joint
Prostate specific antigen was elevated at 5.4 as
of 1/24/2019; Pt has family history of prostate
cancer; This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The
patient had previous abnormal imaging including
a CT, MRI or Ultrasound.; An abnormality was

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

; This is a request for a Metabolic Brain PET scan;
This study is being ordered for Alzheimer's
disease.

Neurology

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Neurology

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Neurology

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

Neurology

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material
72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material(s)
72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
Disapproval contrast material(s)
78608 Brain imaging,
positron emission
tomography (PET);
Disapproval metabolic evaluation

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Neurology

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

Approval

72192 Computed
tomography, pelvis;
without contrast material

Approval

72192 Computed
tomography, pelvis;
without contrast material

Approval

72192 Computed
tomography, pelvis;
without contrast material

Approval

72192 Computed
tomography, pelvis;
without contrast material

Approval

72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
contrast material(s)

Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

Unknown; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 01/2019; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Seizures,
confusion, slurred speech, and right sided
weakness.; Hospitalization.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is NOT
Hematologist/Oncologist, Thoracic Surgery,
Oncology, Surgical Oncology or Radiation
Oncology
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
due to known or suspected infection.; "The
ordering physician is a surgeon, gynecologist,
urologist, gastroenterologist, or infectious
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for some other reason than the choices given.;
This is a request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a
pelvic pain and mass; The patient is not
undergoing active treatment for cancer.; This
study is being ordered for known tumor, cancer,
mass, or rule‐out metastasis.; "The ordering
physician is an oncologist, urologist, gynecologist,
gastroenterologist or surgeon or PCP ordering on
PELVIC PAIN, IRREG PERIODS, PELVIC
U/S&#x0D;Reason for Study (REQUIRED): RECENT
SONO SHOWS UTERINE FIBROIDS, PT STATES SHE
HAS ESSURE COILS IN&#x0D;PLACE. C/O PAIN,
IRREG BLEEDING. R COIL NOT WELL VISUALIZED
ON SONO. NEEDTO CHECK COIL
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; Oct 8
,2018; There has not been any treatment or
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D;Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

OB/Gynecology

Approval

OB/Gynecology

Approval

OB/Gynecology

Approval

OB/Gynecology

Approval

OB/Gynecology

Approval

OB/Gynecology

Approval

OB/Gynecology

Approval

OB/Gynecology

Approval

OB/Gynecology

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has
not been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; The reason for
the study is none of the listed reasons.; It is not
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; It is not known if a urinalysis has
been completed.; This study is being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
gyn problem ‐ patient c/o spotting and cramping
&#x0D;Vagina Comment:: No bleeding points.
&#x0D;Adnexa Comment:: Patient may have
pelvic mass. &#x0D;Right ovary: Fullness 5
cm.&#x0D;S/P hysterectomy. &#x0D;Pelvic and
perineal pain; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has been
completed.; This study is being requested for
Irregular vaginal bleeding.; This is a request for
an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; The reason
for the study is none of the listed reasons.; This
study is not being requested for abdominal
per physician: I think this is going to need to be
evaluated by more than just a pelvic ultrasound
as since we do not really feel anything on clinical
exam, it is going to add very little.; This is a
request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered
Post op hysterectomy, continues to have pain;
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The hematuria is due to Renal
Calculi/kidney/ ureteral stone.; This study is not
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is known
tumor.; This study is being ordered for staging.;
This study is not being requested for abdominal

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

OB/Gynecology

Approval

OB/Gynecology

Approval

OB/Gynecology

Approval

OB/Gynecology

Approval

OB/Gynecology

Approval

OB/Gynecology

Approval

OB/Gynecology

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)
77046 Magnetic
resonance imaging,
breast, without contrast
material; unilateral
77078 Computed
tomography, bone
mineral density study, 1
or more sites, axial
skeleton (eg, hips, pelvis,
spine)
78813 Positron emission
tomography (PET)
imaging; whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body

This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is
suspicious mass or suspected tumor or
metastasis.; The patient is not presenting new
symptoms.; This study is not being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not
requested for hematuria.; The last
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; This is the first visit for
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; Oct 8
,2018; There has not been any treatment or
This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered as a screening examination
following genetic testing for breast cancer.; The
patient has a lifetime risk score of greater than
This is a request for a Bone Density Study.; This
patient has not had a bone mineral density study
within the past 23 months.; This is a bone density
study in a patient with clinical risk of osteoporosis
or osteopenia.
vulvar cancer recurrent on chemotherapy;
evaluate for response to treatment; One of the
studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for subsequent
treatment.; This study is being requested for
Ovarian or Esophageal Cancer.; The patient is
experiencing new signs or symptoms indicating a
reoccurrence of cancer.; 1 PET Scans has already
been performed on this patient for this cancer.;
This is NOT a Medicare member.; This is for a

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

OB/Gynecology

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

OB/Gynecology

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

OB/Gynecology

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

1

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Congenital Heart Defect.; This is for evaluation of
change of clinical status.

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Congenital Heart Defect.; This is for initial
diagnosis of congenital heart disease.
Pt's sister has lung cancer.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
screening of lung cancer.; The patient is between
55 and 80 years old.; This patient is a smoker or
has a history of smoking.; It is unknown if the
The patient does not have any neurological
deficits.; The patient has not failed a course of
anti‐inflammatory medication or steroids.; This is
a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; There has not
been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; The study is

1

1

1

1

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

OB/Gynecology

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material
73700 Computed
tomography, lower
extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Occupational Medi Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Occupational Medi Disapproval contrast material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
Oncology
Approval
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
Oncology
Approval
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
Oncology
Approval
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
Oncology
Approval

unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Trauma or recent injury; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; Patient can't
walk or stand up, and has fallen a couple of
times.; The patient does not have new signs or
vulvar cancer recurrent on chemotherapy;
evaluate for response to treatment; One of the
studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
vulvar cancer recurrent on chemotherapy;
evaluate for response to treatment; One of the
studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
unkown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 11/18/2018; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Pain in neck and lower back; medications; One of
unkown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 11/18/2018; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Pain in neck and lower back; medications; One of
There are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is Oncology
RESTAGING; One of the studies being ordered is
a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
There are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is Oncology
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient has the inability to speak.; The patient has
a sudden and severe headache.; The patient had
a recent onset (within the last 3 months) of

1

2

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

Oncology

Oncology

Oncology

Oncology

Oncology

Oncology

Oncology

Oncology

Oncology

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

; One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for known tumor.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
increased weight loss; history of colon cancer;
tumor markers rising; restaging cancer; This study
is being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

RESPONSE TO THERAPY; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

RESTAGING; One of the studies being ordered is
a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is Oncology
There are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is Oncology
There is radiologic evidence of non‐resolving
pneumonia for 6 weeks after antibiotic treatment
was prescribed.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for known

Approval

71275 Computed
tomographic angiography,
chest (noncoronary), with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing

This study is requested to evaluate suspected
pulmonary embolus.; Yes, this is a request for a
Chest CT Angiography.

1

1

1

2

5

3

2

1

1

Oncology

Approval

Oncology

Approval

Oncology

Oncology

Oncology

Approval

Approval

Approval

Oncology

Approval

Oncology

Approval

Oncology

Approval

Oncology

Approval

Oncology

Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material
72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
contrast material(s)
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)

This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; Acute
or Chronic back pain; The patient does not have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
The patient has seen the doctor more then once
for these symptoms.; The physician has directed
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is Oncology
; One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.
increased weight loss; history of colon cancer;
tumor markers rising; restaging cancer; This study
is being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There
are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
RESPONSE TO THERAPY; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

1

1

1

2

RESTAGING; One of the studies being ordered is
a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
restaging; There are 4 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is Oncology
There are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is Oncology

2

There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is Oncology

1

4

1

3

Oncology

Approval

Oncology

Approval

Oncology

Approval

Oncology

Approval

Oncology

Approval

78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan; 1
PET Scans has already been performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is a Medicare
member.; This study is being requested for None
of the above; This Pet Scan is being ordered for
something other than Prostate, Cervical, Breast
Cancer or Melanoma; This study is being
requested for Lung Cancer; This Pet Scan is being
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan; 2
PET Scans have already been performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is a Medicare
member.; This study is being requested for None
of the above; This Pet Scan is being ordered for
something other than Prostate, Cervical, Breast
Cancer or Melanoma; This study is being
requested for Lung Cancer; This Pet Scan is being
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan; A
nodule of less than 4 centimeters has been
identified on recent imaging; This study is being
ordered to evaluate a solitary pulmonary nodule.;
The solitary pulmonary nodule was NOT
identified on an imaging study in the last 30
days.; This study is being requested for Lung
Cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.; This is

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This is a PET Scan with Dotatate (Gallium GA 68‐
Dotatate)
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).; This
study is being requested for Breast Cancer.; This
is NOT for an evaluation of axillary lymph nodes.;
This would be the first PET Scan performed on
this patient for this cancer.; This is NOT a
Medicare member.; This is for a

1

1

1

1

1

Oncology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography
Approval
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval material

Oncology

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Oncology

Oncology

Disapproval

Oncology

Disapproval

Oncology

Disapproval

Oncology

Disapproval

Ophthalmology

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Pulmonary Hypertension.
restaging; There are 4 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study
is being ordered for none of the above.; This
study is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
restaging; There are 4 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for acute pain.; There has been a

restaging; There are 4 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
Oncology
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
More than 4 PET Scans have already been
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This is
a Medicare member.; This study is being
requested for None of the above; This Pet Scan is
being ordered for something other than Prostate,
Cervical, Breast Cancer or Melanoma; This study
is being requested for Ovarian or Esophageal
; This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has vision changes.; The
patient had a recent onset (within the last 4

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Approval

70480 Computed
tomography, orbit, sella,
or posterior fossa or
outer, middle, or inner
ear; without contrast
material

Approval

70540 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, orbit, face,
and/or neck; without
contrast material(s)

Ophthalmology

Approval

Ophthalmology

Approval

70540 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, orbit, face,
and/or neck; without
contrast material(s)
70540 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, orbit, face,
and/or neck; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

70540 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, orbit, face,
and/or neck; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

70540 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, orbit, face,
and/or neck; without
contrast material(s)

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

"This request is for orbit,sella, int. auditory
canal,temporal bone, mastoid, CT.239.8"; "There
is suspicion of bone infection, cholesteatoma, or
inflammatory disease.ostct"; Yes this is a request
for a Diagnostic CT
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
01/0219; There has not been any treatment or
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; March
4, 2019; There has not been any treatment or
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Vascular Disease.; 03/04/2019; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
visual loss both eyes, visual field defects; One of
MEDICAL DECISION MAKING DATA:&#x0D;1.
Current CT chest performed on October 20, 2015
showed bilateral diffuse &#x0D;calcified
mediastinal lymph nodes. There were bilateral
peri‐bronchovascular opacities &#x0D;more
pronounced in the right middle lobe
area.&#x0D;2. Current; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.; ; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
ASSESSMENT:&#x0D;1. Sarcoidosis with
No improvement from the medication the
patient was taking.; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
11/13/2018; There has not been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; Headaches, vision loss,

1

1

1

1

1

1

Ophthalmology

Approval

Ophthalmology

Approval

70540 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, orbit, face,
and/or neck; without
contrast material(s)
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material

Approval

70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Approval

Ophthalmology

Approval

Ophthalmology

Approval

Ophthalmology

Approval

Ophthalmology

Approval

70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material

There is not a suspicion of an infection or
abscess.; This examination is NOT being
requested to evaluate lymphadenopathy or
mass.; There is not a suspicion of a bone infection
(osteomyelitis).; There is a suspicion of an orbit
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The patient has a chronic or
recurring headache.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
01/0219; There has not been any treatment or
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; March
4, 2019; There has not been any treatment or
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Vascular Disease.; 03/04/2019; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
visual loss both eyes, visual field defects; One of
Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If No
Info Given&#x0D;Patient is a retired boxer w/ hx
of head trauma. Currently, Hypertropia of OS w/
double vision and dizziness. We are evaluating
for CN 4 Palsy vs BS lesion vs other.; This request
is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT being
headache; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has a chronic or recurring
headache.
Increasing severity, occurrence and length of
migraine headaches. Debilitating. Made worse
with pain meds. Swollen Optic Nerves. Visual
Field loss.; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is being requested for evaluation of a

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Ophthalmology

Approval

MEDICAL DECISION MAKING DATA:&#x0D;1.
Current CT chest performed on October 20, 2015
showed bilateral diffuse &#x0D;calcified
mediastinal lymph nodes. There were bilateral
peri‐bronchovascular opacities &#x0D;more
pronounced in the right middle lobe
area.&#x0D;2. Current; This study is being
ordered for a neurological disorder.; ; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.;
ASSESSMENT:&#x0D;1. Sarcoidosis with
No improvement from the medication the
patient was taking.; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
11/13/2018; There has not been any treatment
or conservative therapy.; Headaches, vision loss,
Pt had sudden onset of double vision, pain
behind eye and increasing headache. Exam
shows restriction of her eye movements, 4th
cranial nerve palsy. She also has experienced a
decrease in vision.; This request is for a Brain
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has vision changes.; The patient had a
recent onset (within the last 4 weeks) of
neurologic symptoms.; There has been a recent

70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material

70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
Approval
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
Approval
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
Approval
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
Approval
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
Approval
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for a tumor.
Unknown; This request is for a Brain MRI; The
study is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient does not have dizziness,
fatigue or malaise, sudden change in mental
status, Bell's palsy, Congenital abnormality, loss
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
headache is described as chronic or recurring.;
The headache is presenting with a sudden change
in severity, associated with exertion, or a mental

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Oral/Maxillofacial Approval

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

70336 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging,
temporomandibular
joint(s)
71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material
71550 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, chest (eg, for
evaluation of hilar and
mediastinal
lymphadenopathy);
without contrast
material(s)
71550 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, chest (eg, for
evaluation of hilar and
mediastinal
lymphadenopathy);
without contrast
material(s)

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

72125 Computed
tomography, cervical
spine; without contrast
material
72125 Computed
tomography, cervical
spine; without contrast
material

Approval

72125 Computed
tomography, cervical
spine; without contrast
material

Approval

72125 Computed
tomography, cervical
spine; without contrast
material

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

This is a request for a temporomandibular joint
MRI.
"There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest
mass noted within the last 30 days."; They did not
have a previous Chest x‐ray.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for

1

This study is being ordered for a work‐up of a
suspicious mass.; There is radiographic or
physical evidence of a lung or chest mass.; This is
a request for a chest MRI.

1

This study is being ordered for follow‐up to
trauma.; "The ordering physician is a surgeon,
pulmonologist, or cardiologist."; This is a request
for a chest MRI.
Primary complaint is neck pain, and bilateral
upper extremity pain and numbness. Right upper
extremity is more affected at this time. She
notes the right posterior shoulder as the primary
location of the worst pain. She notes the loss in
The patient does have neurological deficits.; This
study is not to be part of a Myelogram.; This is a
request for a Cervical Spine CT; This study is being
ordered due to chronic neck pain or suspected
The patient does have neurological deficits.; This
study is not to be part of a Myelogram.; This is a
request for a Cervical Spine CT; This study is being
ordered due to chronic neck pain or suspected
degenerative disease.; There is a reason why the
The patient does not have any neurological
deficits.; This study is not to be part of a
Myelogram.; This is a request for a Cervical Spine
CT; This study is being ordered due to chronic
neck pain or suspected degenerative disease.;

2

1

1

1

1

1

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

72125 Computed
tomography, cervical
spine; without contrast
material
72125 Computed
tomography, cervical
spine; without contrast
material
72131 Computed
tomography, lumbar
spine; without contrast
material

72131 Computed
tomography, lumbar
spine; without contrast
material

72131 Computed
tomography, lumbar
spine; without contrast
material
72131 Computed
tomography, lumbar
spine; without contrast
material
72131 Computed
tomography, lumbar
spine; without contrast
material
72131 Computed
tomography, lumbar
spine; without contrast
material
72131 Computed
tomography, lumbar
spine; without contrast
material

This study is to be part of a Myelogram.; This is a
request for a Cervical Spine CT
This study is to be part of a Myelogram.; This
study is not to be part of a Myelogram.; This is a
request for a Cervical Spine CT; This is a request
for a Cervical Spine CT; This study is being

1

1

1
Patient had Anterior Lumbar Fusion from L5‐S1
on 11/1/18. Posterior Lumbar Fusion from L5‐S1
on 11/4/18. Patient has developed severe back
pain and is unable to stand or walk.; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or infectious
disease, congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
12/05/2018; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Severe back pain, unable
Patient presents with worsening radicular
symptoms Into her bilateral lower extremities
and groin. She does have a known history of
colorectal cancer with metastasis to her lungs in
her spine at L1 this has been injected with
cement previously at St. Vi; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 4
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is a
preoperative or recent post‐operative
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative evaluation.;
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative evaluation.;
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient has a history of severe low back trauma
or lumbar injury.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

1

5

1

1

6

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is reflex abnormality.; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not x‐ray
; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; ; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of bladder
or bowel dysfunction.; There is not x‐ray evidence
; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment for
the past 6 weeks.; It is not known if the patient
has completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.; The
; This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is weakness.; numbness; tingling; radiation down
arm 1997 had motorcycle accident); Has been
getting worse over the last year Neurological
System: Biceps Reflex Right: hyperactive (3).

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Pre‐
Operative Evaluation; It is not known when
surgery is scheduled.

1

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Pre‐
Operative Evaluation; Surgery is not scheduled
within the next 4 weeks.

1

1

1

1

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

increased radiculopathy with increased pain.
Has history of cervical surgery and suspect level
above fusion has disk displacement with severe
nerve compression. has failed PT and all
conservative measures. unable to use arm and
pain is affecting daily ; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Neurological deficits; The
left sided shoulder and arm pain that radiates
down the arm to the thumb and index finger
along with numbness and tingling in the same
distribution. He denies any injury to his left arm
or neck. The symptoms have improved slightly
with anti‐inflammatory m; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or
back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
numbness in upper extremities and pain.; This is
a request for cervical spine MRI; Neurological
deficits; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Lower extremities weakness; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
patient has chronic cervical pain with
radiculopathy. bilateral weakness and numbness
in upper extremities.; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
Patient presents with worsening radicular
symptoms Into her bilateral lower extremities
and groin. She does have a known history of
colorectal cancer with metastasis to her lungs in
her spine at L1 this has been injected with
cement previously at St. Vi; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 4
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does not have new signs
or symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
There is x‐ray evidence of a recent cervical spine
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The

1

1

1

1

1

3

12

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There is
evidence of tumor or metastasis on a bone scan
or x‐ray.; Suspected Tumor with or without
Metastasis
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There is
no laboratory or x‐ray evidence of osteomyelitis.;
Known or Suspected Multiple Sclerosis, Infection
or abscess; There is not laboratory or x‐ray
evidence of meningitis.; There is laboratory or x‐
ray evidence of an infected disc, septic arthritis,
This woman is seen today for follow‐up
subacromial decompression and biceps tenodesis
right shoulder. We did this on November 28. The
patient notes she is not having any pain in her
shoulder. However she is unable to initiate
abduction or elevation wit; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or
back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
reflex abnormality.; The patient does not have
Unknown; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is reflex abnormality.;
The patient does not have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
Unknown; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 6/8/18; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Pt is
experiencing throbbing, numbness and burning.
Locking and giving away.; Steroid Injections. Ice,
anti inflammatories, and muscle relaxers.; One of

1

1

1

1

1

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; Two
years; There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Mid and low back pain. Pain
Chronic low back pain with mild degenerative
changes, healed compression fracture.The lower
extremity weakness and some of the other
symptoms, such as frequent falls, balance
problems, etc. could be related to thoracic
stenosis.; This is a request for a thoracic spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does not have new or changing neurologic signs
or symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
Degenerative scoliosis, severe. Degenerative
disc disease and instability/spondylolisthesis L3‐
4,L4‐5,L5‐S1; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 7/16/2018; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
Patient presents with worsening radicular
symptoms Into her bilateral lower extremities
and groin. She does have a known history of
colorectal cancer with metastasis to her lungs in
her spine at L1 this has been injected with
cement previously at St. Vi; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 4
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; Acute
or Chronic back pain; The patient does not have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
The patient has seen the doctor more then once
for these symptoms.; The physician has directed
Unknown; This is a request for a thoracic spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is no weakness or reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel

1

1

1

1

2

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; interval in stenosis, lumbar canal
region. persistent radicular pain, conservative
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The
patient has not completed 6 weeks of physical
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; None of the above; It is not
known if the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is not known if
the patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; Two
years; There has been treatment or conservative
therapy.; Mid and low back pain. Pain
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; ; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of bladder
or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; Low back pain
radiating down left leg with weakness; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of

1

1

1

1

2

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; Low back pain
with increasing radiculopathy. Has failed steroid,
physical therapy, home exercise program, for
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; The patient
explains that she has lower extremity weakness
worse on the right. She states that she is unable
to walk long periods of time without the leg
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; The patient is a
56 year old female seen today for the low back
pain with left‐sided sciatica. The symptoms have
worsened since the last visit. There has been no
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment for
the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not completed
6 weeks of physical therapy?; The patient has
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is weakness.; ; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is weakness.; numbness and weakness in legs;
The patient does not have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Also has 2+ reflexes on the left; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Weakness and numbness in legs feels
like going to give away. Left side.; The patient
BACK PAIN RADIATING DOWN LEFT LEG TO
FOOT; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; 4 OUT OF 5
GREAT TOE EXTENSION EXTENLER HALLUCIS
Degenerative scoliosis, severe. Degenerative
disc disease and instability/spondylolisthesis L3‐
4,L4‐5,L5‐S1; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 7/16/2018; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
eval for pinched nerve due to back pain since
recent THA left hip. pt had PT x 1 mth, narcotics,
gabapentin, muscle relaxers w no relief. lbp w lle
radiculopathy; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Neurological deficits; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
HPI&#x0D; he returns today to discuss his foot
MRI. It is essentially normal. We discussed that
this makes it much more likely that this is an S1
radiculopathy. We discussed arranging for
lumbar spine MRI and nerve conduction study.
He likely would benefi; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; None of the above; The
patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
Pain in low back. Pain radiates to the right leg.
The patient experiences numbness, limping,
tingling and weakness. There has been no change
in the symptoms with ice, heat, anti‐
inflammatory medication and physical therapy.
On exam: Antalgic gait, using a; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
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Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

patient completed course of PT Started on
11/27/18 through 1/23/18 and has had
medications, home exercise program, topical anti‐
inflammatory, creams, icing, heating pad,
chiropractic visits; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
Patient had Anterior Lumbar Fusion from L5‐S1
on 11/1/18. Posterior Lumbar Fusion from L5‐S1
on 11/4/18. Patient has developed severe back
pain and is unable to stand or walk.; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or infectious
disease, congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
12/05/2018; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Severe back pain, unable
Patient presents with worsening radicular
symptoms Into her bilateral lower extremities
and groin. She does have a known history of
colorectal cancer with metastasis to her lungs in
her spine at L1 this has been injected with
cement previously at St. Vi; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 4
The patient has tried and failed several months
of conservative treatment with no improvement.
Her weakness, pain and numbness is worsening
over time. I believe the patient may have a
possible herniated disc that may need to be
addressed.; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does have a new foot
drop.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; It is
not known if the patient has a new foot drop.
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Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics
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The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
patient does not have a new foot drop.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does not have new signs
or symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
The patient does not have a new foot drop.;
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient does have a new foot drop.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
not have a new foot drop.; There is x‐ray
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does not have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
The patient has seen the doctor more then once
for these symptoms.; The physician has directed

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Pre‐
Operative Evaluation; No, the last Lumbar spine
MRI was not performed within the past two
weeks.; Surgery is scheduled within the next 4
weeks.
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Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material
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Approval

72192 Computed
tomography, pelvis;
without contrast material
72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
contrast material(s)
72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
contrast material(s)
72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
contrast material(s)
72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
contrast material(s)
72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
contrast material(s)
72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
contrast material(s)
73200 Computed
tomography, upper
extremity; without
contrast material

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Trauma or recent injury; It is not known if the
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; The patient has had back
pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the
doctor more then once for these symptoms.; The
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Trauma or recent injury; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
as pre‐operative evaluation.; "The ordering
physician is an oncologist, urologist, gynecologist,
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a Pelvis
MRI.; The study is being ordered for pelvic
trauma or injury.; This is an evaluation of the
; This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The study is
being ordered for pelvic trauma or injury.; This is
NOT an evaluation of the pelvic gurdle, sacrum or
the tail bone (coccyx).
Chronic bilateral hip pain suspicious for labral
tears or femoral acetabular impingement.; This is
a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The study is being
ordered for joint pain or suspicion of joint or
The ordering physician is an orthopedist.; This is
a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The study is being
ordered for pelvic trauma or injury.; This is an
evaluation of the pelvic girdle.
This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The study is
being ordered for joint pain or suspicion of joint
or bone infection.; The study is being ordered for
bilateral hip avascular necrosis.
unknown; This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; No,
this is not a preoperative study.; The study is
being ordered for suspicion of pelvic
inflammatory disease or abscess.
There is a history of upper extremity joint or long
bone trauma or injury.; This is a request for an
Arm CT Non Joint; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
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73200 Computed
tomography, upper
extremity; without
contrast material
73200 Computed
tomography, upper
extremity; without
contrast material

Approval

73206 Computed
tomographic angiography,
upper extremity, with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing
73220 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, upper extremity,
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73220 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, upper extremity,
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

Approval

This is a request for an upper extremity,
shoulder, scapula, elbow, hand, or wrist joint
CT.; There is a history of upper extremity joint or
long bone trauma or injury.; Yes this is a request
This is a request for an upper extremity,
shoulder, scapula, elbow, hand, or wrist joint
CT.; There is not a history of upper extremity joint
or long bone trauma or injury.; This is a

21

2

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
upper extremity.

1

The request is for an upper extremity non‐joint
MRI.; This is a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.

15

The request is for an upper extremity non‐joint
MRI.; This is not a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.; There is suspicion of
upper extremity neoplasm or tumor or
metastasis.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The pain is described as
chronic; It is not known if the member has failed
a 4 week course of conservative management in
the past 3 months.; This request is for a wrist
MRI.; This study is requested for evalutation of
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; Surgery or arthrscopy is not
scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; The member has
a recent injury.; It is not known if there is a
suspicion of fracture not adequately determinjed
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Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is described as chronic;
The request is for shoulder pain.; The physician
has not directed conservative treatment for the
past 6 weeks.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is from a recent injury.;
Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next
4 weeks.; The request is for shoulder pain.; There
is a suspicion of tendon, ligament, rotator cuff
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is not from a recent
injury, old injury, chronic pain or a mass.; The
request is for shoulder pain.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study is not requested
for any of the standard indications for Knee MRI;
This request is for a wrist MRI.; It is not known if
the reason for the study is evaluation of wrist
pain.
; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is described as chronic; The request is for
shoulder pain.; It is not known if the physician has
directed conservative treatment for the past 6
weeks.
; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is described as chronic; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; It is
not known if the patient has completed 6 weeks
of physical therapy?; The patient has been
treated with medication.; It is not known if the
patient has completed 6 weeks or more of
; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is described as chronic; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The
patient has not completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?; The patient has been treated with
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Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is described as chronic; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The
patient has not completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?; The patient has been treated with

; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is described as chronic; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has not directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.
; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is from an old injury.; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; It is
not known if the patient has completed 6 weeks
of physical therapy?; The patient has been

; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is not from a recent injury, old injury,
chronic pain or a mass.; The request is for
shoulder pain.
Anthony is having increasing pain in the right
shoulder. He has had rotator cuff repair on the
left side with good results. Now, he is having the
same symptoms on the right side and physical
examination reveals positive impingement signs,
weakness in abdu; The requested study is a
ASSESSMENT: Left shoulder suspected rotator
cuff tear, &#x0D;chronic left shoulder pain and
left knee pain. Patient reports the pain in his
shoulder began approximately 6 years ago
following a traumatic dislocation to her left
shoulder. She reports since t; The requested
Donald Nicholl is a 60 years old male from
Mountain Home, AR. This patient is seen today
for their intitial evaluation of bilateral shoulder
pain with the left being much worse than the
right. In September this individual noted the
onset of pain sorenes; The requested study is a
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Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Douglas R Akins is a 62 y.o. male.&#x0D;who
comes today with left shoulder pain and
instability. He recently dislocated his shoulder
for the 7th of time. He has had previous therapy
for this without reduction of his instability. His
pain is over his anteri; The requested study is a
Dr believes the patient has something torn in his
shoulder.; The requested study is a Shoulder
MRI.; The pain is described as chronic; The
request is for shoulder pain.; The physician has
not directed conservative treatment for the past
6 weeks.
evaluate for rotator cuff tear, had an x‐ray,
continued calcification within soft tissue
compatible calcific tendonitis, painful arc with
forward flection, pain with crossover testing,
supraspinatus isolation is painful with weakness,
previous placed on ; The requested study is a
Forward Flexion to 95 degrees. No active ER.
Passive ER to 45 degrees. Good ER strength.
Crepitance about the shoulder. Positive
impingement sign. Positive Hawkins sign.
Previous biceps tendon repair appears to be
intact. Possible rotator cuff tear ‐ left; The
requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain is
described as chronic; The request is for shoulder
pain.; The physician has directed conservative
ganglion on wrist and the x ray did not show how
deep it went; The pain is described as chronic;
The member has not failed a 4 week course of
conservative management in the past 3 months.;
This request is for a wrist MRI.; This study is
requested for evalutation of wrist pain.
History of Present Illness: Jimmie R Whitt is a 46
y.o. year old male patient. &#x0D;He presents to
clinic as a new patient today. He has right
shoulder pain that has been going on for 2 years
and is progressively worsening. He thinks he the
shoulder is get; The requested study is a Shoulder
increasing rt shoulder pain w instability and joint
laxity, concern for MDI; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is described as chronic;
The request is for shoulder pain.; The physician
has directed conservative treatment for the past
6 weeks.; The patient has not completed 6 weeks
of physical therapy?; The patient has been
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Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

It occurs occasionally and is worsening.
Location: right shoulder. The pain radiates to the
Rt humerus. The pain is aching, dull and
throbbing. Context: there is no injury. The pain
is aggravated by lifting, movement and pushing.
The pain is relieve; The requested study is a
LEFT SHOULDER PAIN; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is from a recent injury.; It
is not know if surgery or arthrscopy is scheduled
in the next 4 weeks.; The request is for shoulder
pain.; There is a suspicion of tendon, ligament,
rotator cuff injury or labral tear.
Left: tenderness of the glenohumeral joint
region. Active Range of Motion Left: limited.
Passive Range of Motion Left: limited and
forward flexion (140 deg.).&#x0D;Left shoulder:
several years of pain that is worsening and
radiographs show collapse of the gle; The
looking for a large tear in shoulder and will plan
for surgical intervention at that time, noted
limited range of motion and loss of strength in
lateral and posterior and interior aspect, worse
when lifting arm; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is described as chronic;
The request is for shoulder pain.; The physician
has directed conservative treatment for the past
6 weeks.; The patient has not completed 6 weeks
Mrs. Brewer is seen today for a new problem.
This woman fell late last year directly on her right
shoulder. Since that time she has had pain with
overhead activities and reaching. She recently
went to the urgent care center. X‐rays were
made. She is ; The requested study is a Shoulder
PATIENT FELT PAIN SINCE SPLITTING LOGS A
MONTH AGO. HAS CONSTANT PAIN WITH NO
RELIEVING FACTORS, TAKES NSAIDS, POSITIVE
FOR CLICKING AND POPPING, NO STRENGTH
WITH ABDUCTION, HURTS TO LAY ON AT NIGHT.
SUSPECTED ROTATOR CUFF INJURY; The
requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain is
described as chronic; The request is for shoulder
pain.; The physician has directed conservative
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Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

patient has been treated conservatively since
January 9th for rotator cuff syndrome, she was
moving boxes on 3/4/19 and felt a pop in the
shoulder with worsening pain, surgery would not
be scheduled until rotator cuff or labral tear is
confirmed by MRI; The requested study is a
patient has continued weakness and has a
positive drop arm test.; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is from a recent injury.;
Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next
4 weeks.; The request is for shoulder pain.; There
is a suspicion of tendon, ligament, rotator cuff
PATIENT IN CONSTANT PAIN, TAKES NSAIDS AND
HAS HAD CONSERVATIVE TREATMENT WITH NO
RELIEF; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.;
The pain is described as chronic; The request is
for shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; It is
not known if the patient has completed 6 weeks
of physical therapy?; The patient has been
treated with medication.; It is not known if the
Profound weekness, +drop arm position,
abnormal xray; The requested study is a Shoulder
MRI.; The pain is from a recent injury.; Surgery or
arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4 weeks.;
The request is for shoulder pain.; There is a
suspicion of tendon, ligament, rotator cuff injury
Progressive shoulder pain, impingement finds
are positive, weakness and, Hawkins sign is
positive, obriens sign is positive, rule out labral
tear or rotator cuff, has been on rx meds; The
requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain is
not from a recent injury, old injury, chronic pain
Pt is a 60 y/o Caucasian female who returns for
follow‐up of left shoulder pain. the patient
received a corticosteroid injection into the
shoulder on 02/12/2019 and has been
participating in physical therapy with minimal
improvement in her pain. Pt notes ; The
requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain is
Pt is a 72 years old RHD Male with RIGHT
shoulder pain for 1 week. No trauma preceded
this pain. He states he was using a hand drill a
week ago and had severe pain the next day. Pt
was seen in the ER for pain medication. No
associated numbness and tinglin; The requested
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Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Reported by patient.&#x0D;Hand Dominance:
right &#x0D;Location: right &#x0D;Quality:
aching; sharp; constant; worsening
&#x0D;Severity: pain level 7/10; worst pain 10/10
&#x0D;Duration: 7 months &#x0D;Timing:
chronic &#x0D;Context: cannot identify; overuse
&#x0D;Alleviating Factors: pos; The requested
study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain is described as
chronic; The request is for shoulder pain.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment for
the past 6 weeks.; The patient has not completed
6 weeks of physical therapy?; The patient has
been treated with medication.; The patient has
Right shoulder pain starting 12‐21‐2018 when he
fell off foundation with beam (500 lb) in hand and
beam landed on right arm and shoulder. There
has been no change in the symptoms with ice,
heat, rest and anti‐inflammatory medication. X‐
rays are negative. ; The requested study is a

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

sudden onset of pain and decreased Range of
motion.; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.;
The pain is not from a recent injury, old injury,
chronic pain or a mass.; The request is for
shoulder pain.

1

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

The pain is described as chronic; The member
has failed a 4 week course of conservative
management in the past 3 months.; This is a
request for an elbow MRI; The study is requested
for evaluation of elbow pain.

2

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

The pain is described as chronic; The member
has failed a 4 week course of conservative
management in the past 3 months.; This request
is for a wrist MRI.; This study is requested for
evalutation of wrist pain.

7

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

The pain is from a known mass.; The diagnosis of
Mass, Tumor, or Cancer has been established.;
The study is requested for staging.; This request is
for a wrist MRI.; This study is requested for
evalutation of wrist pain.

1

1

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

The pain is from a known mass.; The diagnosis of
Mass, Tumor, or Cancer has not been
established.; The patient has had recent plain
films, bone scan or ultrasound of the knee.; The
imaging studies were abnormal.; This request is
for a wrist MRI.; This study is requested for

1

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

The pain is from a recent injury.; Surgery or
arthrscopy is scheduled in the next 4 weeks.;
There is a suspicion of tendon or ligament
injury.; This is a request for an elbow MRI; The
study is requested for evaluation of elbow pain.

2

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

The pain is from a recent injury.; Surgery or
arthrscopy is scheduled in the next 4 weeks.;
There is a suspicion of tendon or ligament
injury.; This request is for a wrist MRI.; This study
is requested for evalutation of wrist pain.

3

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

The pain is from a recent injury.; There is a
suspicion of fracture not adequately determined
by x‐ray.; Tendon or ligament injuryis not
suspected.; This request is for a wrist MRI.; This
study is requested for evalutation of wrist pain.

1

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

The pain is from an old injury.; The member has
failed a 4 week course of conservative
management in the past 3 months.; This is a
request for an elbow MRI; The study is requested
for evaluation of elbow pain.

2

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

The pain is from an old injury.; The member has
failed a 4 week course of conservative
management in the past 3 months.; This request
is for a wrist MRI.; This study is requested for
evalutation of wrist pain.
The pain is sharp in nature, starting at lateral
aspect of the arm radiating down to the fore arm.
Severe when lifting or moving it, but better when
immobilized. Loss of range of motion and
strength with no improvements. Patient was hit
with a metal objec; The requested study is a

5

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Study
being ordered due to non‐acute or chronic pain.;
The patient has completed and failed a course of
conservative treatment of at least 4 weeks.; The
ordering physician is an orthopedist.
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain
is described as chronic; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; It is
not known if the patient has completed 6 weeks
of physical therapy?; The patient has been
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain
is described as chronic; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The
patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain
is described as chronic; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The
patient has not completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?; The patient has been treated with

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain
is from a recent injury.; Surgery or arthrscopy is
scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; The request is for
shoulder pain.; There is a suspicion of tendon,
ligament, rotator cuff injury or labral tear.
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain
is from a recent injury.; There is a suspicion of
fracture not adequately determined by x‐ray.;
The request is for shoulder pain.; There is not a
suspicion of tendon, ligament, rotator cuff injury
or labral tear.

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain
is from an old injury.; The request is for shoulder
pain.; The physician has directed conservative
treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?

1

1

45

3

21

1

10

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

The study is for a mass, tumor or cancer.; The
diagnosis of Mass, Tumor, or Cancer has not been
established.; The patient has had recent plain
films, bone scan or ultrasound of the knee.; The
imaging studies were abnormal.; This is a request
for an elbow MRI; The study is not requested for
Third dislocation in the past 3 years.; The
requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Surgery or
arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4 weeks.;
The member has a recent injury.; The study is not
requested for shoulder pain.; There is a suspicion
of tendon, ligament, rotator cuff injury or labral
unknown; The pain is from an old injury.; It is not
known if the member has failed a 4 week course
of conservative management in the past 3
months.; This is a request for an elbow MRI; The
study is requested for evaluation of elbow pain.
Unknown; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 6/8/18; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Pt is
experiencing throbbing, numbness and burning.
Locking and giving away.; Steroid Injections. Ice,
anti inflammatories, and muscle relaxers.; One of
unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; unknown; It is not
known if there has been any treatment or
unknwn; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.;
The pain is described as chronic; The request is
for shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; It is
not known if the patient has completed 6 weeks
of physical therapy?; The patient has been
treated with medication.; The patient has not
completed 6 weeks or more of Chiropractic care.;
weakness of left side; difficulty reaching
overhead;; The requested study is a Shoulder
MRI.; The pain is from a recent injury.; Surgery or
arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4 weeks.;
The request is for shoulder pain.; There is a
suspicion of tendon, ligament, rotator cuff injury
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1

1

1

2

1

1

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)
73700 Computed
tomography, lower
extremity; without
contrast material
73700 Computed
tomography, lower
extremity; without
contrast material

Approval

73700 Computed
tomography, lower
extremity; without
contrast material

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

73700 Computed
tomography, lower
extremity; without
contrast material
73700 Computed
tomography, lower
extremity; without
contrast material
73700 Computed
tomography, lower
extremity; without
contrast material
73700 Computed
tomography, lower
extremity; without
contrast material

X‐rays of shoulder taken 2/26/2019 show a bone
spur at the inferior acetabulum and some mild
degenerative changes.&#x0D;X‐rays of Cervical
spine taken March 19, 2019 are normal. Patients
pain is getting worse. Please approve MRIs; This
study is being ordered for something other than:
known trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or infectious
disease, congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
November 1, 2018; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Shoulder: Pain with above
shoulder activity.&#x0D;Pain with Jobe's test and
some scapitation. positive impingement
maneuvers positive biceps testing&#x0D;
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a preoperative or
recent postoperative evaluation.; This is a
request for a Knee CT; Yes this is a request for a
; This is a preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; This is a request for a Knee CT; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT ; A Total Knee
Arthroplasty (TKA) is being planned or has
He has bilateral knee osteoarthritis, left knee
being most symptomatic. He did not have good
relief from injection or physical therapy and has
continued ongoing pain in the knee. I
recommended we proceed with left total knee
arthroplasty and he and his fa; This is a
Injections are not helping. Medication is not
helping. He has severe knee pain he has difficulty
walking 2 blocks without severe pain in his right
knee. He has bone‐on‐bone knee osteoarthritis.
Discussed CT scan of the foot with bony anatomy
of the rig; This is a preoperative or recent
MAKO TKA protocol; This is a preoperative or
recent postoperative evaluation.; This is a
request for a Knee CT; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT ; A Total Knee Arthroplasty (TKA) is
need ct to plan for robot assisted knee
replacement; This is a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.; This is a request for a
Knee CT; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT ;
Partial replacement; This is a preoperative or
recent postoperative evaluation.; This is a
request for a Knee CT; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT ; A Total Knee Arthroplasty (TKA) is
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1

1

1

1

1

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

73700 Computed
tomography, lower
extremity; without
contrast material
73700 Computed
tomography, lower
extremity; without
contrast material
73700 Computed
tomography, lower
extremity; without
contrast material
73700 Computed
tomography, lower
extremity; without
contrast material
73700 Computed
tomography, lower
extremity; without
contrast material
73700 Computed
tomography, lower
extremity; without
contrast material
73700 Computed
tomography, lower
extremity; without
contrast material
73700 Computed
tomography, lower
extremity; without
contrast material
73700 Computed
tomography, lower
extremity; without
contrast material
73700 Computed
tomography, lower
extremity; without
contrast material

Patient has bone on bone contact, and is beyond
injection therapy or physical therapy. Patient has
limited range of motion actively and passively
and x‐rays dated 1/28/2019 show KL grade 4
medial end‐stage osteoarthritis, and has had
physical therapy in t; This is a preoperative or
patient has hardware in the knee; This is a
preoperative or recent postoperative evaluation.;
This is a request for a Knee CT; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT ; A Total Knee
planned surgery; This is a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.; This is a request for a
Knee CT; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT ;
A Total Knee Arthroplasty (TKA) is being planned
Preoperative planning for L TKA; This is a
preoperative or recent postoperative evaluation.;
This is a request for a Knee CT; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT ; A Total Knee
Right total knee arthroplasty planning; This is a
preoperative or recent postoperative evaluation.;
This is a request for a Knee CT; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT ; A Total Knee
This is a preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; There is no suspicion of a lower
extremity neoplasm, tumor or metastasis.; There
is no suspicion of lower extremity bone or joint
infection.; There is a history of lower extremity
This is a preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; There is no suspicion of a lower
extremity neoplasm, tumor or metastasis.; There
is suspicion of lower extremity bone or joint
This is a preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; There is suspicion of a lower
extremity neoplasm, tumor or metastasis.; This is
a request for a Knee CT; Yes this is a request for a
This is a request for a foot CT.; "There is a history
(within the past six weeks) of significant trauma,
dislocation, or injury to the foot."; There is a
suspected tarsal coalition.; There is a history of
new onset of severe pain in the foot within the
This is a request for a foot CT.; "There is a history
(within the past six weeks) of significant trauma,
dislocation, or injury to the foot."; There is not a
suspected tarsal coalition.; There is not a history
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1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

73700 Computed
tomography, lower
extremity; without
contrast material

Approval

73700 Computed
tomography, lower
extremity; without
contrast material

Approval

73700 Computed
tomography, lower
extremity; without
contrast material

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

73700 Computed
tomography, lower
extremity; without
contrast material
73700 Computed
tomography, lower
extremity; without
contrast material
73700 Computed
tomography, lower
extremity; without
contrast material
73700 Computed
tomography, lower
extremity; without
contrast material
73700 Computed
tomography, lower
extremity; without
contrast material
73700 Computed
tomography, lower
extremity; without
contrast material

This is a request for a foot CT.; The patient has
used a cane or crutches for greater than four
weeks.; "There is not a history (within the past six
weeks) of significant trauma, dislocation, or injury
to the foot."; There is not a suspected tarsal
coalition.; There is not a history of new onset of
This is a request for a hip CT.; This study is not
being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic CT.;
There is not a suspected infection of the hip.;
"There is a history (within the last six months) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
This is a request for a hip CT.; This study is not
being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic CT.;
There is not a suspected infection of the hip.;
"There is no a history (within the last six months)
of significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
This is a request for a hip CT.; This study is not
being ordered in conjunction with a pelvic CT.;
There is not a suspected infection of the hip.; The
patient has not been treated with and failed a
course of supervised physical therapy.; There is
not a mass adjacent to or near the hip.; "There is
no a history (within the last six months) of
significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
hip."; There is not a suspicion of AVN.; The
patient does not have an abnormal plain film
This is a request for a Lower Extremity CT.; This is
a preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT
This is a request for a Lower Extremity CT.; This is
not a preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; There is no suspicion of a lower
extremity neoplasm, tumor or metastasis.; There
This is a request for a Lower Extremity CT.; This is
not a preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; There is no suspicion of a lower
extremity neoplasm, tumor or metastasis.; There
This is a request for an ankle CT.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the ankle.";
There is a history of new onset of severe pain in
This is a request for an ankle CT.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the ankle.";
There is a history of new onset of severe pain in
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1

2

1
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2

1

1

2

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

73700 Computed
tomography, lower
extremity; without
contrast material
73700 Computed
tomography, lower
extremity; without
contrast material
73700 Computed
tomography, lower
extremity; without
contrast material
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

This is a request for an ankle CT.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the ankle.";
There is not a history of new onset of severe pain
This is a request for an ankle CT.; "There is not a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the ankle.";
There is a history of new onset of severe pain in
the ankle within the last two weeks.; There is not
This is preoperative planning, total knee
replacement. Pt has bone to bone contact
laterally.; This is a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.; This is a request for a

1

3

1

3
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a foot
MRI.; The study is being ordered forfoot pain.;
The study is being ordered for chronic pain.; The
patient has had foot pain for over 4 weeks.; The
patient has been treated with anti‐inflammatory
medication for at least 6 weeks.

1

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; The study is requested for knee pain.; The
pain is from a recent injury.; There is a suspicion
of a meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury.;
Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next
4 weeks.

1

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; The study is requested for knee pain.; The
pain is not from a recent injury, old injury,
chronic pain or a mass.
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Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 2/21/19; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; pain.
stiffness. limited range of motion. weight bearing
pain; NSAIDS. steroids. PT. activity modification.
injections.; One of the studies being ordered is
NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS,

1

; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is from a
recent injury.; There is a suspicion of a meniscus,
tendon, or ligament injury.; It is not know if
surgery or arthrscopy is scheduled in the next 4
weeks.

1

; This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; Surgery or
arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4 weeks.;
The study is requested for ankle pain.; There is a
suspicion of tendon or ligament injury.
bypass clinical; This is a request for a Knee MRI.;
It is not known if patient had recent plain films of
the knee.; It is not known if the ordering
physician is an orthopedist.; This study is being
ordered for None of the above; There is no
symptom of locking,Instability,
Swelling,Redness,Limited range of motion or
pain.; It is unknown if surgery is planned.

indicative of avascular necrosis of the lateral
femoral condyle of the left knee.; This is a
request for a Knee MRI.; This study is being
ordered for Suspected Aseptic Necrosis; Yes, the
patient had recent plain films or bone scan of the
knee.; No, the plain films/scans are not normal.
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Approval
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Approval

73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

INJURY WHILE HIKING AND A FALL TO RIGHT
FOOT 3/2/198 AND IT IS PAINFUL WITH
DECREASED ROM,BRUISING, STIFFNESS,
SWELLING AND WEAKNESS. HAS BEEN USING ICE,
REST AND IMMOBILIZATION BOOT, R/O
LIGAMENT INJURY OF FRACTURE OF THIRD
MT.&#x0D;XRAYS:QUESTIONABLE FRACTU; The
patient has not had a recent bone scan.; This is a

knee pain , xray negative for effusion only; This is
a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is requested
for knee pain.; The pain is from an old injury.; The
member has not failed a 4 week course of
conservative management in the past 3 months.
Mr. Magee is seen today for a new problem.
This individual is having right knee pain. It
started acutely when he felt a pop in the
posterior aspect of his right knee. He actually
even noted pain radiating into his calf muscles as
a result of this. He ; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; The study is requested for knee pain.; The
pain is from a recent injury.; There is a suspicion
MRI has been ordered to evaluate for the
peroneal tendons, surgery will be planned based
on MRI findings, but has NOT been scheduled
prior to the study; This is a request for an Ankle
MRI.; Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in
the next 4 weeks.; The study is requested for
ankle pain.; There is a suspicion of tendon or
ligament injury.
MRI is being ordered to rule out osteochondral
lesions; This is a request for an Ankle MRI.;
Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next
4 weeks.; There is not a suspicion of fracture not
adequately determined by x‐ray.; The study is
requested for ankle pain.; Tendon or ligament
injuryis not suspected.
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Approval

73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

MRI of the left ankle to rule out a calcaneus
stress fracture.; This is a request for an Ankle
MRI.; The study is not requested for any of the
standard indications for Knee MRI; It is not
known if the study is requested for ankle pain.
Mrs. Smoot is seen today for subsequent
followup. This individual is still having chronic
right ankle and foot pain when she attempts to
weight‐bear. It is primarily on the medial side of
her midfoot and hindfoot area. I ordered a bone
scan to see if t; This is a request for an Ankle
MRI.; It is not know if surgery or arthrscopy is
scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; The study is
none; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; It is not
known if patient had recent plain films of the
knee.; It is not known if the ordering physician is
an orthopedist.; This study is being ordered for
None of the above; There is no symptom of
locking,Instability, Swelling,Redness,Limited
range of motion or pain.; It is unknown if surgery
is planned.
Patient got foot caught in a handicap ramp on a
bus. oblique xray view shows new bone
formation on the lateral side of the third
metatarsal and on the AP view some irregularity
of the metaphysis of the second metatarsal base.
These could possibly represe; This is a request for
a foot MRI.; The study is being ordered forfoot
pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.
patient had an injury on around 1/1/19, pt was
placed in a pneumatic boot walker with an arch
pad to rest the injured foot, RTC on 2.13.19 with
continued pain and limping and unable to bear
weight; This is a request for a foot MRI.; The
study is being ordered forfoot pain.; The study is
being ordered for chronic pain.; The patient has
had foot pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
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Approval

Approval

73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

Patient in clinic for follow up after bone scan.
Patient reports no change in her
foot/toe.&#x0D;Bone scan shows that is cannot
rule out osteomyelitits of the toe&#x0D;Plan
discussed in office:&#x0D;&#x0D;‐Due to patient
being diabetic, need to order a coned down MRI
of; This is a request for a foot MRI.; The study is
being oordered for infection.; It is unknown if
Patient is 63 years old and is seen in the office
today for persistent pain at the right ankle. States
that he fell at home 2 months ago. Initially, his
foot was sore and then seemed to get better and
then around Thanksgiving. It got worse and at
one poin; This is a request for an Ankle MRI.;
Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next
4 weeks.; There is not a suspicion of fracture not
Pt is a 82 years old Female with RIGHT knee pain
after a twisting injury on 11/22/2018. The pt
points medially as the area of most pain. The pain
is described as a throbbing, achy pain that is 7/10
in severity. The pain is worse with walking and
better wi; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The
study is requested for knee pain.; The pain is
from a recent injury.; There is a suspicion of a

1

1

1

the patient has had multiple falls. she has .; This
is a request for a foot MRI.; The study is being
ordered forfoot pain.; The study is being ordered
for acute pain.

1

This is a request for a foot MRI.; The study is
being ordered for suspected fracture.; They had 2
normal xrays at least 3 weeks apart that did not
show a fracture.; The patient has been treated
with crutches for at least 4 weeks.

1

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

This is a request for a foot MRI.; The study is
being ordered forfoot pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; The patient has had
foot pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has been
treated with a protective boot for at least 6
weeks.
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; "This study is
not being ordered prior to a planned or
scheduled open surgery (joint replacement,
etc.)."; The ordering physician is an orthopedist.;
This study is being ordered for Non‐acute Chronic
Pain; Swelling greater than 3 days; Surgery is
being planned.; A surgery other than
Arthroscopic surgery or Total Knee Arthroplasty

1

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is an orthopedist.; This study is being
ordered for Non‐acute Chronic Pain; Instability; It
is unknown if surgery is planned.

2

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is an orthopedist.; This study is being
ordered for Non‐acute Chronic Pain; Instability;
Surgery is being planned.; Arthroscopic surgery

1

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is an orthopedist.; This study is being
ordered for Non‐acute Chronic Pain; Instability;
Surgery is NOT being planned.

3

2

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is an orthopedist.; This study is being
ordered for Non‐acute Chronic Pain; Limited
range of motion; Surgery is NOT being planned.

1

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is an orthopedist.; This study is being
ordered for Non‐acute Chronic Pain; Locking; It is
unknown if surgery is planned.

2

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is an orthopedist.; This study is being
ordered for Non‐acute Chronic Pain; Locking;
Surgery is NOT being planned.

1

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is an orthopedist.; This study is being
ordered for Non‐acute Chronic Pain; Swelling
greater than 3 days; Surgery is NOT being
planned.

1

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is an orthopedist.; This study is being
ordered for Post‐operative Evaluation

4

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is an orthopedist.; This study is being
ordered for Pre‐operative Evaluation (including
TKA ‐ Total Knee Arthroplasty); Limited range of
motion; Arthroscopic surgery

2

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is an orthopedist.; This study is being
ordered for Suspected meniscus, tendon, or
ligament injury

95

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient had
recent plain films of the knee.; The plain films
were normal.; The ordering physician is an
orthopedist.; This study is being ordered for Non‐
acute Chronic Pain; Pain greater than 3 days;
Surgery is being planned.; Arthroscopic surgery

1

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient had
recent plain films of the knee.; The plain films
were normal.; The ordering physician is an
orthopedist.; This study is being ordered for Non‐
acute Chronic Pain; Pain greater than 3 days;
Surgery is NOT being planned.

6

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient had
recent plain films of the knee.; The plain films
were not normal.; This study is being ordered for
Suspicious Mass or Suspected Tumor/ Metastasis

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is described as
chronic; The member has failed a 4 week course
of conservative management in the past 3
months.

7

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is from a
recent injury.; There is a suspicion of a meniscus,
tendon, or ligament injury.; Surgery or arthrscopy
is scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; A Total Knee
Arthroplasty (TKA) is NOT being performed.

2

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is from a
recent injury.; There is not a suspected meniscus,
tendon, or ligament injury.; There is a suspicion
of fracture not adequately determined by x‐ray.

1

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is from an old
injury.; The member has failed a 4 week course of
conservative management in the past 3 months.

2

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; This study is
being ordered for Non‐acute Chronic Pain;
Surgery is being planned.; Total Knee
Arthroplasty (TKA)

1

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; This study is
being ordered for Pre‐operative Evaluation
(including TKA ‐ Total Knee Arthroplasty); Total
Knee Arthroplasty (TKA)

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
There is a pulsatile mass.; "There is evidence of
tumor or mass from a previous exam, plain film,
ultrasound, or previous CT or MRI."; There is a
suspicion of an infection.
This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.;
There is a pulsatile mass.; "There is evidence of
tumor or mass from a previous exam, plain film,
ultrasound, or previous CT or MRI."; There is not
a suspicion of an infection.; The patient is not
taking antibiotics.; This is not a study for a
fracture which does not show healing (non‐union
fracture).; This is not a pre‐operative study for

4

1

1

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.; This
is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is evidence of
tumor or mass from a previous exam, plain film,
ultrasound, or previous CT or MRI."

1

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.; This
is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is no evidence of
tumor or mass from a previous exam, plain film,
ultrasound, or previous CT or MRI."; There is a
suspicion of an infection.; The patient is taking
antibiotics.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.; This
is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is no evidence of
tumor or mass from a previous exam, plain film,
ultrasound, or previous CT or MRI."; There is not
a suspicion of an infection.; The patient is not
taking antibiotics.; This is not a study for a
fracture which does not show healing (non‐union
fracture).; This is not a pre‐operative study for

1

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; Surgery or
arthrscopy is scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; The
study is requested for ankle pain.; There is a
suspicion of tendon or ligament injury.

5

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; Surgery or
arthrscopy is scheduled in the next 4 weeks.;
There is not a suspicion of fracture not
adequately determined by x‐ray.; The study is
requested for ankle pain.; It is not known if there
is a suspicion of tendon or ligament injury.

1

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; There is a
suspicion of fracture not adequately determined
by x‐ray.; The study is requested for ankle pain.;
Tendon or ligament injuryis not suspected.

4

trauma; This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The
study is requested for knee pain.; The pain is
from a recent injury.; There is a suspicion of a
meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury.; Surgery or
arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4 weeks.

1

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73721 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
lower extremity; without
contrast material
73721 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
lower extremity; without
contrast material
73721 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
lower extremity; without
contrast material
73721 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
lower extremity; without
contrast material

Will FAX; This is a request for a foot MRI.; The
study is being ordered for suspected fracture.;
They had 2 normal xrays at least 3 weeks apart
that did not show a fracture.; The patient has not
been treated with crutches, protective bootm
walking cast or immobilization for at least 4
weeks.

1

xrays show: Mild edema is seen
within&#x0D;Kager's fat pad. Mild Achilles
enthesopathy is seen. patient in pain; This is a
request for an Ankle MRI.; Surgery or arthrscopy
is not scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; The study is
requested for ankle pain.; There is a suspicion of
tendon or ligament injury.

1

1
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 2/21/19; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; pain.
stiffness. limited range of motion. weight bearing
pain; NSAIDS. steroids. PT. activity modification.

1

; This is a requests for a hip MRI.; The hip pain is
not due to a recent injury, old injury, Chronic Hip
Pain or a Mass.; The request is for hip pain.

1

; This is a requests for a hip MRI.; The member
has not failed a 4 week course of conservative
management in the past 3 months.; The hip pain
is chronic.; The request is for hip pain.

1

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Approval

73721 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
lower extremity; without
contrast material
73721 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
lower extremity; without
contrast material

73721 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
lower extremity; without
contrast material
73721 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
lower extremity; without
contrast material
73721 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
lower extremity; without
contrast material
73721 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
lower extremity; without
contrast material

Chronic bilateral hip pain suspicious for labral
tears or femoral acetabular impingement; This
study is being ordered for something other than:
known trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or infectious
disease, congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
She reports bilateral hip pain with groin radiation
that is intermittent but more severe with internal
and external rotation. She states the left is more
severe than the right.; It is not known if there has
been any treatment or conservative therapy.; She
muscle aches; needs walker and cane at times;
total hip repiar 2016; This is a requests for a hip
MRI.; It is not known if the member has failed a 4
week course of conservative management in the
past 3 months.; The hip pain is chronic.; The
Patient has been diagnosed with spinal stenosis
as well as AVN in his hips. Need MRI to check
hips for worsening of AVN and lumbar pain; This
study is being ordered for something other than:
known trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or infectious
disease, congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
November 2018; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Hip and low back pain with
This is a requests for a hip MRI.; Surgery or
arthrscopy is scheduled in the next 4 weeks.;
There is a suspicion of tendon or ligament
injury.; The hip pain is due to a recent injury.; The
request is for hip pain.
This is a requests for a hip MRI.; The member has
failed a 4 week course of conservative
management in the past 3 months.; The hip pain
is chronic.; The request is for hip pain.
This is a requests for a hip MRI.; The member has
failed a 4 week course of conservative
management in the past 3 months.; The hip pain
is due to an old injury.; The request is for hip
pain.

2

1

2

2

14

3

Orthopedics

Approval

Orthopedics

Disapproval

93312 Echocardiography,
transesophageal, real‐
time with image
documentation (2D) (with
or without M‐mode
recording); including
probe placement, image
acquisition, interpretation
and report
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
71550 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, chest (eg, for
evaluation of hilar and
mediastinal
lymphadenopathy);
without contrast
material(s)
72125 Computed
tomography, cervical
spine; without contrast
material
72131 Computed
tomography, lumbar
spine; without contrast
material
72131 Computed
tomography, lumbar
spine; without contrast
material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Orthopedics

Disapproval

Orthopedics

Disapproval

Orthopedics

Disapproval

Orthopedics

Disapproval

Orthopedics

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transesophageal Echocardiogram.;
This study is being requested for diagnosis and
management of infective endocarditis.; The
patient is 18 years of age or older.
; This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient does not have dizziness, one sided
arm or leg weakness, the inability to speak, or
vision changes.; The patient does not have HIV or

painful lump on chest/left shoulder. chronic
osteomyelitis. sed rate is 31; This study is being
ordered for a work‐up of a suspicious mass.;
There is no radiographic or physical evidence of a
lung or chest mass.; This is a request for a chest
MRI.
herniation of dics c4‐c5; This study is not to be
part of a Myelogram.; This is a request for a
Cervical Spine CT; There is no reason why the
patient cannot have a Cervical Spine MRI.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is a
preoperative or recent post‐operative
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; weakness in the shoulder; The patient

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Orthopedics

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Orthopedics

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Orthopedics

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Orthopedics

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Orthopedics

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Orthopedics

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Orthopedics

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Weakness is found in the shoulders,
; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; It is not known if
the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; It is
; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is reflex abnormality.; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not x‐ray
; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; Patient reports
neck pain for the past 6‐7 years. Patient
complains of sharp radiating pains from neck
down. Patient has limited Range Of Motion in the
; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; Review of xr,
cervical spine taken on 12/27/2018 at
ORTHOPAEDIC CENTER OF HOT SPRINGS
shows:&#x0D;Cervical Spine:&#x0D;Radiographic
; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has NOT had back pain
for over 4 weeks.
; This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is weakness.; ; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; There is not x‐ray evidence of a

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Orthopedics

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Orthopedics

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Orthopedics

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Orthopedics

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Orthopedics

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Orthopedics

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

I believe his left upper extremity pain is coming
from his cervical spine. I am going to order an
MRI of his cervical spine. I do not believe he
needs any shoulder surgery at this time. I will see
him back after his MRI of his cervical spine.; This
is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; Cervical spine
onset was 3 weeks ago; tramadol and ibuprofen
as well as some type of muscle relaxer.Pain
seems to be shoulder and shoulder girdle and
posterior shoulder (upper back. x‐rays are made
of her cervical spine show significant C5‐C6
narrowing with spurs. Phys; This is a request for
patient is in severe pain and having a lot of very
bad headaches as well as radiculopathy down left
arm that goes into fingers. We would like to get
this approved and done as soon as possible.; This
is a request for cervical spine MRI; Trauma or
recent injury; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
reflex abnormality.; The patient does not have
new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
possible cervical myelopathy, and possible
surgery.; This is a request for cervical spine MRI;
Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.; stiffness
of cervical spine, bilateral reflexes wrist, biceps
pt denied mri cervical spine in novemember and
she has been treated w conservative treatment
since then. nsaids, activity modifications, rest.
pain is becomign increasingly worse and affecting
ADL. paraspineal muscle weakness on rt side, rt
side radicul; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Neurological deficits; The patient does have
Raymond Barnhart is a 61 y.o. year old male who
presents to clinic today for the 1st time since
seeing Dr. Wyrick in November 2016. He is having
bilateral upper extremity pain which is up to
10/10 in the mornings. This is been ongoing since
2016. The pa; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The

1

1

1

1

1

1

Orthopedics

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Orthopedics

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Orthopedics

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Orthopedics

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Orthopedics

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

The patient has tried several months of
conservative treatment such as ice, heat, rest,
over‐the‐counter medications, therapy, none of
which have helped. Her symptoms have rapidly
gotten worse over the past few months. She
states that she is having troubl; This is a request
for cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck
and/or back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
The patient is a 51‐year‐old female who comes
to my clinic for evaluation of neck pain as well as
radiating pain down the arms bilaterally. The
pain is not entirely consistent with a single
dermatome though it seems likely C6 versus C7.
She also has som; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
Was given a steroid.; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
pain; The patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
not seen the doctor more then once for these
X‐rays of shoulder taken 2/26/2019 show a bone
spur at the inferior acetabulum and some mild
degenerative changes.&#x0D;X‐rays of Cervical
spine taken March 19, 2019 are normal. Patients
pain is getting worse. Please approve MRIs; This
study is being ordered for something other than:
known trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or infectious
disease, congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
November 1, 2018; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Shoulder: Pain with above
shoulder activity.&#x0D;Pain with Jobe's test and
some scapitation. positive impingement
maneuvers positive biceps testing&#x0D;
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 12/2018; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; difficulty getting up and
down. Through her entire life she has walked
with a list to her left. She has limitation of motion
of her back and has a flattened lower thoracic
lumbar area.; NSAIDs and muscle relaxors; One of

1

1

1

1

1

Orthopedics

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Orthopedics

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Orthopedics

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Orthopedics

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Orthopedics

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Orthopedics

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

It is not known if the patient has any neurological
deficits.; This is a request for a thoracic spine
MRI.; There has been a supervised trial of
conservative management for at least 6 weeks.;
The study is being ordered due to chronic back
pain or suspected degenerative disease.; The
The patient has had several months of thoracic
and low back pain with numbness and tingling to
the bilateral lower extremities. She has tried
several forms of conservative treatment such as
ice, heat, rest, over‐the‐counter medications,
injections, therap; This is a request for a thoracic
spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; &lt; Enter answer here ‐ or
Type In Unknown If No Info Given. &gt;; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; None of the above; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; It is not known if the patient

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; weak reflex; The patient does not
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The
patient has not completed 6 weeks of physical

1

1

1

1

1

1

Orthopedics

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Orthopedics

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Orthopedics

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Orthopedics

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Orthopedics

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Orthopedics

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; None of the above; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is no weakness or
reflex abnormality.; The patient does not have
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is no weakness or reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is weakness.; ; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
dysfunction.; The patient does not have a new
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 12/2018; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; difficulty getting up and
down. Through her entire life she has walked
with a list to her left. She has limitation of motion
of her back and has a flattened lower thoracic
lumbar area.; NSAIDs and muscle relaxors; One of
DUE TO HER JOB PATIENT IS CONSTANTLY ON
HER FEET AND IN CONSTANT PAIN.; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does not have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The
patient has seen the doctor more then once for
these symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The
patient has not completed 6 weeks of physical
Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If No
In&#x0D;Please describe the weakness found by
the doctor on examination. Document exam
findings: Mr. Jacobi is seen today for a new
problem and subsequent followup. First of all,
this individual is seen today for a; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Mr. Jacobi is seen today for a new

1

1

1

1

1

1

Orthopedics

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Orthopedics

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Orthopedics

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Orthopedics

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Orthopedics

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Orthopedics

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

low back pain with right sided radicular
symptoms; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
Lumbar spondyloses , degenerative
spondylolisthesisand right side radicular
symptoms.; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; None of the above; It is not known if
the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
The patient is a 61 year old female seen today
for follow‐up on her sciatica and was treated with
a Medrol Dosepak. There has been improvement
in the symptoms since the last visit. There has
been no change in the character or location of
the problem. Th; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
Unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does not have new or changing neurologic signs
or symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
X‐ray:&#x0D; AP, lateral, and cone‐down views
of the lumbar spine were taken in clinic today
and show mild degenerative changes at L3‐L4, L4‐
L5, and L5‐S1. Anterior osteophyte formation at
L4 and L5. Normal lumbar
lordosis.&#x0D;&#x0D;IMPRESSION:&#x0D;Lumb
ar radiculop; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Neurological deficits; The patient

1

1

1

1

1

1

Orthopedics

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material
72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material(s)
73220 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, upper extremity,
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval sequences

Orthopedics

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material(s)

Orthopedics

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material(s)

Orthopedics

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material(s)

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

xrays normal, patient has positive Gaenslen's
test with good range of motion regarding hip
flexion and extension and internal and external
rotation does not reproduce pain. Injection of the
Si joint of the right side did not solve pain issues.
Radiculo; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
this is for a bony pelvis mri and no options in the
previous screen have been applicable. pt is
having bilat si joint pain and sacral pain; This is a
request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request is not for
Pain over the ulnar aspect of the hand and wrist.
He demonstrates a region of the proximal half of
the fourth and fifth metacarpals extending to the
distal wrist crease bilaterally. He denies any
history of additional trauma. He does have a
history of bil; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; 08/30/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Pain in hands
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is described as chronic;
The request is for shoulder pain.; The physician
has directed conservative treatment for the past
6 weeks.; The patient has not completed 6 weeks
of physical therapy?; The patient has been
treated with medication.; The patient has not
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is described as chronic;
The request is for shoulder pain.; The physician
has not directed conservative treatment for the
past 6 weeks.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is from a recent injury.;
Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next
4 weeks.; The request is for shoulder pain.; There
is a suspicion of tendon, ligament, rotator cuff

1

1

2

1

1

1

Orthopedics

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material(s)

Orthopedics

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material(s)

Orthopedics

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material(s)

Orthopedics

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material(s)

Orthopedics

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material(s)

Orthopedics

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material(s)

Orthopedics

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material(s)

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is from an old injury.;
The request is for shoulder pain.; The physician
has directed conservative treatment for the past
6 weeks.; It is not known if the patient has
completed 6 weeks of physical therapy?; The
patient has been treated with medication.; The
patient has not completed 6 weeks or more of
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 5/17/2018; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; pain serve,
decreased range in motion both shoulders,
decreased strengthening in both shoulders, neer
in drug tests, pain w. speed tests.; inceds,
; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is from a recent injury.; Surgery or
arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4 weeks.;
The request is for shoulder pain.; There is a
suspicion of tendon, ligament, rotator cuff injury
or labral tear.
; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The
pain is from an old injury.; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The
patient has not completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?; The patient has been treated with
Donald Nicholl is a 60 years old male from
Mountain Home, AR. This patient is seen today
for their intitial evaluation of bilateral shoulder
pain with the left being much worse than the
right. In September this individual noted the
onset of pain sorenes; The requested study is a
Dr suspects cuff tear is probably unrepairable.
Evaluate for surgery. Pt has positive arm drop
test. Positive Hawking's test, Meer test.; The
requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain is
described as chronic; The request is for shoulder
pain.; The physician has directed conservative
treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The patient has
none; The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.;
The pain is described as chronic; The request is
for shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The
patient has not completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?; The patient has been treated with

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

Pain over the ulnar aspect of the hand and wrist.
He demonstrates a region of the proximal half of
the fourth and fifth metacarpals extending to the
distal wrist crease bilaterally. He denies any
history of additional trauma. He does have a
history of bil; This study is being ordered for
trauma or injury.; 08/30/2017; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Pain in hands
patient had an injury after a fall in basketball,
MRI to rule out tendon or ligament injury as
patient has failed conservative treatment of
NSAID and continues to have sharp pain at 7 on 1‐
10 scale, surgery would be scheduled if the MRI
reveals a tendon o; The pain is from a recent

Orthopedics

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material(s)

Orthopedics

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material(s)

Orthopedics

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material(s)

Orthopedics

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material(s)

Orthopedics

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material(s)

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; Surgery
or arthrscopy is scheduled in the next 4 weeks.;
The member has surgery planned.; The study is
not requested for shoulder pain.
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain
is described as chronic; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The
patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain
is described as chronic; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The
patient has not completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?; The patient has been treated with

Orthopedics

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material(s)

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain
is from a recent injury.; Surgery or arthrscopy is
scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; The request is for
shoulder pain.; There is a suspicion of tendon,
ligament, rotator cuff injury or labral tear.

2

Orthopedics

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material(s)

unknown; The requested study is a Shoulder
MRI.; The pain is not from a recent injury, old
injury, chronic pain or a mass.; The request is for
shoulder pain.

1

2

1

1

1

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

Disapproval

73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here ‐ or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; &lt; Describe

2

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

1 year history of right medial ankle/hindfoot pain
aggravated by standing and walking; This is a
request for an Ankle MRI.; Surgery or arthrscopy
is not scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; The study is
requested for ankle pain.; There is a suspicion of
tendon or ligament injury.

1

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

AWAITING RESULTS OF MRI TO DETERMINE IF
SURGERY IS NEEDED.; This is a request for an
Ankle MRI.; Surgery or arthrscopy is not
scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; The study is
requested for ankle pain.; There is a suspicion of
tendon or ligament injury.

1

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Difficulty with walking, spurring of lateral ankle;
This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; Surgery or
arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4 weeks.;
The study is requested for ankle pain.; There is a
suspicion of tendon or ligament injury.

1

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Looking for tendonitis; This is a request for an
Ankle MRI.; Surgery or arthrscopy is not
scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; There is not a
suspicion of fracture not adequately determined
by x‐ray.; The study is requested for ankle pain.;
Tendon or ligament injuryis not suspected.

1

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Orthopedics

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Patient is having severe grinding and swelling
and pain with any activity. She states Physical
therapy has not made it any better . She has tried
all other conservative treatment for over 4 weeks
and would like her insurance to approve her MRI
so that the; One of the studies being ordered is a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
patient is in great discomfort even after having
physical therapy and NDAID treatment; This study
is being ordered for something other than:
known trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or infectious
disease, congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
September 2018; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Patient is having Bil knee
pain along with lumbar pain to the point that she

1

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is described as
chronic; The member has failed a 4 week course
of conservative management in the past 3
months.

1

73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval sequences

Disapproval

Disapproval

Orthopedics

Disapproval

Orthopedics

Disapproval

Orthopedics

Disapproval

73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73721 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
lower extremity; without
contrast material
73721 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
lower extremity; without
contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Unknown; This is a request for an Ankle MRI.;
Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next
4 weeks.; The study is requested for ankle pain.;
There is a suspicion of tendon or ligament injury.
patient has a possible right hip labrum tear; This
is a requests for a hip MRI.; Surgery or arthrscopy
is not scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; There is a
suspicion of tendon or ligament injury.; The hip
pain is due to a recent injury.; The request is for
Spasms, pain in right groin when she walks.; This
is a requests for a hip MRI.; Surgery or arthrscopy
is not scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; There is not
a suspicion of fracture not adequately
determined by x‐ray.; Tendon or ligament injuryis

2

1

1

1

Orthopedics

74174 Computed
tomographic angiography,
abdomen and pelvis, with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval image postprocessing

Orthopedics

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
Withdrawal contrast material(s)

Other

Approval

Other

Approval

70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
72131 Computed
tomography, lumbar
spine; without contrast
material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Other

Approval

Other

Approval

Other

Other

This is a request for CT Angiography of the
Abdomen and Pelvis.

Fax clinical; The pain is not from a recent injury,
old injury, chronic pain or a mass.; This request is
for a wrist MRI.; This study is requested for
evalutation of wrist pain.
C/o of dizziness that started in November after
she fell and hit her head. Denies LOC. Denies neck
pain. Describes feels a dizzy sensation at times
when sitting and can be while walking; This is a
request for a brain/head CT.; The study is NOT

1

1

1

2
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient had a thunderclap headache or worst
headache of the patient's life (within the last 3
months).
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative evaluation.;
; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; ; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of bladder
or bowel dysfunction.; There is not x‐ray evidence
; This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ; ; One of the studies being

1

1

1

1

Other

Other

Other

Other

Other

Other

Other

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; It is not known if
the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these

2

Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

; One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

1
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; right leg weakness; The patient does

; One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; It is not known if the
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; The patient has had back
pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the
doctor more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment for
the past 6 weeks.; It is not known if the patient
; This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ; ; One of the studies being

1

1

1

1

Other

Other

Other

Other

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Other

Approval

Other

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material
73220 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, upper extremity,
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Other

scoliotic curvature of lumbar spine w/ multi level
spare canal narrowing, spinal stenosis , nsaids
opioids , epidural steroid injection and past back
surgery removed tumor from spin; The study
requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; It is not known if the
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; The patient has had back
pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the
doctor more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment for
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; It is not known if the
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; The patient has had back
pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the
doctor more then once for these symptoms.; The
unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is no weakness or reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is no weakness or reflex abnormality.; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does
The request is for an upper extremity non‐joint
MRI.; This is not a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.; There is not suspicion
of upper extremity neoplasm or tumor or
metastasis.; There is no suspicion of upper
extremity bone or soft tissue infection.; The
ordering physician is not an orthopedist.; There is
a history of upper extremity trauma or injury.
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1

1

1

1

1

1

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain
is described as chronic; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The
patient has not completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?; The patient has been treated with

Other

Approval

Other

Approval

Other

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Approval

75635 Computed
tomographic angiography,
abdominal aorta and
bilateral iliofemoral lower
extremity runoff, with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
abdominal arteries.

1

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

The patient is diabetic.; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare member.;
This study is being ordered for Cardiac symptoms
including chest pain (angina) and/or shortness of
breath; The symptoms can be described as
"Typical angina" or substernal chest pain that is
worse or comes on as a result of physical exertion
or emotional stress; The chest pain was NOT
relieved by rest (ceasing physical exertion
activity) and/or nitroglycerin

1

Other

Other

1

1

1

Other

Other

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Other

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography
Approval
70480 Computed
tomography, orbit, sella,
or posterior fossa or
outer, middle, or inner
ear; without contrast
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval material

Other

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval material

Other

1

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Heart
Failure; There has been a change in clinical status
since the last echocardiogram.; This is NOT for
the initial evaluation of heart failure.

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Heart
Failure; This is for the initial evaluation of heart
failure.
cyst around implant of the eye; This study is
being ordered for trauma or injury.; 02/11/2019;
There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Bleeding behind eye;
blurred vision; bulging of the eye; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
cyst around implant of the eye; This study is
being ordered for trauma or injury.; 02/11/2019;
There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Bleeding behind eye;
blurred vision; bulging of the eye; One of the

1

1

1

1

Other

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Other

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Other

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Other

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Other

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Other

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

; This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 01/2018; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Follow‐up
adjuvant treatment of colon cancer; 1.T3N1b:
cecal adenoca&#x0D;‐preoperative scans
negative for metastatic disease&#x0D;‐s/p
resection 3/12/18 by Dr. Deneve with Surgical
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here ‐ or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; There has been
; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is no weakness or reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; chronic cervical
pain with radiating symptoms and diagnosed with
DDD of the cervical spine; The patient does not
; This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ; ; One of the studies being
unknown; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 01/04/2019; There has
not been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
patient is having disc disease, ostosi arthris,
lumbar spondolosys; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,

1

1

1

1

1

1

Other

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Other

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Other

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Other

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Other

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Other

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Other

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here ‐ or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; There has been
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is no weakness or reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; Lumbosacral
spine AP &#x0D;&#x0D;Right convew lumbar
scoliosis is centered at the level of L2‐3. There is
left sided disc space narrowing at L2‐3. Disc space
; This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ; ; One of the studies being
unknown; This study is being ordered for a
neurological disorder.; 01/04/2019; There has
not been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
patient is having disc disease, ostosi arthris,
lumbar spondolosys; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
worsening pain despite conservative treatment.;
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is reflex abnormality.; The patient does not have
new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Other

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Other

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Other

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

Otolaryngology

Approval

Otolaryngology

Approval

Otolaryngology

Approval

Otolaryngology

Approval

70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70480 Computed
tomography, orbit, sella,
or posterior fossa or
outer, middle, or inner
ear; without contrast
material

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has
been completed.; This study is being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The results of
; This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 01/2018; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Follow‐up
adjuvant treatment of colon cancer; 1.T3N1b:
cecal adenoca&#x0D;‐preoperative scans
negative for metastatic disease&#x0D;‐s/p
resection 3/12/18 by Dr. Deneve with Surgical

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Murmur.; This request is for initial evaluation of a
murmur.; The murmur is NOT grade III (3) or
greater.; It is unknown if there is clinical
symptoms supporting a suspicion of structural
heart disease.; It is unknown if this is a request
for follow up of a known murmur.
dizzy gotten worse got pace maker allergic to
contrast, compromised diabetic; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are
2 exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Maricella Quinonez is referred by Dr. McNamara.
&#x0D;Her reason for this visit is for evaluation of
head pain and dizziness. &#x0D;Her problem has
been present for ‐ December 2018. &#x0D;She
describes the problem as mild to moderate in
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; This study is being ordered for
evaluation of known tumor.
"This request is for orbit,sella, int. auditory
canal,temporal bone, mastoid, CT.239.8"; "There
is not suspicion of bone infection, cholesteatoma,
or inflammatory disease.ostct"; "There is not a
history of serious head or skull, trauma or
injury.ostct"; "There is not suspicion of

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

70480 Computed
tomography, orbit, sella,
or posterior fossa or
outer, middle, or inner
ear; without contrast
material
70480 Computed
tomography, orbit, sella,
or posterior fossa or
outer, middle, or inner
ear; without contrast
material

Approval

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
material

Approval

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
material

Approval

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
material

Approval

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
material

Approval

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
material

Approval

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
material

Approval

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
material

Approval

"This request is for orbit,sella, int. auditory
canal,temporal bone, mastoid, CT.239.8"; "There
is not suspicion of bone infection, cholesteatoma,
or inflammatory disease.ostct"; "There is not a
history of serious head or skull, trauma or
injury.ostct"; "There is not suspicion of

2

"This request is for orbit,sella, int. auditory
canal,temporal bone, mastoid, CT.239.8"; "There
is suspicion of bone infection, cholesteatoma, or
inflammatory disease.ostct"

6

"This request is for face, jaw, mandible
CT.239.8"; "There is a history of serious facial
bone or skull, trauma or injury.fct"; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
"This request is for face, jaw, mandible
CT.239.8"; "There is not a history of serious facial
bone or skull, trauma or injury.fct"; "There is not
a suspicion of neoplasm, tumor or
metastasis.fct"; "There is suspicion of bone
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for sinusitis.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.; It is
unknown if the patient is immune‐compromised.;
The patient's current rhinosinusitis symptoms are
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for sinusitis.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.; The
patient is NOT immune‐compromised.; The
patient's current rhinosinusitis symptoms are
; This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is immune‐
compromised.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
; This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT
immune‐compromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as Chronic
Rhinosinusitis (episode is greater than 12 weeks);
; This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT
immune‐compromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
Recurrent Acute Rhinosinusitis (4 or more acute

2

1

1

1

3

4

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
material

Approval

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
material

Approval

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
material

Approval

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
material

Approval

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
material

Approval

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
material

Approval

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
material

Approval

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
material

4‐5 sinus infections in the last year, last
antibiotics a month ago, history of sinus surgery,
deviated septum, turbinates hypertrophy; This
study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is a
request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT
54 year old female presents today for recurrent
sinus infections. She says that she has had 2‐3
sinus infections in the past 6 months. She has
taken Bactrim, Cipro and currently cephalexin
consecutively for treatment of her most recent
sinus infection. Sh; This study is being ordered for
6 rounds of antibiotics in the past 12 months,
allergy meds, nasal steroid spray for over a year
everyday use, allergy shots hyposensitizapion
injections for over a year,; This study is being
ordered for sinusitis.; This is a request for a Sinus
Abnormal sinus x‐ray; This study is being ordered
for sinusitis.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.; The
patient is NOT immune‐compromised.; The
patient's current rhinosinusitis symptoms are
described as Chronic Rhinosinusitis (episode is
Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown Pt still
c/o pain and pressure of sinuses and ears, with a
very long h/o sinus and ear infections on multiple
abxs. He uses CPAP. If No Info Given.; This study
is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is a request for
a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT immune‐
facial pressure, headaches, multiple antibiotics;
This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is a
request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT
immune‐compromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as Chronic
fax clinicals; This study is being ordered for
sinusitis.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.; The
patient is NOT immune‐compromised.; The
patient's current rhinosinusitis symptoms are
described as (sudden onset of 2 or more
headaches, no relief with medication; This study
is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is a request for
a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT immune‐
compromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as Chronic

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
material

Approval

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
material

Approval

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
material

Approval

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
material

Approval

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
material

Approval

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
material

Approval

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
material

Approval

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
material

Janice is a 65‐year‐old lady here for evaluation of
1‐2 years of recurrent sinus infections, has
symptoms of pain, forehead pressure, tightness,
sore throat, drainage down into her throat and
into her lungs causing lung problems and
coughing phlegm up fro; This study is being
moderately congested mucosa, turbinates are
hyperemic, the septal body is widened, the nasal
vaults are small are present in her nasal exam
today, she reports that she is having near
constant facial pressure and pain not relieved by
antihistamines or anti; This study is being ordered
no; This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This
is a request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT
immune‐compromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as Chronic
Rhinosinusitis (episode is greater than 12 weeks);
not responding to antibiotics, post nasal drip, no
better with flow nase; This study is being ordered
for sinusitis.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.; The
patient is NOT immune‐compromised.; The
patient's current rhinosinusitis symptoms are
Pt suffers with nasal polyps.; This study is being
ordered for sinusitis.; This is a request for a Sinus
CT.; The patient is NOT immune‐compromised.;
The patient's current rhinosinusitis symptoms are
described as Chronic Rhinosinusitis (episode is
sinusitis, possible mucus retention cyst.; This
study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is a
request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT
immune‐compromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as Chronic
sinusitis; This study is being ordered for sinusitis.;
This is a request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is
NOT immune‐compromised.; The patient's
current rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
Chronic Rhinosinusitis (episode is greater than 12
This is a request for a Sinus CT.; This study is
being ordered for sinusitis.; The patient is NOT
immune‐compromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as Chronic
Rhinosinusitis (episode is greater than 12 weeks);

Approval

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
material

This study is being ordered for a known or
suspected tumor.; This is a request for a Sinus
CT.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

6

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
material

Approval

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
material

Approval

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
material

Otolaryngology

Approval

Otolaryngology

Approval

Otolaryngology

Approval

Otolaryngology

Approval

Otolaryngology

Approval

Otolaryngology

Approval

Otolaryngology

Approval

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
material
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material

This study is being ordered for pre‐operative
evaluation.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Unknown; This study is being ordered for
sinusitis.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.; The
patient is NOT immune‐compromised.; The
patient's current rhinosinusitis symptoms are
described as Chronic Rhinosinusitis (episode is
UNKNOWN; This study is being ordered for
sinusitis.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.; The
patient is NOT immune‐compromised.; The
patient's current rhinosinusitis symptoms are
described as Recurrent Acute Rhinosinusitis (4 or
unknwn; This study is being ordered for sinusitis.;
This is a request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is
NOT immune‐compromised.; The patient's
current rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
Recurrent Acute Rhinosinusitis (4 or more acute
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for neck soft
tissue CT.; The patient has a neck lump or mass.;
There is a palpable neck mass or lump.; The neck
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for neck soft
tissue CT.; The patient has a neck lump or mass.;
There is NOT a palpable neck mass or lump.; Yes
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for neck soft
tissue CT.; The study is being ordered for
something other than Trauma or other injury,
; This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; The
patient has a neck lump or mass.; There is a
palpable neck mass or lump.; The neck mass is
larger than 1 cm.; A fine needle aspirate was NOT
; This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; The
patient has a neck lump or mass.; There is a
palpable neck mass or lump.; The size of the neck
mass is unknown.; The neck mass has been
; This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; The
patient has NOT been diagnosed with cancer.;
The patient has a neck lump or mass.; There is a
palpable neck mass or lump.; The neck mass is

9

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Otolaryngology

Approval

Otolaryngology

Approval

Otolaryngology

Approval

70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material

Otolaryngology

Approval

Otolaryngology

Approval

70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material

Approval

70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

Otolaryngology

Approval

Otolaryngology

Approval

70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material

; This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Unknown; There has not been
any treatment or conservative therapy.; does
have bilateral posterior chain small but enlarged
mobile firm non tender lymph nodes.no axillary
nodes identified. i noted she had a chest xray not
dizzy gotten worse got pace maker allergic to
contrast, compromised diabetic; This study is
being ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are
2 exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
dysphagia horseness ,vocal compression nasal
congestion; This is a request for neck soft tissue
CT.; Surgery is NOT scheduled within the next 30
days.; The study is being ordered as a pre‐
Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If No
Pt fell 10 years ago resulting in trouble
swallowing and hoarseness. He also feels like his
thyroid cartilage is crooked and c/o right neck tail
of parotid mass. Pt feels like pills do not go down
neck mass; This is a request for neck soft tissue
CT.; The patient has a neck lump or mass.; There
is a palpable neck mass or lump.; The size of the
neck mass is unknown.; The neck mass has NOT
Pt with about 2 years enlarging neck nodes,
refractory to abx therapy, ultrasound shows 2.0
right and 2.5cm left nodes. This is pre‐operative
planning.; This is a request for neck soft tissue
CT.; The patient has a neck lump or mass.; There
She comes today after being evaluated with MRI
and carotid ultrasound. MRI showed a mass in
the right parotid. She has had bilateral parotid
warthins tumors removed by me in the past.; This
is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; The patient
has NOT been diagnosed with cancer.; The
This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; Surgery
is scheduled within the next 30 days.; The patient
has a suspicious infection or abscess.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; Surgery
is scheduled within the next 30 days.; The study is
being ordered as a pre‐operative evaluation.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Otolaryngology

Approval

Otolaryngology

Approval

Otolaryngology

Approval

Otolaryngology

Approval

Otolaryngology

Approval

Otolaryngology

Approval

Otolaryngology

Approval

Otolaryngology

Approval

Otolaryngology

Approval

70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
70540 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, orbit, face,
and/or neck; without
contrast material(s)
70540 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, orbit, face,
and/or neck; without
contrast material(s)
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material

This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; The
study is being ordered for Initial Staging.; The
patient has a known tumor or metastasis in the
neck.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; The
study is being ordered for recent trauma or other
injury.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; There
has not been recent trauma or other injury to the
neck.; There is suspicion of or known tumor,
metastasis, lymphadenopathy, or mass.; Yes this

2

1

1

"This is a request for orbit,face, or neck soft
tissue MRI.239.8"; The study is ordered for
suspicion of infection or abscess

1

This is a request for a Face MRI.; There is a
history of orbit or face trauma or injury.

1

This is a request for an Internal Auditory Canal
MRI.; There is a suspected Acoustic Neuroma or
tumor of the inner or middle ear.
This is a request for an Internal Auditory Canal
MRI.; There is not a suspected Acoustic Neuroma
or tumor of the inner or middle ear.; There is not
a suspected cholesteatoma of the ear.; The
patient has not had a recent brain CT or MRI
This is a request for an Internal Auditory Canal
MRI.; There is not a suspected Acoustic Neuroma
or tumor of the inner or middle ear.; There is not
a suspected cholesteatoma of the ear.; The
patient has not had a recent brain CT or MRI
within the last 90 days.; There are no neurologic
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has hearing loss.; The patient had an
audiogram.; The results of the audiogram were
abnormal.; It is unknown why this study is being

8

2

1

4

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Approval

70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material

Approval

70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Approval

Otolaryngology

Approval

Otolaryngology

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Otolaryngology

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for a tumor.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for and infection or
inflammation.
unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 3/11/2019; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
; This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; Unknown; There has not been
any treatment or conservative therapy.; does
have bilateral posterior chain small but enlarged
mobile firm non tender lymph nodes.no axillary
nodes identified. i noted she had a chest xray not
A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for known tumor.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 2 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
CT scan of her neck and chest performed on
12/26/2018 to evaluate the posterior pharyngeal
wall swelling. It appears that the swelling is from
a retropharyngeal lipoma. However, it was noted
that there were multiple enhancing lesions in the
liver. These c; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; The reason for the study

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

Otolaryngology

78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
Approval
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
Approval
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval material
70480 Computed
tomography, orbit, sella,
or posterior fossa or
outer, middle, or inner
ear; without contrast
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval material

Otolaryngology

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval material

Otolaryngology

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval material

Otolaryngology

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval material

Otolaryngology

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval material

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This would be the first PET Scan performed on
this patient for this cancer.; This is a Medicare
member.; This study is being requested for None
of the above; This Pet Scan is being ordered for
something other than Prostate, Cervical, Breast
Cancer or Melanoma; This study is being
requested for Head/Neck Cancer; This Pet Scan is
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This would be the first PET Scan performed on
this patient for this cancer.; This is a Medicare
member.; This study is being requested for None
of the above; This Pet Scan is being ordered for
something other than Prostate, Cervical, Breast
Cancer or Melanoma; This study is being
requested for Lymphoma or Myeloma; This Pet
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
"This request is for orbit,sella, int. auditory
canal,temporal bone, mastoid, CT.239.8"; "There
is not suspicion of bone infection, cholesteatoma,
or inflammatory disease.ostct"; "There is not a
history of serious head or skull, trauma or
injury.ostct"; "There is not suspicion of
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for sinusitis.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.; The
patient is NOT immune‐compromised.; The
patient's current rhinosinusitis symptoms are
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is not being
ordered for trauma, tumor, sinusitis,
osteomyelitis, pre operative or a post operative
evaluation.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.; Yes
; This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT
immune‐compromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
Recurrent Acute Rhinosinusitis (4 or more acute
anterior rhinoscopy showed a very congested
nose. To evaluate his complaint of nasal
congestion, bilateral nasal endoscopy was
performed. He was decongested and
anesthetized with phenylephrine lidocaine.
Septum is actually reasonably straight. He has a

2

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

Otolaryngology

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval material

Otolaryngology

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval material

Otolaryngology

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval material

Otolaryngology

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval material

Otolaryngology

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval material

Otolaryngology

Disapproval

Otolaryngology

Disapproval

Otolaryngology

Disapproval

Otolaryngology

Disapproval

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
material
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Frontal sinusitis ‐ Onset: 12.20.19 per Brain
MRI&#x0D;Chronic sphenoidal sinusitis ‐ Onset:
&#x0D;Temporomandibular joint disorder ‐
Onset: 01/23/2019&#x0D;Headache ‐ Onset:
01/23/2019; This study is being ordered for
sinusitis.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.; The
patient is NOT immune‐compromised.; The
patient's current rhinosinusitis symptoms are
Her reason for this visit is for evaluation of head
pain and dizziness. &#x0D;She describes the
symptoms as pain at the back of her head and
behind her left ear, dizziness and blurred vision.
Symptoms started after having kidney surgery.
This is a request for a Sinus CT.; This study is
being ordered for sinusitis.; It is unknown if the
patient is immune‐compromised.; The patient's
current rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
Chronic Rhinosinusitis (episode is greater than 12
This is a request for a Sinus CT.; This study is
being ordered for sinusitis.; The patient is NOT
immune‐compromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as Chronic
Rhinosinusitis (episode is greater than 12 weeks);
will fax in; This study is being ordered for
sinusitis.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.; The
patient is NOT immune‐compromised.; The
patient's current rhinosinusitis symptoms are
described as Chronic Rhinosinusitis (episode is
will fax; This study is being ordered for sinusitis.;
This is a request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is
NOT immune‐compromised.; The patient's
current rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
Chronic Rhinosinusitis (episode is greater than 12
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for neck soft
tissue CT.; The patient has a neck lump or mass.;
There is a palpable neck mass or lump.; The neck
Neck mass, nonpulsatile, solitary&#x0D;elevated
pth and calcium suspected parathyroid adenoma;
This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; The
patient has a neck lump or mass.; It is not known
Neck mass, nonpulsatile, solitary; This is a
request for neck soft tissue CT.; The patient has a
neck lump or mass.; There is NOT a palpable neck
mass or lump.; Yes this is a request for a

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Otolaryngology

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

Pediatrics

70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
Disapproval material
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
Disapproval material
70540 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, orbit, face,
and/or neck; without
Disapproval contrast material(s)
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
Approval
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
Approval

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

normal audiogram, still having ear pain; This is a
request for neck soft tissue CT.; The study is
being ordered for something other than Trauma
or other injury, Neck lump/mass, Known tumor or
patient has trouble swallowing; This is a request
for neck soft tissue CT.; Surgery is NOT scheduled
within the next 30 days.; The patient has a
suspicious infection or abscess.; Yes this is a
unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 3/11/2019; There
has been treatment or conservative therapy.;
intermittent unsteadiness when having
headaches they are described as aching, dull
with photophobia and nausea she occasionally
has mild asymmetry on left compared to right
There are no signs of acute sinusitis; This request

1

1

1

1

; One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

; One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

2

1

2

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Murmur.; It is unknown if there been a change in
clinical status since the last echocardiogram.; This
request is for initial evaluation of a murmur.; It is
unknown if the murmur is grade III (3) or greater.;
It is unknown if there is clinical symptoms
supporting a suspicion of structural heart
disease.; This is a request for follow up of a
known murmur.

1

Pediatrics

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; It is unknown if the patient
has a history of a recent heart attack or
hypertensive heart disease.

1

Pediatrics

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Pediatrics

Physical Medicine Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Physical Medicine Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Physical Medicine Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; The patient has acute or chronic back pain.;
The patient has none of the above
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
see clinicals; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
not seen the doctor more then once for these
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; It is not known if the
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; The patient has had back
pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the
doctor more then once for these symptoms.; The

1

1

1

2

Plastic Surgery

Approval

Plastic Surgery

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material
73200 Computed
tomography, upper
extremity; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
70540 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, orbit, face,
and/or neck; without
contrast material(s)
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

Physical Medicine Approval

Physical Medicine Approval

Physical Medicine Approval

Plastic Surgery

Plastic Surgery

Plastic Surgery

Plastic Surgery

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material
Approval
70540 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, orbit, face,
and/or neck; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material(s)

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
This is a request for an upper extremity,
shoulder, scapula, elbow, hand, or wrist joint
CT.; There is not a history of upper extremity joint
or long bone trauma or injury.; This is a
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit
Suspected neoplasm of the head and neck.; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 5 or more exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Suspected neoplasm of the head and neck.; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 5 or more exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Suspected neoplasm of the head and neck.; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 5 or more exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
Suspected neoplasm of the head and neck.; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 5 or more exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
Suspected neoplasm of the head and neck.; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 5 or more exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
Suspected neoplasm of the head and neck.; This
study is being ordered for a metastatic disease.;
There are 5 or more exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or

3

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Podiatry

Approval

Podiatry

Approval

Podiatry

Approval

Podiatry

Approval

Podiatry

Approval

Podiatry

Approval

73700 Computed
tomography, lower
extremity; without
contrast material
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

This is a request for a Lower Extremity CT.; This is
a preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

1
"There is not a history (within the past six weeks)
of significant trauma, dislocation, or injury to the
ankle."; There is a history of new onset of severe
pain in the ankle within the last two weeks.;
There is a suspected tarsal coalition.; Pain in both
ankles (both feet but also both ankles, primarily
on the right); This is a request for a bilateral ankle
MRI.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a foot
MRI.; The study is being ordered for a known
palpated mass.; It is unknown if surgery, fine
needle aspirate or a biopsy is planned in the next
30 days.; This study is NOT being ordered for
evaluation of Morton's Neuroma.; A biopsy has
NOT been completed.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an Ankle
MRI.; Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in
the next 4 weeks.; There is not a suspicion of
fracture not adequately determined by x‐ray.;
The study is requested for ankle pain.; Tendon or
ligament injuryis not suspected.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.;
12/17/2018; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; pain, swelling, unable to
ambulate normally,; surgery, IV antibiotics; One
of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or

2

1

1

3

Podiatry

Approval

Podiatry

Approval

Podiatry

Approval

Podiatry

Approval

Podiatry

Approval

73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; ; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; chronic pain;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
NOT Hematologist/Oncologist, Thoracic Surgery,

; This is a request for a foot MRI.; The study is
being ordered for a known palpated mass.; It is
unknown if surgery, fine needle aspirate or a
biopsy is planned in the next 30 days.; This study
is NOT being ordered for evaluation of Morton's
Neuroma.; A biopsy has NOT been completed.
History of club foot as a child. Correction
performed of the right, but the only surgery to
the left was a tendoachilles lengthening. He has
had pain for the past few years with swelling in
the ankle and along the achilles. He has worn a
fracture boot and; This is a request for an Ankle
MRI.; Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in
the next 4 weeks.; The study is requested for
History of Present Illness: Subjective: Patient
presents to clinic this day complaining of pain in
her right ankle for six months. Pt says her ankle
rolls a lot and she's had problems with that for
about a year. She had a severe ankle sprain when
she was ; This is a request for an Ankle MRI.;
Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next
4 weeks.; There is not a suspicion of fracture not
History of Present Illness: Subjective: Patient
returns clinic complaining of pain and an ulcer on
her right foot. Pt mentions pain with
weightbearing. She says the ulcer has been there
for two weeks and she is on clindamycin. Pts
diabetes is getting wors; This is a request for a
foot MRI.; It is not known if surgery is planned for
in the next 4 weeks.; The study is being oordered

1

1

1

1

1

Podiatry

Approval

Podiatry

Approval

Podiatry

Approval

Podiatry

Podiatry

Approval

Approval

73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

injury; This is a request for an Ankle MRI.;
Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next
4 weeks.; The study is requested for ankle pain.;
There is a suspicion of tendon or ligament injury.
Pain in right ankle and joints of right foot
(M25.571).&#x0D;Radiographs revealed posterior
spurring within the Achilles tendon, consistent
with a possible partial tear at the time of injury.
There is also soft tissue swelling evident on
radiographs, possibl; This is a request for an
Ankle MRI.; Surgery or arthrscopy is not
scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; The study is
Patient had a previous tear in Oct 2018 with
healing with a boot and therapy, and on Jan 18th,
2019 patient injured left ankle again and fell and
a pop in her Achilles area. Now she's having
severe pain and doctor wants to R/O any type of
tear or injury i; This is a request for an Ankle
MRI.; Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in
the next 4 weeks.; The study is requested for

1

1

1

pt has a ganglionic cyst on top of left foot; This is
a request for a foot MRI.; The study is being
ordered forfoot pain.; The study is being ordered
for acute pain.

1

suspected rupture of other tendons in the foot;
This is a request for a foot MRI.; The study is
being ordered forfoot pain.; The study is being
ordered for acute pain.

1

Podiatry

Podiatry

Podiatry

Podiatry

Podiatry

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

This is a request for a foot MRI.; The study is
being ordered for a known palpated mass.; A
biopsy is planned in the next 30 days.; This study
is NOT being ordered for evaluation of Morton's
Neuroma.; A biopsy has NOT been completed.

1

This is a request for a foot MRI.; The study is
being ordered forfoot pain.; The study is being
ordered for tendonitis.; The patient has had foot
pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has been
treated with a protective boot for at least 6
weeks.

1

This is a request for a foot MRI.; There has been
a recurrence of symptoms following surgery.; The
surgery was less than 6 months ago.; The study is
being ordered for a post op.

1

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; Surgery or
arthrscopy is scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; The
study is requested for ankle pain.; There is a
suspicion of tendon or ligament injury.

1

This is a request for an Ankle MRI.; The pain is
described as chronic; The member has failed a 4
week course of conservative management in the
past 3 months.; The member has a recent injury.;
The study is requested for a reason other that
ankle pain.

1

Podiatry

Podiatry

Podiatry

Podiatry

Podiatry

Approval

73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

75635 Computed
tomographic angiography,
abdominal aorta and
bilateral iliofemoral lower
extremity runoff, with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing
Approval
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval sequences

Unknown; This is a request for a foot MRI.;
Surgery or other intervention is not planned for
in the next 4 weeks.; The study is being oordered
for infection.; There are physical exam findings,
laboratory results, other imaging including bone
scan or plain film confirming infection,
inflammation and or aseptic necrosis.

1

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
abdominal arteries.

1

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a foot
MRI.; The study is being ordered forfoot pain.;
The study is being ordered for acute pain.

1

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an Ankle
MRI.; Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in
the next 4 weeks.; The study is requested for
ankle pain.; There is a suspicion of tendon or
ligament injury.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for something other than: known trauma or
injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; &lt;
Enter date of initial onset here ‐ or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; There has been

1

2

Podiatry

Disapproval

73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

; This is a request for a foot MRI.; The study is
being ordered for a known palpated mass.; It is
unknown if surgery, fine needle aspirate or a
biopsy is planned in the next 30 days.; This study
is NOT being ordered for evaluation of Morton's
Neuroma.; A biopsy has NOT been completed.

1

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

fax clinicals; This is a request for an Ankle MRI.;
Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next
4 weeks.; The study is requested for ankle pain.;
There is a suspicion of tendon or ligament injury.
further evaluation with advanced imaging study
is recommended in order to attempt more
definitive determination of nature and extent of
condition, and for potential use in surgical
planning.; This is a request for a foot MRI.;
Surgery is not planned for within 30 days.; The
study is being ordered for a pre op.; This study is
NOT being ordered for assessment of a known

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

possible torn hernia tendon right foot; This is a
request for a foot MRI.; The study is being
ordered forfoot pain.; The study is being ordered
for acute pain.

1

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

rupture of tendons; This is a request for an Ankle
MRI.; Surgery or arthrscopy is not scheduled in
the next 4 weeks.; The study is requested for
ankle pain.; There is a suspicion of tendon or
ligament injury.

1

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Preventitive Medic Disapproval contrast material

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Pre‐Operative Evaluation;
Surgery is not scheduled within the next 4 weeks.

1

Podiatry

Disapproval

Podiatry

Disapproval

Podiatry

Podiatry

Disapproval

Disapproval

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

1

1

Pulmonary MedicinApproval

70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material

Pulmonary MedicinApproval

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
material

Pulmonary MedicinApproval

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
material

Pulmonary MedicinApproval

70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material

Pulmonary MedicinApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Pulmonary MedicinApproval

Pulmonary MedicinApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Pulmonary MedicinApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Pulmonary MedicinApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Pulmonary MedicinApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient has one sided arm or leg
weakness.; The patient had a recent onset (within
Ronald Dale Rhinehart, a 60 y.o. Male, with hx of
CAD s/p PCI in 3/2017, status post CABG in
4/2018, Pulmonary HTN group 2 (mean PA
pressure of 33mmHg) Morbid obesity with BMI
40, OSA on CPAP, CKD 3 with baseline cr 1.3, is
here for follow up. He states t; This study is being

This study is being ordered for post‐operative
evaluation.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
shortness of breath, thyroid nodule,obstructive
sleep apnea,. Physical Exam Findings: thyroid
nodule seen,Preliminary Procedures Already
Completed: thyroid biopsy, Reason for Study
(REQUIRED): evaluate nodules for airway
This is a 46 year old female that has had
Sacroidosis with skin involvement as well as her
lungs now she is started experiencing headaches
and there is concern for sarcoidosis to be causing
these headaches; This request is for a Brain MRI;

1

1

1

1

1

1
"There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest
mass noted within the last 30 days."; They did not
have a previous Chest x‐ray.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; "There is NO evidence of a
lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within the
last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non of
; "There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; They
had a previous Chest x‐ray.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for

3

2

13

1

Pulmonary MedicinApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Pulmonary MedicinApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Pulmonary MedicinApproval
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without contrast material
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without contrast material
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without contrast material
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71250 Computed
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without contrast material
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71250 Computed
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without contrast material

Pulmonary MedicinApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Pulmonary MedicinApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study
is being ordered for none of the above.; This
study is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study
is being ordered for screening of lung cancer.;
The patient is between 55 and 80 years old.; This
patient is a smoker or has a history of smoking.;
The patient has a 30 pack per year history of
smoking.; The patient did NOT quit smoking in
the past 15 years.; The patient has signs or
; The patient is NOT presenting new signs or
symptoms.; "There is radiologic evidence of
sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or fungal infection.";
There is NO radiologic evidence of non‐resolving
pneumonia for 6 weeks after antibiotic treatment
; There is no radiologic evidence of asbestosis.;
"There is no radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis,
tuberculosis or fungal infection."; There is no
radiologic evidence of a lung abscess or
empyema.; There is no radiologic evidence of
pneumoconiosis e.g. black lung disease or
silicosis.; There is NO radiologic evidence of non‐
02/7/2019‐CHEST XRAY UNCHANGED&#x0D;SHE
IS NOW ON 3 DRUG THERAPY FOR HER TB
THROUGH THE HEALTH DEPT. IN FORT SMITH,AR.
SHE HAS BEEN TAKEN OFF ETHAMBUTOL.SHE
CONTINUES PYRAZINAMIDE,RIFAMPIN,AND
ISONIAZID.SHE HAS GAINED WEIGHT.SHE
1 year follow up for multiple mediastinal lung
nodules.; "There is NO evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
6 month f/u to nodule of the rt. lung; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this is
6 month follow up CT scan requested to evaluate
ground glass opacities and medialstinal
adenopathy seen on chest CT in 06/2018; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
9x9x7cm mass with linear compressive
atelectasis in the right middle lobe; "There is NO
evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
noted within the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax
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1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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71250 Computed
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without contrast material

Pulmonary MedicinApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for known tumor.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for screening of lung cancer.; The
patient is between 55 and 80 years old.; This
patient is a smoker or has a history of smoking.;
The patient has a 30 pack per year history of
smoking.; The patient did NOT quit smoking in
the past 15 years.; The patient does NOT have
A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for screening of lung cancer.; The
patient is between 55 and 80 years old.; This
patient is a smoker or has a history of smoking.;
The patient has a 30 pack per year history of
smoking.; The patient quit smoking in the past 15
years.; The patient does NOT have signs or
A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for suspected pulmonary
Embolus.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
abnormal chest x‐ray; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non of
the above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
Abnormal chest x‐ray11/19/18, known smoker,
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. Family
history of cancer.; "There is NO evidence of a
lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within the
Abnormal finding on examination of the chest,
chest wall and or lungs describes the reason for
this request.; This is a request for a Chest CT.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Abnormal imaging test describes the reason for
this request.; This is a request for a Chest CT.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
also add R91.8; possible lung cancer; "There IS
evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
noted within the last 30 days."; They had a
previous Chest x‐ray.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
BYPASS CLINICALS; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non of
the above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
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71250 Computed
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bypassed will fax notes; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; The study is being ordered for
none of the above.; This study is being ordered
for non of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
chest CT 7/27/2018Short term follow up to
exclude malignant as there is a somewhat
suspicious 1.4 cm in irregular area on
consolidation w/in the left lower lobeformer
smoker; "There is NO evidence of a lung,
CT done 09/27/2018 showed large mass in left
lung apex‐COPD‐current smoker‐repeat CT to see
if this is growing; "There is NO evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
follow up ct chest &#x0D;1. Nodular‐like
consolidative changes worrisome for an
infectious process. Short‐term &#x0D;follow‐up
to document resolution is recommended. 2.
Cluster of left lower lobe nodules measuring up
follow up ct of several small lung nodules; "There
is NO evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest
mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
follow up from the last ct of lung mass/ 4 month
follow up; "There is NO evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
follow up of lung nodule; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; The study is being ordered for
none of the above.; This study is being ordered
for non of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
FOLLOW UP OF LUNG NOGEL; A Chest/Thorax CT
is being ordered.; The study is being ordered for
none of the above.; This study is being ordered
for non of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
follow up on a previously seen pulmonary
nodule; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The
study is being ordered for none of the above.;
This study is being ordered for non of the above.;
follow up; "There is NO evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for work‐up for
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ms. Mohler is 66 yo woman who comes to the
office for evlauation of copd and asthma.
&#x0D;duration: asthma diagnosed 12 years ago,
when she was 52 years old. &#x0D;course:
dyspnea progressively worse ‐ able to walk about
2 city blocks. &#x0D;severity: mild to modera; A
Multiple nodules on the lungs; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; The study is being ordered
for none of the above.; This study is being
ordered for non of the above.; Yes this is a
MULTIPLE PULMONARY NODULES; "There is NO
evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
noted within the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
none; "There is NO evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for work‐up for
none; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The
study is being ordered for none of the above.;
This study is being ordered for non of the above.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
opacity, previous imaging performed; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this is
Patient had CT of chest in 2017 that showed
multiple lung nodules. Patient continues to have
dyspnea with minimal exertion, and unresolved
cough.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The
Patient has COPD &amp; was recently discharged
from hospital from a bout of pneumonia. XRAY
shows COPD but we are needing a CT for further
evaluation; There is no radiologic evidence of
asbestosis.; "There is no radiologic evidence of
sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or fungal infection.";
There is no radiologic evidence of a lung abscess
or empyema.; There is no radiologic evidence of
patient has multiple nodules; A Chest/Thorax CT
is being ordered.; The study is being ordered for
none of the above.; This study is being ordered
for non of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Patient has worsening shortness of breath and
wheezing and has been on steroids X‐ray
today(1/10/19) shows new atelectasis; "There is
NO evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
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Patient is a former smoker for 25 years. She has
had a constant cough for 6 months. We did a
chest xray in office on 10/31/2017 that showed
slight right perihilar stranding. This patient is not
on any medicine that could be causing this cough.
patient is having chest pains and very short of
breath and possible pneumothorax; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
previous chest x‐ray 3/15/19; "There IS evidence
of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within
the last 30 days."; They had a previous Chest x‐
ray.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This
pt has bronchiesctasis in the right upper and
right middle lobe, also hx of breast cancer, and
also has thick mucus productions; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
for screening of lung cancer.; The patient is
between 55 and 80 years old.; This patient is a
smoker or has a history of smoking.; The patient
has a 30 pack per year history of smoking.; The
PT HAS INCREASED SOB AND HAS A KNOWN
HISTORY OF PLEAURAL EFFUSIONS; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
PT WITH KNOWN PULMONARY FIBROSIS AND
PULMOANRY NODULES, LAST CT dos 09/17/18,
RADIOLOGY RECOMMENDATION TO REPEAT CT
IN SIX MONTHS TO ASCERTAIN STABILITY.; There
is no radiologic evidence of asbestosis.; "There is
no radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis,
tuberculosis or fungal infection."; There is no
radiologic evidence of a lung abscess or
empyema.; There is no radiologic evidence of
Reason for CT of chest w/o contrast is Interstitial
lung disease. The trigger for interstitial process
could be post infection organizing pneumonia vs
inhalational injury.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
Severe persistent asthma with
exacerbation&#x0D;Comments:&#x0D;CXR is c/w
more emphysema than asthma, but he has very
little smoknig history&#x0D;I will check
A1AT&#x0D;CT chest with complete PFTs
She had a Cardiac CT done 2 years ago,
reportedly showing some small nodules. She was
advised to have followup scan, but never did.;
"There is NO evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
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small calcified pulmonary nodule on chest xray.
chronic cough, tried inhalers and antibiotics,
nothing worked.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
Solitary pulmonary nodule; "There IS evidence of
a lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within
the last 30 days."; They had a previous Chest x‐
ray.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This
Solitary pulmonary nodule; "There is NO
evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
noted within the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
The patient is presenting new signs or
symptoms.; "There is radiologic evidence of
sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or fungal infection.";
There is NO radiologic evidence of non‐resolving
pneumonia for 6 weeks after antibiotic treatment
There is radiologic evidence of non‐resolving
pneumonia for 6 weeks after antibiotic treatment
was prescribed.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for known
THIS IS 37 YEAR OLD FEMALE WITH SOB,CHEST
PAIN AND COUGH FOR 5‐6 WEEKS. PATIENTS
CHEST X‐RAY DID NOT SHOW ANY PARENCHYMAL
ABNORMALITITES.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
this is ordered to reevaluate a 9mm lung nodule
in a patient who also has COPD 6 months after
last scan.; "There is NO evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
This patient has severe COPD and chronic
respiratory failure he has been more short of
breath than normal.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
treatment plan; "There IS evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; They had a previous Chest x‐ray.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
unknown; "There IS evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; They had a previous Chest x‐ray.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
Unknown; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
The study is being ordered for none of the
above.; This study is being ordered for non of the
above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

1

1

2
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1

1

1

1

1

3

Pulmonary MedicinApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Pulmonary MedicinApproval

71275 Computed
tomographic angiography,
chest (noncoronary), with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing

Pulmonary MedicinApproval

71275 Computed
tomographic angiography,
chest (noncoronary), with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing

Pulmonary MedicinApproval

71275 Computed
tomographic angiography,
chest (noncoronary), with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing

Pulmonary MedicinApproval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

We would greatly appreciate the approval for
this CT of chest for our patient so we can further
evaluate this lung mass.; "There IS evidence of a
lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within the
last 30 days."; They had a previous Chest x‐ray.; A

It is not known whether this study is requested
to evaluate suspected pulmonary embolus.; This
study is being ordered for Suspected Vascular
Disease.; Yes, this is a request for a Chest CT
Angiography.
The patient has a history of pulmonary
embolisms and has been on blood thinners.; This
study is being ordered for Vascular Disease.;
4/1/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Chest pain, abdominal
pain, and shortness of breath; She has been on
Eliquis for history of blood clots; One of the
studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted

This study is requested to evaluate suspected
pulmonary embolus.; Yes, this is a request for a
Chest CT Angiography.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for a
suspicious mass or tumor.; There is a suspicious

1

1

1

2

1

Pulmonary MedicinApproval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Pulmonary MedicinApproval

78813 Positron emission
tomography (PET)
imaging; whole body

Pulmonary MedicinApproval

Pulmonary MedicinApproval

Pulmonary MedicinApproval

Pulmonary MedicinApproval

78813 Positron emission
tomography (PET)
imaging; whole body
78813 Positron emission
tomography (PET)
imaging; whole body

78813 Positron emission
tomography (PET)
imaging; whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; This is a
Medicare member.; This study is being ordered
for A cardiac history with known myocardial
infarction and/or cardiac intervention such as
cardiac surgery/angioplasty (PCI); It has been
greater than 2 years since the surgery/procedure
or last cardiac imaging.
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
The suspicion of cancer is based on an imaging
study.; This study is being ordered to establish a
cancer diagnosis.; This study is being ordered for
something other than Breast CA, Lymphoma,
Myeloma, Ovarian CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA,
Colorectal CA, Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for something other
than Breast CA, Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian
CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA,
Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.; This study is not
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered to establish a cancer
diagnosis.; This study is being requested for Lung
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This would be the first PET Scan performed on
this patient for this cancer.; This is a Medicare
member.; This study is being requested for None
of the above; This Pet Scan is being ordered for
something other than Prostate, Cervical, Breast
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan; 1
PET Scans has already been performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is a Medicare
member.; This study is being requested for None
of the above; This Pet Scan is being ordered for
something other than Prostate, Cervical, Breast
Cancer or Melanoma; This study is being
requested for Lung Cancer; This Pet Scan is being

1

1

1

1

1

1

Pulmonary MedicinApproval

78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body

Pulmonary MedicinApproval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Pulmonary MedicinApproval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Pulmonary MedicinApproval

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan; A
nodule of less than 4 centimeters has been
identified on recent imaging; This study is being
ordered to evaluate a solitary pulmonary nodule.;
The solitary pulmonary nodule was NOT
identified on an imaging study in the last 30
days.; This study is being requested for Lung
Cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.; This is
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).; This
study is being requested for Lung Cancer.; This
would be the first PET Scan performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare
member.; This is for a Routine/Standard PET Scan
using FDG (fluorodeoxyglucose)

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; The
reason for ordering this study is unknown.
This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; There has NOT been a change in clinical
status since the last echocardiogram.; This is not
for the initial evaluation of abnormal symptoms,
physical exam findings, or diagnostic studies
(chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie of heart disease.

1

1

1

1

Pulmonary MedicinApproval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Valves.; This is an initial evaluation of suspected
valve disease.

1

Pulmonary MedicinApproval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Valves.; This is NOT for prolapsed mitral valve,
suspected valve disease, new or changing
symptoms of valve disease, annual review of
known valve disease, initial evaluation of artificial
heart valves or annual re‐eval of artifical heart
valves.

1

Pulmonary MedicinApproval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Heart
Failure; There has been a change in clinical status
since the last echocardiogram.; This is NOT for
the initial evaluation of heart failure.

1

Pulmonary MedicinApproval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Pulmonary Hypertension.

3

Pulmonary MedicinApproval

G0297 LOW DOSE CT
SCAN FOR LUNG CANCER
SCREENING

Pulmonary MedicinApproval

G0297 LOW DOSE CT
SCAN FOR LUNG CANCER
SCREENING

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Pulmonary MedicinDisapproval material
71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Pulmonary MedicinDisapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Pulmonary MedicinDisapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Pulmonary MedicinDisapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Pulmonary MedicinDisapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Pulmonary MedicinDisapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Pulmonary MedicinDisapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Pulmonary MedicinDisapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

This request is for a Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer
Screening.; This patient has NOT had a Low Dose
CT for Lung Cancer Screening in the past 11
months.; The patient is between 55 and 80 years
old.; This patient is a smoker or has a history of
smoking.; The patient has a 30 pack per year
This request is for a Low Dose CT for Lung Cancer
Screening.; This patient has NOT had a Low Dose
CT for Lung Cancer Screening in the past 11
months.; The patient is between 55 and 80 years
old.; This patient is a smoker or has a history of
smoking.; The patient has a 30 pack per year

This is a request for a Sinus CT.; This study is
being ordered for pre‐operative evaluation.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non of
; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study
is being ordered for none of the above.; This
study is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
6 month f/u to monitor for change in size or
shape of pulm nodule; "There is NO evidence of a
lung, mediastinal or chest mass noted within the
last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
Abnormal finding on examination of the chest,
chest wall and or lungs describes the reason for
this request.; This is a request for a Chest CT.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
abnormal findings; "There IS evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; They had a previous Chest x‐ray.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
Cough; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The
study is being ordered for none of the above.;
This study is being ordered for non of the above.;
Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
dyspena; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
The study is being ordered for none of the
above.; This study is being ordered for non of the
above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
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1
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1

1

1

1

1

1

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Pulmonary MedicinDisapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Pulmonary MedicinDisapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Pulmonary MedicinDisapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Pulmonary MedicinDisapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Pulmonary MedicinDisapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Pulmonary MedicinDisapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Pulmonary MedicinDisapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Pulmonary MedicinDisapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Pulmonary MedicinDisapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Follow up for Sarcodosis; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; The study is being ordered for
none of the above.; This study is being ordered
for non of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
IMPRESSION: 1. Interim resection of the
noncalcified pulmonary nodule. 2. New probable
secretions within the proximal right mainstem
bronchus measuring 7.9 mm. Consider short‐term
follow‐up to document resolution. Lung RADS
multiple nodules in the lungs.; A Chest/Thorax CT
is being ordered.; The study is being ordered for
none of the above.; This study is being ordered
for non of the above.; Yes this is a request for a
Patient has COPD and is a smoker.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for screening of lung cancer.; The
patient is 54 years old or younger.; The patient
previous ct scan , need repeat; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; The study is being ordered
for none of the above.; This study is being
ordered for non of the above.; Yes this is a
PT WAS REFERRED BY DR HUTCHICSON. HE HAS
EXTREME SHORTNESS OF BREATH, CAN NOT
WORK OVER IT, STARTED ABOUT 1 YEAR AGO.
CAN NOT MOVE ARMS WELL AND ABOUT 3
MONTHS AGO HE STARTED GETTING THE
SHORTNESS OF BREATH. TO SLEEP HE HAS TO
suspicious mass; "There IS evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; They had a previous Chest x‐ray.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
There is radiologic evidence of non‐resolving
pneumonia for 6 weeks after antibiotic treatment
was prescribed.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; This study is being ordered for known
wheezing, weight gain,; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
screening of lung cancer.; The patient is between
55 and 80 years old.; This patient is a smoker or
has a history of smoking.; The patient has a 30
pack per year history of smoking.; The patient did
NOT quit smoking in the past 15 years.; The

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Pulmonary MedicinDisapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

G0297 LOW DOSE CT
SCAN FOR LUNG CANCER
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Pulmonary MedicinDisapproval SCREENING
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
Radiation OncologyApproval
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
Radiation OncologyApproval
70540 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, orbit, face,
and/or neck; without
contrast material(s)
Radiation OncologyApproval
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
Radiation OncologyApproval
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
Radiation OncologyApproval
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
Radiation OncologyApproval

Radiation OncologyApproval

Radiation OncologyApproval

The patient has a history of pulmonary
embolisms and has been on blood thinners.; This
study is being ordered for Vascular Disease.;
4/1/2017; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Chest pain, abdominal
pain, and shortness of breath; She has been on
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Low
Dose CT for Lung Cancer Screening.; It is unknown
if this patient has had a Low Dose CT for Lung
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is Radiation
This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; The
study is being ordered for Follow Up.; The patient
has a known tumor or metastasis in the neck.;
The patient completed a course of chemotherapy
STAGING EXTENT OF DISEASE; "This is a request
for orbit,face, or neck soft tissue MRI.239.8"; The
reason for the study is not for trauma,
infection,cancer, mass, tumor, pre or post‐
operative evaluation
evaluat effects of radiation; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient does not
have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, sudden change
in mental status, Bell's palsy, Congenital

1

2

1

1

1

This request is for a Brain MRI; It is unknown if
the study is being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; This study is being ordered for a
tumor.

1

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for a tumor.

8

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material
71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

1

1
"There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest
mass noted within the last 30 days."; They did not
have a previous Chest x‐ray.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for

1

Radiation OncologyApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Radiation OncologyApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Radiation OncologyApproval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Radiation OncologyApproval

72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
contrast material(s)
72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
contrast material(s)
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Radiation OncologyApproval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Radiation OncologyApproval

Radiation OncologyApproval

Radiation OncologyApproval

Radiation OncologyApproval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)

A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for known tumor.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is Radiation
unknown; "There is NO evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for work‐up for
an MRI of the pelvis to determine the local
extent of disease, and specifically to determine
whether the parametrium is radiographically
involved and to what extent. This will aid in the
treatment planning process, particularly if there
is extensive dise; This is a request for a Pelvis
This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; Surgery is
planned for within 30 days.; The study is being
ordered for Evaluation of the pelvis prior to
surgery or laparoscopy.
Patient is follow up for cancer; This is a request
for an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; The
reason for the study is none of the listed
reasons.; This study is not being requested for
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is known
tumor.; This is a request for evaluation of
prostate cancer.; There is a PSA greater than 10.;
This study is not being requested for abdominal
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is known
tumor.; This is not request for evaluation of
prostate cancer.; This study is being ordered for
follow‐up.; The patient is presenting new
symptoms.; This study is not being requested for
unkown; This request is for an Abdomen MRI.;
This study is being ordered for suspicious mass or
suspected tumor/ metastasis.; The patient had
previous abnormal imaging including a CT, MRI or
Ultrasound.; The abnormality found on a previous

3

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
Radiation OncologyApproval
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
Radiation OncologyApproval
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
Radiation OncologyApproval
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Radiation OncologyDisapproval whole body
70544 Magnetic
resonance angiography,
head; without contrast
material(s)
Radiology
Approval
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
Radiology
Approval
72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
contrast material(s)
Radiology
Approval

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan; 1
PET Scans has already been performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is a Medicare
member.; This study is being requested for None
of the above; This Pet Scan is being ordered for
something other than Prostate, Cervical, Breast
Cancer or Melanoma; This study is being
requested for Lung Cancer; This Pet Scan is being
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This is a Medicare member.; This study is being
requested for None of the above; This Pet Scan is
being ordered for something other than Prostate,
Cervical, Breast Cancer or Melanoma; This study
is being requested for Other, not listed above;
This Pet Scan is being requested for None of the
above; This is for a Routine/Standard PET Scan
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).; This
study is being requested for Ovarian or
Esophageal Cancer.; This would be the first PET
Scan performed on this patient for this cancer.;
This is NOT a Medicare member.; This is for a
Routine/Standard PET Scan using FDG

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan; It
is unknown why the study is being ordered.; This
study is being requested for Colo‐rectal Cancer.;
This is NOT a Medicare member.; This is for a
Routine/Standard PET Scan using FDG
(fluorodeoxyglucose)

There is an immediate family history of
aneurysm.; This is a request for a Brain MRA.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient had a thunderclap headache or worst
headache of the patient's life (within the last 3
months).
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a Pelvis
MRI.; The request is not for any of the listed
indications.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Radiology

Approval

74174 Computed
tomographic angiography,
abdomen and pelvis, with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing

75635 Computed
tomographic angiography,
abdominal aorta and
bilateral iliofemoral lower
extremity runoff, with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body

Radiology

Approval

Radiology

Approval

Radiology

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Rehabilitations

Rehabilitations

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

This is a request for CT Angiography of the
Abdomen and Pelvis.

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
abdominal arteries.
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This would be the first PET Scan performed on
this patient for this cancer.; This is a Medicare
member.; This study is being requested for None
of the above; This Pet Scan is being ordered for
something other than Prostate, Cervical, Breast
Cancer or Melanoma; This study is being
requested for Lung Cancer; This Pet Scan is being
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D;Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The

1

1

1

1

2

1

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for known tumor.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
unkown; "There IS evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; They had a previous Chest x‐ray.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Document exam findings; The patient

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; The patient has acute or
chronic back pain.; The patient has none of the
above

1

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does have a new foot
drop.

1

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material
72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
contrast material(s)
73220 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, upper extremity,
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient does have a new foot drop.
This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The study is
being ordered for joint pain or suspicion of joint
or bone infection.; The study is being ordered for
bilateral hip avascular necrosis.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 2/25/19; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; patient
unable to bare any weight on her hand or wrist;
PT; One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs

Rheumatology

Approval

Rheumatology

Approval

Rheumatology

Approval

1

1

1

1

1

1

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Approval

73220 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, upper extremity,
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

The request is for an upper extremity non‐joint
MRI.; This is a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.

1

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The pain is not from a recent
injury, old injury, chronic pain or a mass.; This is a
request for an elbow MRI; The study is requested
for evaluation of elbow pain.

1

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is not from a recent
injury, old injury, chronic pain or a mass.; The
request is for shoulder pain.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study is not requested
for any of the standard indications for Knee MRI;
This is a request for an elbow MRI; It is not know
if the study is requested for evaluation of elbow
pain
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 2/25/19; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; patient
unable to bare any weight on her hand or wrist;
PT; One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain
is described as chronic; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The
patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?

Approval

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

; This is a request for a foot MRI.; The study is
being ordered forfoot pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; The patient has had
foot pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has been
treated with anti‐inflammatory medication for at
least 6 weeks.

1

1

1

1

1

Rheumatology

Approval

Rheumatology

Approval

73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

Rheumatology

Approval

Rheumatology

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Rheumatology

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Rheumatology

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Pt has rheumatoid arthritis; This study is being
ordered for Inflammatory/ Infectious Disease.;
&lt; Enter date of initial onset here ‐ or Type In
Unknown If No Info Given &gt;; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Swelling,
pain; Medications; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
Study is for to prep for muscle biopsy.; This study
is being ordered for Inflammatory/ Infectious
Disease.; December 2018.; It is not known if there
has been any treatment or conservative therapy.;
Profound muscle weakness.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is NOT

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.; This
is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is no evidence of
tumor or mass from a previous exam, plain film,
ultrasound, or previous CT or MRI."; There is a
suspicion of an infection.; The patient is taking
antibiotics.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 3/18/19; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.; Lot
s of pain; One of the studies being ordered is NOT
a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for trauma or injury.; 3/18/19; There has not
been any treatment or conservative therapy.; Lot
s of pain; One of the studies being ordered is NOT
a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; bilateral lower extremity weakness;

2

2

2

1

1

1

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material
72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material
72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material(s)

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; ; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of bladder
or bowel dysfunction.; The patient does not have
Marked space narrowing at l34 and l45.; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is weakness.; left foot numbness; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of bladder
rule out inflammatory spondyloarthropathy; This
is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The request is not
for any of the listed indications.
unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 09/28/2018; There
has not been any treatment or conservative

1

1

1

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

2

Rheumatology

73200 Computed
tomography, upper
extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material
73220 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, upper extremity,
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval sequences
73220 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, upper extremity,
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval sequences

; One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

2

Rheumatology

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material(s)

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

2

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

2

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Rheumatology

Sports Medicine

Sports Medicine

Sports Medicine

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material(s)
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval sequences
73721 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
lower extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material
72131 Computed
tomography, lumbar
spine; without contrast
material
Approval

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The study is not requested for any
of the standard indications for Knee MRI; It is not
known if the study is requested for shoulder pain.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a Knee
MRI.; It is not known if patient had recent plain
films of the knee.; It is not known if the ordering
physician is an orthopedist.; This study is being
ordered for None of the above; There is no
symptom of locking,Instability,
Swelling,Redness,Limited range of motion or
hip pain; This is a requests for a hip MRI.; Surgery
or arthrscopy is not scheduled in the next 4
weeks.; There is a suspicion of tendon or
ligament injury.; The hip pain is due to a recent
injury.; The request is for hip pain.
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient has a history of severe low back trauma
or lumbar injury.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
He has 20%‐30% limitation of range of motion of
the head and neck in all directions. He has
extremely decreased sensation in the left arm
and hand to the point of essentially no feeling in
the radial aspect of the left hand. He has greatly
diminished st; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Neurological deficits; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
There is weakness.; Mr. Thompson is a 65‐year‐
Ms. Richardson returns for follow‐up of her
bilateral cervical radiculitis. She had her
EMG/NCV done which indicated moderate carpal
tunnel syndrome on the right and mild changes
on the left. She has been to physical therapy and
has taken her meloxicam; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or
back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; bilateral shoulder and arm pain, and

1

1

1

1

1

1

Sports Medicine

Sports Medicine

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Sports Medicine

Approval

Sports Medicine

Approval

Sports Medicine

Sports Medicine

Sports Medicine

Approval

Approval

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73721 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
lower extremity; without
contrast material

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain
is described as chronic; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The
patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?
On exam she is quite tender anteriorly in the
knee. She has a moderate amount of
subcutaneous swelling. There is diffuse
ecchymosis extending from the knee down to just
above the ankle. She has mild edema anteriorly
in the lower leg but not generally t; This is a
request for a Knee MRI.; The study is requested
for knee pain.; The pain is from a recent injury.;

5

10

1

1

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is an orthopedist.; This study is being
ordered for Suspected meniscus, tendon, or
ligament injury

1

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is described as
chronic; The member has failed a 4 week course
of conservative management in the past 3
months.

1

This is a requests for a hip MRI.; The member has
failed a 4 week course of conservative
management in the past 3 months.; The hip pain
is chronic.; The request is for hip pain.

1

Sports Medicine

Sports Medicine

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material
73721 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
lower extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
Approval
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
Approval
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
Approval
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
Approval

Approval

Surgery

Approval

Surgery

Approval

70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material

; This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ; ; One of the studies being
; This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; ; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; ; ; One of the studies being
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The patient
has a suspected tumor outside the brain.; Known
or suspected tumor best describes the reason
that I have requested this test.
This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; The
patient has been diagnosed with cancer.; The
patient has a neck lump or mass.; There is a
palpable neck mass or lump.; The neck mass is
This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; The
study is being ordered for Initial Staging.; The
patient has a known tumor or metastasis in the
neck.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The patient has a chronic or
recurring headache.
His lung cancer appears to be confined to the
right lower lobe. His PFTs is acceptable for
surgery. He tolerated a stair climbing test while in
the office today with only minimal tachycardia. I
have recommended a da Vinci robotic right lower
lobectomy wit; This request is for a Brain MRI;
The study is NOT being requested for evaluation

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for a tumor.
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for seizures.; There
has been a change in seizure pattern or a new
seizure.

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Surgery

Approval

Surgery

Approval

Surgery

Surgery

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material
72131 Computed
tomography, lumbar
spine; without contrast
material

Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

"There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest
mass noted within the last 30 days."; They did not
have a previous Chest x‐ray.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
; The patient is NOT presenting new signs or
symptoms.; "There is no radiologic evidence of
sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or fungal infection.";
There is no radiologic evidence of a lung abscess
or empyema.; There is radiologic evidence of
pneumoconiosis e.g. black lung disease or
silicosis.; It is unknown if there is radiologic
A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for known tumor.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
Abnormal finding on examination of the chest,
chest wall and or lungs describes the reason for
this request.; This is a request for a Chest CT.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Has hernia. Will fax other clinical info.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; The study is
being ordered for none of the above.; This study
is being ordered for non of the above.; Yes this is
R10.84: Generalized abdominal
pain&#x0D;R13.10: Dysphagia,
unspecified&#x0D;Z98.890: Other specified
postprocedural states; One of the studies being

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; Acute
or Chronic back pain; The patient does not have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
The patient has seen the doctor more then once
for these symptoms.; The physician has directed
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The

1

1

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

72192 Computed
tomography, pelvis;
without contrast material

Approval

72192 Computed
tomography, pelvis;
without contrast material

Surgery

Approval

Surgery

Approval

Surgery

Approval

Surgery

Approval

Surgery

Approval

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Approval

72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
contrast material(s)
72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
contrast material(s)
72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
contrast material(s)
72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
contrast material(s)
73700 Computed
tomography, lower
extremity; without
contrast material
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

; This study is being ordered for some other
reason than the choices given.; This is a request
for a Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
post op review; This study is being ordered for
some other reason than the choices given.; This is
a request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT
47 yo male presents to the clinic for surgical eval
of a biopsy proven rectal carcinoma.
Recommended that he undergo MRI of the pelvis
for futher diagnostic eval prior to resection.; This
is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The patient has NOT
Refer to icd 10; This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.;
The study is being ordered for pelvic trauma or
injury.; This is an evaluation of something other
than the pelvic gurdle, sacrum or the tail bone
This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; Surgery is
planned for within 30 days.; The study is being
ordered for Evaluation of the pelvis prior to
surgery or laparoscopy.
This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The study is
being ordered for joint pain or suspicion of joint
or bone infection.; The study is being ordered for
osteomyelitis.
This is a request for a Lower Extremity CT.; This is
a preoperative or recent postoperative
evaluation.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
CT

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

; This is a request for a foot MRI.; Surgery or
other intervention is not planned for in the next 4
weeks.; The study is being oordered for
infection.; There are physical exam findings,
laboratory results, other imaging including bone
scan or plain film confirming infection,
inflammation and or aseptic necrosis.

1

This is a request for a foot MRI.; Surgery or other
intervention is planned in the next 4 weeks.; The
study is being oordered for infection.; There are
physical exam findings, laboratory results, other
imaging including bone scan or plain film
confirming infection, inflammation and or aseptic
necrosis.

1

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

73725 Magnetic
resonance angiography,
lower extremity, with or
without contrast
material(s)

Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

Surgery

Approval

Surgery

Approval

74174 Computed
tomographic angiography,
abdomen and pelvis, with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Surgery

Patient is 65 year old male with a diabetic ulcer
on the right great toe, has been treated with
antibiotics, has decreased ABI'S and non‐palpable
pulses, al terroir ultrasound shows decreased
flow to the lower extremity's.; One of the studies
47 yo male present to the clinic for a surgical
evaluation of a biopsy proven rectal carcinoma.
Recommended that he undergo a CT of the
abdomen and MRI of the pelvis for further
diagnostic evaluation prior to resections.; This is a
request for an Abdomen CT.; This study is being
R10.84: Generalized abdominal
pain&#x0D;R13.10: Dysphagia,
unspecified&#x0D;Z98.890: Other specified
postprocedural states; One of the studies being
Right upper quadrant pain, chronic and
repeating; This is a request for an Abdomen CT.;
This study is being ordered for another reason
besides Kidney/Ureteral stone, &#x0D;Known
Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O metastases,
Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ Enlargement,
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered as a pre‐op or post op
evaluation.; The requested study is for post‐
operative evaluation.; The requested study is a
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered as a pre‐op or post op
evaluation.; The requested study is for pre‐
operative evaluation.; The study is requested by a

This is a request for CT Angiography of the
Abdomen and Pelvis.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has
not been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; It is

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

Surgery

Approval

Surgery

Approval

Surgery

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Surgery

Approval

Surgery

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Surgery

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has
not been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has
not been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for acute pain.;
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this complaint.;
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has not been
completed.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

3

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Surgery

Approval

Surgery

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is pre‐op
or post op evaluation.; The study is requested for
post‐op evaluation.; The study is not requested as
a first follow up study for a suspected or known
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit
for this complaint.; There has been a physical
41 year old had laparoscopic cholecystectomy on
9/17/18 and a laparoscopic appendectomy on
9/22/18. Her pathology was positive for
appendiceal carcinoid. The pathology is not clear
on the margins regarding the carcinoid and Dr
will review this with path; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; The reason for
the study is known tumor.; This study is being
ordered for follow‐up.; It is not known if the
6 WEEKS POST OP ANTRECTOMY VAGOTOMY
INTRECTAL NOLIA PAIN; EVAL FOR AFFERENT
LIIMB SYNDROME. HOSPITALED ONCE FOR THE
SURGERY (BACK‐IN HOSPITAL); This is a request
for an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; The
reason for the study is pre‐op or post op
evaluation.; The study is requested for post‐op
Anterior abdominal wall abscess. Drainage
catheter, MRSA, a mesh from hernia surgery from
years ago.; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; It is not known if a
urinalysis has been completed.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
concern for injury about three weeks ago,
difficulty swallowing; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
hernia and pain; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

HPI: &#x0D;
Mrs Donaldson is a 35 y/o
female with BMI of 27 that presents to clinic
today to establish care. She had laparoscopic
sleeve gastrectomy at Baptist by Dr Fuller
2/16/15. Path normal. Her weight at surgery was
280 pounds, bmi 48, and today h; This is a
request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.;
HPI: Ms. Alexander is a 57 y/o female with hx of
HTN, DMII, CAD, multiple recurring gastric polyps
s/p partial gastrectomy, rheumatoid arthritis
(currently untreated and GERD. She was referred
to surgery clinic for an incisional hernia. Her
hernia occurre; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; This study is being
incisional hernia with some associated fascial
thinning/diastases recti along the length of his
midline incision; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; The reason for the study
is pre‐op or post op evaluation.; The study is
requested for preoperative evaluation.; Surgery is
Intra‐abdominal abscess of uncertain
etiology&#x0D;Parastomal
hernia&#x0D;&#x0D;Clinically improved. We will
recheck her CBC today. Also repeat her CT scan to
see if the abscesses have resolved and to rule out
a occult mass.; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has not been
Multiple previous surgeries. These included
removal of an old Kugel patch and repair of a
recurrent ventral hernia with 2 pieces of physio
mesh. He also had a small bowel obstruction with
closed loop obstruction. He noted some pain in
the left lower quadr; This is a request for an
On exam, it appears this hernia has recurred by
palpation. it is reducible. We will need to obtain
a CT scan to fully delineate the anatomy and
discussed the surgical options. Once we obtain
the CT scan and discuss further the smoking
cessation, we can ; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
Other and unspecified ventral hernia with
obstruction, without gangrene; This is a request
for an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; It is not
known if a urinalysis has been completed.; This
study is being requested for abdominal and/or

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Surgery

Approval

Surgery

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Surgery

Approval

Surgery

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

Patient has abdominal ultra sound done; This is a
request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.;
A urinalysis has not been completed.; This study
is being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
Patient has had acute diverticulitis.; This is a
request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered
Patient status post lap Repair of incisional hernia
and upper midline. Felt like upon arising he had
recurrence of his hernia with some right‐sided
asymmetry. He also has had a burning sensation
in the epigastrium. I assured him this was most
likely just ; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; This study is being
pt had hernia repair 03/2018; This is a request
for an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This
study is being requested for abdominal and/or
pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered for
Pt had lap chole 12/17/18 still having rt flank
pain radiating into back occurring up to 12 times
per day, labs &amp; urine culture done within
normal limits, with continued pubic pain and
pressure urinating up to 20 times a day.
Ultrasound 10/18/18 showed hy; This is a request
for an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This
Pt is post op from 12/13/2018 hernia surgery.
Complains of lower umbilical pain, fever, nausea,
labs ordered, Dr wants to make sure there are no
post op complications.; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
PT UNDERWENT A HALS SIGMOID COLECTOMY
FOR THE TREATMENT OF COLON CANCER. HE
HAS NOW COMPLETED HIS CHEMOTHERAPY
TREATMENT AND REQUIRES FOLLOW UP
IMAGING.; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; The reason for the study
is pre‐op or post op evaluation.; The study is
The patient presents with chronic abdominal
pain. Abdominal ultrasound shows a liver lesion
and splenomegaly, requiring further assessment
by CT.; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
This study is being requested for abdominal

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Surgery

Approval

Surgery

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

Surgery

Approval

Surgery

Approval

Surgery

Approval

Surgery

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)

This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The hematuria is due to Renal
Calculi/kidney/ ureteral stone.; This study is not
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is pre‐op
or post op evaluation.; The study is requested for
post‐op evaluation.; The study is requested as a
first follow up study for a suspected or known
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is pre‐op
or post op evaluation.; The study is requested for
post‐op evaluation.; The study is requested as a
first follow up study for a suspected or known
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is pre‐op
or post op evaluation.; The study is requested for
preoperative evaluation.; Surgery is planned for
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is
suspicious mass or suspected tumor or
metastasis.; The patient is presenting new
symptoms.; This study is not being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not
Unknown; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has been
completed.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; It is not known if
the urinalysis results were normal or abnormal.;
unknown; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
study is being ordered for acute pain.; There has
unknown; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
study is being ordered for chronic pain.; This is
; This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or suspected
tumor/ metastasis.; The patient had previous
abnormal imaging including a CT, MRI or
Ultrasound.; A liver abnormality was found on a
dr requesting procedure; This request is for an
Abdomen MRI.; This study is not being ordered
for known tumor, suspicious mass or suspected
tumor/metastasis, organ enlargement, known or
suspected vascular disease, hematuria, follow‐up

2

1

2

4

1

1

1

1

1

1

Surgery

Surgery

Approval

74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)

Approval

74185 Magnetic
resonance angiography,
abdomen, with or without
contrast material(s)

Surgery

Approval

Surgery

Approval

Surgery

Approval

Surgery

Approval

Surgery

Approval

Surgery

Approval

75635 Computed
tomographic angiography,
abdominal aorta and
bilateral iliofemoral lower
extremity runoff, with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing
77046 Magnetic
resonance imaging,
breast, without contrast
material; unilateral
77046 Magnetic
resonance imaging,
breast, without contrast
material; unilateral
77046 Magnetic
resonance imaging,
breast, without contrast
material; unilateral
77046 Magnetic
resonance imaging,
breast, without contrast
material; unilateral
77046 Magnetic
resonance imaging,
breast, without contrast
material; unilateral

Approval

78813 Positron emission
tomography (PET)
imaging; whole body

Surgery

This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for organ enlargement.; The
patient had previous abnormal imaging including
a CT, MRI or Ultrasound.; A abnormality was
found on the spleen during a previous CT, MRI or
Patient is 65 year old male with a diabetic ulcer
on the right great toe, has been treated with
antibiotics, has decreased ABI'S and non‐palpable
pulses, al terroir ultrasound shows decreased
flow to the lower extremity's.; One of the studies

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
abdominal arteries.
biopby came back positive; This is a request for
Breast MRI.; This study is being ordered for
something other than known breast cancer,
known breast lesions, screening for known family
This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered as a screening examination
following genetic testing for breast cancer.; The
patient has a lifetime risk score of greater than
This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered as a screening examination for
known family history of breast cancer.; There are
benign lesions in the breast associated with an
This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered for a known history of breast
cancer.; No, this is not an individual who has
known breast cancer in the contralateral (other)
Unspecified lump in the left breast, unspecified
quadrant; This is a request for Breast MRI.; This
study is being ordered for something other than
known breast cancer, known breast lesions,
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).; This
study is being requested for Breast Cancer.; This
is NOT for an evaluation of axillary lymph nodes.;
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1

1

1
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1

1

Surgery

Approval

Surgery

Approval

Surgery

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography
S8037 MAGNETIC
RESONANCE
CHOLANGIOPANCREATOG
RAPHY (MRCP)
S8037 MAGNETIC
RESONANCE
CHOLANGIOPANCREATOG
RAPHY (MRCP)

Surgery

Approval

S8037 MAGNETIC
RESONANCE
CHOLANGIOPANCREATOG
RAPHY (MRCP)

Surgery

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Surgery

72125 Computed
tomography, cervical
spine; without contrast
Disapproval material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Surgery

72128 Computed
tomography, thoracic
spine; without contrast
Disapproval material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; The patient has a history of
hypertensive heart disease.; There is a change in
the patient’s cardiac symptoms.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for MRCP.;
There is no reason why the patient cannot have
an ERCP.
Patient is status post laparoscopic
cholecystectomy on December 17. She is healing
appropriately, but having increased abdominal
pain &amp; has elevated liver enzymes. We are
This is a request for MRCP.; There is a reason
why the patient cannot have an ERCP.; The
patient has not undergone an unsuccessful ERCP.;
The patient does not have an altered biliary tract
anatomy that precludes ERCP.; It is not known if
unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 3/6/19; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; pain;
The patient has tried medication and continues
having seizures and bilateral extremity
numbness. &#x0D;The patient has had surgical
intervention on both shoulders. She has had
physical therapy as well, with no improvement.;
This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 02/22/2018; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; seizures&#x0D;bilateral
The patient has tried medication and continues
having seizures and bilateral extremity
numbness. &#x0D;The patient has had surgical
intervention on both shoulders. She has had
physical therapy as well, with no improvement.;
This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 02/22/2018; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; seizures&#x0D;bilateral
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1

1

1

1

1

1

Surgery

72131 Computed
tomography, lumbar
spine; without contrast
Disapproval material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Surgery

72131 Computed
tomography, lumbar
spine; without contrast
Disapproval material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Surgery

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Surgery

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Surgery

73706 Computed
tomographic angiography,
lower extremity, with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval image postprocessing

Surgery

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

The patient has tried medication and continues
having seizures and bilateral extremity
numbness. &#x0D;The patient has had surgical
intervention on both shoulders. She has had
physical therapy as well, with no improvement.;
This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 02/22/2018; There has been treatment
or conservative therapy.; seizures&#x0D;bilateral
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative evaluation.;
This study is not part of a myelogram or
discogram.; The patient is not experiencing
Patient has normal BMI.; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known trauma
or injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; four
months ago; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Patient has muscle spasms
on lower lumbar area and left sided tightness on
Patient has normal BMI.; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known trauma
or injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.; four
months ago; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Patient has muscle spasms
on lower lumbar area and left sided tightness on

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
lower extremity.
. Intraductal papillary mucinous adenoma of
pancreas; This is a request for an Abdomen CT.;
This study is being ordered for a suspicious mass
or tumor.; There is a suspicious mass found using
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2

1

1

1

1

Surgery

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Surgery

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Surgery

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Surgery

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Disapproval contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Disapproval contrast material

Surgery

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Surgery

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Surgery

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Surgery

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

unknown; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 3/6/19; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; pain;
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; It is not known
if a urinalysis has been completed.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has not been
completed.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is
suspicious mass or suspected tumor or
metastasis.; This study is not being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not
having abdominal pain with rebound and
tenderness; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has not been
completed.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
HPI: &#x0D;
59 year old established female
patient who presents for evaluation of upper
abdominal pain and possible hernia. I last saw the
patient for colonoscopy on 6/24/2015, this
revealed diverticular disease and hemorrhoid
disease. She is scheduled; This is a request for an
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1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Surgery

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Surgery

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Surgery

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Surgery

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Surgery

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Surgery

Surgery

Surgery

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Disapproval contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Disapproval contrast material
78813 Positron emission
tomography (PET)
Disapproval imaging; whole body

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

PATIENT HAS METASTATIC COLON CANCER. SHE
HAS A LONGSTANDING PROBLEM WITH CHRONIC
PAIN RELATED TO THIS. SHE HAD A VERY
COMPLEX OPEN CHOLECYSTECTOMY AND RPR OF
DUODENAL ULCER A FEW WEEKS AGO. SHE
STATES SHE IS HAVING SEVERE RIGHT UPPER
QUADRANT ABDOMINAL PA; This is a request for
an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis
pt has inguinal pain that radiates to abd, need to
r/o hernia as one could not be felt on exam; This
is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has not been
completed.; This study is being requested for
Pt states she has epigastric pains, nausea, and
constipation&#x0D;Location: incision
&#x0D;Quality: bulging&#x0D;Severity:
mild&#x0D; WHSS midline with evidence of large
incisional hernia. &#x0D;moderate‐sized
incisional hernia. She had undergone previous
repair of hiatal he; This is a request for an
questionable ventral upper abdominal wall
hernia versus rectus diastases. Different
treatment options for each outcome, needing to
access the condition before treatment plan can
be determined; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; The reason for the study
Recently dx with invasive ductal carcinoma left
breast, abnormal chest CT last 6.1 cm softtissue
mass in the superior aspect of the left breast
broadly abutting the underlying left pectoralis
major muscle. Numerous bilateral solid and
cavitary nodules in; This is a request for an
Six weeks of abdominal pain.; This is a request
for an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A
urinalysis has been completed.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The results of the urinalysis were normal.;
Unknown; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has not been
completed.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This is a PET Scan with Dotatate (Gallium GA 68‐
Dotatate)
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1

1

1

1

Surgery

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

Surgery

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

Surgical Oncology Approval

70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material

Surgical Oncology Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Surgical Oncology Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Surgical Oncology Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Surgical Oncology Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Surgical Oncology Approval

acute shortness of breath at rest; This a request
for an echocardiogram.; This is a request for a
Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This study is
being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac Valves.;
This is NOT for prolapsed mitral valve, suspected
valve disease, new or changing symptoms of
valve disease, annual review of known valve
disease, initial evaluation of artificial heart valves
or annual re‐eval of artifical heart valves.

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; The patient does not have
a history of a recent heart attack or hypertensive
heart disease.
; This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; The
study is being ordered for Follow Up.; The patient
has a known tumor or metastasis in the neck.;
They had a previous Neck CT in the last 10
months.; The patient has NOT completed a
There are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is Surgical
; "There is NO evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for work‐up for suspicious mass.;
Mass or lump, chest neck axilla; "There is NO
evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
noted within the last 30 days."; A Chest/Thorax
CT is being ordered.; This study is being ordered
'None of the above' describes the reason for this
request.; Surveillance of a known cancer
following treatment is related to this request for
imaging of a known cancer or tumor; This is a
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is Surgical
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1

1

1

1

1

1

3

Surgical Oncology Approval

Surgical Oncology Approval

Surgical Oncology Approval

Surgical Oncology Approval

Surgical Oncology Approval

Surgical Oncology Approval

Surgical Oncology Approval

Surgical Oncology Approval

Surgical Oncology Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material
72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
contrast material(s)
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)
77046 Magnetic
resonance imaging,
breast, without contrast
material; unilateral
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body

There are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is Surgical
; This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The patient
has NOT had previous abnormal imaging
including a CT, MRI or Ultrasound.; The study is
being ordered for suspicion of tumor, mass,
There are 2 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is Surgical
There are 3 exams are being ordered.; One of
the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is Surgical
vaginal bleeding, vaginal mass, pain; This is a
request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.;
A urinalysis has not been completed.; This study
is being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; It is not known if the pain is acute or
; This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for pre‐operative evaluation.; It
is not known if surgery is planned for within 30
days.
; This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or suspected
tumor/ metastasis.; The patient had previous
abnormal imaging including a CT, MRI or
Ultrasound.; The abnormality found on a previous
This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered for a known history of breast
cancer.; No, this is not an individual who has
known breast cancer in the contralateral (other)
breast.; No, this is not a confirmed breast cancer.;
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan; A
nodule of less than 4 centimeters has been
identified on recent imaging; This study is being
ordered to evaluate a solitary pulmonary nodule.;
The solitary pulmonary nodule was NOT
identified on an imaging study in the last 30
days.; This study is being requested for Lung
Cancer.; This is NOT a Medicare member.; This is

1

1

3

1

1

1

1

1

1

Surgical Oncology

Surgical Oncology

Surgical Oncology

Surgical Oncology

Thoracic Surgery

Thoracic Surgery

78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
Approval
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
Approval
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
Approval
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval material(s)

Approval

Approval

71275 Computed
tomographic angiography,
chest (noncoronary), with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This is a Medicare member.; This study is being
requested for None of the above; This Pet Scan is
being ordered for Breast Cancer; This request is
for the initial diagnosis and/or initial staging of
axillary lymph nodes; This is for a
Routine/Standard PET Scan using FDG
(fluorodeoxyglucose)
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).; This
study is being requested for Breast Cancer.; This
is for evaluation of axillary lymph nodes.; This is
NOT a Medicare member.; This is for a
Routine/Standard PET Scan using FDG
(fluorodeoxyglucose)
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).; This
study is being requested for Breast Cancer.; This
is NOT for an evaluation of axillary lymph nodes.;
This would be the first PET Scan performed on
this patient for this cancer.; This is NOT a
Medicare member.; This is for a
; This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for known or suspected
infection.; There are physical findings or
abnormal blood work consistent with
pancreatitis.; An abnormal amalyse or lipase was

1

; This study is not requested to evaluate
suspected pulmonary embolus.; This study will
not be performed in conjunction with a Chest CT.;
This study is being ordered for another reason
besides Known or Suspected Congenital
Abnormality, Known or suspected Vascular
Disease.; Yes, this is a request for a Chest CT
Angiography.

1

This is a request for a foot MRI.; Surgery or other
intervention is planned in the next 4 weeks.; The
study is being oordered for infection.; There are
physical exam findings, laboratory results, other
imaging including bone scan or plain film
confirming infection, inflammation and or aseptic
necrosis.

1

1

1

1

Thoracic Surgery

Thoracic Surgery

Thoracic Surgery

Approval

74174 Computed
tomographic angiography,
abdomen and pelvis, with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing

This is a request for CT Angiography of the
Abdomen and Pelvis.

1

Approval

75635 Computed
tomographic angiography,
abdominal aorta and
bilateral iliofemoral lower
extremity runoff, with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
abdominal arteries.

2

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material

Approval

70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material

Unknown

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Valves.; This is an annual review of known valve
disease.; It has been 12 ‐ 23 months or more
since the last echocardiogram.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
described as sudden and severe.; The headache is
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; &lt; Enter date of
initial onset here ‐ or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given &gt;; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Patient cannot move eyes
side to side together, it is continuing to get
worse. One eye will move while the other

1

1

1

1

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
material
70480 Computed
tomography, orbit, sella,
or posterior fossa or
outer, middle, or inner
ear; without contrast
material

Approval

70480 Computed
tomography, orbit, sella,
or posterior fossa or
outer, middle, or inner
ear; without contrast
material

Approval

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
material

Approval

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
material

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Enter answer here ‐ or Type &#x0D;In Unknown
If No Info Given.; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The headache is
described as sudden and severe.; The patient has
Patient fell two days ago in her home, she came
into our ER with complaints of the fall, headache,
bleeding and she is on anticoagulant medication.;
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study is
Recent Cognitive changes; This is a request for a
brain/head CT.; The study is NOT being requested
for evaluation of a headache.; The patient has a
sudden change in mental status.; This study is
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The headache is described as sudden and severe.;
The patient has one sided arm or leg weakness.;
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; The study
is NOT being requested for evaluation of a
headache.; The patient does NOT have a recent
onset (within the last 4 weeks) of neurologic
"This request is for orbit,sella, int. auditory
canal,temporal bone, mastoid, CT.239.8"; "There
is not suspicion of bone infection, cholesteatoma,
or inflammatory disease.ostct"; "There is not a
history of serious head or skull, trauma or
injury.ostct"; "There is not suspicion of
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a neurological disorder.; &lt; Enter date of
initial onset here ‐ or Type In Unknown If No Info
Given &gt;; There has not been any treatment or
conservative therapy.; Patient cannot move eyes
side to side together, it is continuing to get
worse. One eye will move while the other
; This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT
immune‐compromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as (sudden
onset of 2 or more symptoms of nasal discharge,
blockage or congestion, facial pain, pressure and
; This study is being ordered for sinusitis.; This is
a request for a Sinus CT.; The patient is NOT
immune‐compromised.; The patient's current
rhinosinusitis symptoms are described as
Recurrent Acute Rhinosinusitis (4 or more acute

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
material
70486 Computed
tomography, maxillofacial
area; without contrast
material
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material
70490 Computed
tomography, soft tissue
neck; without contrast
material

Approval

70496 Computed
tomographic angiography,
head, with contrast
material(s), including
noncontrast images, if
performed, and image
postprocessing

Unknown

Presents today with complaint of dizziness. He is
dizzy about 75% of the time. He has chronic sinus
congestion and feels like his right ear is stopped
up. He takes sudafed and this provides relief of
his symptoms for approximately 6 hours. He has
comp; This study is being ordered for sinusitis.;

This study is being ordered for pre‐operative
evaluation.; This is a request for a Sinus CT.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Family history of non‐hodgkin's lymphoma. The
lump has been growing in size.; This is a request
for neck soft tissue CT.; The patient has a neck
lump or mass.; There is a palpable neck mass or
Patient has a mass on left side of neck that is
causing some discomfort and pain. Patient also
has a family history of cancer.; This is a request
for neck soft tissue CT.; The patient has a neck
Patient has had a lump in neck for 3 weeks.; This
is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; The patient
has a neck lump or mass.; There is a palpable
neck mass or lump.; The neck mass is larger than
There is a large round smooth surfaced mass at
the right tonsillar area. His neck has some
firmness to the area as well, I cannot palpate any
adenopathy. Tonsillar lesion.He is c/o a mass in
his throat. He noticed it just recently when food
This is a request for neck soft tissue CT.; The
study is being ordered for Follow Up.; The patient
has a known tumor or metastasis in the neck.;
The patient has NOT completed a course of
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 08/16/18; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; slurred speech, dysarthria,
and difficulty with upper extremity coordination.
This is for a follow up visit; aspirin, eliquis, IV
fluids; One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

70496 Computed
tomographic angiography,
head, with contrast
material(s), including
noncontrast images, if
performed, and image
postprocessing

Approval

70498 Computed
tomographic angiography,
neck, with contrast
material(s), including
noncontrast images, if
performed, and image
postprocessing

Approval

70498 Computed
tomographic angiography,
neck, with contrast
material(s), including
noncontrast images, if
performed, and image
postprocessing

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

70498 Computed
tomographic angiography,
neck, with contrast
material(s), including
noncontrast images, if
performed, and image
postprocessing
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material

Approval

70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material

Unknown

Follow‐up from hospital visit to check on her
stenosis.; This study is being ordered for Vascular
Disease.; June 25, 2018; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Stroke‐like
symptoms including tingling of left upper
extremity.; Pt on blood thinners and aspirin.; One
of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
; This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 08/16/18; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; slurred speech, dysarthria,
and difficulty with upper extremity coordination.
This is for a follow up visit; aspirin, eliquis, IV
fluids; One of the studies being ordered is NOT a
Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET
Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs
Follow‐up from hospital visit to check on her
stenosis.; This study is being ordered for Vascular
Disease.; June 25, 2018; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Stroke‐like
symptoms including tingling of left upper
extremity.; Pt on blood thinners and aspirin.; One
of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or

having ischemic changes in right hand; One of
the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This request is for a Brain
MRI; It is unknown if the study is being requested
for evaluation of a headache.; The patient does
not have dizziness, fatigue or malaise, sudden
Follow‐up from hospital visit to check on her
stenosis.; This study is being ordered for Vascular
Disease.; June 25, 2018; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Stroke‐like
symptoms including tingling of left upper
extremity.; Pt on blood thinners and aspirin.; One

1

1

1

1

1

1

Approval

70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Unknown

Patient having Ataxia, Short term memory loss
dizziness weakness and numbness in extremities;
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
The patient has dizziness.; It is unknown why this
patient with persistent dizziness, weakness of ext
and vearing to the rght which is getting more
pronounced has had chronic ear bubbles on the
right that has not cleared with 2 rounds of
antibiotics and steroids.; This request is for a
Pt is having worsening headaches w nausea‐
vomiting and dizziness.; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is being requested for evaluation
of a headache.; The patient has a chronic or
recurring headache.

This is a request for an Internal Auditory Canal
MRI.; There is a suspected Acoustic Neuroma or
tumor of the inner or middle ear.
This is a request for an Internal Auditory Canal
MRI.; There is not a suspected Acoustic Neuroma
or tumor of the inner or middle ear.; There is not
a suspected cholesteatoma of the ear.; The
patient has not had a recent brain CT or MRI
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient had a thunderclap headache or worst
headache of the patient's life (within the last 3
months).
This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is being
requested for evaluation of a headache.; The
patient has one sided arm or leg weakness.; The
patient has a sudden and severe headache.; The
patient had a recent onset (within the last 3

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for a tumor.
"There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest
mass noted within the last 30 days."; They did not
have a previous Chest x‐ray.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

1

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

"There is no radiologic evidence of sarcoidosis,
tuberculosis or fungal infection."; There is
radiologic evidence of a lung abscess or
empyema.; There is NO radiologic evidence of
non‐resolving pneumonia for 6 weeks after
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non of
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being ordered
is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS,
3 MONTH RE‐STAGING; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for known tumor.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT
A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for screening of lung cancer.; The
patient is between 55 and 80 years old.; This
patient is a smoker or has a history of smoking.;
The patient has a 30 pack per year history of
smoking.; The patient did NOT quit smoking in
the past 15 years.; The patient does NOT have
A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for suspected pulmonary
Embolus.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
IMPRESSION:&#x0D;1.Ill‐defined nodular opacity
noted in the right upper lobe likely secondary to
patient's known upper lobe nodule with post
biopsy changes. No pneumothorax.
&#x0D;2.Stable prominent interstitial markings
noted in both lung bases. &#x0D;3.Sugges;
LUNG NODULE ‐ CHECK SIZE AND TO SEE IF IT'S
NOT CHANGING; "There is NO evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
Multiple Pulmonology nodules including size of
2.2 and 2.6 cm .; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

1

1

1

3

1

1

1

1

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Approval

71275 Computed
tomographic angiography,
chest (noncoronary), with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing

Approval

71275 Computed
tomographic angiography,
chest (noncoronary), with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing

Patient with cardiac pacemaker, has chronic
imbalance. Had syncope episode with fall. Since
fall has severe pain in right chest and right flank.;
This study is being ordered for trauma or injury.;
Patient had loss of consciousness and fall. He has
severe pain in right flank and right side chest
since that fall. Patient has pacemaker.; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; Post‐
Traumatic fall, has sever pain in right lower chest,
pain in right flank.; OTC anti‐inflammatory
There is a known inflammatory disease.; There is
not a known tumor.; The patient is presenting
new signs or symptoms.; "There is radiologic
evidence of sarcoidosis, tuberculosis or fungal
infection."; There is NO radiologic evidence of
non‐resolving pneumonia for 6 weeks after
antibiotic treatment was prescribed.; A
There is radiologic evidence of mediastinal
widening.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for vascular disease
other than cardiac.; Yes this is a request for a
Unknown; "There IS evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; They had a previous Chest x‐ray.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
unknown; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
The study is being ordered for none of the
above.; This study is being ordered for non of the
above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic CT

1

1

4

2

1

1

This study is not requested to evaluate suspected
pulmonary embolus.; This study will not be
performed in conjunction with a Chest CT.; This
study is being ordered for Suspected Vascular
Disease.; Yes, this is a request for a Chest CT
Angiography.

1

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

71275 Computed
tomographic angiography,
chest (noncoronary), with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing
71550 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, chest (eg, for
evaluation of hilar and
mediastinal
lymphadenopathy);
without contrast
material(s)
72125 Computed
tomography, cervical
spine; without contrast
material
72125 Computed
tomography, cervical
spine; without contrast
material

Approval

72128 Computed
tomography, thoracic
spine; without contrast
material

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

72128 Computed
tomography, thoracic
spine; without contrast
material
72131 Computed
tomography, lumbar
spine; without contrast
material
72131 Computed
tomography, lumbar
spine; without contrast
material

This study is requested to evaluate suspected
pulmonary embolus.; Yes, this is a request for a
Chest CT Angiography.
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
NOT Hematologist/Oncologist, Thoracic Surgery,
Oncology, Surgical Oncology or Radiation
Oncology
had Cerivical Spine mri done already; This study
is not to be part of a Myelogram.; This is a
request for a Cervical Spine CT; There is no
reason why the patient cannot have a Cervical
Patient is having neck pain, had an x‐ray done
and Radiologist recommended having a CT done
to rule out Odontoid Process Fracture.; This study
is not to be part of a Myelogram.; This is a
The patient does not have any neurological
deficits.; This is a request for a thoracic spine CT.;
There has been a supervised trial of conservative
management for at least 6 weeks.; The study is
being ordered due to chronic back pain or
This is a request for a thoracic spine CT.; The
caller indicated the the study was not ordered
for: Chronic Back pain, Trauma, Known or
suspected tumor with or without metastasis,
Follow up to or Pre‐operative evalution, or
Neurological deficits."; There is a reason why the
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative evaluation.;
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient has a history of severe low back trauma
or lumbar injury.; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is no weakness or reflex
abnormality.; The patient does not have new
signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is reflex abnormality.; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not x‐ray
; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has not seen the
doctor more then once for these symptoms.

Evaluate for cord compression and scoliosis.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.
Left lower neck and shoulder pain which has
been gradually worsening over time. She thinks
the likely cause of this pain is due to a rollover
accident as well as years of physical abuse. The
pain is described as constant throbbing and
spasms in the left ; This is a request for cervical
spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back
Patient had a Cervical Fusion approx. 2 years
ago. Now has developed neck pain with
radiculopathy. also has numbness and tingling
down the L side of her body; This is a request for
cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or
back pain; The patient does not have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The
patient has seen the doctor more then once for
these symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The

1

1

1

1

1

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

Patient has severe neck pain with numbness and
tingling down the bilateral extremeties. Marked
weakness in hands causing her to drop things.
She is also having trouble with her grip. Currently
has marked disc degeneration C5‐6, C6‐7, C7‐T1
and T1‐2. P; This is a request for cervical spine
MRI; Acute or Chronic neck and/or back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does not have new signs
or symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
There is x‐ray evidence of a recent cervical spine
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
physician has directed conservative treatment for
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Pre‐
Operative Evaluation; Surgery is scheduled within
the next 4 weeks.; The last Cervical Spine MRI
was not perfomed within the past two weeks.

1

1

1

1

1

3

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
without contrast material

This is a request for cervical spine MRI; There is
evidence of tumor or metastasis on a bone scan
or x‐ray.; Suspected Tumor with or without
Metastasis

1

Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

Evaluate for cord compression and scoliosis.;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; Acute
or Chronic back pain; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient does have a new foot drop.
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; Acute
or Chronic back pain; The patient does not have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
The patient has seen the doctor more then once
for these symptoms.; The physician has directed
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.; Acute
or Chronic back pain; The patient does not have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
The patient has seen the doctor more then once
for these symptoms.; The physician has directed
This is a request for a thoracic spine MRI.;
Trauma or recent injury; The patient does have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient does not have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
patient does not have a new foot drop.; There is

1

1

2

1

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
Back pain, unspecified back location, unspecified
back pain laterality, unspecified chronicity; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does not have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; The
patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The
The patient complains of ache/pain in low back.
She reports onset of pain gradually over time.
The patient describes her pain as constant. The
pain is aching and shooting . The pain radiates to
the bilateral lower extremity. Pt complains of
lumbar axial p; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; It is not known if the
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; The patient has had back
pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the
doctor more then once for these symptoms.; The
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does have a new foot
drop.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does have new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; The
patient does not have a new foot drop.
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient does not have new signs
or symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.;
The patient does not have a new foot drop.;

1

1

1

1

4

1

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Approval

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
contrast material

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

72192 Computed
tomography, pelvis;
without contrast material
72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
contrast material(s)
73200 Computed
tomography, upper
extremity; without
contrast material
73200 Computed
tomography, upper
extremity; without
contrast material

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Pre‐
Operative Evaluation; No, the last Lumbar spine
MRI was not performed within the past two
weeks.; Surgery is scheduled within the next 4
weeks.
unknown.; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; There is weakness.; OCC
numbness/tingling in BIL LE; The patient does not
have new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
Patient with recent history of colon cancer,
Pelvic mass on examination.; This study is being
ordered because of a suspicious mass/ tumor.;
"The patient has NOT had a pelvic ultrasound,
barium, CT, or MR study."; This is a request for a
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
There is a history of upper extremity joint or long
bone trauma or injury.; This is a request for an
Arm CT Non Joint; Yes this is a request for a
Diagnostic CT
This is a request for an upper extremity,
shoulder, scapula, elbow, hand, or wrist joint
CT.; There is a history of upper extremity joint or
long bone trauma or injury.; Yes this is a request

19

1

1

1

1

1

1

3

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

73206 Computed
tomographic angiography,
upper extremity, with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)

having ischemic changes in right hand; One of
the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI, CT
Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted
CT/MRI.

abnormal imaging; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is not from a recent
injury, old injury, chronic pain or a mass.; The
request is for shoulder pain.
PAIN LEFT SHOULDER FOR THE PAST 3 MONTHS,
HAS BEEN USING IBUPROFEN, REST, ICE, AND
ACTIVITY MODIFICATION WO RELIEF, INCREASED
PAIN, WEAKNESS AND DECREASED FUNCTION.
R/O TEAR. HAS HAD SURGERY ON THE RIGHT IN
THE PAST FOR A ROTATOR CUFF TEAR; The
requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain is
described as chronic; The request is for shoulder
pain.; The physician has directed conservative
presents today evaluation of her right elbow.
She states that she has been problems for
approximately 1 year. She has a small mass on
the posterior lateral aspect of the elbow. She
states she has pain near that area. It radiates up
and down. It is wo; The pain is from a known
mass.; The diagnosis of Mass, Tumor, or Cancer
The pain is from a recent injury.; Surgery or
arthrscopy is scheduled in the next 4 weeks.;
There is a suspicion of tendon or ligament
injury.; This is a request for an elbow MRI; The
study is requested for evaluation of elbow pain.
The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain
is described as chronic; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The
patient has completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?

1

1

1

1

1

3

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)
73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
contrast material(s)
73700 Computed
tomography, lower
extremity; without
contrast material
73700 Computed
tomography, lower
extremity; without
contrast material
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

The requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain
is described as chronic; The request is for
shoulder pain.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The
patient has not completed 6 weeks of physical
therapy?; The patient has been treated with
unknown; The study is for a mass, tumor or
cancer.; The diagnosis of Mass, Tumor, or Cancer
has not been established.; The patient has had
recent plain films, bone scan or ultrasound of the
knee.; It is not known if the plain films were
abnormal.; This request is for a wrist MRI.; The
This is a request for an ankle CT.; "There is a
history (within the past six weeks) of significant
trauma, dislocation, or injury to the ankle.";
There is a history of new onset of severe pain in
This is not a preoperative or recent
postoperative evaluation.; There is suspicion of a
lower extremity neoplasm, tumor or metastasis.;
This is a request for a Knee CT; Yes this is a

1

1

1

1

can upload clinicals; This is a request for a foot
MRI.; It is not known if surgery is planned for in
the next 4 weeks.; The study is being oordered
for infection.; There are physical exam findings,
laboratory results, other imaging including bone
scan or plain film confirming infection,
inflammation and or aseptic necrosis.

1

HAS A FEVER 100.4; This is a request for a foot
MRI.; It is not known if surgery is planned for in
the next 4 weeks.; The study is being oordered
for infection.; There are physical exam findings,
laboratory results, other imaging including bone
scan or plain film confirming infection,
inflammation and or aseptic necrosis.

1

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is an orthopedist.; This study is being
ordered for Non‐acute Chronic Pain; Locking; It is
unknown if surgery is planned.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is an orthopedist.; This study is being
ordered for Non‐acute Chronic Pain; Swelling
greater than 3 days; Surgery is NOT being
planned.

1

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; This study is
being ordered for Suspected meniscus, tendon,
or ligament injury; Yes, there is a known trauma
involving the knee.; Instability

1

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The ordering
physician is not an orthopedist.; This study is
being ordered for Suspected meniscus, tendon,
or ligament injury; Yes, there is a known trauma
involving the knee.; Swelling greater than 3 days

1

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient had
recent plain films of the knee.; The plain films
were normal.; The ordering physician is an
orthopedist.; This study is being ordered for Non‐
acute Chronic Pain; Pain greater than 3 days; It is
unknown if surgery is planned.
This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient had
recent plain films of the knee.; The plain films
were normal.; The ordering physician is not an
orthopedist.; This study is being ordered for
Suspected meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury;
It is not known if there is a known trauma
involving the knee.; Pain greater than 3 days; Yes,
the member experience a painful popping,

1

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

Approval

73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences
73720 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, lower extremity
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
sequences

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The patient had
recent plain films of the knee.; The plain films
were not normal.; The ordering physician is not
an orthopedist.; This study is being ordered for
Suspected meniscus, tendon, or ligament injury;
No, there is no known trauma involving the
knee.; Pain greater than 3 days; No, the member
do not experience a painful popping, snapping, or

1

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is described as
chronic; The member has failed a 4 week course
of conservative management in the past 3
months.

1

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is from a
recent injury.; There is a suspicion of a meniscus,
tendon, or ligament injury.; Surgery or arthrscopy
is scheduled in the next 4 weeks.; A Total Knee
Arthroplasty (TKA) is NOT being performed.

1

This is a request for a Knee MRI.; The study is
requested for knee pain.; The pain is from a
recent injury.; There is not a suspected meniscus,
tendon, or ligament injury.; There is a suspicion
of fracture not adequately determined by x‐ray.

1

This is a request for a lower extremity MRI.; This
is not a pulsatile mass.; "There is no evidence of
tumor or mass from a previous exam, plain film,
ultrasound, or previous CT or MRI."; There is a
suspicion of an infection.; The patient is taking
antibiotics.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

Approval

74150 Computed
tomography, abdomen;
without contrast material

Approval

74174 Computed
tomographic angiography,
abdomen and pelvis, with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Ordering Physician is concerned of colitis and
interties. the patient has been in lower quadrant
pain for 4 days, denies any constipation. The
patient states pain is constant and getting worse;
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study is
being ordered for an infection such as
pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease.; It is unknown if
there are abnormal lab results or physical
Patient with cardiac pacemaker, has chronic
imbalance. Had syncope episode with fall. Since
fall has severe pain in right chest and right flank.;
This study is being ordered for trauma or injury.;
Patient had loss of consciousness and fall. He has
severe pain in right flank and right side chest
since that fall. Patient has pacemaker.; There has
been treatment or conservative therapy.; Post‐
Traumatic fall, has sever pain in right lower chest,
pain in right flank.; OTC anti‐inflammatory
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for an infection such as
pancreatitis, appendicitis, abscess, colitis and
inflammatory bowel disease.; There are known or
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for organ enlargement.; Which
organ is enlarged? Liver; The patient had an
Ultrasound.; The Ultrasound results were

This is a request for CT Angiography of the
Abdomen and Pelvis.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has
been completed.; This study is being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The results of
the urinalysis were abnormal.; It is not known if
the urinalysis was positive for billirubin, ketones,
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has
not been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Unknown

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; The reason for
the study is none of the listed reasons.; This study
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; The reason for
the study is pre‐op or post op evaluation.; The
study is requested for post‐op evaluation.; The
study is not requested as a first follow up study
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has not been
completed.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit
3 MONTH RE‐STAGING; This study is being
ordered for a metastatic disease.; There are 2
exams are being ordered.; One of the studies
being ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT
Apparent increase in size of the infrarenal
abdominal aorta, now aneurysmal measuring
approximate 4.0 cm.; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; The reason for
the study is vascular disease.; There is known or
Last CT done 7/9/2018. Pt with many medical
issues so surveillance only for the renal mass; This
is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is
suspicious mass or suspected tumor or
metastasis.; The patient is not presenting new
symptoms.; This study is not being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not
low back pain with nausea 2‐3 days, similar to
previous kidney stone. She has been having some
peripheral edema, urine has been darker than
usual. Hematuria is present in urine. Denies any
fever at this time. She has had 2 prior episodes of
renal stones.; This is a request for an abdomen‐
NO; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; It is not known if this is

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Unknown

Patient has had recurrent microhematuria on
urinalysis.; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has been
completed.; The reason for the hematuria is not
known.; This study is not being requested for
Pt had a MRI of the lumbar spine with her pain
specialist and it demonstrated a hematoma/cyst
near left kidney. Pt has a known hematoma in
that area and we need to reimage her to see if
hematoma is enlarging since the patient still
complains of pain; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
Pt has had Abd US and EGD/ Colonoscopy, abd
pain continues; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
study is being ordered for chronic pain.; This is
Stone protocol; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
study is being ordered for chronic pain.; This is
not the first visit for this complaint.; There has
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
The reason for the hematuria is not known.; This
study is not being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is requested for
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
The reason for the study is renal calculi, kidney or
ureteral stone.; This study is not being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The hematuria is due to Renal
Calculi/kidney/ ureteral stone.; This study is not
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The hematuria is due to tumor or
mass.; This study is not being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is
infection.; It is not known if the patient has a
fever and elevated white blood cell count or
abnormal amylase/lipase.; It is not know if this

1

1

1

1

1

1

7

1

1

Unknown

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)
74181 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, abdomen;
without contrast
material(s)

Approval

75635 Computed
tomographic angiography,
abdominal aorta and
bilateral iliofemoral lower
extremity runoff, with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

77046 Magnetic
resonance imaging,
breast, without contrast
material; unilateral
77046 Magnetic
resonance imaging,
breast, without contrast
material; unilateral
77046 Magnetic
resonance imaging,
breast, without contrast
material; unilateral

This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is pre‐op
or post op evaluation.; The study is requested for
post‐op evaluation.; The study is requested as a
first follow up study for a suspected or known
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for acute pain.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is male.; A rectal
exam was performed.; The results of the exam
Every time after eating in the bathroom in 10
minutes. Problem longterm, mesalamine not
helping. Constant diarrhea, up to 12/d. Bloody
stools randomly. Never constipated, never
formed stools. Appetite "sucks", consequence of
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for Known Tumor.; This study is
being ordered for follow‐up.; The patient did NOT
have chemotherapy, radiation therapy or surgery
in the last 3 months.; They did NOT have an

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
abdominal arteries.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for Breast
MRI.; This study is being ordered for a known
history of breast cancer.; No, this is not an
individual who has known breast cancer in the
This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered as a screening examination
following genetic testing for breast cancer.; The
patient has a lifetime risk score of greater than
This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered as a screening examination for
known family history of breast cancer.; There is a
pattern of breast cancer history in at least two

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

2

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

77046 Magnetic
resonance imaging,
breast, without contrast
material; unilateral

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered for known breast lesions.; No, this
is not an individual who has known breast cancer
in the contralateral (other) breast.; No, this is not
a confirmed breast cancer.; No, this patient does
not have axillary node adenocarcinoma.; Yes,

; This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has 3 or more cardiac risk factors; The study is
not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; The
study is requested for suspected coronary artery
disease.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39
1.Cad s/p ptca stent rca, cx 2015, ef 60
%&#x0D;Occasional substernal cp concerning for
angina. Will scheduled MPI to evaluate for
ischemia . &#x0D;2.Chronic dizziness‐
Recommend she fu with neurology for evaluation
&#x0D;3.Hypertension‐ stable
&#x0D;4.Hyperlipidemia‐ l; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has not had other
testing done to evaluate new or changing
symptoms.; The study is not requested for pre op
evaluation, cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or
valve disorders.; There are new or changing
cardiac symptoms including atypical chest pain

1

1

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

the Pt has hypertension, high blood pressure and
chest pain.; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 01/18/2019; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; chest pain; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering MDs specialty is NOT
Hematologist/Oncologist, Thoracic Surgery,
Oncology, Surgical Oncology or Radiation
Oncology

1

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The patient
has 3 or more cardiac risk factors; The study is
not requested for pre op evaluation, cardiac
mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve disorders.; The
study is requested for suspected coronary artery
disease.; The member has known or suspected
coronary artery disease.; The BMI is 40 or greater

1

Approval

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
pharmacologic)

This is a request for Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging (Nuclear Cardiology Study).; The study is
requested for known or suspected valve
disorders.

1

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

Unknown

Approval

78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body
78816 Positron emission
tomography (PET) with
concurrently acquired
computed tomography
(CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical
localization imaging;
whole body

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Unknown

This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan; 1
PET Scans has already been performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is a Medicare
member.; This study is being requested for None
of the above; This Pet Scan is being ordered for
something other than Prostate, Cervical, Breast
Cancer or Melanoma; This study is being
requested for Other, not listed above; This Pet
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan; 2
PET Scans have already been performed on this
patient for this cancer.; This is a Medicare
member.; This study is being requested for None
of the above; This Pet Scan is being ordered for
something other than Prostate, Cervical, Breast
Cancer or Melanoma; This study is being
requested for Lymphoma or Myeloma; This Pet
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan; It
is unknown how many PET Scans have already
been performed on this patient for this cancer.;
This is a Medicare member.; This study is being
requested for None of the above; This Pet Scan is
being ordered for Melanoma; This request is NOT
for initial diagnosis and/or initial staging of
regional lymph nodes; This is for a
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for initial treatment
(after a diagnosis of Cancer has been made).; This
study is being requested for Head/Neck Cancer.;
The patient does NOT have Thyroid or Brain
cancer.; This would be the first PET Scan
performed on this patient for this cancer.; This is
NOT a Medicare member.; This is for a

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being ordered
is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS,
PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs
specialty is NOT Hematologist/Oncologist,
Thoracic Surgery, Oncology, Surgical Oncology or
Radiation Oncology

1

1

1

1

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

patient has complaints of occ CP and dyspnea.
States this could be related to her weight gain.
worse with exertion. HTN uncontrolled in the
office but states she didn't take her meds this
morning.; This a request for an echocardiogram.;
This is a request for a Transthoracic
Echocardiogram.; This study is being ordered for
another reason; This study is being ordered for
evaluation of abnormal symptoms, physical exam
findings, or diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG)
indicative of heart disease.; This is for the initial

1

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; The
reason for ordering this study is unknown.
This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie
of heart disease.; This study is being requested
for the initial evaluation of frequent or sustained

1

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Embolism.

1

2

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Mass.; This is for the initial evaluation of a cardiac
mass.

1

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Murmur.; This request is for initial evaluation of a
murmur.; It is unknown if the murmur is grade III
(3) or greater.; It is unknown if there is clinical
symptoms supporting a suspicion of structural
heart disease.; This is NOT a request for follow up
of a known murmur.

1

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Murmur.; This request is for initial evaluation of a
murmur.; The murmur is grade III (3) or greater.

1

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Valves.; This is an evaluation of new or changing
symptoms of valve disease.

3

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Cardiac
Valves.; This is an initial evaluation of suspected
valve disease.

1

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Congenital Heart Defect.; This is for evaluation of
change of clinical status.

1

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Heart
Failure; This is for the initial evaluation of heart
failure.

3

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; The patient does not have
a history of a recent heart attack or hypertensive
heart disease.

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; The patient has a history of
hypertensive heart disease.; There is a change in
the patient’s cardiac symptoms.

3

Approval

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
echocardiography

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of
Pulmonary Hypertension.

3

Approval

93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;

The patient is not presenting with symptoms of
atypical chest pain and/or shortness of breath.; It
is not known if there are documented findings of
hyperlipidemia.; There are documented clinical
findings of hypertension.; The patient has not had
a recent non‐nuclear stress test.; This is a request
for a Stress Echocardiogram.; This patient has not
had a Nuclear Cardiac study within the past 8
weeks.; This study is being ordered for suspected
coronary artery disease.; "Patient is not clinically
obese, nor has an emphysematous chest
configuration."

1

Unknown

Unknown

Approval

93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;

This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.;
The patient has NOT had cardiac testing including
Stress Echocardiogram, Nuclear Cardiology
(SPECT/MPI), Coronary CT angiography (CCTA) or
Cardiac Catheterization in the last 2 years.; The
member has known or suspected coronary artery
disease.

1

Approval

93350 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, during rest
and cardiovascular stress
test using treadmill,
bicycle exercise and/or
pharmacologically
induced stress, with
interpretation and report;

This is a request for a Stress Echocardiogram.; To
evaluate the heart prior to non‐cardiac surgery.;
The member does not have known or suspected
coronary artery disease

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
Disapproval material

70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
Disapproval material
70450 Computed
tomography, head or
brain; without contrast
Disapproval material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

70498 Computed
tomographic angiography,
neck, with contrast
material(s), including
noncontrast images, if
performed, and image
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval postprocessing
70540 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, orbit, face,
and/or neck; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material(s)

requent or severe headaches. back pain; neck
pain noted. proceed with ct due to change in
severity and frequency of
headaches&#x0D;proceed with ct due to
persistent pain and hx of prior trauma as well as
worsening headaches&#x0D;XR, CERVICAL
SPINE&#x0D;&#x0D;minimal scol; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or infectious
disease, congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Location: temporal; rt sided &#x0D;Quality:
similar to previous headaches (but worse in
severity and frequency); sharp/stabbing;
pulsating; tightness; tension (behind rt eye and
extending down neck) &#x0D;Duration:
intermittent &#x0D;Onset/Timing: worse over
time (an; There has been treatment or
The patient was brought to the emergency room
where studies were performed to determine if
patient was having an acute CVA. The patient was
then placed in observation for further studies.;
This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 12/13/19; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; Patient
called EMS after exhibiting stroke like symptoms
This is a request for a brain/head CT.; Known or
suspected TIA (stroke) with documented new or
changing neurologic signs and or symptoms best
describes the reason that I have requested this

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
Neck.
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is

1

1

1

1

1

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

70544 Magnetic
resonance angiography,
head; without contrast
Disapproval material(s)

70547 Magnetic
resonance angiography,
neck; without contrast
Disapproval material(s)
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
Disapproval contrast material

Unknown

70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
Disapproval contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
Disapproval contrast material
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
Disapproval contrast material

Unknown

70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
Disapproval contrast material

Unknown

Unknown

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

The patient was brought to the emergency room
where studies were performed to determine if
patient was having an acute CVA. The patient was
then placed in observation for further studies.;
This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 12/13/19; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; Patient
called EMS after exhibiting stroke like symptoms
The patient was brought to the emergency room
where studies were performed to determine if
patient was having an acute CVA. The patient was
then placed in observation for further studies.;
This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 12/13/19; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; Patient
called EMS after exhibiting stroke like symptoms

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

1

1

1
c/o short term memory loss, fuzzy headed and
drawing blanks. States he had a vehicle accident
about 5 years ago that caused brain trauma and
within the past 2 yrs he has fell off of a roof of
house while working.; This request is for a Brain
MRI; The study is NOT being requested for
FAMILY HISTORY OF MS.; This request is for a
Brain MRI; The study is being requested for
evaluation of a headache.; The patient has a
sudden and severe headache.; It is unknown if
the patient had a recent onset (within the last 3
Patient stated that he fell in August and soon
after he started having tremors, and started to
hallucinate. While watching tv he sees something
run passed him. His wife is constantly asking if he
is okay. Has not noticed personality change. Left
The patient was brought to the emergency room
where studies were performed to determine if
patient was having an acute CVA. The patient was
then placed in observation for further studies.;
This study is being ordered for a neurological
disorder.; 12/13/19; There has not been any
treatment or conservative therapy.; Patient
called EMS after exhibiting stroke like symptoms

1

1

1

1

Unknown

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Unknown

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Unknown

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Unknown

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Unknown

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Unknown

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Unknown

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Unknown

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Unknown

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Unknown

Unknown

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
72125 Computed
tomography, cervical
spine; without contrast
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval material

; "There IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or
chest mass noted within the last 30 days."; They
had a previous Chest x‐ray.; A Chest/Thorax CT is
being ordered.; This study is being ordered for
; One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.
Abnormal finding on examination of the chest,
chest wall and or lungs describes the reason for
this request.; This is a request for a Chest CT.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
Abnormal imaging test describes the reason for
this request.; This is a request for a Chest CT.; Yes
this is a request for a Diagnostic CT
fax clinicals; "There IS evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; They had a previous Chest x‐ray.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
Hypercalcemia.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
I had the pleasure of seeing Christine Jackson in
followup today. As you know, Ms. Jackson is a 53‐
year‐old Caucasian female with lifelong history of
smoking with a past medical history of cardiac
Lower back pain that radiates up the back and
weight loss; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are being
ordered.; One of the studies being ordered is
NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS,
Patient with severe pain in right
axilla/side/lateral chest area. Painful at rest and
severe pain with deep breath/cough. Large right
pericardial fat pad is noted on chest xray.; "There
IS evidence of a lung, mediastinal or chest mass
Unknown.; "There IS evidence of a lung,
mediastinal or chest mass noted within the last
30 days."; They had a previous Chest x‐ray.; A
Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
; This study is not to be part of a Myelogram.;
This is a request for a Cervical Spine CT; There is
no reason why the patient cannot have a Cervical
Spine MRI.

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

Unknown

72125 Computed
tomography, cervical
spine; without contrast
Disapproval material
72131 Computed
tomography, lumbar
spine; without contrast
Disapproval material

Unknown

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Unknown

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Unknown

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Unknown

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

requent or severe headaches. back pain; neck
pain noted. proceed with ct due to change in
severity and frequency of
headaches&#x0D;proceed with ct due to
persistent pain and hx of prior trauma as well as
worsening headaches&#x0D;XR, CERVICAL
SPINE&#x0D;&#x0D;minimal scol; This study is
being ordered for something other than: known
trauma or injury, metastatic disease, a
neurological disorder, inflammatory or infectious
disease, congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
Location: temporal; rt sided &#x0D;Quality:
similar to previous headaches (but worse in
severity and frequency); sharp/stabbing;
pulsating; tightness; tension (behind rt eye and
extending down neck) &#x0D;Duration:
intermittent &#x0D;Onset/Timing: worse over
time (an; There has been treatment or
; One of the studies being ordered is a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.
. MARS PROTOCOL; S/P ACDF; PERSISTENT
NUMBNESS/TINGLING UPPER EXTREMITIES; This
is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is no weakness or reflex
; This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is reflex abnormality.; The
patient does not have new signs or symptoms of
bladder or bowel dysfunction.; There is not x‐ray
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
NOT Hematologist/Oncologist, Thoracic Surgery,

1

1

1

1

1

Unknown

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Unknown

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Unknown

72141 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Unknown

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Unknown

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Unknown

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Patient has cervical and lumbar radicular pain,
radiating into her LUE and LLE. Patient also has
weakness and dysesthesias in her LUE and LLE.;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 2006; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Patient has
cervical and lumbar radicular pain, radiating into
The patient complains of ache/pain in neck,
shoulders, mid/low back. She reports onset of
pain gradually over time . The patient describes
her pain as constant. The pain is aching; This is a
request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or Chronic
neck and/or back pain; The patient does not have
new or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.;
The patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.;
The patient has seen the doctor more then once
for these symptoms.; The physician has directed
This is a request for cervical spine MRI; Acute or
Chronic neck and/or back pain; The patient does
not have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
NOT Hematologist/Oncologist, Thoracic Surgery,
Epidural steroid injection.; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known trauma
or injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
06/26/2018; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Pain; mid and lower back;
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Neurological deficits; The
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; It is not known if there is
weakness or reflex abnormality.; It is not known if

1

1

1

1

1

1

Unknown

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Unknown

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Unknown

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Unknown

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Unknown

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Unknown

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; None of the above; It is not
known if the patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; It is not known if
the patient has had back pain for over 4 weeks.
; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Neurological deficits; The patient does have new
or changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There
is weakness.; calf and thigh muscle weakness of
right leg with parasthesis; The patient does not
have new signs or symptoms of bladder or bowel
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
NOT Hematologist/Oncologist, Thoracic Surgery,
Chronic back pain for 1‐2 years. sharp, aching,
stabbing in nature radiating to lower extremities.
Pain is aggravated by standing, walking and
changing from a sitting to standing position.; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does not have new
chronic back pain; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does not have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; The patient has
had back pain for over 4 weeks.; The patient has
seen the doctor more then once for these
symptoms.; The physician has directed
conservative treatment for the past 6 weeks.; The
Chronic low back pain radiating down the left
lower extremity and calf/foot. Also
describes&#x0D;associated numbness and
intermittent periods of weakness. Describes the
pain is sharp and burning and is constant.; The
study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or
Chronic back pain; The patient does have new or
changing neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is
weakness.; Chronic low back pain radiating down

3

1

1

1

1

1

Unknown

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Unknown

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Unknown

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Unknown

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Unknown

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Unknown

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Epidural steroid injection.; This study is being
ordered for something other than: known trauma
or injury, metastatic disease, a neurological
disorder, inflammatory or infectious disease,
congenital anomaly, or vascular disease.;
06/26/2018; There has been treatment or
conservative therapy.; Pain; mid and lower back;
numbness and tingling to right lower extremity;
The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; right lower
extremity weakness; The patient does not have
Patient has cervical and lumbar radicular pain,
radiating into her LUE and LLE. Patient also has
weakness and dysesthesias in her LUE and LLE.;
This study is being ordered for something other
than: known trauma or injury, metastatic disease,
a neurological disorder, inflammatory or
infectious disease, congenital anomaly, or
vascular disease.; 2006; There has been
treatment or conservative therapy.; Patient has
cervical and lumbar radicular pain, radiating into
Patient presented to clinic with back pain. She
has had physical therapy without relief of her
symptoms. Her pain radiates to her lower
extremeties and patient states there is a numbing
sensation to both feet.; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
see attached clinicals; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is no
weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
does not have new signs or symptoms of bladder
The patient complains of ache/pain in low back.
She reports onset of pain gradually over time
.&#x0D;The patient describes her pain as
constant. The pain is aching, numbness and
tingling . The pain radiates to the bilateral lower
extremity.; The study requested is a Lumbar
Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The

1

1

1

1

1

1

Unknown

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Unknown

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Unknown

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Unknown

72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Unknown

72192 Computed
tomography, pelvis;
Disapproval without contrast material Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
73220 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, upper extremity,
other than joint; without
contrast material(s),
followed by contrast
material(s) and further
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval sequences

Unknown

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material(s)

Unknown

The study requested is a Lumbar Spine MRI.;
Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient does not
have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; The patient has had back pain for
over 4 weeks.; The patient has seen the doctor
more then once for these symptoms.; The
unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; numbness and
tingling in lower extremeties; The patient does
not have new signs or symptoms of bladder or
unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain; The patient
does have new or changing neurologic signs or
symptoms.; There is weakness.; unknown; It is
not known if the patient has new signs or
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction.; It is
unknown; The study requested is a Lumbar Spine
MRI.; None of the above; It is not known if the
patient does have new or changing neurologic
signs or symptoms.; It is not known if the patient
has had back pain for over 4 weeks.
bypass clinical; This study is being ordered for
some other reason than the choices given.; This is
a request for a Pelvis CT.; Yes this is a request for
a Diagnostic CT
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Unlisted CT/MRI.; The ordering MDs specialty is
NOT Hematologist/Oncologist, Thoracic Surgery,
Oncology, Surgical Oncology or Radiation
Oncology
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is described as chronic;
The request is for shoulder pain.; The physician
has directed conservative treatment for the past
6 weeks.; The patient has not completed 6 weeks
of physical therapy?; The patient has been
treated with medication.; The patient has not

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

Unknown

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material(s)

Unknown

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material(s)

Unknown

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material(s)

Unknown

73221 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material(s)

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

74175 Computed
tomographic angiography,
abdomen, with contrast
material(s), including
noncontrast images, if
performed, and image
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval postprocessing
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Disapproval contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Disapproval contrast material

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is described as chronic;
The request is for shoulder pain.; The physician
has directed conservative treatment for the past
6 weeks.; The patient has not completed 6 weeks
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; The requested study is a
Shoulder MRI.; The pain is from a recent injury.; It
is not know if surgery or arthrscopy is scheduled
in the next 4 weeks.; The request is for shoulder
pain.; There is a suspicion of tendon, ligament,
Shoulder pain for the past 6 months with no
resolve. Xray done and was negative.; The
requested study is a Shoulder MRI.; The pain is
not from a recent injury, old injury, chronic pain
or a mass.; The request is for shoulder pain.
X‐ray of right shoulder shows mild degenerative
joint disease changes, taking anti inflammatory
medications to help with the inflammation. At
home exercises since 12/26/2018. Patient was
seen for chiropractic care since 12/20/2018 and
pain is affecting pa; The requested study is a

1

1

1

1

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
abdomen.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is follow
up trauma.; It is not known if there is laboratory
or physical evidence of an intra‐abdominal
bleed.; There is not physical or abnormal blood

1

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Hypercalcemia.; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.

1

1

1

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Lower back pain that radiates up the back and
weight loss; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are being
ordered.; One of the studies being ordered is
NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS,
Ordering Physician is concerned of colitis and
interties. the patient has been in lower quadrant
pain for 4 days, denies any constipation. The
patient states pain is constant and getting worse.;
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has not been
Pain is continuing to worsen, possible hernia,
patient has a bulge.; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has
not been completed.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
The patient is c/o left lower quadrant pain. She
has been assessed by her PCP, OB/Gyn and
general surgery without any definite diagnosis.
Each request for a CT scan has been denied. She
has had leukocytes in her urine. She has a hx of
abdominal adhesions.; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; It is not known if a urinalysis has
been completed.; This study is being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for acute pain.; There has been a

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a CT scan
for evalutation of coronary calcification.

Unknown

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Unknown

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Unknown

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
Disapproval contrast material

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Unknown

Disapproval

Unknown

Disapproval

Unknown

Disapproval

Unknown

Disapproval

74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
74176 Computed
tomography, abdomen
and pelvis; without
contrast material
75571 Computed
tomography, heart,
without contrast material,
with quantitative
evaluation of coronary
calcium

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Unknown

75574 Computed
tomographic angiography,
heart, coronary arteries
and bypass grafts (when
present), with contrast
material, including 3D
image postprocessing
(including evaluation of
cardiac structure and
morphology, assessment
of cardiac function, and
evaluation of venous
Disapproval structures, if performed) Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Unknown

77046 Magnetic
resonance imaging,
breast, without contrast
Disapproval material; unilateral
77084 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, bone marrow
Disapproval blood supply

Unknown

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)

Unknown

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary

This is a request for CTA Coronary Arteries.; The
study is not requested for pre op evaluation,
cardiac mass, CHF, septal defects, or valve
disorders.; The member does not have known or
suspected coronary artery disease
This is a request for Breast MRI.; This study is
being ordered for known breast lesions.; No, this
is not an individual who has known breast cancer
in the contralateral (other) breast.; No, this is not
a confirmed breast cancer.; No, this patient does
not have axillary node adenocarcinoma.; Yes,
; This study is being ordered for a metastatic
disease.; There are 3 exams are being ordered.;
One of the studies being ordered is NOT a Breast
MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
. 1.Chest pain with atypical features, possibility
of ischemic etiology and coronary artery disease
versus noncardiac
causes.&#x0D;2.Hypertension.&#x0D;3.Hyperlipi
demia.&#x0D;4.Chronic tobacco use.&#x0D;
&#x0D;The patient was advised smoking
cessation. The patient can b; This is a request for
Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (Nuclear
Cardiology Study).; The patient has 3 or more
cardiac risk factors; The study is requested for
congestive heart failure.; The study is requested
for suspected coronary artery disease.; The
member has known or suspected coronary artery
disease.; The BMI is 30 to 39

1

1

1

1

Unknown

78451 Myocardial
perfusion imaging,
tomographic (SPECT)
(including attenuation
correction, qualitative or
quantitative wall motion,
ejection fraction by first
pass or gated technique,
additional quantification,
when performed); single
study, at rest or stress
(exercise or
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval pharmacologic)
78813 Positron emission
tomography (PET)
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval imaging; whole body

Unknown

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

Unknown

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography

Unknown

has CAD and is breast cancer survivor. CAD was
just found in 2‐15‐19, hypotension, htn. ankle
fracture surgery and hip joint replacement that is
why the doctor is wanting to do a mpi; This is a
request for Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
(Nuclear Cardiology Study).; This is a Medicare
member.; This study is being ordered for None of
the above
Multiple Pulmonology nodules including size of
2.2 and 2.6 cm .; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
the Pt has hypertension, high blood pressure and
chest pain.; This study is being ordered for
something other than: known trauma or injury,
metastatic disease, a neurological disorder,
inflammatory or infectious disease, congenital
anomaly, or vascular disease.; 01/18/2019; There
has not been any treatment or conservative
therapy.; chest pain; One of the studies being
ordered is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy,
EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.; The
ordering MDs specialty is NOT
This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for another reason; This
study is being ordered for evaluation of abnormal
symptoms, physical exam findings, or diagnostic
studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicative of heart
disease.; This is for the initial evaluation of
abnormal symptoms, physical exam findings, or
diagnostic studies (chest x‐ray or EKG) indicatvie
of heart disease.; The abnormal symptom,
condition or evaluation is not known or unlisted

1

1

1

2

Unknown

Urology

Urology

Urology

Urology

Urology

Urology

Urology

93307 Echocardiography,
transthoracic, real‐time
with image
documentation (2D),
includes M‐mode
recording, when
performed, complete,
without spectral or color
Doppler
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval echocardiography
70551 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without
contrast material
Approval

This a request for an echocardiogram.; This is a
request for a Transthoracic Echocardiogram.; This
study is being ordered for Evaluation of Left
Ventricular Function.; The patient does not have
a history of a recent heart attack or hypertensive
heart disease.

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

This request is for a Brain MRI; The study is NOT
being requested for evaluation of a headache.;
This study is being ordered for a tumor.
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being ordered
is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS,

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.; This study is
being ordered for known tumor.; Yes this is a
request for a Diagnostic CT

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

CANCER/TUMOR; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
FOLLOW‐UP FROM NEPHRECTOMY ON THE
RIGHT IN 2004 TO ENSURE NO REOCCURENCE;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
Gross Hematuria &#x0D;63 y/o male&#x0D;1.5
month hx of gross hematuria
(intermittent)&#x0D;Now with left flank
pain&#x0D;CT at STM (without contrast) = 8cm
left renal mass; nodular density of left lower lung
; gallstones&#x0D;&#x0D;CMP and CBC ‐ WNL at
HC express&#x0D;BUN/Creatinine; This study is
LUNG NODULE; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non of
the above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

Urology

Urology

Urology

Urology

Urology

Urology

Urology

Urology

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Approval

71250 Computed
tomography, thorax;
without contrast material

Approval

72131 Computed
tomography, lumbar
spine; without contrast
material

Approval

72146 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracic;
without contrast material

Approval

72192 Computed
tomography, pelvis;
without contrast material

Approval

72192 Computed
tomography, pelvis;
without contrast material

Urology

Approval

Urology

Approval

72192 Computed
tomography, pelvis;
without contrast material
72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
contrast material(s)

PROSTATE CANCER; A Chest/Thorax CT is being
ordered.; The study is being ordered for none of
the above.; This study is being ordered for non of
the above.; Yes this is a request for a Diagnostic
Testicular Cancer: Left testicular mass noted per
physical exam on 7/2/18 by Dr. Jerrod Jerry.
Denies fam hx of testicular cancer or any previous
testicular surgery. SUS on 7/3/18 showed a solid
heterogeneous mass left testicle, suspicious for
malignancy,; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are being
There is radiologic evidence of mediastinal
widening.; A Chest/Thorax CT is being ordered.;
This study is being ordered for vascular disease
other than cardiac.; Yes this is a request for a
Unknown; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are being
ordered.; One of the studies being ordered is
NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS,
This is a request for a lumbar spine CT.; The
patient does not have a history of severe low
back trauma or lumbar injury.; This is not a
preoperative or recent postoperative evaluation.;
This study is not part of a myelogram or
CT A/P w/o contrast (2/13/19): Impression:
Nonobstructive bilateral intrarenal calculi. 2
stones on the right. One stone on the left. These
are 4 mm and smaller. On image 1 of the study
lytic lucency associated with the posterior aspect
of the partially i; This is a request for a thoracic
; This study is being ordered for known tumor,
cancer, mass, or rule‐out metastasis.; "The
ordering physician is an oncologist, urologist,
gynecologist, gastroenterologist or surgeon or
gun shot wound to the bladder.; This study is
being ordered as a follow‐up to trauma.; "The
ordering physician is a gastroenterologist,
urologist, gynecologist, or surgeon or PCP
Unknown; This study is being ordered as pre‐
operative evaluation.; "The ordering physician is
an oncologist, urologist, gynecologist,
gastroenterologist or surgeon or PCP ordering on
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for a Pelvis
MRI.; The patient had previous abnormal imaging
including a CT, MRI or Ultrasound.; An

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Urology

Urology

Approval

72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
contrast material(s)

Approval

72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
contrast material(s)

Urology

Approval

Urology

Approval

Urology

Approval

Urology

Approval

Urology

Approval

Urology

Approval

Urology

Approval

Urology

Approval

72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
contrast material(s)
72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
contrast material(s)
72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
contrast material(s)
72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
contrast material(s)
72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
contrast material(s)
72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
contrast material(s)
72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
contrast material(s)
72196 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, pelvis; with
contrast material(s)

1. Recurrent UTI: Last UC (10/12/18) grew E. coli,
treated w/ Macrobid 100 mg BID x 7 days.
Currently on suppression therapy w/
Trimethoprim 100 mg QHS. &#x0D;2. Atrophic
Vaginitis: managing w/ Premarin vaginal cream 3x
CT SHOWED 6X7X8CM HETEROGENEOUS
SUSPICIOUS UPPER POLE RIGHT RENAL MASS.
HIGHLY SUGGESTIVE OF RENAL CELL
CARCINOMA. RENAL VEIN HAS A QUESTION OF
POSSIBLE TURMOR THROMBUS. DOCTOR
WANTING TO CHECK IF THERE IS RENAL VEIN
INVOLVEMENT.; This study is being ordered for a
Elevated PSA with benign prostate
biopsy.&#x0D;PSA: 4.51 (12‐19‐18)&#x0D;2.73
(12‐4‐17)&#x0D;4.28 (10‐26‐16)&#x0D;3.45 (4‐14‐
16); This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The patient
had previous abnormal imaging including a CT,
elevated PSA: 39.71&#x0D;patient diagnosed
with prostate cancer on 1‐10‐19 adenocarcinoma
involving 8 out of 13 cores, Gleason score of
(4+4=8); This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The
elevated PSA: 4.2 (1‐17‐19); This is a request for
a Pelvis MRI.; It is unknown if the patient had
previous abnormal imaging including a CT, MRI or
Ultrasound.; The study is being ordered for
Elevated PSA: Last PSA: 4.97 (3/26/19), 3.21
(09.25.18), 4.01 (3/15/18), 3.44 (9/27/17), 4.48
(7/24/17) Previous negative bx; This is a request
for a Pelvis MRI.; The patient has NOT had
Possible bladder mass seen on Vaginal US and
RUS; This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The
patient had previous abnormal imaging including
a CT, MRI or Ultrasound.; An abnormality was
prostate cancer on active surveillance; This is a
request for a Pelvis MRI.; The patient has NOT
had previous abnormal imaging including a CT,
MRI or Ultrasound.; The study is being ordered
Rising PSA: last PSA was 37.5 (1/30/19),
previously was 2.1 (6/6/17).; This is a request for
a Pelvis MRI.; It is unknown if the patient had
previous abnormal imaging including a CT, MRI or
rule out prostate cancer; This is a request for a
Pelvis MRI.; The patient had previous abnormal
imaging including a CT, MRI or Ultrasound.; An
abnormality was found in something other than
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Approval
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Approval
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Unknown; This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; It is
unknown if the patient had previous abnormal
imaging including a CT, MRI or Ultrasound.; The
study is being ordered for suspicion of tumor,
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D;Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
Gross Hematuria &#x0D;63 y/o male&#x0D;1.5
month hx of gross hematuria
(intermittent)&#x0D;Now with left flank
pain&#x0D;CT at STM (without contrast) = 8cm
left renal mass; nodular density of left lower lung
; gallstones&#x0D;&#x0D;CMP and CBC ‐ WNL at
HC express&#x0D;BUN/Creatinine; This study is
This is a request for an Abdomen CT.; This study
is being ordered for a known tumor, cancer,
mass, or rule out metastases.; Yes, this is a
request for follow up to a known tumor or
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1

1

2

1
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has
been completed.; The reason for the study is
renal calculi, kidney or ureteral stone.; This study
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; The reason for
the study is none of the listed reasons.; It is not
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this complaint.;
&lt; Enter answer here ‐ or Type In Unknown If
No Info Given. &gt;; This study is being ordered
for a metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are
being ordered.; One of the studies being ordered
is NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS,
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contrast material
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tomography, abdomen
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; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
The reason for the hematuria is not known.; This
study is not being requested for abdominal
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is known
tumor.; This study is being ordered for follow‐up.;
The patient is not presenting new symptoms.;
This study is not being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not requested
for hematuria.; The patient is female.; The last
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for acute pain.; There has been a
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit
for this complaint.; There has been a physical
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit
for this complaint.; There has been a physical
also complained of scrotal pain, epididymitis,
having bloody urine.. , suprapubic pain; This is a
request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being ordered
Calyceal Diverticulum w/ infundibular stenosis/
stricture w/ hydronephrosis; This is a request for
an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; The reason
for the study is none of the listed reasons.; This
CANCER/TUMOR; One of the studies being
ordered is a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT,
MRS, PET Scan, or Unlisted CT/MRI.
FLANK PAIN, NEPHROCALCINOSIS, HISTORY OF
CALCULUS OF KIDNEY AND NAUSEA; This is a
request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.;
A urinalysis has been completed.; The reason for
the study is renal calculi, kidney or ureteral
FOLLOW‐UP FROM NEPHRECTOMY ON THE
RIGHT IN 2004 TO ENSURE NO REOCCURENCE;
One of the studies being ordered is a Breast MRI,
CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS, PET Scan, or
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GROSS HEMATURIA; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has
been completed.; The reason for the hematuria is
not known.; This study is not being requested for
HISTORY OF KIDNEY STONES, NAUSEA AND
VOMITTING, INCREASED FREQUENCY OF
URINATION AND DYSURIA; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has
been completed.; The reason for the study is
renal calculi, kidney or ureteral stone.; This study
is not being requested for abdominal and/or
kidney stone; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; It is
not known if the pain is acute or chronic.; This is
not the first visit for this complaint.; There has
KIDNEY STONES,POST OP RIGHT STENT AND
RIGHT ESWL; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has not been
completed.; The reason for the study is renal
Kidney Stones: 17 mm stone in 2000; treated w/
intermittent ESWL due to allergic reaction to
anesthesia. He recently started passing small
sand like particles; especially in the summer
when he is dehydrated. Passed 5‐6 stones during
08‐09/2018. He passed ; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; It is not known
Kidney stones; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; This study is being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
study is being ordered for chronic pain.; This is
KINEY STONE, RIGHT FLANK PAIN; This is a
request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.;
A urinalysis has been completed.; The reason for
the study is renal calculi, kidney or ureteral
stone.; This study is not being requested for
N/A; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; It is not known if a urinalysis has
been completed.; This study is being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; It is not known
if the pain is acute or chronic.; It is not known if
Patient right nepgrectomy due the renal cell
carcinoma left renal cyst,; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
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Patient underwent a percutaneous drainage of a
renal cyst. Due to the size reimaging was
recommended due to size to make sure the cyst
was fully drained.; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; The reason for
the study is pre‐op or post op evaluation.; The
study is requested for post‐op evaluation.; The
Patient with microhematuria. Had episode of
gross hematuria 2 months ago. This resolved.
Was having some dysuria at the time and thought
he passed a stone. Takes Plavix. Is a smoker. No
prior hx of stones. No voiding sx. US showed
bilateral renal cysts.; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
Post Ablation Renal mass.&#x0D;F/u from right
thermal ablation of small renal mass. &#x0D;f/u
in 3 months with repeat CT with renal mass
protocol; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis
CT combination.; The reason for the study is pre‐
op or post op evaluation.; The study is requested
for post‐op evaluation.; The study is not
prostate cancer; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; The reason for
the study is suspicious mass or suspected tumor
or metastasis.; This study is not being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
Pt with renal Mass and blood in urine. Need CT;
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; It is not known if
the pain is acute or chronic.; This is not the first
Pt. present with L flank pain and hx of renal
stones; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
renal mass, renal lesion; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; The reason for
the study is suspicious mass or suspected tumor
or metastasis.; The patient is not presenting new
symptoms.; This study is not being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not
requested for hematuria.; The last
SURVEILLANCE FOR PROSTATE CANCER; This is a
request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.;
The reason for the study is known tumor.; This is
a request for evaluation of prostate cancer.; This
study is not being requested for abdominal
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Testicular Cancer: Left testicular mass noted per
physical exam on 7/2/18 by Dr. Jerrod Jerry.
Denies fam hx of testicular cancer or any previous
testicular surgery. SUS on 7/3/18 showed a solid
heterogeneous mass left testicle, suspicious for
malignancy,; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are being
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
The reason for the hematuria is not known.; This
study is not being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is requested for
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
The reason for the study is renal calculi, kidney or
ureteral stone.; This study is not being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The results of the urinalysis
were abnormal.; The urinalysis was positive for
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The results of the urinalysis
were abnormal.; The urinalysis was positive for
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The results of the urinalysis
were abnormal.; The urinalysis was positive for
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The hematuria is due to Renal
Calculi/kidney/ ureteral stone.; It is not know if
this study is being requested for abdominal
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The hematuria is due to Renal
Calculi/kidney/ ureteral stone.; This study is not
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The hematuria is due to tumor or
mass.; This study is not being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
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This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is
infection.; The patient does not have a fever and
elevated white blood cell count or abnormal
amylase/lipase.; This study is not being requested
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is known
tumor.; This is a request for evaluation of
prostate cancer.; There is a PSA greater than 10.;
This study is not being requested for abdominal
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is known
tumor.; This is a request for evaluation of
prostate cancer.; There is not a PSA greater than
10.; There is a Gleason Score (sum) 7 or greater.;
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is known
tumor.; This is not request for evaluation of
prostate cancer.; This study is being ordered for
follow‐up.; The patient is not presenting new
symptoms.; This study is not being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is known
tumor.; This is not request for evaluation of
prostate cancer.; This study is being ordered for
follow‐up.; The patient is presenting new
symptoms.; This study is not being requested for
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is known
tumor.; This study is being ordered for follow‐up.;
The patient is not presenting new symptoms.;
This study is not being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not requested
for hematuria.; The patient is female.; The last
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is known
tumor.; This study is being ordered for follow‐up.;
The patient is presenting new symptoms.; This
study is not being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not requested
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This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is
suspicious mass or suspected tumor or
metastasis.; The patient is not presenting new
symptoms.; This study is not being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not
requested for hematuria.; The last
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is
suspicious mass or suspected tumor or
metastasis.; The patient is presenting new
symptoms.; This study is not being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; The reason for the study is
suspicious mass or suspected tumor or
metastasis.; The patient is presenting new
symptoms.; This study is not being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is not
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for acute pain.; There has been a
physical exam.; The patient is male.; A rectal
exam was performed.; The results of the exam
Unknown; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has been
completed.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; It is not known if
the urinalysis results were normal or abnormal.;
unknown; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; The reason for the study
is none of the listed reasons.; It is not know if this
study is being requested for abdominal and/or
Unknown; This study is being ordered for a
metastatic disease.; There are 2 exams are being
ordered.; One of the studies being ordered is
NOT a Breast MRI, CT Colonoscopy, EBCT, MRS,
Was recently admitted to hospital; This is a
request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.;
A urinalysis has been completed.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The results of the urinalysis were normal.;
will fax; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis
CT combination.; The reason for the study is none
of the listed reasons.; This study is not being
requested for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The
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without contrast
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without contrast
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without contrast
material(s)
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computed tomography
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72148 Magnetic
resonance (eg, proton)
imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; without
Radiology Services Denied Not Medically Necessary
Disapproval contrast material

Will FAX; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis
CT combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; It is not known if
the pain is acute or chronic.; This is not the first
visit for this complaint.; There has been a physical
CT Scan &#x0D;"This may be a hemorrhagic cyst
or proteinaceous cyst and recommended an MRI
of the kidney.; This request is for an Abdomen
MRI.; This study is being ordered for suspicious
mass or suspected tumor/ metastasis.; The
CT SHOWED 6X7X8CM HETEROGENEOUS
SUSPICIOUS UPPER POLE RIGHT RENAL MASS.
HIGHLY SUGGESTIVE OF RENAL CELL
CARCINOMA. RENAL VEIN HAS A QUESTION OF
POSSIBLE TURMOR THROMBUS. DOCTOR
WANTING TO CHECK IF THERE IS RENAL VEIN
INVOLVEMENT.; This study is being ordered for a
Indeterminant 15 mm left adrenal nodule seen
on CT scan (2‐2‐19); This request is for an
Abdomen MRI.; This study is being ordered for
suspicious mass or suspected tumor/ metastasis.;
The patient had previous abnormal imaging
There is 2.4 cm low‐density lesion in the medial
segment of the liver which&#x0D;is most
consistent with an atypical hemangioma. This
could be followed to show&#x0D;stability or
evaluated with MRI.; This request is for an
Abdomen MRI.; This study is being ordered for
This request is for an Abdomen MRI.; This study
is being ordered for suspicious mass or suspected
tumor/ metastasis.; The patient had previous
abnormal imaging including a CT, MRI or
Ultrasound.; A kidney abnormality was found on
This is a request for a Tumor Imaging PET Scan;
This study is being ordered for something other
than Breast CA, Lymphoma, Myeloma, Ovarian
CA, Esophageal CA, Lung CA, Colorectal CA,
Head/Neck CA, Melanoma, Soft Tissue Sarcoma,
Pancreatic CA or Testicular CA.; This study is not
being ordered for Cervical CA, Brain
Cancer/Tumor or Mass, Thyroid CA or other solid
The pt has low back pain. radiating into left leg.
Bilateral testical pian.; The study requested is a
Lumbar Spine MRI.; Acute or Chronic back pain;
The patient does have new or changing
neurologic signs or symptoms.; There is no
weakness or reflex abnormality.; The patient
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; This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.; The patient
has NOT had previous abnormal imaging
including a CT, MRI or Ultrasound.; The study is
being ordered for suspicion of tumor, mass,
abnormal US mass seen on prostate; This is a
request for a Pelvis MRI.; The patient had
previous abnormal imaging including a CT, MRI or
Ultrasound.; An abnormality was found in
Faxing clinicals; This is a request for a Pelvis MRI.;
The study is being ordered for something other
than suspicion of tumor, mass, neoplasm,
metastatic disease, PID, abscess, Evaluation of
Prostate cancer: Date of diagnosis: 2/5/19 with a
PSA of 3.2&#x0D;Stage: T2a&#x0D;Gleason
grade: 3 cores Gleason 6 (3+3)&#x0D;Date of last
biopsy: 2/5/19&#x0D;PSA density:
0.073&#x0D;Genetic testing performed and
result: awaiting&#x0D;Primary Cancer treatment:
rule out prostate cancer; This is a request for a
Pelvis MRI.; The patient had previous abnormal
imaging including a CT, MRI or Ultrasound.; An
abnormality was found in something other than
RIGHT NEPHROSTOMY TUBE ERODED INTO THE
RIGHT RENAL VEIN; This is a request for an
Abdomen CT.; This study is being ordered for
another reason besides Kidney/Ureteral stone,
&#x0D;Known Tumor, Cancer, Mass, or R/O
metastases, Suspicious Mass or Tumor, Organ
; This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
This study is being requested for abdominal
and/or pelvic pain.; The results of the urinalysis
were normal.; The study is being ordered for
GROSS HEMATURIA; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has
been completed.; The reason for the hematuria is
not known.; This study is not being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
Here to evaluate recurrent UTIs. States over the
last year she has increased urinary urgency and
frequency that is chronic. Symptoms present
without infection but states the irritative urinary
symptoms are much worse when infected.
Several urine cultur; This is a request for an
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history of a 5 mm renal stone; This is a request
for an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A
urinalysis has been completed.; The reason for
the study is renal calculi, kidney or ureteral
stone.; This study is not being requested for
HISTORY OF KIDNEY STONES; This is a request for
an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis
has been completed.; The reason for the study is
renal calculi, kidney or ureteral stone.; This study
is not being requested for abdominal and/or
initial staging prostate cancer; This is a request
for an abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; The
reason for the study is known tumor.; This is a
request for evaluation of prostate cancer.; There
is not a PSA greater than 10.; There is not a
Gleason Score (sum) 7 or greater.; This study is
KDINEY STONE; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has been
completed.; The reason for the study is renal
calculi, kidney or ureteral stone.; This study is not
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
PT CAME IN WITH A HIST OF KIDNEY STONES
AND BACKS PAIN; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has
been completed.; This study is being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The results of
Referred by Dr. Tadakal for LUTS. Has had
intermittent sx of dysuria, penile and meatal pain,
questionable emptying and gross hematuria since
at least last Nov. Urine culture at that time was
neg. Cr is 0.7. Has an iodine contrast allergy.
Might have pa; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has been
The Pt has PSA of 10.7; This is a request for an
abdomen‐pelvis CT combination.; This study is
being requested for abdominal and/or pelvic
pain.; The study is being ordered for chronic
pain.; This is not the first visit for this complaint.;
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; A urinalysis has been completed.;
The reason for the study is renal calculi, kidney or
ureteral stone.; This study is not being requested
for abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for acute pain.; There has been a
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This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for acute pain.; There has been a
This is a request for an abdomen‐pelvis CT
combination.; This study is being requested for
abdominal and/or pelvic pain.; The study is being
ordered for chronic pain.; This is not the first visit
UNKNOWN; This is a request for an abdomen‐
pelvis CT combination.; A urinalysis has not been
completed.; The reason for the study is renal
calculi, kidney or ureteral stone.; This study is not
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72191 Computed
tomographic angiography,
pelvis, with contrast
material(s), including
noncontrast images, if
performed, and image
postprocessing

This is a request for a pelvis CT angiography.

1

Approval

74175 Computed
tomographic angiography,
abdomen, with contrast
material(s), including
noncontrast images, if
performed, and image
postprocessing

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
abdomen.

1

Approval

75635 Computed
tomographic angiography,
abdominal aorta and
bilateral iliofemoral lower
extremity runoff, with
contrast material(s),
including noncontrast
images, if performed, and
image postprocessing

Yes, this is a request for CT Angiography of the
abdominal arteries.
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